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Preface
Acting in the belief that the Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water
Management System remains a property of great importance for the heritage of the world, I am
greatly honoured to be able to present the application for the inclusion of the said site on the
World Heritage List on behalf of the Government of the Republic of Poland.
The UNESCO World Heritage Convention imposes upon us the obligation to protect and conserve
sites which form part of the common heritage of humanity, to make such sites available to the public
and to preserve them for future generations. This obligation has certain unique characteristics;
it provides that any state which remains a party to the Convention shall have the privilege to
designate sites of outstanding value and universal significance for heritage of the world as well as
the obligation to protect such sites for the benefit of both present and future generations. Inclusion
on the World Heritage List serves to reaffirm the unique value of the given site and reinforces the
obligation to preserve it for all times.
The Republic of Poland has been a party to the Convention since 1976. As with any international
treaties ratified by the Polish Government, the Convention remains a source of universally binding
law. The obligation to comply with the Convention applies both to all public administration bodies
and to all Polish citizens. For more than 40 years, the Republic of Poland has afforded protection
to World Heritage sites, mindful of the fact that by protecting our heritage, we also make
a contribution towards our future.
The Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System is
a unique site for a number of reasons. The Tarnowskie Góry region is the birthplace of ore mining
and an important industrial centre in the history of both Upper Silesia, Central Europe and the
world. Mining and the associated tangible and intangible cultural assets remain deeply rooted in
the consciousness of the residents of Silesia. Despite the fact that metal ore mining in Tarnowskie
Góry has ceased more than 100 years ago, the local residents continue to hold both their ancestors
and their work and achievements in esteem, attaching great importance to the mining heritage of
the region. Owing to the care lavished by the residents of Tarnowskie Góry, the physical evidence
of this heritage – both above and below the earth’s surface – exists until this day.
One of the examples of the importance attached to cultural heritage in Tarnowskie Góry is the
application for the inclusion on the World Heritage List prepared by the Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers’ Association, who have shown great determination, professionalism and knowledge of the
subject in the course of preparation of this document. At this point, as the General Monument
Conservator, I would like to extend my most sincere thanks to the Association as well as to all those
who have lent it their support in the process of preparation of the present documentation. At the
same time, I would also like to reaffirm the unwavering support of the Government of the Republic
of Poland for the inclusion of Tarnowskie Góry on the UNESCO World Heritage List.

Dr. Magdalena Gawin
General Monument Conservator
Ministry of Culture and National Heritage
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For many years the Self Government of the Śląskie Province has welcomed and supported the
efforts of the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association to include the structures of the lead, silver
and zinc ore mine in Tarnowskie Góry with a unique underground water management system in the
list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
The efforts taken by the aficionados of the industrial heritage in Tarnowskie Góry related to the
preparation of a relevant application should be considered in a wider context, that is as a crowning
of a decades-long process for securing, reconstructing and propagating the lead, silver and zinc
mining facilities. The social perception of the industrial heritage has been reinforced by the opening
of the Black Trout Adit with the „Ewa” and „Sylwester” shaft in 1957, the opening of the Historic
Silver Mine twenty years later and the related subsequent activities. This type of activity falls also
within the scope of the Industrial Monuments Route of the Śląskie Voivodeship which includes
these two great facilities. The Historic Silver Mine is one of the Stars of Technology in the Route
— the category reserved for facilities which offer the highest quality and diversity of tourist services
while maintaining their unique merits. Moreover, the Historic Silver Mine constitutes the so called
anchor point of the European Route of Industrial Heritage, the largest corporation network of
industrial heritage facilities in the Old Continent adapted to cultural and touristic needs.
Natural resources of this site, i.e. lead, silver and zinc ores contributed to the dynamic development
not only of the town, but also of the entire region that started to gain its importance in the economic
development of Europe already in the 15th century.
Historians have no doubt that Tarnowskie Góry was at the forefront of the coal and steel age. It is
one of the places where industrialization was born.
The complex of underground gangways, shaft, adits, excavations and ground structures preserved
by the worthy heirs of the Tarnowskie Góry historic miners — the former and existing members of
the Society of Friends of the Tarnowskie Góry Land — is a undeniable European and world heritage.
The regional collective of the Śląskie province is looking forward to the positive decision of the
UNESCO World Heritage Committee.

Wojciech Saługa
Marshal of the Silesian Voivodeship
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Tarnowskie Góry is a charming town with as many as three treasures – fascinating history, beautiful
nature as well as friendly and hospitable inhabitants. The history of the town which is related to
Poland, the Bohemian Crown and Prussia has left here many traces. Some of them are visible on
the ground, in the form of 16th century tenements, a beautiful town hall, historic churches and also
unique shaft craters and abandoned workings. Some are hidden underground in the one of a kind
Historic Silver Mine. Others are represented by rich cultural traditions.
In 2004 the underground in Tarnowskie Góry was entered into the prestigious List of Historic
Monuments. This event highlighted the meaning of the underground in the Polish mineral mining
history.
In 2013 the Speaker of the Senate honored the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association, which
takes care of the historical underground, with the title of the Heritage Guardian of the Republic of
Poland. The Society was awarded this distinction for untiring and continuous care of the industrial
heritage of the Tarnowskie Góry land, educational activity as well as for inspiring scientific and
artistic work.
The authentic underground labyrinth of shafts, galleries, chambers and drifts which is partially
open to tourists is of high educational value. Today it is a relic of the mine closed over 100 years
ago and the priceless document of the mine’s former glory.
The unique character of Tarnowskie Góry is highlighted by well-preserved, nearly entirely authentic
mining excavations with drain adits, a post-mining water management system unparalleled in world
mining, a 19th century urban waterworks and the Urban Park from the turn of 19th and 20th century
being the example of one of the first revitalized post-mining areas.
Moreover, a significant part of the town has been included in the Natura 2000 area, and the
specific microclimate of the underground makes it the second largest winter bat habitat in Poland.
10 rare bat species are found here and the number of bats hibernating in the underground amounts
to several thousands.
Therefore, I am deeply convinced that the efforts made by the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers'
Association for entering our historical underground into the UNESCO list will be successful.
The underground in Tarnowskie Góry is a real treasure and deserves to be entered into the list
of invaluable gems of the UNESCO brand whose value cannot be emphasized enough.

Arkadiusz Czech
Mayor of Tarnowskie Góry
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Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers’ Association has been involved in the protection and sharing of
Silesian industrial heritage for 60 years. As a result of social work carried out by a group of a few
dozen enthusiasts, two sections of Tarnowskie Góry’s historic underground mine workings were
opened to the public. The conviction of being in possession of an extraordinary treasure, and the
will to share it with the world, became the motivation to prepare this application and to strive for
listing the lead, silver and zinc ores mine, together with the groundwater management system
in Tarnowskie Góry as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
In 2005, the visit of representatives of the International Committee for the Conservation of the
Industrial Heritage (TICCIH), Mr Eusebi Casanelles and Mr Julian Kołodziej, was the direct incentive
for the members of the Association to begin efforts to enter Tarnowskie Góry mining heritage in
the prestigious UNESCO World Heritage List. The experts stated that a drainage system of such
an extensive and important mining area, with little difference in terrain height, undoubtedly
deserves to be listed, especially that underground water pumped from the excavations by
a steam engine was used for consumer and industrial purposes for the first time on such a large
scale, creating an extensive water supply network. Another stimulus for action was given by the
then Minister of Culture and National Heritage for which we are particularly grateful. We found
allies in the National Heritage Board of Poland and the Polish National Commission for UNESCO.
The strength of enthusiasm of local activists of the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers’ Association,
and substantive knowledge of staff of the National Heritage Board of Poland, made it possible to
prepare the documentation which we hereby present. At this point, I would like to thank all those
who worked on the preparation of the application, the development of the management plan and
the enhancement of the legal protection of the nominated Property.
The richness of the lands and technological innovations applied in Tarnowskie Góry played a crucial
part in early mining and metallurgical progress in Europe, and contributed significantly to wider
European, and global, industrial development during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
We are proud of this, and we make every effort to ensure that the memory of the achievements
of our ancestors remains vivid, and that the heritage left to us passes on – in its fullest possible
form – to the next generations of lovers of the lands of Tarnowskie Góry. We deeply believe that
these achievements will be understood, valued and appropriately recognised by inscription in the
UNESCO World Heritage List, giving reason to be proud not only for us, but for the whole world.

Marek Kandzia
Chairman
Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers’ Association
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State Party

Executive Summary

Poland

State, Province or Region
Silesian Voivodeship (Województwo Śląskie)
District (Powiat) Tarnowskie Góry:
Tarnowskie Góry Municipality
Zbrosławice Commune
District Town Bytom

Name of Property
Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine
and its Underground Water Management System

Geographical Coordinates to the Nearest
Second
N50˚26’33.71 E18˚51’04.42

Textual description of the boundary(ies)
of the nominated Property
The nominated Property comprises the principal underground mining and water management
complex essentially belonging to Friedrich Mine and the Adolph Shaft Waterworks, together
with directly linked surface attributes.
The boundary of the underground network is drawn to include the principal lead-silver-zinc
workings of Friedrich Mine, its water (drainage) management system and the Adolph Shaft
Waterworks infrastructure that intersected and abstracted water from it. The boundary is
projected at surface where it encloses almost all separately drawn surface character areas (that
are connected, vertically and variously, to the underground) except the adit ditches that were
designed to carry water away from the mining environment.
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Name and contact information
of oﬃcial local institution/agency

Henryk de Birnbaum
Lieutenant of the Army of His Majesty the King of Poland
Entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 02 January 1792

National Heritage Board of Poland
Centre for World Heritage
ul. Kopernika 36/40
00-924 Warszawa
tel.: +48 22 826 02 39
e-mail: info@nid.pl; unesco@nid.pl
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Executive Summary

Criteria under which property is nominated
(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)

Draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
Brief synthesis
Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System is
located in the Silesian plateau of southern Poland, in one of Europe’s classic metallogenic provinces. It
is the largest and most signiﬁcant historic underground lead-silver-zinc mine in Poland, and possesses
a monumental drainage network that features a uniquely integrated public water supply that was both
pioneering and the largest of its kind in the world. Constructed in technically challenging terrain, the
underground mining and water system comprises over 50 km of main drainage tunnels and 150 km
of secondary drainage and access tunnels, numerous ore-extraction chambers and shafts. Preserved
with sustained access by a community association for over sixty years, this network is complemented
by substantial remains of the principal water supply infrastructure (above and below ground) together
with directly connected surface elements that comprise essential mining landscape features (such as
adit portals and ditches, shafts and tips), and the most important examples of post-mining community
commemorative and recreational sites that are a characteristic of the early preservation of Tarnowskie
Góry’s distinctive mining topography.
Interrelated outstanding values include:
The magnitude, geographical reach and international impact of the mine’s lead and (later) zinc
production
Mining began in the Middle Ages as numerous small-scale artisanal lead-silver mines funded by
merchants and the local nobility, before becoming a large-scale ‘model’ royal lead-zinc mine during
the period of concerted Prussian state-led industrialisation that began in the second half of the
eighteenth century and which fostered, in Upper Silesia, the ﬁrst major heavy industries in German
territory. Lead exports from Tarnowskie Góry in the Middle Ages supported an extensive European
metallurgical supply complex, in which the production of lead, copper and silver existed in the context
of mutually inter-dependent inter-continental trade, and which brought European silver output to
unprecedented levels in such major mining and smelting centres as Kutná Hora, Banská Štiavnica,
Banská Bystrica, Nuremberg, Thuringia, the Tirol and the Erzgebirge. This contributed to the general
economic and social development of Europe, and the consequent ﬂow of silver bullion and specie
to China, the most singularly important product that led to the birth of world trade. From the ﬁrst
recognition in Europe of zinc as a separate metal (Georgius Agricola's ‘zincum’ observed in Silesia in
the mid-sixteenth century), local production propelled Germany as the world leader throughout the
nineteenth century, meeting almost half of global demand for this ‘architectural metal’.
The ingenious technical ensemble of mine drainage and water supply illustrates the vigorous
pan-European development and exchange of mining technology and demonstrates how mine
water was managed in an innovative and environmentally sustainable manner that was ahead
of its time
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The underground water management system reﬂects a masterpiece of hydraulic engineering,
a 300-year development that adapted with changes in scale and technology to combat an unusually
high water inﬂow of up to three times that commonly encountered in central European mines. The
challenge was exacerbated by a gentle undulating topography with only two small rivers, at just
slightly lower elevations and with corresponding shallow river gradients, to serve as mine water
receivers. Dewatering developed in symbiosis with water supply from as early as 1797 when the mine
adopted the ﬁrst Boulton & Watt steam pumping engine exported for metal mining purposes on the
European continent. This was followed by their purposeful imitation (and of earlier imported British
Newcomen engines), a consequence of which was the foundation, in Silesia, of the German steam
engine manufacturing industry that impacted substantially on global industrialisation. Whilst it was
mining that engendered the development of the steam engine, it was mining, too, that provided the
technical wherewithal for the development of the world’s ﬁrst large-scale public water supply systems
based on the steam-powered pumping of groundwater, mining engineers inadvertently contributing
to the foundations of the modern water industry. The nominated site is a palimpsest that resulted
in a complementary and sustainable relationship of mine drainage with water abstraction for local
and regional supply and, later, of both potable and industrial water to sustain exponential population
growth and development of the emergent Prussian (German) industrial revolution and the foundation
of the Upper Silesian Industrial Agglomeration that was in its vanguard.
Conservation of industrial heritage
Tarnowskie Góry’s ‘Underworld’, abandoned by the 1930s, prompted an early conservation movement
that continues to manage and assiduously care for the site that has been the focus of sustained
conservation and public access for scientiﬁc, educational and tourism purposes by a community
association since 1957. Such commitment shows not only the strength of mining and industry at the
heart of the Silesian cultural tradition but also a further contribution to Poland’s conservation of some
of the world’s most signiﬁcant underground mining heritage.

Justiﬁcation for criteria
The site is nominated under justiﬁcation for inscription criteria:
(i) to represent a masterpiece of human creative genius
The extensive underground adit network, and its functional connecting elements of shafts and surface
channels, together with the pioneering waterworks that was integrated with underground mine water
management, are a masterpiece of mid-sixteenth to late-nineteenth century hydraulic engineering.
They represent the peak of European skills in such dewatering technology at a time when mining
engineering provided the technical wherewithal for the development of the world’s ﬁrst large-scale
public water supply systems based on the steam-powered pumping of groundwater;
(ii) to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within a cultural
area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, monumental arts, townplanning or landscape design
The colossal and accessible underground network, including the mine dewatering system, oreextraction network and its topographical expressions at surface, together with the pioneering and
integrated public water supply facility, are testimony to larger socio-technical world systems from
the very beginning. They exhibit the interchange of technology, ideas and expertise in mining
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engineering, metallurgical systems and public water supply between leading mining and industrial
centres in Saxony, Bohemia, Hungary, Britain and Poland;
(iii) to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization
which is living or which has disappeared
The historic underground mining environment together with directly connected surface features,
including commemorative public parks and nature reserves that reutilize yet preserve distinctive
mining topography, are protected by a vibrant living culture with a long-standing commitment to
conservation and public access. The property is vivid testimony to a mining tradition with a 500-yearold pedigree, and commitment to it, from local to national levels, reﬂects a further contribution to
Poland’s conservation of some of the world’s most signiﬁcant underground mining heritage;
(iv) to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological ensemble
or landscape which illustrates (a) signiﬁcant stage(s) in human history
Substantial remains of the principal integrated public water supply infrastructure, together with an
unusually accessible and monumental underground network of over 50 km of main drainage tunnels
and 150 km of secondary drainage and access tunnels, shafts and extensive mined chambers, with the
addition of directly connected surface and landscape features, are a unique and enduring technical
ensemble of metal mining and water management. The ensemble is distinguished by a signiﬁcant
output of lead and zinc that sustained international metallurgical and architectural demands of the
time, and a water system that ultimately drained the mine by gravity and met the needs of the most
industrialized and urbanized region in Poland, and amongst the largest in Europe, providing a unique
and early model of sustainable water management in the active mining environment.

Statement of integrity
The overall size of the property provides a complete representation of all the signiﬁcant attributes of
the mine and its water management system, supporting historical and geographical-spatial integrity,
as well as the structural and functional integrity. A substantial part of the property is underground, and
all surface features are linked directly to it in the three dimensions, and have been delineated at surface
as discrete character areas.

Statement of authenticity
The cultural value of the nominated site is reliably and credibly expressed through the form and design
of mining features both below and above ground, their materials and workmanship manifested by
original and intact physical and structural remains, their use and function evidenced by archives and
detailed archaeological investigation, and its location and setting still pervaded by highly authentic
and characteristic mining features in the landscape.

Requirements for protection and management
The State Party has designated the property for which the preservation is in the public interest and
which it protects through various forms of legal protection. The World Heritage Centre of the National
Heritage Board of Poland cooperates directly with the Management Coordination Team and the
Steering Committee of the stakeholder group that is responsible for the protection and management
of the site at the local level. A Management Plan guides protection, conservation and presentation
of the attributes that carry Outstanding Universal Value.
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1. Identiﬁcation of the Property

‘During my visit in Upper Silesia,
I have seen the renowned local fire
Machines, and I have thought of the
vast knowledge of people and the
Goodness of our God and how true
it is that human, the masterpiece
of creation, is of godly origin, can not
only find the richness of this God’s
blessing, but also use this blessing
to perfect his generation.
Let the mining of Tarnowskie Góry live
and prosper with this heavenly design.’
Jan Klapsia
German-Polish preacher from Jaworze near Bielsko
Entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 2 April 1792

1. Identiﬁcation of the Property

1. Identiﬁcation of the Property

1.a Country
Poland

1.b State, Province or Region
Silesian Voivodeship (Województwo Śląskie)
District (Powiat) Tarnowskie Góry:
Tarnowskie Góry Municipality
Zbrosławice Commune
District Town Bytom

Poland

Tarnowskie
Góry

1.c Name of Property
Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine
and its Underground Water Management System

1.d Geographical Coordinates
to the Nearest Second
N50˚26’33.71 E18˚51’04.42

Silesian
Voivodeship
Tarnowskie Góry Municipality
Zbrosławice Commune
District Town Bytom
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1. Identiﬁcation of the Property

1.e Maps and Plans, Showing
the Boundaries of the Nominated
Property and Buﬀer Zone
Maps showing the boundaries of the nominated Property and proposed buffer zone, as listed
below, are placed at the end of the Section 1. In addition to the principal buffer zone, which constitute additional layer of protection for the whole nominated Property there is a special layer of
protection proposed for selected character areas. Relevant maps are included in the Section 5c.

Table of maps
Number
Name of the map
of the map
1
Nominated Property and proposed buffer zone
Underground
2
Friedrich Mine Adit Portal and Ditch
God Help Adit Portal and Ditch
Adolph Shaft Waterworks
3
Mining Landscape (19th century)
4
Silver Mountain and Washing Tip
5
Original Site of Friedrich Mine
6
Municipal Park
7
Attributes
8
Forms of Legal Protection

Character area
identification number
A1–A8
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8

1.f Area of Nominated Property (ha)
and Proposed Buﬀer Zone (ha)
Area of the nominated Property:
- underground 1330.70 ha
- surface 342.06 ha
- total 1672.76 ha
Area of proposed buffer zone 2774.35 ha
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2. Description
2.a Description of Property
and Signiﬁcant Features

‘With vast practice in the field, with
numerous travels to distant lands, mines,
whoever finds familiar the limitless
inconveniences involving the progress in
mining art, elevating and rejuvenating this
primeval profession, must appreciate the
mine landscape of the Tarnowskie Góry
region. Praise must therefore be made for
the financial counselor, count von Reden
as the director and all employed mining
officers and administrators, for bestowing
such a grand work on us, which, born out
of extensive mining knowledge, diligence
and fervor, will arrive at peaks of perfection.
In this, I wish all God speed!’
J.W.B. von Heynitz
Elector Saxon Mining Starost and Subcameraius
Entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 14 September 1791
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(i) Introduction

2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and
its Underground Water Management System
is located in the Silesian plateau of southern
Poland. The Site lies within an area of 50 km 2
and is the largest, best preserved and most
accessible historic underground metal mine
and combined drainage system and water
supply facility in Poland; and the largest of
its kind in the world with over 50 km of main
drainage tunnels and 150 km of secondary
drainage and access tunnels, together with
extensive chambers and shafts.
Enabled by the successful transfer,
adaptation, improvement and diffusion
of mining technology from elsewhere in
central Europe and Britain, the Site is exceptional testimony to lead and zinc production
characterised by magnitude, extensive
geographical reach and corresponding
international impact at times when these
industrial metals were most needed. It is
also a masterpiece of hydraulic engineering
that further demonstrates how the removal
of an exceptional inflow of groundwater, up
to three times that commonly encountered
in central European mines, was managed
in symbiotic coexistence with large-scale
domestic and industrial water supply,
beginning as early as 1797. As such, where
the mining engineers’ innovative pathway
not only avoided competition with water
uses but directly assisted them, it is one of
the pioneers that demonstrate how mining
provided the technical wherewithal for the
development of the world’s first large-scale
public water supply systems based on the
pumping of groundwater.
Original mining in the Middle Ages
(‘Phase I’) comprised multiple artisanal
mines funded by merchants and the local
nobility and centred on extensive and
shallow deposits of newly discovered
high-grade lead-silver ore. Production was
facilitated by diffused and adapted technology from Saxony and Bohemia and the

majority of lead was exported: enormous
surges sustained metallurgical processes
in some of the greatest mining districts of
central Europe, bearing witness to an extensive European metallurgical supply complex
in which the production of lead, copper
and silver existed in the context of mutually
inter-dependent inter-continental trade.
An almost insatiable demand for lead had
been created by an invention in the chemical extraction of silver from copper ores that
required the base metal as a smelting agent.
This breakthrough in the latter fifteenth
century brought European silver output
over the next century to unprecedented
levels and contributed to the general economic and social development of Europe,
and the consequent flow of silver bullion
and specie to China – the most singularly
important product that led to the birth of
world trade. Polish lead was even used in the
smelting of lead-deficient silver deposits of
‘New Spain’, prior to mercury-based amalgamation that had almost wholly superceded
it by the early 1560s. The legacy from this
phase of extraction comprises distinctive
surface mining topography (hummocky
areas known locally as ‘pingi’) together with
adits and underground workings that have
limited accessibility but that have significant
potential for future access and study as they
lie above the later and deeper workings that
have permanently lowered the water table
to below that horizon.
The latter period of mining (‘Phase II’)
was during the period of concerted Prussian
state-led industrialisation that began in the
second half of the eighteenth century and
which, with its great capacity for investment, fostered the first major industries
in German territory. The development of
a new, large-scale, ‘model’ royal lead-zinc
mine resulted in an output that supplied
the entire needs of Prussia and, at regular
intervals, dominated European and indeed
Plate. 1. Friedrich Deep Adit.
Author: Mikołaj Gospodarek
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‘Perhaps others will hinder their passions, others will
counteract the forces of nature, but You who live
in Tarnowskie Góry, you have harnessed these forces
and driven them to your destination.’
Christian Gottfried Klose
Pastor from Domanice
Entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 5 July 1797
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world supply of these metals, particularly of
zinc during much of the nineteenth century.
The principal technical challenge encountered throughout the historic development
of lead-silver-zinc mining in Upper Silesia was
the fight with water. This predominated over
all other technical problems, and the technical and economic modernization of mining
chiefly manifested itself in the development,
and facilitation, of gravitational ‘adit’ (Ger.
stollen) mine drainage, combined with progressive pumping technology. The strategy
was consistently pursued at Tarnowskie
Góry, for well over 300 years, through an
on going interchange that brought some of
the latest European mining technology and
skill, not only from Central European mining
centres, but from England too. Rapid and
excessive water inflow was captured by adits
(drainage levels), in spite of technically challenging terrain, and this strategy endured
to produce a legacy of an exceptional and
complex system that continues to function
as originally designed. In the late eighteenth
century, British steam-pumping technology
was imported and adapted to facilitate largescale expansion of the adit system. Further
engines were manufactured locally, copying British designs, and these were moved
frequently from shaft to shaft as various
integrated adit sections were completed.
The very same technology was applied to
abstract waste, yet clean, mine water directly
from underground. This water supply served
not only to relieve ‘water stress’ through
replenishment of domestic water supply,
itself rendered dry by mining activity, but
was later of a sufficient magnitude to fundamentally facilitate the emergent Prussian
(German) industrial revolution and the
foundations of the Upper Silesian Industrial
District that was in its vanguard and that
became the largest agglomeration of coal

mining and heavy industry (including zinc
smelting) in Europe. The complex adit system
(and pumping/ventilation shafts that served
to create it) together with water supply infrastructure, both at surface and underground,
survive as attributes. These include remarkable underground engine halls excavated
to accommodate steam-pumping engines
placed at water level and supplied with steam
from surface.
Tarnowskie Góry’s ‘Underworld’, wholly
abandoned by 1933, prompted an early
twentieth century conservation movement
that continues to manage and assiduously
care for the site. The underground system
remains almost wholly accessible due to
the continued ‘natural’ free-draining function of the adit system that is located at
the base horizon of the mined deposit. The
site provides a rare opportunity for study
by archaeologists, historians and scientists
who have been guided by members of an
association since it was formalized in 1957
to care for the area’s historic environment,
including its vast underground heritage.
Visitor access, by boat, to a flooded section
of the Friedrich Deep Adit (locally called
Black Trout) has been facilitated continuously by a community association since 1957,
with further public access created via Angel
Shaft in 1976; the site of the Association’s
present museum, educational and tourism
facility. The Association maintains specialist
teams, including underground exploration,
and, in addition to the underground access
mentioned above, Adolph Shaft (Staszic)
remains one of the key (non-public) access
points to large sections of the mine. This
nomination is a reflection of Poland’s local
and national commitment to the conservation of some of the world’s most significant
underground mining heritage.

Plate 2. Participants in the research expedition to the Tarnowskie Góry ‘Underworld’.
Magazine Ilustracja Polska, 20 March 1938.
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2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

The nominated Property comprises underground attributes in excess of 50 km of
well-constructed adits (free ﬂowing gravity
drainage tunnels) and 150 km of subsidiary
branch adits and access levels, excavated oreextraction chambers (abandoned stopes) and
shafts extending beneath an area of 50 km2.
Surface attributes include adit portals and ditches
(an integral element of an adit, particularly in
ﬂat terrain, excavated to transport mine water
from a portal to a receiving river), open shafts
and capped shaft sites, associated mine waste
and tailings, water supply infrastructure (above
and below ground), examples of distinctive and
characteristic surface mining landscapes (pingi)

and those early community commemorative
and recreational facilities derived from it
– Kunstpark and the Municipal Park, Tarnowskie
Góry’s historic public green spaces created from
post-mining landscapes.
The Property is the most signiﬁcant, bestpreserved and accessible part of the workings
of Friedrich Mine that occupied and underlay
a much larger area – over 150 km2 by 1837.
This mine is further representative of the
extensive Upper Silesian-Cracowian leadsilver-zinc deposits that, in the Tarnowskie
Góry-Bytom-Olkusz-Chrzanów area, extend
over 80 km east west, with a width ranging
from 10-20 km.

Overview of chronology of attributes
The greatest proportion of the Property is
underground, the remaining part comprised
of directly associated features at surface. The
chronology of attributes corresponds to two
principal mining phases, though operations
continued, sporadically and on a reduced
scale, at other times:
• Phase I. From around 1490 to 1600,
when numerous shallow, small-scale and
independent mines sold silver to the State
mints and, most importantly, exported
80 per cent of their lead production
to sustain metallurgical processes in
Central European silver mining centres,
creating new trade routes that crossed the
continent. By the 1530s, Tarnowskie Góry
was the richest orefield in Poland and an
extensive and complicated underground
network of shallow adits, levels, chambers
and small shafts survive as testimony to this
period, together with areas of distinctively
modified surface topography.
• Phase II. From 1784 to 1910, when the
deeper zone of the orefield was exploited
by the modern and large-scale, state-run,
Friedrich Mine, drained principally by the

Friedrich Deep Adit constructed 1821-34.
Peak lead, zinc and silver production was
achieved around the mid-19th c. It was also
during this phase that steam technology
was first imported from Britain (to facilitate
adit construction) and the water supply
system was initiated (1797), culminating
in the Adolph Shaft Waterworks (1884,
renamed Staszic in 1922). The Friedrich
Deep Adit system, and the extensive
workings it served, survives together
with the underground pumping halls and
associated infrastructure at Adolph Shaft,
and their corresponding surface structures.
Directly associated surface mining features
include adit components, shafts and
a centralised ore-processing waste mound
that is testimony to the sheer output of lead
and zinc during the nineteenth century.
Some further, unusual and distinctive,
cultural attributes comprise municipal
parks that are early examples of the
successful post-industrial community use
of a mining landscape and that sensitively
preserve a usually vulnerable feature
of shaft hummocks and mine spoil.

‘Drawn by the repute that favours
the path of Genius, I have arrived to
marvel ART that deprives nature of its
wealth and disseminates it to its liking,
through a winning battle of forces,
giving us the richness of the caves
that nature had established. Genius
triumphs, as it has bent to present
itself as even more magnificent.’
Constance Biernacka
Entry to the 'Golden Book', 12 August 1804

Plate 3. Crystal clear water in the southern section of the Friedrich Deep Adit, the mine’s ultimate and deepest
drainage level that was driven between 1821 and 1834 beneath the base of the extensive lead-silver deposit.
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Author: Piotr Gad
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The geological structure and lithology of
the Tarnowskie Góry mining region, and the
physical conditions under which ore occurred,
had a profound eﬀect on the character and
development of every aspect of mining activity,
together with resultant modiﬁed landscape and
permanently altered hydrology.
The Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom (Tarnowitz-Beuthen) troughs are the principal geological structures that hosted lead-silver ore, and
zinc and iron ores that were latterly exploited
by Friedrich Mine. The Upper Silesian orefield itself extends over 80 km from east to
west, with a width ranging from 10 to over
20 km. The land surface is a characteristically
flat to gently undulating plateau at an elevation of around 270-300 m above sea level.
This is unusual in that almost all other
European lead-silver deposits were found in
mountainous terrain; a feature that heavily
influenced drainage techniques in particular.
The greatest concentration of ore was
around Tarnowskie Góry, where lead-silver
ore had been mined on a small scale from the
twelfth century. But it was ore strikes from
1490 through the 1520s and ‘30s that made
the greatest impact on an extensive European
metallurgical supply complex, in which the
production of lead, copper and silver existed
in the context of mutually inter-dependent
inter-continental trade. The deposits were
laterally extensive, but could only be mined at
increasing depths as new drainage technology
diffused from other European mining centres.
This factor contributed to prolonged mining
(from the twelfth century to early twentieth
century), so too did mineralogical diversity
and the demand for lead, silver, zinc and iron
as the region became in the vanguard of the
nascent German industrial revolution.
Plate 4. Polish lead deposits mined from the
ﬁfteenth century.
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Source: Danuta Molenda, Górnictwo Kruszcowe na terenie złóż
śląsko-krakowskich do połowy XVI wieku, Zakład Narodowy
im. Ossolińskich, Wydawnictwo Polskiej Akademii Nauk, Wrocław 1963
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Non-sulphide (carbonate-oxide) zinc ore
(‘calamine’ = English, French, Belgian; ‘galmei’
= German; ‘galman’ = Polish) occurred in
exceptionally rich deposits in the southern
section of Friedrich Mine, in the vicinity of
Bytom (Beuthen = German). This was part of
the largest so-called Mississippi Valley Type
lead-zinc deposit in the world and was the
origin and principal basis for the development

of the German zinc mining and smelting
industry at the end of the 18th century (Upper
Silesia was then Prussian territory). Mines such
as ‘Verona’ (in the western part of character
area number 6: ‘Mining Landscape of Silver
Mountain’), together with other zinc workings
incorporated into the Friedrich and adjacent
mines, propelled Upper Silesia as the world’s
leading producer throughout the 19th century.

Plate 5, 6. Geological map (1911-1912) showing the boundary of 'Friedrich lead ore mine' (blue line,
bleierzbergwerk) and the extent of the dolomite-hosted lead ore (red). The nominated Site is located within this
historic mine boundary or ‘sett’ (Tarnowitz = Tarnowskie Góry, Beuthen = Bytom), Dark blue = Lead ore location
(Bleierzlage), Brown = brown iron ore (Brauneisenerze, limonite), Red = Smithsonite zinc ore (Galmei, calamine),
Red = ore-bearing Dolomite, Grey = Lower Muschelkalk.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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Plate 7. Geological map, 1913, Tarnowskie Góry.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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Lead ore occurs in veins and ‘flats’ at a comparatively, and advantageously, shallow depth
(10-50 m) with a large number of outcrops.
The principal rock types comprise a group
of Mesozoic era sedimentary strata: typically
unconsolidated sands, gravel and clay at the
top, followed by ore-bearing karstified dolomite of the Middle Triassic Muschelkalk Series
(shelly limestone), underlain unconformably
by impermeable Carboniferous strata. The
ore-bearing strata is highly fissured – the
systems of tectonic fractures are essentially
determinants of the exceptionally high permeability – and prone to friability and loose rock,
which meant that tunnels often required a full
and close stone lining for many kilometres.

Plate 8. Galena (lead-silver ore).
© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association

Plate 10. Sub-horizontal dolomitised strata, at the interface of two diﬀering lithologies and/or grain size, showing
sole marks on the underside. Multiple chocks supplement roof support provided by walls and pillars.
Author: Piotr Gad

Plate 9. Mining geological section at Kuckuck Shaft, Friedrich Mine, showing shaft descending through mixed
cover into dolomite strata to reach the sheet-like sub-horizontal zone of lead ore (‘Bleierzlage’ – in blue). The
level of the Friedrich Deep Adit (‘Friedrich Stolln-Sohle’) can be seen above another horizon of lead ore in the
lowest section of dolomite underlain by limestone (Kalkstein).
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Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives

Plate 11. Dolomite quarry within the Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain. Vertical exposure, up to 50m, allows
access to a ﬁne geological section of Triassic strata. Community action during the 1960s achieved cessation of
quarrying and the preservation of Silver Mountain.
Author: Barry Gamble
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2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 12. Sub-horizontal
dolomitised strata, at the
interface of two diﬀering
lithologies and/or grain size,
showing sole marks on the
underside.
Author: Piotr Gad
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‘Until now, my heart convinced me that nature stands for
beauty. I believed I needed it to elevate to the Creator.
Here, I witnessed genius and a row of mortal,
noble souls that reflect the Creator
I do not believe the author of ‘Emile’ When he speaks
of the human hands, of destruction and waste –
He has not seen these enchanting undergrounds.’
Hauchecorne
Professor of mathematics from Berlin
Entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 12 April 1803
(refers to Jean-Jacques Rousseau and his ‘Emile, or On Education’, in which he proposes a return to nature:
‘All is good that comes from the hands of the Creator, all is distorted in the hands of a man’) 47
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Plates 13, 14, 15. Products of calcium carbonate-rich ‘country’ rock: secondary speleothems of pure white calcite
derived from solution waters passing through dolomite and entering mined voids: (above) Dripstone helictite
meeting water level in Friedrich Deep Adit. (right top) Process of dripstone stalactites of calcite growing from
dolomitic mine roof. (right bottom) ‘Cave pearls’ – water dripping from the tunnel roof causes small ‘seed’
crystals to turn over so often that they form spherical calcite ‘pearls’. Where such a high level of ‘dripstone’
activity occurs, a positive contribution may be seen in the structural stability of mine workings, particularly
masonry arches and walls, where it acts as a natural cement.
Plate 13: author: Piotr Gad, plate 14, 15: author: Zygmunt Maczek
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Friedrich Mine is located in one of Europe’s
classic metallogenic provinces. The ore is of
hydrothermal origin (epigenetic, ‘Mississippi
Valley Type’) and principally comprises
galena (lead sulphide) that was silver bearing,
smithsonite (zinc carbonate, ZnCO3) and
common limonite (iron oxides). The galena,
containing (but not necessarily yielding)
86% lead metal, also held a relatively small
proportion of silver (0.20-1.2%) in solid
solution. Therefore, after the near-surface ore
that was richer in silver was exhausted, lead
became the main product in the Tarnowskie
Góry area from the fourteenth century
onwards. The properties of galena are such

that it is relatively easy to mine (the heavy ore
is friable and usually occurs in concentrated
seams, veins and pockets hosted in ‘soft’ rock
and altered clays), to process (broken easily,
though care was needed not to crush the ore
too finely for smelting, followed by simply
washing and separation based on specific
gravity and water) and to smelt (galena can
be smelted at low temperatures, the melting
point of lead being 327-347°C depending
on minor impurities in the ore).
There are numerous in situ exposures of lowgrade ore in Friedrich Mine, the only accessible
outcrop of such classic Mississippi Valley Type
mineralisation in Poland.

‘A noble metal is the silver mined in this soil,
but the more noble is the man who, with a thousand
obstacles and dangers to their own life,
strives at mining this noble metal for others to use.’
Plates 16, 17. Galena occurs in the Tarnowskie Góry mines in strata-bound formations that are conﬁned to
a single stratigraphic layer – in the lowermost section of ore-bearing dolomite. Deposits comprise subhorizontal sheet-like bodies (blankets, ﬂats) less than 1m thick, and lenses/solution cavity ﬁllings. Irregular
bodies of weathered ores such as limonite (iron oxide) and smithsonite (zinc carbonate) also occur but are more
concentrated in the Bytom section of the mine. Further to the south of Bytom, the deposit yielded the majority
of zinc ores of smithsonite and sphalerite, together with lesser amounts of galena and brown iron ore.
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Plate 16, 17: author: Piotr Gad

Johann Gottl. Lachmund
excise tax collector from Wołczyn
Entry to the 'Golden Book', 05 August 1798
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There are numerous in situ ore exposures
in Friedrich Mine, which exploited part of
the largest Mississippi Valley Type lead-zinc
deposit in the world, and which represents the
only remaining accessible outcrop in Poland.
The Bytom ‘galman’ zinc deposit was
known at least by the 16th century, from which
time it was used to manufacture brass (alloy of
zinc-copper). At the end of the 18th century,
the Upper Silesian zinc industry was revolutionised, and after 1815 the number of zinc
works increased rapidly. ‘Galman’ from Bytom
assayed from 40-45% zinc metal and yielded
up to 30% metal in smelting.
Zinc ore (‘galman’) from the Tarnowskie
Gory area comprised the carbonate ore
smithsonite, globally rare compared to the
more common sphalerite (zinc sulphide). This
mineralogy was important with regard to its
early use in brass, and in terms of groundwater
and potable and industrial water supply in that
smithsonite is insoluble in neutral water whilst

much sphalerite ore is more reactive in air and
moisture and particularly when in contact with
solubilized iron (iron is commonly contained
in sphalerite – even as much as 32%). Although
zinc is of relatively low toxicity, the sulphur
content of sphalerite can contribute dramatically to acidity and further mobilise toxic trace
metals such as cadmium.

Plates 18, 19. ‘Galman’ from Tarnowskie Gory. This carbonate ore, principally smithsonite, was the principal zinc
ore in Poland.

Plates 20 , 21. Scientiﬁc interest in Friedrich Mine is also represented by the notable ‘Type Locality’ species
Tarnowitzite (Plumboan aragonite).

Author: Zbigniew Pawlak

Author: Piotr Gad
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Water is usually the principal component of
the natural environment that is most affected
by mining; and water, itself, is one of the
greatest challenges facing miners. The common problems of depth and hard rock are
comparatively irrelevant in the case of the
Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom lead-silver-zinc orefield. The rock was not hard nor was the ore
deep, leaving water as the principal physical
and technical challenge. For Tarnowskie Góry,
in the long term, underground water – the
'miners' curse' – turned out to be an infinitely
more sustainable resource than the lead, silver
and zinc wrought from the same strata.
The Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom area is a patchwork of natural catchments and during the
Middle Ages, overland flow was permanently
altered as a result of concentrated surface
mining. Miners sank shafts that perforated
the strata, providing numerous ‘sink holes’
that dramatically increased permeability. They
clearly wanted to divert any watercourses
away from being in hydraulic connection
with the ore-bearing aquifer that was locally
being lowered by pumping (each pump in
each shaft caused a cone of depression just
as it would in a well). Mine water that was
being drained to surface augmented scarce
natural streams, the whole being diverted to
numerous washing plants where the ore was
primary processed: sorted, crushed, washed,
screened and concentrated – based on the
high specific gravity of the ore and the use
of water to carry away the lighter gangue
or waste. In 1529-50 there were as many as
110-120 such plants and Agricola called them
‘Polish Washers’. During the late eighteenth
century, crushing, washing and concentration
of ore took place at God Help Adit and Pachaly
Shaft washeries. In the nineteenth century
a centralised washing plant was developed

at the Frieden Shaft of Friedrich Mine, utilising, at first, water routed via a collecting ditch
from The Original Site of Friedrich Mine and,
latterly, a steam engine to pump dressing
water and to operate machinery.
Hydrological conditions of other Central
European mining districts, such as Kutná Hora
and Banská Štiavnica (World Heritage Sites
founded on their mining related signiﬁcance),
meant that water inﬂow – in workings that
were sometimes ten times deeper – was half
to a third of that experienced in Upper Silesia.
Mine drainage evolved into an increasingly
structured underground catchment that
routed water to speciﬁc outlets that discharged
into two principal small rivers. Anthropogenic
river discharge became a feature of the Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom area (the name ‘Stoła’
river is derived from German Stollenwasser
= adit water); indeed it became a feature of the
whole Upper Silesian Industrial Region.
The intense water inflow that characterised the underground environment of
Upper Silesian mines resulted from a combination of groundwater accumulation in
highly porous Triassic strata (that acted as
a confined aquifer), highly permeable and
fractured ore-bearing strata, and surges
of recharge due to intense rainfall and
snowmelt. In the winter, for example, the
anticipated seasonal fluctuation expected
to incur greatly increased infiltration is commonly interrupted by long periods of very
low temperatures with perpetual snow cover
that locks and stores precipitation in the
solid form yet can release it in intense surges
if the snow then rapidly melts. The concentrated development of many thousands of
small mineshafts (typically 1 m in diameter
and tens of metres deep) that penetrated the
land surface further increased infiltration.

Plates 22, 23, 24, 25. Agricola’s depiction of washing, sketched from observations in Bohemia and Saxony. The
techniques are contemporary with the ﬁrst peak of activity in Tarnowskie Góry (1530s) and would have been very
similar. In fact it was the fusion of a range of technologies, transferred from other European mining centres and
adapted in Silesia, that was to characterise Polish lead-silver mining over the next 400 years.
Source: Georgii Agricolae, De re Metallica Libri XII (Zwölf Bucher vom Berg-Und Hüttenwesen), Berlin 1913
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Those that were constantly pumped
(using human and animal power) caused
a reduction in pressure around the sump,
with a corresponding difference in head
between the shaft and aquifer, causing
constant flow from the aquifer to the shaft
to replace that which is pumped out. Flooding was an early and continuous challenge
and the cost of pumping impacted severely
upon mining operations, the cost of horses
as motive power (though improved against
manpower) was becoming prohibitive. The

strategy of driving adits (mine drainage galleries) – despite the unfavourably flat terrain
with restricted shallow gradient rivers – was
an effort to alleviate, in the long-term, unsustainable pumping costs. The strategy began
in Tarnowskie Góry with the 1553 ‘Ordinance
of Stollen’ (German stollen = water tunnel)
and was pursued right up until its culmination in the mid-nineteenth century when
almost the entire ore-ground encompassed
by Friedrich Mine was freely drained by the
Friedrich Deep Adit.

Plate 26. The ﬂooded Zuﬂucht Level. The relatively high level of the water table (i.e. upper level of the
saturated zone), inﬂuenced by the huge groundwater accumulation in the Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom Trough,
made Upper Silesian mines much more diﬃcult to work than their Bohemian and Slovak counterparts. Whilst
the mines battled with drainage, the aquifer was, however, a vital supply for public water (and, later, industrial
water) and a series of wells that tapped this source were rendered successively obsolete as adits lowered
the water table beyond the reach of these wells. This led to the foundation, in the late eighteenth century,
of re-supply on such a scale such that water handling became an economic part of the mining system, an
exceptional example of how mining provided the technology for the development of the world’s ﬁrst largescale public water supply systems based on the steam-powered pumping of groundwater.
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Author: Piotr Gad

Plate 27. Northern section of Friedrich Deep Adit. Horizontally bedded, and strongly fractured and cracked,
carbonate strata seen where a winze delivers drainage from a branch adit. Water has proved a hindrance to mining
since its inception, and nowhere was water more problematical than in lead mines. Here, workings are commonly
hosted in highly permeable carbonate strata, with a direct and rapid correlation between surface rainfall and/or
snow melt and underground water level. Ore-ground was located in part of a large watershed (separating the Vistula
and the Odra river basins). Snowmelts and downpours of rain caused great surges in down-ﬂow from surface and
highly permeable dolomite strata created rapid horizontal through-ﬂow. Added to this was the problem created by
underlying impermeable Carboniferous strata that created proliﬁc up-ﬂow of groundwater in the form of springs.
Author: Piotr Gad
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Biodiversity
Bats

2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

The underground system encompassed by
the Property, and beyond, is a highly significant hibernation site for ten bat species:
greater mouse-eared bat (Myotis myotis),
Bechstein's bat (Myotis Bechsteinii), Natterer's bat (Myotis nattereri), whiskered bat
(Myotis mystacinus), Brandt's bat (Myotis
brandtii), Daubenton's bat (Myotis daubentonii), serotine bat (Eptesicus serotinus),
brown long-eared bat (Plecotus auritus) and
grey long-eared bat (Plecotus austriacus).
The property is inhabited by the bats also
in the summer. In the period beyond hibernation at least three additional species are
present here: common noctule (Nyctalus
noctula), pipistrellus (Pipistrellus pipistrellus) and Nathusius' pipistrelle (Pipistrellus
nathusii). It is the most important site in
Poland for the long-eared bat (circa 4,800),
whilst the greater mouse-eared bat and the
water bat (Daubenton’s) number almost
1,000 individuals. The total number of all
species likely exceeds 6,000, making this the
second highest ranked hibernation site, in
terms of numbers of bats, in Poland.
Among bats living in Tarnowskie Góry
undergrounds two species are listed in the
Annex II to the Council Directive 92/43/EEC
on the Conservation of natural habitats and
of wild fauna and flora – greater mouseeared bat (Myotis myotis) under Code 1324,
Bechstein's bat (Myotis bechsteinii) under
Code 1323.
Long-standing exploration of this most
extensive accessible underground mining
system in Poland (total length exceeding
300 km) has enabled consistent observation and monitoring. The potential of future
research remains outstanding.
Five principal zones of bat hibernation
have been established: Zone I – God Help Adit

(accessed via Attribute 2.8); Zone II – Angel
Shaft tourist mine area (Attribute 2.1), Zone
III – Friedrich Mine Adit (between Friedrich
Mine Adit Portal, Attribute 1.9, to Adolph
Shaft, Attribute 1.3); Zone IV – area beneath
The Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain
(Attribute 3.3) and Zone V – area of Dry Mountain. These zones will likely expand, as will the
corresponding ‘bat count’, as greater sectors
of the mining system are explored.

Plate 29. The brown long-eared bat or common
long-eared bat (Plecotus auritus) is a fairly large
European bat. It has distinctive ears, long and with
a distinctive fold. It is extremely similar to the much
rarer grey long-eared bat (Plecotus austriacus)
which was only validated as a distinct species in the
1960s. They are relatively slow ﬂyers compared to
other bat species.
Author: Grzegorz Kłys

Plate 30. Natterer's bat (Myotis nattereri) is a
European evening bat, found across most of
the continent of Europe, parts of the Near East
and North Africa. It feeds on insects and other
invertebrates which it catches on the wing or
pursues on the ground. In summer it roosts in
deciduous and coniferous trees, buildings or
bat boxes close to its feeding habitats. In winter
it hibernates in caves, tunnels, mines or cellars,
usually hiding in crevices.
Author: Grzegorz Kłys

Plate 28. The greater mouse-eared bat (Myotis
myotis) is a European species of bat in the family
Vespertilionidae (as evening bats or common bats).
It is relatively large, weighing up to 45 grams
(a little larger than a house mouse), making it one
of the largest European bats. Like its relatives it eats
various arthropods; however, unlike many bats it
does not capture prey by echolocation in ﬂight but
instead gleans it from the ground, locating the prey
passively. Thus, it uses echolocation only for spatial
orientation, even if it emits ultrasound calls when
approaching prey.

Plate 31. Daubenton's bat (Myotis daubentonii), is
a Eurasian bat, ranges from Britain to Japan and is
considered to be increasing its numbers in many
areas. The bat is mostly found in woodlands and
always chooses roosts close to water sources such
as rivers or canals. Summer colonies are formed
in underground caves, tunnels, cellars, mines,
and underneath bridges. Daubenton's bat is
insectivorous and uses echolocation to ﬁnd prey and
orient itself at night.
Author: Grzegorz Kłys

Author: Wojtek Stankiewicz
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Mining activity (including zinc and lead ore
mining) has led to the appearance of new morphological terrain forms across landscape areas
of the Property, including: open pits, ring-like
spoil heaps, mine shafts and tunnels, and dump
mounds. All of these have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on plant and animal communities, and
more speciﬁcally include: ore-bearing dolomite spoil (with heavy metal concentrations in
soluble forms of zinc and lead) of the Friedrich
Mine Washing Tip (Attribute 3.4); the pingi and
warpie Segiet Forest, the Verona (and other)
zinc (and lead) mining terrain within the Mining
Landscape of Silver Mountain (Attribute 3.3);
meadows, partly agricultural, with increased
geochemical background levels in the Mining
Landscape (19th century; Attribute 3.2), adjacent
to Adolph Shaft Waterworks; and the iron-ore/
dolomite quarries (also within the Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain (Attribute 3.3), adjacent
to central-eastern edge of Segiet Forest. Such
widespread habitats are commonly unsuitable
for agriculture, thus assisting in their preservation, and consist of steep, uneven rocky terrain,
hollows with characteristic microclimates and

adjacent heaps of waste rock, and processing/‘washing’ waste tips of sandy spoil with low
water capacity and overall substrate concentrations of large quantities of soluble forms of zinc
and lead – poisonous for most plants.
Plants which inhabit these areas must show
a number of features and adaptations to enable
them to grow in these unfavourable or even
toxic conditions. Plant species which grow on
ground rich in heavy metals have been in the
scope of interest of botanists and others for
many years now, acquiring an identifying label
to underscore their special character – metallophytes. The metallophytes are protected
by legislation Europewide. This protection
strengthens conservation and can contribute
to the restoration of metallophyte vegetation.
Under the EU Habitats Directive Annex I (Fauna-Flora-Habitat), heavy-metal vegetation is
coded as Calaminarian grasslands of the order
Violetalia calaminariae under Code 6130.
The soil of calamine areas is characterized
by neutral or mildly alkaline pH, high carbonate
content and high concentration of trace elements (zinc, lead, cadmium), related to the

Plates 32. Bladder campion (Silene vulgaris) is
a wide-spread, variable plant. Subspecies that grow
on calamine waste heap characterizes a strong
growth of roots, which are long and have a lot
of root hairs where the heavy metals are mostly
accumulated. Fast growth and early blossom is one
of the mechanism which protect the shoot from the
incorporation of heavy metals into vegetative and
embryonic tissues. Even a half of seeds could not
germinate in these extreme habitats, therefore the
subspecies produces a lot of ﬂowers.

Plates 33. Common thyme (Thymus pulegioides),
dominating species on calamine areas and growing
up to 25 cm, is a small spreading subshrub with
strongly aromatic leaves, and pink ﬂowers in early
summer. It grows in rough places on light, sparse
soils. These include wasteground, roadsides and
calamine areas.

Author: Monika Jędrzejczyk-Korycińska

Author: Monika Jędrzejczyk-Korycińska

zinc and lead beds in Triassic formations, particularly in ore-bearing dolomite and limestone
containing a range of rock-forming minerals.
Anthropologically transformed warpie soils are
characteristically red-brownish in colour, abundant in dolomite, sometimes limestone, with
rare ore-bearing matrix. These areas are overgrown by exceptional plants.
The history of metal sites determines the
species composition of the vegetation.
As early as in the Middle Ages, the presence
of galena and galmei resulted in extraction of
zinc, lead, and iron ores along with silver. The
extraction involved a complex of underground
galleries, as well as using opencast mining
– a fact signiﬁed by the presence in the reserve
of several-metre deep funnel-like craters, pits,
niche-shaped depressions and heaps of waste
rock. In the course of natural succession, the
area was duly colonised by beech (Fagus sylvatica), with the present average age being
between 100-190 years, and with the odest
being 360 years of age.
The ﬁrst initiatives to protect the forest
"Segiet" date back to the beginning of the 20th
century. In 1953, in view of the important features
of the landscape, as well as their signiﬁcance to
scientiﬁc and educational activities, the area
was declared a nature reserve. It is to protect,
above all, a fragment of thermophilous beechwood with orchids (Fagus sylvatica - Cruciata

glabra community) which had retained its natural features. The tree stand has beech as the
dominant species with admixtures of ﬁr (Abies
alba), sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), spruce
(Picea abies) and pine (Pinus sylvestris). The
undergrowth of the beech forest is sparse,
containing chieﬂy hazel (Corylus avellana),
common elder (Sabucus nigra), red elder (Sambucus racemosa), rowan (Sorbus aucuparia),
guelder rose (Viburnum opulus), and shrubs
of Rhamno - Prunetea class: dogwood (Cornus
sanguinea), hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna),
and buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica). The herb
layer abounds in species which are under legał
protection throughout Poland, such as ramsons
(Allium ursinum), European columbine (Aquilegia vulgaris), asarabacca (Asarum europaeum),
stemless carline thistle (Carlina acaulis), may
lily (Convallaria majalis), mezereon (Daphne
mezereum), sweet woodruﬀ (Galium odoratum),
ivy (Hedera helix), liverleaf (Hepatica nobilis),
martagon lily (Lilium martagon), interrupted
clubmoss (Lycopodum annotinum), common
periwinkle (Vinca minor), as well as many orchid
species: including lady's slipper orchid (Cypripedium calceolus), broad-leaved helleborine
(Epipactis helleborine), dark red helleborine (E.
atrorubens), and butterﬂy orchid (Planthatera
bifollia). The ﬂora of the reserve is also interesting because of its mountain plant species,
occurring only at some sites within the Silesian

Plates 34. Sand rock-cress (Cardaminopsis arenosa)
can be considered as ecologically unique, due to the
ability to inhabit waste heaps with heavy metals and
to accumulate high concentrations of zinc, lead and
cadmium. It is the dominating species on calamine
areas.

Plates 35. Stemless carline thistle (Carlina acaulis)
is a rare and protected plant species, ﬂowering
between August and September. It grows in
calamine areas, among others the Friedrich Mine
Washing Tip.

Author: Monika Jędrzejczyk-Korycińska

Author: Monika Jędrzejczyk-Korycińska
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Upland. Among these mountain species, the
following are of note: variegated monks-hood
(Aconitum variegatum), Haller's cardaminopsis
(Cardaminopsis halleri), wood spurge (Euphorbia amygdaloides), least bedstraw (Galium
rotundifolium), and whorled Solomon's-seal
(Polygonatum verticillatum).
The Friedrich Mine Washing Tip (Attribute
3.4) is the site where succession of vegetation is
very slow. The local conditions are very diﬃcult
because of high concentrations of heavy metals
in the substrate and alkaline pH. The next group
of factors limiting plant growth is low moisture
content in the substrate and strong insolation. In
spite of such adverse conditions, in the dolomite
heap site, no less than 120 species of vascular
plants appear, representing 95 genera and 45
families, along with 7 species mosses and 36
species of lichens. These are generally native
meadow or grassland species, termophilous
and light-demanding. The calamine grassland
on the heap top is composed mainly of the following species: sheep's-fescue (Festuca ovina),
purple-stem cat's-tail (Phleum phleoides) and

by sand rock-cress (Cardaminopsis arenosa),
hairy hawkbit (Leontodon hispidus), common
bird's-foot-trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), common
milkwort (Polygala vulgaris), common thyme
(Thymus pulegioides), goldenrod (Solidago
virgaurea) and inﬂated catchﬂy (Silene vulgaris).
The plants growing in this area are of dwarfed
appearance, have thick leaves with a small surface
and they are often hairy. The plants themselves
have improved tolerance to dry conditions, low
levels of nutrients and the increased concentrations of heavy metals in the substrate, apart
from common species, some plants covered by
legal protection in Poland can be found there.
These include, for example, common centaury
(Centaurium erythraea), stemless carline thistle
(Carlina acaulis), and broad-leaved helleborine
(Epipactis helleborine).
Calamine forms of the species can be used
in reclaiming land polluted by heavy metals. The
waste-heap populations of these species are
particularly valuable since they have genetically
established traits that allow them to grow under
the harsh and pioneering conditions prevailing
on waste heaps rich in zinc and lead.
The composition of the "spontaneous"
plant cover of areas with a high concentration
of heavy metals may provide important information that can be used to assess the current

ecological conditions in these habitats. Under
strong environmental pressure, microevolutionary changes occur in various plant taxons, which
can be manifested in the changed appearance
of the plants, and increased tolerance to water
deﬁcit conditions and heavy metals. Local plant
resources constitute an invaluable source of
genetic material – forms (ecotypes) that are
optimally adapted to existence in diﬃcult conditions of substrate toxicity, forming peculiar
phytocoenoses (often unique on a regional or
even national scale) that are indeed worthy of
protection.
Proper recognition and utilization of spontaneous biological processes should be integrated
into current methods of managing habitats with
high concentrations of heavy metals, to achieve

the most permanent and appropriate eﬀects in
renaturalization (reclamation) of these areas.
Scientiﬁc research shows that areas with high
metal content in the substrate spontaneously
colonized by vascular plants are characterized
by high species diversity. These habitats very
often house unique biocenotic systems and
interesting ecotypes. Frequent formation of
microhabitats suitable for many rare, protected
and endangered species of plants and animals,
is also observed. Metallophytes are an important group of plants occurring in these extreme
habitats.
Unique features of calamine ﬂora, its richness
as well as predominant habitat conditions and
exceptional biocenoses create, together with
relics of industry, cultural heritage of the region.

Plates 38. Dark-red Helleborine (Epipactis atrorubens)
belongs to Orchidaceae. It is protected plant species,
a component of calamine grasslands.

Plates 39. Liverleaf (Hepatica nobilis) is a herbaceous
perennial associated with the pingi and warpie in Segiet
Forest. It was protected until 2014.

Author: Monika Jędrzejczyk-Korycińska

Author: Monika Jędrzejczyk-Korycińska

Plates 36. European goldenrod (Solidago virgaurea)
is an herbaceous perennial plant up to 100 cm
(40 inches) tall, with a branching underground
caudex and a woody rhizome, and an arrays of
numerous small yellow ﬂower heads at the top of
the stem. The goldenrod is very popular species on
calamine areas in Tarnowskie Góry, ﬂowering in late
summer.

Plates 37. Heartsease (Viola tricolor) is a common
European wild ﬂower, growing as an annual or shortlived perennial. It is the progenitor of the cultivated
pansy. Heartsease is a small plant up to 40 cm high
very diﬀerentiated morphologically and showing
high genetic variability. They can accumulate most
Zn, Pb, Cu in trichomes at leafs, and also can get into
contact with arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi.

Plates 40. Common dog-violet (Viola riviniana)
is a perennial herb of woodland ridges, grassland and
shady hedge banks, ﬂowering from April to June. It is
a component of calamine ﬂora, associated with the
pingi and warpie in forests.

Plates 41. Calamine grasslands with high metal
content in the substrate spontaneously colonized
by vascular plants are characterized by high species
diversity. These habitats very often house unique
biocenotic systems.

Author: Monika Jędrzejczyk-Korycińska

Author: Monika Jędrzejczyk-Korycińska

Author: Monika Jędrzejczyk-Korycińska

Author: Monika Jędrzejczyk-Korycińska
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2 Description

Character areas
followed by description of attributes.

A1. Underground
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Underground includes the entire underground environment that consists of mined space (such
as adits, shafts, galleries) and their architectural, technical and other cultural attributes together
with natural features related to geology, mineralogy, hydrology and biodiversity.

A2. Friedrich Mine Adit Portal and Ditch
Friedrich Mine Adit Portal and Ditch contains the principal ‘deep adit’ outfall marked by an
exceptional neoclassical masonry portal and water channel that was excavated to keep the mine
water discharge separate from the Drama River. It is the end part of the Southern Adit System.

A3. God Help Adit Portal and Ditch
God Help Adit Portal and Ditch comprise the northern adit portal and outfall channel. It is the
end part of the Northern Adit System.

A4. ADOLPH SHAFT WATERWORKS
Adolph Shaft Waterworks comprises both surface and underground remains of the unique 1870s
steam-powered water-pumping station that was integrated with the mining system.

A5. MINING LANDSCAPE (19th CENTURY)
Mining Landscape (19th century) comprises an exceptional and coherent landscape of meadows
dominated by surface mining topography (locally pingi and warpie) that was mined for lead-silver in the 16th century and lead-silver and iron in the 19th century. It is a unique example of the
Adolph Shaft Waterworks historic setting.

A6. SILVER MOUNTAIN AND WASHING TIP
Silver Mountain and Washing Tip comprises the most extensive surviving area of 16th and 18th/19th
century lead-silver workings, and 18 th/19th century lead-silver and zinc workings, together with
(in its northern sector) the washing tip of waste spoil derived from Friedrich Mine’s centralised
19 th century ore-processing facility.

A7. ORIGINAL SITE OF FRIEDRICH MINE
Original Site of Friedrich Mine contains the archaeological site of the earliest operations of the
State-led Friedrichsgrube, together with the commemorative mound dedicated to the discovery
of lead-silver ore.

A8. MUNICIPAL PARK
Municipal Park is the best surviving, and most extensive and elaborate, of a number of recreational parks that were created on post-mining landscapes in and around Tarnowskie Gróry during
the 19th and early 20 th centuries, preserving vulnerable mining topography.
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2 Description

0.1 Underground Workings
Introduction
The principal drainage system is composed
of individually named adits that were each
driven at different dates, at different depths
(successively deeper), and that were later
united in terms of vertical and lateral water
management by the ‘Friedrich Deep’ and
‘Central’ systems (plate 42, right on the next
page, and interpretation see plate 68, page
96). The main shafts are shown together
with two adit portals that serve as level exit/
entry points to the underground system and
discharge water into respective adit ditches:
Friedrich Deep Adit in the west (draining into
the Drama River) and God Help Adit in the
northwest (draining into the Stoła River). Adit
development, with the objective to drain the
deeper horizons of lead-silver ore that were
being successively exploited, resulted in
progressive reductions in the water table and
a complex layout of side adits that fed main
adits; eventually being principally captured
by the ultimate and deepest drainage level,
the Friedrich Deep Adit.
The cumulative length of adits in Friedrich
Mine is particularly great (over 50 km) since
water inflow is excessive and the topography
is shallow and gently undulating. Further,
the adits are served only by two small rivers
(Stoła and Drama) to act as receivers to take
discharge away from the mine, their beds
being only just below that of the surrounding
terrain. Adit portals are located at the lowest
convenient elevations, at some distance from
the main workings, with man-made ditches
being constructed in order to continue the
gentle fall needed by flowing water before
final discharge into rivers. Adits driven in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries each

originally measured well under 2 km (entering
ore ground higher in the deposit) and some
of these were re-used, adapted or extended
in the late-eighteenth/early-nineteenth centuries to facilitate complex water catchment
and routing requirements of the time. For
example, the God Help Adit was extended to
over 3.4 km. New interconnecting sections
were also created at that time: Reden (3.35
km), Heinitz (4.24 km) and Zuflucht (2.77 km).

Plate 42. Precise surveying of level and depth
is a universal feature of mining. Records of ‘stollen’
in Tarnowskie Góry (1834).
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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2 Description

2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

From plate42 on the previous page, the vertical
extent of the ore zone at Friedrich Mine, progressively drained by a succession of adits that
increased in depth, can be seen to be comparatively shallow, the Friedrich Deep Adit (56 m
deep) underlying the majority of payable ore.
Ore occurs essentially in sub-horizontal layers
and is laterally extensive – in contrast to many
mining districts where veins are sub-vertical,
extend to great depths but are limited in
lateral extent except along the strike of the
vein. Consequently, very deep adits were not
required – nor would they have been possible
in the Tarnowskie Góry area due to the relatively flat topography precluding any deep
river valleys as water receivers. In most Central
European metal mining centres, for example
in the Harz (Germany) or Banska Stiavnica
(Slovakia), mines are in mountainous terrain
with corresponding deep valleys, allowing
for adits to be driven straight into steep hillsides and enabling workings to be drained to
depths as much as 400 m. Adits in Tarnowskie
Góry necessitated frequently complex and
circuitous routes, rather than a simple straight
course, and required accurate surveying skills
in their construction. Frequently, their shallowness created repeated structural problems
involving collapses in areas of incompetent
rock or persistent sands and clays, these
areas today observed as heavily supported by
masonry walls, buttresses and roofs.
The size and profile of an adit is dependant
upon various factors, including:
• Volume of water (water ‘make’) that it is predicted to handle at any given time, allowing
for extremes such as heavy rainfall/storm
surges, snowmelt and load delivered from
branch adits;
• Nature of the host rock. Friable rock, such
as the Upper Silesian Triassic strata, posed

distinctly different but equally serious challenges as did hard rock;
• Additional uses required of the adit, for
example ore transport by railway;
• Technology available at the time, including
for blasting, surveying and rock removal;
• Available finance, construction schedule
and anticipated operational life.

Plate 43. Prussian design for all aspects of mining
equipment was precise. Early nineteenth century,
Tarnowskie Góry.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Plate 44. Combined adit and haulageway showing
a tunnel of large section with heavy-duty timber
crossbars that carry a railway track above the
waterway. Railways were introduced before 1800
and illustrate the increased scale of operations
implemented by the Prussian state.
Author: Piotr Gad
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2 Description

2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Adit sizes and profiles vary considerably at
Tarnowskie Góry, in general the older adits
being smaller in section, as well as shorter
in length. The height of adits in metal mines
of similar age elsewhere, typically 2-2.5 m, is
often exceeded in the Friedrich Mine where
they can be of significantly higher dimensions (over 4 m). This is principally because:
• Adit sections were driven simultaneously
from multiple shafts in order to optimize speed of construction. A pilot bore
was made from each shaft, with a gentle
upward slope as it progressed away from
the shaft (towards the next) so that water
drained back to the shaft, from where it
was pumped (latterly, in the cases of the
Friedrich Deep Adit and the development
of the Central Adit, by stationary steam
engines that were relocated as required).
When two sections met, the pilot bore
having been driven towards each other
from two shafts, the profile was then
modified at floor level in order to achieve
a slight but steady gradient in the required
direction of water flow;
• High, yet comparatively narrow, adit profiles were able to absorb surges in water

inflow by simply accommodating a deeper
and faster flow;
• High, yet comparatively narrow profiles
were easier to excavate and were structurally stronger and safer in much of the
Triassic strata;
• Some high points in the adit proﬁle were also
due to seeking a more competent lithology
(that required the minimum of timbering or
masonry arching) or in communicating with
levels or ore production stopes.
Common structural weaknesses and fissured
ground, together with the fissile nature of
the rock meant that long stretches of adit
required a close and full masonry lining in
order to maintain integrity and fully contain the flow of water. Masonry arches were
favoured for structural strength, durability
and low maintenance. Long sections of adit
display fine workmanship and remain well
preserved; natural calcareous cementation
further adding a physical bond that assists
enduring structural durability.
Many adit sections were rendered dry, or
their water route was purposely amended,
when a subsequent phase of adit driving further lowered the water table and modiﬁed ﬂow.

Plate 45. The inscription engraved in the cement-rendered arch of Friedrich Deep Adit with the date 1915, mining
symbols and inscription ‘Glück Auf’.
Author: Barry Gamble

Plate 46. Wide section in the southern section of the Friedrich Deep Adit, showing use of overlying natural ﬂatbedded competent strata as a wide stable roof with timber beams supporting less stable rock.
Author: Piotr Gad

Plate 47. Larger section of waterway in the southern section of Friedrich Deep Adit (towards Bohr Shaft), where
unstable rock has been encountered and a substantial masonry arch has been constructed. There are many
kilometres of such ﬁne masonry arches.
Author: Piotr Gad
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2 Description

2 Description

Mine, adits were also used for man access and
for tramming ore and materials (by railway,
too, from the late-eighteenth century).

Plate 48. Garusa Level (Heinitz section) on the
tourist route accessed from Angel Shaft. A number
of adit sections are relatively dry because operation
of the Central and Friedrich adits lowered the water
table to its optimum and ﬁnal depth for mining. The
narrow adit has walls that are faced with masonry.

Plate 49. Timber crossbars support a man-way
of timber planks (that is sometimes extended
laterally) and provide a false ﬂoor (enough to use
a wheelbarrow) above an unobstructed waterway.
Early nineteenth century, Tarnowskie Góry.

2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Adits were predominantly used solely for water
drainage but in some cases, particularly in the
nineteenth century workings of the Friedrich

Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Author: Piotr Gad

Plate 50. Branch adit hewn in competent rock
between Adolph and Angel Shaft. Timber work design,
commonplace across Europe and elsewhere, is found in
many parts of Friedrich Mine though, often, the planks
have degraded and the crossbars are now submerged,
making exploration diﬃcult. Specialist exploration teams
commonly use boats and kayaks in deeper water.
Author: Piotr Gad
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2 Description

2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 51. Water cascading
from Reden Level into the
(4.2 km long) Heinitz section
of the Central Adit system.
Such connections in the early
nineteenth century enabled
steam engines and horse
‘treadmills’ to be dispensed
with. A massive network
of branch levels and adits
provided a comprehensive
catchment that routed
water into the larger main
adits from which it was later
abstracted, at key shafts, for
domestic and industrial water
supplies.
Author: Piotr Gad
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‘The guide who
provided support
to my fragile feet
in the dark
shall deserve
the highest praise
and one last greeting.’
Philippine Hauchecorne
Entries to the ‘Golden Book’, 12 May 1803

2 Description

2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 53. Gotthelf Stollen showing arched buttresses
supporting capping of a redundant lichtloch
shaft (there were 22 such shafts sunk to expedite
completion of a new section in the late eighteenth
century).

Plate 54. View up from Friedrich Adit to the arched
capping of a redundant lichtloch shaft.
Author: Wojtek Stankiewicz

Author: Piotr Gad

Plate 52. Gotthelf Stollen (God Help Adit), showing stone masonry lined walls and arched roof, indicative of loose
ground.
Author: Piotr Gad
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2 Description

2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

There are a number of associated attributes
listed below. However, one important and
widespread attribute is the extensive network
that represents the underground ore extraction
system (stoping). A vast network of lead-silver
workings that date to Phase I is located above
the adit systems. Whilst some of this appears
on mine plans, a large proportion remains
unmapped and there remains considerable
archaeological potential.
During the nineteenth century miners were
commonly afraid of entering this haphazard

maze of tunnels and small shafts for fear
of getting lost. From the bottom of shallow
shafts, miners selectively followed veins that
were rich but in many cases very small, their
corresponding workings commonly being little
bigger than that required to admit a man or boy.
Subsequent mining, in Phase II, has in some cases
obliterated these workings as increased capital,
mechanization and ore-processing techniques
meant that larger areas, and lower grade leadsilver and zinc veins, were exploited, together
with a large quantity of iron ore.

Plate 55. Phase I workings were small, shallow and commonly in friable strata. Sledges were frequently used
to haul ore. Though underground examples may be accessible to specialist teams, the lack of durable roof
support consequently means that many are collapsed, inaccessible or too dangerous to enter, with oxygen levels
commonly perilously low.
Author: Zygmunt Maczek

Plate 56. Rock bridge and stacked rock provides structural support.
Author: Zygmunt Maczek
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2 Description

2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Phase II (late eighteenth, nineteenth and early
twentieth century) workings were deeper, in
more competent rock, were designed to last
longer, and were the subject of far greater
capital investment and mechanization.
They usually manifest themselves in deeper,
well cut, larger-section, rectangular and
vertical shafts (suitable for use by steampowered pumping and winding machinery),
and levels (drives, crosscuts and adits) of
greater and more consistent section that is
straighter (often to take a tramway). Yet the
stope (areas of ore extraction), like that of
the earlier generations of miners, still seeks
to remove as little waste as possible and so
reflects the nature of the deposit in that it
is relatively flat-lying with a low roof; albeit
representing a larger space than its Phase I
counterparts as greater mechanization was
involved, particularly in ore transport.

Plate 57. Characteristic square-stacked timber
support known as ‘box cribs’.

Plate 59. Multiple steel roof jacks installed during the second half of the twentieth century in the ‘Silver
Chamber’ displayed to visitors. Large areas of ﬂat stopes were mined out in the nineteenth century.

Author: Piotr Gad

Author: Zbigniew Pawlak

Plate 58. Strata-bound poor quality lead-silver vein in situ (middle right) and a stope where richer ore has been
extracted (higher left) to leave a void or chamber with a very low roof. A level (horizontal tunnel) has been driven
along the vein for access, whilst extracting payable ore in the process. For economic reasons, ore was extracted
with as little waste rock as possible. In places, the physical and geological characteristics of the sub-horizontal
Triassic strata meant that it is capable of sustaining openings with the minimum of structural support. Here,
miners have built a simple rock wall pillar.
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Author: Krzysztof Ziętek

Plate 60. View of single pole stemples timber roof supports. Soft wood, such as pine or spruce, was latterly used
as it cracked and split slowly and gave an audible warning before failure. Cribs were usually stone-ﬁlled but were
wood-intensive. Such was the demand for timber in mineshafts and their radiating galleries that whole forests
disappeared, again changing the landscape and hydrology. 12 million oak beams were used in the ‘Tarnowitz’
mines in the sixteenth century alone! Ore wagons in foreground.
Author: Brygida Melcer-Kwiecińska
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2 Description

2 Description

Shafts
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Many vertical shafts were sunk as part of
the adit and mining system, aiding in their
construction (access for miners and materials,
driving in both directions from multiple shafts
to speed overall construction, removal of
waste rock, pumping) and in their maintenance
(air ventilation/circulation, pumping, and
for continued access). There are numerous
examples in Friedrich Mine, but the following
are selected for their highest historical
significance and those required for current
access and ventilation. They vary in terms
of date, design and function. Whilst Phase I
(1490-1600) shafts were small (typically around
1 m diameter) and shallow (typically less than
15 m deep), Phase II (1784-1910) shafts were
larger and deeper. Phase I shafts have mostly
collapsed as construction of the small shafts
was rudimentary and predominantly sunk in
near-surface friable lithologies. Phase II shafts,
however, survive and are mostly accessible,
either underground (predominantly) or from
surface (rarely, except for principal access
shafts, otherwise others are capped for safety
or ventilation purposes). Two principal types
are reflected in different designs: oval or round
smaller (1.2 m) diameter shafts (lichtloch, sunk
for ventilation, for driving the adit level in
both directions and for removing waste) and
larger (3.5 m) rectangular ‘Machine’ shafts that
contained steam pumping engine ‘pitwork’
(pumps, rising mains, balance boxes). The
sinking of two shafts – in close proximity,
but with spacing determined by ground
conditions – is a common feature in Friedrich
Mine, the technique being recognized as
achieving disproportionately more drawdown
of groundwater than a single shaft, something
highlighted by such notable engineers as
John Taylor (1779-1863, in the United Mines,
Cornwall) and Robert Stephenson (1803-59,
in British waterworks and tunnels).

Plate 61. Early timber shaft design.
Late eighteenth century, Tarnowskie Góry.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Plate 62. Flooded inter-level shaft with well preserved timbering. The Silver Mountain area.
Author: Wojtek Stankiewicz
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2 Description

2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 63. Urban Shaft, beneath Silver Mountain, showing the characteristically large dimension of a rectilinear
shaft sunk (1866) during the latter peak industrial era of Friedrich Mine. It is 77m deep and has structural shaft sets
of bolted vertical and horizontal steel members.
Author: Łukasz Zawada

Plate 64. Shaft design to accommodate new pumping
technology. Early nineteenth century, Tarnowskie Góry.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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2 Description

1 Southern Adit System
Introduction
After 1810, the potential of future large-scale
development in Friedrich Mine remained principally with ore deposits located below the
level of the Northern (Central) Adit System. It
was decided to construct a new network that
would drain the ore horizon located around 7
metres below Reden Level. The first plans for
a fully-gravitational system were sketched by
the mining supervisor Gerhard in 1812, however the Napoleonic Wars precluded any such
investment.
The project resumed in 1820, at first with
the investigation of the Krakow Adit (of 1568)
that had its portal in the Drama Valley. Upon
investigation the adit was not serviceable and,
moreover, if extended it would not reach the
desired depth. Therefore, the design of a new
deep adit commenced, located 1.8 metres
vertically below the Krakow Adit and intended
to be connected to the Northern (Central)
Drainage System.
Friedrich Mine Southern Adit System was
constructed between 1821 and 1834 as the
deepest level under-draining the base of the
ore horizon. The continuous length of main
adit measures over 17 km. All sections of the
adit are dateable, in detail, from historic plans
and were excavated by first sinking a series of
vertical shafts (pumping shafts and Lichtlocher
= ‘light holes’) and then advancing levels from
the bottom of each, in both directions, until
each met the other; a technique that required
precise survey work but facilitated speedier
completion. This technique has also left
a distinctive profile of increasingly high roofs
in certain parts of the adit. These shafts also
provided sumps to facilitate pumping, provided ventilation and allowed the removal
of waste rock. Steam engines were moved
from shaft to shaft as required, their services

becoming mostly redundant when the Southern Adit System was complete, except for
pumping dressing water at Frieden Shaft and,
on the Northern (Central) Adit System, for
pumping municipal water from Reden and
Kaehler shafts, the latter connected to the
2.5 km long Kaehler Adit.

Plate 66. Rosnos or adit ditch, constructed
to transport adit water to the Drama river.
© Town Hall in Tarnowskie Góry, author: Sebastian Romankiewicz

Plate 65. Drainage system division.
Authors: Lesław Janik, Zbigniew Pawlak
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2 Description

1.0 Friedrich Mine Deep Adit
(and associated levels and workings)
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

The design for the Southern Adit System was
based on the Friedrich Mine Deep Adit. This
initially involved driving a 4,570 metre long
deep adit from the Drama Valley to Adolph
Shaft, estimated to take 15 years. Mining masters
Thürnagel and Eisleben were the authors of
the design, which was approved by the Higher
Mining Oﬃce in December 1820.
On 21 April, 1821, earthworks began for the
surface ditch, an integral functional component
of the adit. It was designed at 888 metres long,
5 metres deep and 20 metres wide. Excavation
took six months but in the following years the
ditch was extended and reached around 1,400
metres. A parallel separation of the Drama River
and the mine water channel was maintained to
allow the required optimum volume of discharge
and to permit drainage in winter when surface
river water commonly froze and which would
have therefore impeded discharge of mine
water. Friedrich Mine Deep Adit Ditch remains
an active water channel that receives remarkably
clear, gravity-drained, underground mine water
eventually discharged into the Drama River.
Driving of the underground section from the
Portal to Adolph Shaft took 14 years. Employing
the masterful skill of mine surveyors, adit driving
consisted of advancing 14 faces simultaneously,
progress being meticulously marked by stone
plaques set into the adit wall that survive and
closely correlate underground archaeology with
archive plans. For ventilation and dewatering
purposes, and to simultaneously excavate faces,
26 shafts (Lichtlocher), including two machine
shafts, were sunk along the speciﬁed line. Two
of these shafts are today used for visitor access
whilst others may be located by their archedover segments in the adit roof. Two steam
engines were used for dewatering: a 24-inch

engine working on Shaft No. 21 (accessible via
a side level oﬀ the Deep Adit) and then Help
Happiness (Glückhilf) Shaft (subsequently bricklined as part of the Adolph Shaft Waterworks and
accessible either via Deep Adit or Adolph Shaft),
and a 40-inch engine working on Machine Shaft
next to Adolph Shaft (accessible from Adolph
Shaft Waterworks). Despite extremely adverse
geological conditions of permeable soft rock
strata combined with high water inﬂow, driving
of the adit was completed in July 1834, one year
before the planned date. During the ﬁnal ten
years, mining works were supervised by the
Chief Inspector of the Tarnowskie Góry Mining
Oﬃce, Rudolf Arwid Wilhelm von Carnall. Many
kilometres of ﬁnely arched masonry linings, in
many places rendered with extremely durable
cement made at the mine, today remain as
impressive testimony to the skill of these
Prussian mining masters.
In December 1834 a northern wing of the adit
was connected with the Reden Level located
south of the Viper (Schlange) Shaft (these
sections are accessible from both Viper Shaft
and Adolph Shaft). Thus, the older Northern
(Central) Drainage System was connected to the
Friedrich Deep Adit. This breakthrough point is
marked by a stone plaque visible next to Viper
Shaft along the visitor route of the ‘Historic
Silver Mine’. These connections were designed
to drain water by gravity and shut down the last
60-inch and 32-inch steam engines installed on
Reden Hill, thus saving 7,000 thalers per annum.
The ever-expanding mining ﬁelds forced the
authorities to further extend the Friedrich Mine
Deep Adit: work on the Grundstrecke Loop,
ending at Help Happiness (Glückhilf) Shaft,
progressed until the 1860s (most of this remains
accessible from Adolph Shaft Waterworks, and

from the dolomite quarry near the boundary
of Segiet Reserve; though quarrying destroyed
a section around Spes Shaft and ﬂooded an
adjoining section in the southeast). A northern
section of the adit, reaching the area of the
Municipal Park, was completed around 1880.
A 24-inch steam engine was located on Peace
(Frieden) Shaft (its collar adjacent to Friedrich

Mine Washing Tip, and accessible underground
from Adolph Shaft Waterworks) to supply water
to the Central Washer (ore-processing plant,
marked by the Friedrich Mine Washing Tip), and
worked until 1876. This second drainage system
for the Friedrich mine, along with other auxiliary
galleries, reached a total length of 14,752 metres.

Plate 67. Friedrich Deep adit.
Author: Mikołaj Gospodarek
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Plate 68. The adit system is three-dimensionally complex with the main levels being fed by a network of
adit branches that intercept water-bearing fractures and wet mine workings, the whole operation being
based on free gravity ﬂow. The Friedrich Mine Southern Adit System (deep adit) is coloured blue. Depth
of adit levels, in metres, measured from surface in the main section of Friedrich Mine. Of the sixteenth
century adits, Cracow Adit (1568) was the only one projected to intersect the main Tarnowskie Góry
workings of that time at a depth approaching the base of the ore ground. It was abandoned in 1579 before
reaching half its projected length of 6.5 km, due to a dispute between groups of miners.
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2 Description

2 Description

1.1 Peace Shaft
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Peace Shaft is a vertical and rectangular
‘machine’ shaft located in a shaft hollow adjacent
to the southeast end of the central Freidrich
Mine Washing Tip (Attribute 3.4, within which
it is contained). It is capped at surface but
accessible underground. Sinking began in April
1806 to facilitate adit construction along the
great southeastern loop of the Friedrich Deep

Adit near the intersection of Heinitz Strecke.
The shaft is 53 m deep and enters dolomite
almost immediately (and traversed it throughout its depth). Water was pumped by a 24-inch
cylindered steam engine to surface for use in the
centralised washing plant (until 1876). It was one
of only two steam engines used on the mine that
were retained for mining purposes.

Plate 69. Frieden Shaft sump, at a depth of 53 m on the eastern section of the Friedrich Deep Adit. In 1808
a 24-inch cylindered steam-pumping engine was moved from Aurora Shaft to Frieden Shaft, from where in 1825
it moved to Machine Shaft and in 1832 to Glückhilf Schacht (the latter two shafts on the Friedrich Deep Adit, east
of Sylwester Shaft). Frieden Shaft was again (1835) equipped with the 24-inch engine (that worked until 1876), the
shaft sump being used as a central water supply for ore washing and processing.

Plate 70. 24 inch steam engine, Frieden Machine Shaft, 1836.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Author: Wojtek Stankiewicz
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2 Description

2 Description

1.2 Bohr Shaft
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Bohr Shaft is located in the centre of a conspicuous mound of shaft-sinking waste
rock, a typical feature of such shaft sites and
therefore included within its surface property
boundary, in open farmland around 2 km
northwest of Frieden Shaft. It also connects
with the southern loop of Friedrich Deep Adit.
The oval-shaped shaft (which contrasts with

rectangular ‘machine’ shafts) dates from the
initial shaft- sinking programme in the early
1800s, for the purpose of simultaneous adit
construction in multiple directions. The stone
masonry-lined shaft, capped with a ventilation/bat grille, is a well-preserved example
of the lichtloch type.

Plate 72. Bohr Shaft mound and (inset) concrete cap and grille, permitting ventilation and bat access.
Author: Piotr Gad

surface extent of the attribute
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Plate 71. Bohr Shaft interior (from surface) showing oval section lined with masonry.

Plate 73. Bohr Shaft.

Author: Zbigniew Pawlak

Source: http://www.zabytek.gov.pl/
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2 Description

2 Description

1.3 Adolph and
Machine Shafts
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Adolph shaft(s) are located at the Adolph Shaft
Waterworks (attribute 3.1), in mostly open
countryside around 3 km south of Tarnowskie
Góry. They connect with a major intersection
of three parts of the Friedrich Deep Adit, thus
subject to high water flow: that draining from
the northern branch of the Friedrich Deep
Adit, that draining from the eastern loop, and
that continuing west towards Help Happiness
Shaft and eventually to the adit portal. Adolph
Shaft (lichtloch) was originally sunk to 21 m
from 1796-1822 and then deepened to 48 m.
The larger and rectangular Adolph Machine
Shaft was also completed in 1822 when
a 40-inch cylinder steam engine was relocated
from Reden Shaft (it was used at Adolph until
1834, when Friedrich Deep Adit was completed,
and then sold to a mine in Zabrze). In 1903 the
shaft was deepened to its present depth of
72 m. Adolph Machine Shaft was deepened to
52 m from 1874 in preparation for the Waterworks when horizontal steam engines were
placed in specially constructed underground
engine halls – next to the water table.
Machine Shaft is oval in section (like other
lichtloch shafts) and became the man-access
shaft (originally operated by steam winder) for
the Waterworks. An electrically operated shaft
cage serves as access to the historic site today.
Adolph Machine Shaft still contains substantial
pumping ‘pitwork’. At surface, both shafts are
contained within the boundary of the Adolph
Shaft Waterworks.

Plate 74. Adolph Shaft, showing access cage and
waterworks rising main.
Author: Barry Gamble
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2 Description

2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 75. Machine Shaft,
showing access cage and
waterworks rising main.
Author: Barry Gamble
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2 Description

2 Description

1.4 Help Happiness Shaft
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Help Happiness Shaft (Lichtlocher 24) is located
in a small grassy and lightly wooded compound
next to a road, approximately 3 km southwest
of Tarnowskie Góry and around 1000 m west
of Adolph shaft. It was completed in 1832 to
a depth of 67 m, passing into dolomite at a depth
of 8 m. It is located at the junction where the
adit system branches with one level continuing
east and one level south, eventually creating

a great loop. A 24-inch cylindered steam engine
was moved here from Adit Engine Shaft No. 22
(Karlik) in 1832. The edge of the wooded compound is used to delineate the surface property
boundary, which includes within it the raised
mound of shaft sinking waste that was likely
re-sculpted when the shaft was adapted for use
in conjunction with Adolph Shaft Waterworks.

Plate 77. Help Happiness Shaft mound and (inset) the concrete cap with ventilation.
Author: Piotr Gad

surface extent of the attribute
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Plate 76. View of the bricklined shaft section from the Friedrich Deep Adit.

Plate 78. Help Happiness Shaft.

Author: Zbigniew Pawlak

Source: http://www.zabytek.gov.pl/
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2 Description

1.5 Adit Engine Shaft No. 22
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Adit Engine Shaft No. 22 is located on the
edge of some rough woodland where it meets
a small light industrial park next to a road. The
shaft, marked by a ruinous masonry structure,
is near the beginning of the straight northwestern outfall run of the Friedrich Deep
Adit. It was begun in 1823 and housed the
pumps for a 24-inch cylindered steam engine
used (until 1832) whilst constructing the adit.
The masonry remnant at Adit Engine Shaft

No. 22 has a design that is strikingly similar to
that recorded at other lichtloch shafts used
for pumping on adit levels in Germany, for
example in the Erzgebirge, no longer extant.
Internally, the shaft (inaccessible from surface) is oval in section and lined with masonry.
The surface property boundary includes the
architectural structure and the associated
mound of shaft sinking waste.

Plate 80. View up the stone masonry-lined oval-section of Adit Shaft No. 22.
Author: Wojtek Stankiewicz

Plate 79. Masonry remnant at Adit Engine Shaft No. 22.
Author: Piotr Gad

Plate 81. The group of explorers from Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association controls access, and maintains the
condition of Friedrich Mine Adit and shafts.
Author: Andrzej Kaliga
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2 Description

2 Description

1.6 Adit Shaft No. 17
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Adit Shaft No. 17 is located in woodland in
Repty Park, on the northern valley slope
above the Drama River. It was begun in 1823
and reached 30 m deep for facilitating construction of the northwestern straight run of
the Friedrich Deep Adit that runs below the
shallow Drama Valley. The 30 m-deep shaft is
surrounded by a circular walled and vented
roofed building, being partially reconstructed in the 1950s when it first opened
to the public as Black Trout Adit. Reconstruction used site-sourced stone to rebuild the
missing upper elevation (above door and
window level), with a new traditional shaft
rotunda roof based on original drawings
of such lichtloch structures at Friedrich Mine.
Today, Sylwester Shaft continues (along
with Ewa Shaft) as the principal tourist access
(stone stairway) to the section of the Friedrich
Deep Adit still known as Black Trout. Whilst
the shaft collar and its functional (safety,

1.7 Adit Shaft No. 13
security and weather-protection) rotunda
are included within the property, the rotunda
is only part-authentic, its original lower profile being easily distinguished by a change in
masonry and mortar used in the reconstruction of its higher elevation.

as a companion shaft for visitors to the Black
Trout section of the Friedrich Deep Adit.
Whilst the shaft collar and its functional
(safety, security and weather-protection)
rotunda are included within the property, the
rotunda is only part-authentic, its original
lower profile being easily distinguished by
a change in masonry and mortar used in the
reconstruction of its higher elevation.

Plate 82. Adit Shaft No. 17 at surface, showing oval
section and visitors’ steel staircase added in the
1950s.
Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska

Plate 83. Sylwester Shaft, visitor access via a traditional stone shaft rotunda.
Author: Józef Sage

Adit Shaft No. 13 is 20 m deep and located in
the wooded Repty Park, on the northern valley slope above the Drama River. It was begun
in 1822 as part of the succession of shafts sunk
to begin driving the Friedrich Deep Adit in
multiple directions. Its circular stonewalled
shaft rotunda was partially reconstructed and
re-roofed in a traditional manner in the same
way, and at the same date (1950s), as Adit Shaft
No. 17 (Sylwester). It continues to operate

Plate 84. Shaft rotunda at Adit Shaft No. 13, which continues to serve as a visitor access point (via a stone
stairway) to the 600 m long boat tour in the Black Trout section of Friedrich Deep Adit.
Author: Krzysztof Ziętek
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1.8 Adit Shaft No. 5
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Adit Shaft No. 5 is located just into the
woodland of Repty Park, bordered by open
agricultural fields to the south. It is the
closest (1500 m) shaft to the Friedrich Deep
Adit Portal (attribute 1.9). Sinking began in
1822 and a substantial remnant of a circular
stonewalled shaft rotunda remains. The shaft
is inaccessible from surface but accessible

from a short side level that connects with
the Friedrich Deep Adit. The shaft is oval in
section and masonry lined. The shaft collar,
ruined masonry rotunda (to be conserved as
a ruin in contrast to the reconstructed rotundas at adit shafts 13 and 17) and the associated
mound of shaft sinking spoil are included
within the surface property boundary.

Plate 86. View up the stone masonry-lined oval-section of Adit Shaft No. 5.
Author: Wojtek Stankiewicz
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Plate 85. Circular stone walled remnant of a shaft rotunda at Adit Shaft No. 5 (Adam) Shaft.

Plate 87. Fiedrich Deep Adit and the intersection side-level to Adit Shaft No.5.

Author: Potr Gad

Author: Wojtek Stankiewicz
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2 Description

1.9 Friedrich Mine Adit Portal
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Friedrich Mine Adit Portal is located in
a shallow and narrow wooded valley, adjacent
to the western boundary of Repty Park, and
surrounded by open farmland around 6 km
south-west of Tarnowskie Góry. Located
in the west of the nominated Property, it is
the principal discharge point for the main
Friedrich Mine Adit Ditch. It opens into the
Friedrich Deep Adit Ditch (attribute 1.10),
which is an integral component of the adit
system, just to the south of the shallow Drama
Valley. The portal represents an exceptional
example of Prussian (German) neoclassical
adit portal architecture and compares with

several surviving examples in Germany, such
as the Rothschonberger (Freiberg) and the
Tiefer Georg Stollen (Harz). It was built in 1834
from dressed limestone and marble. The date
1821 commemorates the commencement of
the 4,568 m section to Adolph (Staszic) Shaft
(which became the abstraction point for the
Upper Silesian water pipeline). The crossed
hammer and pick is a common Central
European mining symbol and also appears in
the (1562) coat of arms of Tarnowskie Góry.
This is the principal mine water discharge
point, the portal emptying up to 50,000 m 3
of clear water per day.
Plate 89. Conservation management drawings of Friedrich Adit Portal made by the Association in the 1950s.
Author: Józef Sage

Plate 88. Friedrich Mine Adit Portal (and ‘miners gate’) built in 1834 in striking neo-classical style from dressed
limestone and marble.

Plate 90. Springtime conservation work by the Association at the Portal terraces.
Author: Andrzej Adrabiński

Author: Krzysztof Ziętek
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2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 91. Friedrich Mine Adit
Portal, circa 1930.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers'
Association archives
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2 Description

2 Description

1.10 Friedrich Mine Adit Ditch
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

The Friedrich Mine Adit Ditch (water discharge
channel) was excavated in 1821 as the major
surface component of the Friedrich Deep Adit
in its discharge course that meets the Drama
River. This then flows west, away from the
ore-ground, into the Kłodnica River, the Oder
and ultimately to the Baltic Sea. The course
of the Drama River runs slightly obliquely to
the ditch, before (now) joining it. The Drama
is one of two small rivers, only, that traverses
the shallow undulating land surface in the
Tarnowskie Góry area. Its riverbed courses
at just a slightly lower elevation than surrounding meadows and woodland, and it has
acorresponding very shallow river gradient.
Such rivers, far from topographically ideal for
receiving adit discharge, were the only option

available to miners who wanted to open up the
rich lead-silver deposits of Tarnowskie Góry.
The Drama River was purposely kept separate from the Friedrich Mine Adit Ditch for
over 1km in length, this parallel course being
accentuated in the western end of the surface
property by twin masonry bridges that pass
under the road that forms (inclusively) the
boundary. The Adit Ditch bridge is substantially larger than the Drama River bridge due
to superior flow. The reason for such a long
and unusual separation was due to providing
a minimum of impeding extant surface flow
and, crucially, that the adit system could discharge throughout winter in a comparatively
‘warmer’ and free-flowing discharge, whereas
the Drama River may be expected to freeze.
Plate 93. Friedrich Mine Adit Ditch, circa 1930.
© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
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Plate 92. Aerial view WSW, showing adit water (centre) draining along the Friedrich Mine Adit Ditch. To its right,
obscured by trees, the course of the Drama River runs slightly obliquely to join it at higher centre. The Drama
is one of two small rivers, only, that traverses the shallow undulating land surface in the Tarnowskie Góry area.
Its riverbed courses at just a slightly lower elevation than surrounding meadows and woodland, and it has a
corresponding very shallow river gradient. Such rivers, far from topographically ideal for receiving adit discharge,
were the only option available to miners who wanted to open up the rich lead-silver deposits of Tarnowskie Góry.

Plate 94. Friedrich Mine Adit Ditch is a man-made open structure that was engineered to receive mine water
(now the Black Trout Stream) from the portal of the Friedrich Deep Adit. Constructed in 1821, it measures
888 m long x 5 m deep x 20 m wide, and acts as a reasonably straight surface conduit that gently curves
southwest to meet the Drama River.

© Town Hall in Tarnowskie Góry, author: Sebastian Romankiewicz

Author: Krzysztof Ziętek
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2.0 God Help Adit
(and associated adits, levels and workings)

Introduction
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Friedrich Mine Northern (Central) Adit System comprises adits and levels that intersect
the ore-ground at a higher level (up to 18m
higher) than the, later, Southern Adit System.
Two adits, St Jacob’s (mid-sixteenth century,
and where considerable early archaeological
potential exists) and God Help (mid-seventeenth century, extended and altered 1785
onwards), were in existence when Friedrich
Mine was founded by the Prussian State
in 1783.
Friedrich Mine (Friedrichsgrube) was
established following the discovery of
large deposits of lead-silver ore close to
Rudolphina Shaft (the first new shaft located
in the ‘Original Site of Friedrich Mine’), and
which heralded the dynamic growth of mining in the Bobrowniki area. Massive amounts
of water were soon encountered in the shafts
and galleries, and dewatering of the mine by
horse mills (kunst) was insufficient. Ore was
located from 30 to 50 metres depth, whilst
the technical capacity of horse mills allowed
drainage from a maximum of 35 metres.
The Kunst Rosche adit, 7 metres deep and
500 metres long, was constructed close to
Bobrowniki. However, this soon proved insufficient and to enable the intense exploration
and development of mining in various areas
around Tarnowskie Góry a more innovative
solution based upon gravity drainage of the
entire orefield was needed. The first phase
of this was the ambitious Northern (Central)
Adit System constructed from 1785 to 1807.
Progress of driving principal adits and levels
is datable, in detail, from historic plans and
these correspond closely to underground
archaeology including verification by characteristic stone plaques that meticulously
record date and distance.

2 Description

2 Description

2 Northern Adit System
The following ore zones were drained by
their resepctive adits and levels: Sucha Góra
(Trokenberg) by Zuflucht (2,770 metres, part
accessible from Adolph Shaft); Bobrowniki
(Bobrowniker) by Heinitz (Heynitz, 4,239
metres, accessible from Angel and Adolph
shafts), the urban area (Stadt) by Reden
(3,350 metres) and the Adit area (Stolln)
by God Help Adit (3,151 metres, accessible
from its portal). Additionally, Kaehler (2,469
metres, accessible from Kaehler Shaft, currently a water supply) and Sowitzglük (600
metres, accessible also from Kaehler Shaft)
galleries were designed in order to drain
the area of Sowice. The works were carried
out simultaneously in order to connect
various production areas of the mine. Such
a large and complex undertaking required
the use of eight steam engines (improved
Newcomen and Boulton & Watt) moved from
shaft to shaft as required, their ‘temporary’
and mostly wooden engine houses leaving
little trace. In July 1807 the entire system was
completed when a 60-inch steam engine was
set in motion in the engine shaft adjacent to
Friedrich Shaft.
It was on the northern adit system, too,
that pumping potable water, and for municipal fire purposes, was pioneered, first from
Reden and Machine shafts (from 1797) and
then from Kaehler Shaft (from 1835, and
which is still in use in 2016).
The principal visitor facility within the
property (centred on Angel Shaft) is located
in the southern sector of the Northern
(Central) Adit System, together with nearby
surface mining topography (sixteenth and
nineteenth century) that lies above workings
that overlay and were drained by the adit
system.

God Help Adit (13m above Friedrich Deep
Adit), one of the two major water outlets
in Friedrich Mine, has its origins in the
mid-seventeenth century and was inspected
early during the first operational period of
Friedrich Mine. However, after attempting
to refurbish the initial section of the adit,
it turned out that only 40 metres was serviceable. Therefore, a new parallel section
was excavated and the adit named God Help
(German = Gothelf ). Work began in 1785 and
‘Lichtlocher’ shafts were sunk to simultaneously progress tunnel faces from the bottom
of each, in both directions, until each met
the other. On completion of the adit, shafts
were arched over in the adit roof using
timber and stone masonry. Some of these
remain readily apparent in the adit roof, and

in masonry-lined sections of the adit there
are buttressed masonry arches added for
support.
In order to drain the concentration of
water, a 20-inch steam engine was used, at
first installed in shaft No. 11 and later successively moved to shaft No. 12 and shaft No.
22, following adit construction. In July 1803
a connection between shaft No. 25 and Friederike Shaft was made. Thus, the adit reached
Reden Hill and marked the completion of the
construction works at a total length of 3,151
metres. The adit ditch, beginning at the adit
portal, was an integral functional part of the
system in that it completed the final segment
of the gravity drainage route to connect with
the Stola River.

Plate 95. Gotthelf Stollen (God Help Adit), showing stone masonry lined walls and arched buttresses.
Author: Przemysław Rubacha
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2 Description

2 Description

2.1 Angel Shaft
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Angel Shaft is located in the centre of the
nominated Property, 2 km SSW of Tarnowskie
Góry. This is the hub of the Association’s visitor
facilities and houses a museum first opened to
the public in 1976, and substantially updated
in 2012-2015. The Shaft is oval in section,
masonry lined and 43 m deep (sinking began
in 1798) and passes into dolomite after just
over half its depth. It is equipped with an electrically operated cage and, after the descent,

visitors are taken on a near-2 km route (average
-40 m depth) of seventeenth to nineteenth
century galleries, levels, shafts (including
Viper and God Bless) and an adit; the latter
a 270 m stretch by boat. The shaft collar, only,
is included within the surface property boundary that is drawn tightly to exclude all other
modern visitor and interpretive infrastructure,
including the headframe.

Plate 97. Angel Shaft wall, circa 1950, since demolished.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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Plate 96. A modern replica shaft head-frame marks the site of the Museum and visitor/education centre.

Plate 98. Angel Shaft man-way beside the visitor shaft cage.

Author: Sebastian Romankiewicz

Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska
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2 Description

2.2 Viper Shaft
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Viper Shaft is located within a distinctive shaft
mound in open farmland. It is 48 m deep, sinking beginning in October 1811, and intercepts
a 3-way junction of Heinitz Level. From the
1970s, this shaft has been used as a ventilation
shaft (down-cast) to mechanically blow fresh
air into the visitor mine workings (Angel Shaft
used as a natural up-cast shaft). The shaft is oval

in section, brick lined and also contains a steel
access man-way. The shaft collar is included
within the surface property boundary, together
with the original mound of shaft sinking spoil.
Modern surface and within-shaft visitor safety/
ventilation infrastructure (including fans/fan
house/shaft manway) is excluded from the historic attribute.

Plate 99. Viper Shaft, now used for ventilation. Surface features such as shaft-sinking spoil constitute
an authentic element associated with many shafts.

Plate100. Viper Shaft, view from the bottom part of the mine on the ladder system.
Author: Dominika Pawlak

Author: Piotr Gad
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2 Description

2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 102. Electrically powered, twin downcast fans housed in a building over the collar of Viper Shaft.
Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska

surface extent of the attribute

Plate 103. Viper Shaft.
Source: http://www.zabytek.gov.pl/

Plate 101. Viper Shaft, from ‘Gebirgslagen Notiz von der Friedrichsgrube’.
Early nineteenth century, Tarnowskie Góry.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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2 Description

2.3 God Bless Shaft
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

God Bless Shaft was sunk from 1815 to 43 m
deep, passing into dolomite at just over half
its depth. It is located on the Heinitz and
Reden systems between Viper Shaft and

Menzel Shaft (a straight that is parallel to
the Friedrich Deep Adit). The shaft collar
together with shaft sinking spoil is included
within the surface property boundary.

Plate 104. God Bless Shaft. Shaft-sinking spoil is included in the surface property of the shaft.
Author: Piotr Gad

surface extent of the attribute
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Plate 105. God Bless Shaft.

Plate 106. God Bless Shaft in the Historic Silver Mine. The shaft accessed both the Heinitz and Reden levels.

Source: http://www.zabytek.gov.pl/

Author: Brygida Melcer-Kwiecińska
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2 Description

2.4 Heinitz Shaft
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Heinitz Shaft is located in a shaft hollow
within the Original Site of Friedrich Mine area
that also contains the historic commemorative and recreational post-mining landscape
of Kunszt Park (attribute 3.5). The shaft,
capped at surface, is 39 metres deep and
enters the Heinitz Section that ultimately
connects with Machine Shaft (7 metres above
the floor of Engine Hall A) in the Adolph Shaft
Waterworks (attribute 3.1). Heinitz Shaft was
excavated in 1787 and was the deepest shaft
on the Bobrownickie mining field, being

named in honour of the Prussian Minister
Frederic Anton von Heinitz who supervised
the resumption of ore mining in Tarnowskie
Góry. In 1792, next to Heinitz Shaft, Machine
Shaft was excavated to accommodate
a 48-inch steam-pumping engine. The shaft
collars (marked by depressions) are contained within the surface property boundary
that contains a number of other historic
shafts and their important archaeological
context.

Plate 108. Fragment of the map depicting buildings and drainage ditches leading from the shafts where steam
engines and horse-powered pumping-engines ('kunst') were located. 1799.
© The State Archives in Katowice

surface extent of the attribute

Plate 107. View from southwest across open farmland to the distinctive shaft hollow of Heinitz Shaft, capped at
surface and surrounded by trees.

Plate 109. Heinitz Shaft.
Source: http://www.zabytek.gov.pl/

Author: Dominika Pawlak
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2 Description

2.5 Reden Shaft
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

The distinctive shaft mound, in which the
capped Reden Shaft is located, lies close to
a main road, 1.5 km SSW of Tarnowskie Góry. It
was begun in 1794 and is 40 m deep. The shaft
served the first Boulton & Watt (1797) steam
engine and was used to pump water from
the mine adit system to surface reservoirs

and then by pipeline to Market Square in Tarnowskie Góry. As such, this is an important
site in the history of steam pumping for the
abstraction of mine water for public supply.
The distinctive shaft sinking spoil mound that
surrounds the shaft is used to delineate its
surface property boundary.

Plate 110. Shaft mound at Reden Shaft and Machine Shaft.
Author: Piotr Gad

surface extent of the attribute

Plate 111. Reden Shaft.
Source: http://www.zabytek.gov.pl/
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Plate 112. Fragment of the map depicting engine house,
Reden shafts, shaft mound and water pipeline. 1799.
© The State Archives in Katowice

2 Description

2 Description

2.6 Kaehler Shaft
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Kaehler Shaft is located on Reden’s Hill,
Opolska Street, around 1 km northwest of
Tarnowskie Góry. The shaft was begun in September 1808, is oval in section and masonry
lined, and at 55 m deep served as a municipal
water supply (operated by the town) from
1835 until 2000; today (2015) it has once more
been re-used as a municipal water supply. The

site is marked by a water tower (1926) within
the property of the Water and Sanitation
Enterprise, who maintain the shaft and water
supply. The shaft collar, only, is included within
the surface property boundary that is drawn
tightly to exclude all other modern water supply infrastructure, including the shaft house.

2.7 Frederica Shaft
Frederica Shaft (begun 1801) and Machine
Shaft are located above the inner end of God
Help Adit, which it meets at a depth of 43 m.
The shafts descend another 6 m to connect
with Reden Strecke, from which water was

pumped by steam engine up to God Help Adit.
Frederica Shaft is oval in section and masonry
lined. The shaft collar, only, is included within
the surface property boundary.

Plate 113. Frederica Shaft, and adjacent Machine Shaft, 1859. Two steam engines are depicted: with 32-inch, and
60-inch, cylinders.

Plate 114. Kaehler Shaft, with man-access installed by the water abstraction company. Note the precise oval
section of the shaft.
Author: Lesław Janik

Plate 115. Frederica Shaft.
Author: Lesław Janik

Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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2 Description

2.8 God Help Adit Portal
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

136

God Help Adit Portal is located in the northwest part of the nominated Property (around
5 km northwest of Tarnowskie Góry) and discharges mine water into God Help Ditch (water
channel). Water ﬂow is, today, inconsequential
because steam engines once pumped water
from levels below adit and discharged into God
Help Adit. These waters now drain freely via
the Friedrich Mine Adit (deep adit). A classical
masonry portal was formerly in poor condition and was reconstructed in 2000 (modern
reconstruction therefore no longer part of the
attribute).
Inside the portal there is a section of
masonry walling constructed at the time the
adit was ﬁrst commenced in 1652 (when it was
called ‘Support God’ Adit). Construction (with
small dimensions as compared to the late

eighteenth or early-nineteenth century adits)
continued until 1695 when it was 866 m long,
though no ore deposits had been reached at
that time. It was extended from 1794 (re-named
Gotthelf Stollen) to 2,192 m, and an increase to
25 airshafts, to function as the northern sector
of the Friedrich Mine drainage system – part
of which was used for water supply abstraction
using steam-pumping engines. The ﬂat topography and exceptionally shallow (cut and cover)
character of the initial section of God Help Adit
is apparent by a linear trough at surface running
SSE from above the portal. This linear trough is
only a little over a metre from the roof of the
cut-and-cover section. The lower (portal end)
section of the 17th century adit was replaced by
a parallel adit driven from 1792.

Plate 116. The reconstructed God Help Adit Portal
sited at the head of the God Help Adit Ditch.
A classical masonry portal was formerly in poor
condition and was reconstructed in 2000.

Plate 117. Inside the portal of Boże Wspomóż (God
Help Adit), showing masonry walling constructed at
the time the adit was ﬁrst commenced in 1652 (when
it was called ‘Support God’ Adit).

Author: Piotr Gad

Author: Barry Gamble

Plate 118. The ﬂat topography and exceptionally shallow (cut and cover) character of the initial section of God
Help Adit is apparent by this linear trough (looking SSE from above the portal).
Author: Barry Gamble
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2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 119. Letter from Count Reden in 1801 showing a personal sketch of a recommended architectural style for
the new God Help Adit Portal. Such classical design was beyond that functionally necessary, and characterises the
attention and formality that Prussia brought to mining in Silesia.
© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association

Plate 120. Dam and sluice system, Holzhauzen 1810,
to facilitate discharge from the God Help Adit into
the God Help Adit Ditch and Stoła river.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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2.9 God Help Adit Ditch
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

God Help Adit Ditch (water channel) is
a well-engineered open trench, 0.5 km long
and typically around 4 m wide x 2 m deep
that is gently inclined to allow free water
flow from God Help Adit Portal to the Stola
River. It was likely first constructed around
1656, in association with what was then
called Support God Adit, one of several adits
(including St. Jacob’s) that discharged into
the Stola River (from German Stollenwasser
= adit water). In 1794, with rehabilitation and
extension of the adit (renamed God Help),
under Prussian orgnanisation the Ditch
was also likely refurbished. During the later
1790s/early 1800s it received mine water
pumped from below, and into, God Help

Adit by steam engines. After 1834, when
Friedrich Mine Adit was completed to effectively under-drain the ore body by gravity,
discharge lessened and consequently today’s
outflow is minimal.
The comparatively flat topography of Tarnowskie Gory, combined with only two small
(and shallow-gradient) rivers to act as water
receivers, necessitated the careful surface
management of mine water via such ditches.
In addition to the connection of adit portals
with rivers, they also served pumping/kunst
shafts, for example the ‘kunst rosche’ to be
seen on old plans and still discernible in the
landscape today.

Plate 121. God Help Adit Ditch once facilitated the principal discharge of the northern Friedrich Mine drainage
system. The 0.5 km long ditch connects with the northwest ﬂowing Stoła river. The Stoła ‘valley’ is the lowest
point in the area at 254 m above sea level.

Plate 122. God Help Adit plan showing ditch, circa 1790.
Courtesy of: The State Archives in Katowice

Author: Piotr Gad
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2 Description

3 Associated Attributes
Introduction

2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

A range of associated attributes, those at surface directly connected in the third dimension
to the underground workings, include: The
Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain, where
the property’s best evidence of sixteenth
century lead-silver mining and nineteenth
century zinc-lead-iron mining are found;
the Original Site of Friedrich Mine where the
eighteenth century re-discovery of lead-silver ore was made, exploited from below the
water table using imported steam pumping

Plate 123. Gazebo on shaft mound, Municipal Park.
Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska

technology, and commemorated with
a memorial; the centralised ore-processing
remains of the landform-scale Friedrich Mine
Washing Tip, testimony, in particular, to
nineteenth century zinc production; the pioneering Adolph Shaft Waterworks that was
integrated with the Friedrich Mine Deep Adit;
and the Municipal Park, the best example of
a number of recreational parks in and around
Tarnowskie Góry that utilised and preserved
distinctive post-mining topography.

Plate 124. Beech forest on the Silver Mountain,
one of the highest hills of Tarnogórski Garb,
protected as a reserve.
Author: Barry Gamble
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2 Description

3.1 Adolph Shaft Waterworks
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

The extensive underground network of adits,
levels and shafts in the Friedrich Mine were
so eﬀective in removing water from their area
of operations that they caused an acute water
shortage in Tarnowskie Góry. This resulted in
the drying out of wells and disused mineshafts
used for water supply (36 in the 1780s); an
occurrence for which the blame ﬁrmly rested
with the Friedrich Mine. To remedy the water
shortage, and at the mine’s expense, the ﬁrst
water pipeline became operational in 1797,
a time when Britain’s Boulton & Watt engine
made water pumping for public supply
economically attractive. Subsequent shafts were
used for water abstraction, Frederike (attribute
2.7) in 1810 and Kaehler Shaft (attribute 2.6) in
1835; Tarnowskie Góry city authorities taking
over responsibility for the supply.
The largest scale water supply facility was,
however, established in the 1870s and is centred on Adolph (Staszic) Shaft (attribute 1.3)
that intercepts the Friedrich Deep Adit. This
was to supply the Upper Silesian Industrial
Region (centred on Katowice, 24 km southeast
of Tarnowskie Góry) that was being developed
in an area of over 3,000 km2.
This enormous agglomeration, a precursor,
then competitor, with the Ruhr, comprised
a concentration of coal mining, iron and steel,
chemicals and mechanical engineering, based
on the northern part of the Upper Silesian
Coal Basin. The desperate need for industrial
water, and the surge in demand for drinking
water in consequence of the dramatic population increase, forced the Prussian Treasury
to create their own powerful water supply
system; a system that remained in operation
until 2001.
Plate 125. Plan, dated 1941, of the water pumping facility at the sump of the 61 m-deep Adolph (Staszic) Shaft; the
layout as it remains, fully accessible, today. The red colour indicates the upper level with its steam machine halls, the
blue indicates the Friedrich Deep Adit (with steam engine condenser reservoir and dams) and the grey the sump
level. Direct abstraction from adit was replaced in 1884-85 by boreholes sunk below this sump.
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Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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2 Description

Underground features of
the water supply system
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Machine halls and a substantial
abstraction infrastructure survive
at Adolph Shaft and Machine Shaft
on the Friedrich Deep Adit. Adolph
Shaft, with operational cage and
hoist access (see attribute 1.3
above), is maintained by the Upper
Silesian Water Supply joint-stock
company in Katowice (Górnośląskie
Przedsiębiorstwo
Wodociągów
S.A.). Stationary steam pumping
engines, installed in 1921, remain
in situ. Two horizontal engines,
with central flywheel, have recently
(2012) been conserved. Cast iron
pipelines lead from abstraction
points. In 1892 a further pump was
installed to supply drinking water,
via a 300 mm diameter pipeline, to
the predominantly German Silesian
mining town of Zabrze. In 1902-03
a third borehole penetrated the
aquifer at a depth of 87 m, supplying
a new 600 mm diameter pipeline.
A brick-lined steam condensation
cistern survives, that formerly
received depleted steam expelled
from the steam engines and which
cooled from vapour to liquid.

Plate 126. Underground Machine
Hall, Adolph shaft, on the Friedrich
Deep Adit. Stationary steampumping engines, installed in 1921,
remain in situ. These two horizontal
engines, with central ﬂywheel, have
recently (2012) been conserved.
Author: Piotr Gad
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2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 127. View of the Engine Hall and former position of machine number III (installed in 1893). Doorways and
brick staircases lead from this Upper Level, of nearly 600 m2, to Middle Level adit sections and Lower Level sumps.
Author: Potr Gad
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Plate 128. Steam pumping equipment
manufactured 1903, restored 2007.

Plate 129. Cast iron pipeline leading from abstraction
points.

Author: Potr Gad

Author: Potr Gad

Plate 130. View of the Engine Hall and Machine Shaft cage access.
Author: Potr Gad
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2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 131. Brick-lined steam condensation cistern that formerly received depleted steam expelled from the steam
engines and which cooled from vapour to liquid. The arch (right) is an inlet of Friedrich Adit from the north.
Author: Barry Gamble

Plate 132. Engine Hall C (Sump Level, 18m below halls A and B). A steam pump (removed for safe-keeping in the
Museum) formerly stood at the far end, pumping from Borehole II: 170m deep and completed in 1888. Electric
pumps (on concrete mountings in the foreground) replaced it, and pumped from Borehole III: 167m deep and
completed in 1903.
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Author: Barry Gamble

Plate 133. Steps that ascend from the Sump Level to the level of the Friedrich Adit near the steam condensation
cistern.
Author: Barry Gamble
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2 Description

Surface features of the water supply system

2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

At surface there are considerable remains, the
original wall of the complex forming much
of the surface property boundary. Whilst the
steam pumping engines were located on
the Friedrich Deep Adit, some 60 m below,
the original complex of brick-built surface
buildings survive. It includes two octagonal
‘Malakoff Towers’, on Adolph and Machine
shafts, and the long central boiler house that
provided steam that was piped underground
for the pumping engines (and supplied the
winding engines at surface). Brick-built winding houses (‘Malakoff Towers’) constructed
in 1880 survive as part of the original Adolph
Shaft Waterworks. The distinctive octagonal
design, with its shallow hipped octagonal roof,
was soon superseded elsewhere in Poland
by steel head-frames. This design, however,
importantly reflects the traditional octagonal
timber buildings that once housed the prolific, horse-powered, ‘kunszt’ machines that

operated the water barrels or primitive pumps
in the shafts of the Tarnowskie Góry lead-silver mines (up to 40 horses were stabled to
operate each ‘kunszt’). They were commonly
constructed until the steam era became firmly
established at the end of the eighteenth
century. Two ‘Malakoff Towers’, and associated structures, are part of the technological
ensemble that is testimony to the historic
Upper Silesian water supply sourced from the
Friedrich Mine. A ‘Lancashire’ type boiler (twin
fire tubes), remains intact within the brickbuilt boiler house of 1880 that once housed
a row of nine such boilers. A coal railway
siding survives beside the boiler house, with
a manual-hauling bollard for drawing wagons
alongside bunker archways. A coal railway
siding survives beside the boiler house, the
course of the railway entering the complex by
the main gate.

Plate 135. ‘Lancashire’ type boiler (twin ﬁre tubes), remaining intact within the brick-built boiler house of 1880
that once housed a row of nine such boilers.
Author: Barry Gamble
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Plate 134. Brick-built winding houses (‘Malakoﬀ Towers’) constructed in 1880 as part of the original Adolph
Shaft Waterworks.

Plate 136. Detail of the coal-loading side of the
boiler house.

Author: Barry Gamble

Author: Barry Gamble

Plate 137. Coal-siding beside the boiler house.
Author: Barry Gamble
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3.2 Mining Landscape (19th century)
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Within the surface boundary associated with the
Adolph Shaft Waterworks is a sub-rectangular
north-south area of surface mining topography managed as meadow and part-farmland. It
comprises shafts, mounds and openworks that
form a distinctive man-made topography that
reﬂects the shallow and sub-horizontally bedded lead-silver deposit, exploited during the
sixteenth century, together with subsequent
iron mining during the nineteenth century.
The distribution of shaft hummocks is random,
unlike linear patterns that may be seen in
mining regions where steep veins outcrop and
reveal a linear strike. The characteristic landscape around Tarnowskie Góry, locally termed
‘pingi’, marks the sites of shafts that more
resemble the ‘bell pits’ seen in coal mining or
ﬂint mining landscapes. Those landscapes also

commonly share the ﬂat-lying mineral deposit
geometry and so also produce a dense yet random surface pattern that is laterally expansive.
Miners at Tarnowskie Góry were compelled to
use vertical shafts as the means of discovering
horizontally bedded veins. 2,528 new shafts
were sunk in 1556, alone, and by 1600 the number of new shafts recorded exceeded 19,000.
Contemporary sketches and paintings show
conical shaft mounds, a number of which may
be seen in the area. The southern part of the
property is just west of Adolph Shaft Waterworks, and highlights the heavily mined nature
of the ground in which the waterworks was
constructed. A 19th century industrial railway
embankment, and the road from the Waterworks to Help Happiness Shaft, cross the area.

Plate 138. Tightly packed and distinctive ‘doughnut-shaped’ shaft mounds, adjacent to Adolph (Staszic) Shaft.
The Tarnowskie Góry landscape is, in such places, much modiﬁed by mining. The characteristically ﬂat to gently
undulating landscape (like most of Silesia) is at an elevation of around 270-300 m above sea level.

Plate 139, 140. When surface exposures became worked out, small and narrow shafts were sunk to
access deeper ore-ground. Simple hand windlasses were used to hoist ore and waste out of the mine,
whilst ore sorting took place adjacent to the shaft mouth. Together with numerous shaft sites, heaps
of mine waste now forms a distinctive topography that was once occupied by woodland but became
devoid of trees and has now reverted to meadows and farmland with a characteristic biodiversity.
Plate 139 author: Piotr Gad, plate 140 author: Grzegorz Rudnicki

© Town Hall in Tarnowskie Góry, author: Sebastian Romankiewicz
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3.3 The Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

The Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain lies
immediately south of Friedrich Mine Washing
Tip (attribute 3.4), partly in Tarnowskie Góry
but mostly within Bytom.
The boundary of the surface property (that
is connected to the underground via numerous
phase I and II shafts) has been drawn to include
the principal ancient area of Phase I mining for
lead-silver (predominantly in the north, east
and south), and several of the largest Phase II
zinc workings (predominantly in the south and
the west). In addition, an area of abandoned
19th-20th century dolomite quarrying has been
included within the central eastern property
boundary as it overlaps with several historic
shafts and shaft mounds, provides an excellent
50m vertical section of the geology that hosts
the ore-ground, and is historically associated
with lead-silver-zinc mining as it provided a ﬂux
for smelting at the Friedrichshutte (lead-silver
smelter established in the late-18th century,
to smelt the ore from Friedrich Mine). The
northeastern sector of the surface property
boundary includes Peace Shaft and the centralised 19th century Friedrich Mine Washing Tip
(this ore-processing complex being supplied
with water pumped from Peace Shaft).
The area is testimony to large surface, and
near-surface, areas exploited for lead and silver
during the ﬁfteenth and sixteenth centuries;
potentially even as far back as the late-thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The ore, rich
in silver near the surface, provided surges of
considerable wealth that was reﬂected in the
building of towns such as Tarnowskie Góry and
Bytom and their substantially increased populations. Lead was transported large distances
to supply the metallurgical complexes of central Europe, used extensively in the extraction

of silver and gold. In the nineteenth century, the
Silver Mountain area was again mined, especially
for zinc-lead ores such as those exploited in the
‘Verona’ section of Friedrich Mine (located in
the west of the area). As such, this is a complex
landscape of several phases of activity, though
much of the earliest, opencast workings remain
(some dry, some ﬂooded such as the mining
excavations near Conrad Shaft, Segiet zinc
mine) with later phases commonly extracting
ore at greater depths accessed via shafts.
In the Middle Ages, once the mineral was
broken from near-surface exposures in openworks, or brought to surface from numerous
shafts, it was easily hand-hammered from
waste and sorted – creating a characteristic
hummocky landscape. It was then washed at
one of a number of small ‘washeries’ located by
some convenient water source. This might be
baled or crudely pumped mine water that was
routed away from the workings, adit discharge
or natural streams and rivers (there were few).
The ore was then ready for sale to smelters.
Perhaps the best and most extensive characteristic ‘hummocky’ terrain (locally pingi and
warpie), often associated with lead mining in
various countries, survives wholly intact in this
area.

Plate 141. Water-ﬁlled mining excavations near
Conrad Shaft, Segiet calamine (zinc) mine.
Author: Barry Gamble
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Plate 142. View to the eastern boundary of Segiet Forest, sharply truncated by dolomite quarrying that began in the
19th century.
Author: Barry Gamble

Plate 143. The Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain comprises a large area of mounds (‘pingi’) of mine spoil,
funnels and hollows 'warpie', together with opencast mining tracts, both dry and ﬂooded, located in the fragment
of historic deciduous beech forest, now the 25-hectare Segiet Reserve. This was protected by a Ministry of Forestry
decree of 27 April 1953, with many original plant communities having been re-naturalised, including orchids. Fir
and spruce is also suited to more severe conditions encountered in the post-mining landscape, particularly where
Quaternary glacial sands overly Triassic marly dolomites.
Author: Barry Gamble
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2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

In the nineteenth century,
industrialists mastered the
practice of galvanising iron
using zinc, thus protecting
the iron from corrosion.
Corrugated iron, caught
on quickly and countless
industrial, and domestic,
buildings used it. A surge in
output followed the expansion, in 1837, of Friedrich
Mine that incorporated
a number of established rich
mines such as Verona and
Segiet, now included within
the Mining Landscape of
Silver Mountain.

Plate 144. Silver Mountain
('Der Silber Berg') shown
on a historic mine plan
dated from the beginnings
of Friedrich Mine in 1788.
‘Ancient’ (uralter) lead (Bley)
and silver (Silber) mining
(Bergbau) is shown (lower
right), indicating mining
activity from the sixteenth
and ﬁfteenth centuries, and
possibly even earlier, within
the historic beech forest (the
so-called ‘Sow Garden’, now
Segiet Reserve).
Courtesy of: The State Archives
in Katowice
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2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 145, 146. Characteristic post-mining landscape of early calamine (“galman”, zinc ore) mining in the Silver
Mountain area.
Author: Barry Gamble

Plate 147. Hypsometric photograph of the Silver Mountain area unveiling clear traces of mining activities there.
Airborne Laser Scanning carried out within the project ISOK (Computer system for shielding the country against
potential threats).
Source: http://www.mapy.zabytek.gov.pl/nid/
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3.4 Friedrich Mine Washing Tip
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

Friedrich Mine Washing Tip is a large mine
tailings heap (site of the centralised oreprocessing facility for Friedrich Mine)
located 6 km south of Tarnowskie Góry. It is
a conspicuous L-shaped elevated landmark,
surrounded by farmland and topped by some
small World War II lookout/bunkers, 300 m
west of abandoned dolomite quarries. Some
adjacent fields (to the south and west) are
included within the property boundary for
management purposes.
This washer plant tailings dump dates from
the 1830s, but it rapidly accumulated in scale
with increased zinc production from the 1870s
to the 1920s. The landform scale of the feature
highlights the size of the Friedrich mining
operation, the waste originating from the
sorting and washing of ore-bearing dolomite
from which lead, silver and zinc ores, together

with iron ore, were separated. In the late
eighteenth century, when the Prussian state
introduced a step-change in the organisation
and finance of Upper Silesian mining, this was
reflected in the scale of operations, and upon
the legacy left by such activity. As previously
evidenced, mechanised shafts and levels were
much larger, facilitating greater volumes of ore
to be extracted, more quickly and more costeffectively. From 1882- 87, during the mine’s
most profitable years, between 20,000 and
30,000 tons of ore per year were produced.
Such production yields a correspondingly
large accumulation of waste from ‘washing’,
a process that became centralised in the
Friedrich Mine and to which its water
supply was pumped directly, via Peace Shaft
(attribute 1.1), from the Friedrich Deep Adit.
Mining at Tarnowskie Góry continued after

Plate 148. Peace (Frieden) Shaft (lower right) and the beginnings of the Friedrich Mine Washing Tip, circa 1830.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

1870 principally due to the growing demand
for zinc ore that was mined in large quantities
from the southern section of the mine. Upper
Silesian zinc ore production peaked in 1910

when an output of 250,000 tonnes of metallic
zinc was achieved. Today, a rare ‘calamine
flora’ comprises zinc-tolerant plant species
that thrive on the spoil.

Plate 149. The Friedrich Mine Washing Tip (washer plant tailings dump) that dates from the 1830s, but that
accumulated massively with increased zinc production from the 1870s to the 1920s. The landform scale of the
feature highlights the size of the Friedrich mining operation, the waste originating from the sorting and washing
of ore-bearing dolomite from which lead, silver and zinc ores, together with iron ore, were separated. The
Friedrich Mine Washing Tip, with the natural succession of calamine vegetation, is unique in its richness as well
as predominant habitat conditions and exceptional biocenoses.
© Town Hall in Tarnowskie Góry, author: Sebastian Romankiewicz
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2 Description

3.5 Original Site of Friedrich Mine
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

The Original Site of Friedrich Mine contains
an archaeological record of the beginnings
and early development of Tarnowskie Góry’s
state-run ‘model’ lead-silver-zinc operation
that became Friedrich Mine. The field spatial arrangement remains clear, and archival
documentation is invaluable to inform
planned archaeological investigations that
may enhance knowledge of key technological development (1784-1792) that began
with three kunst (pumping ‘engines’ operated by horse-power), superceded by two
Newcomen engines imported from Britain
(the so-called ‘First and Fourth’ engines),
together with their water receiving ditches
that carried water away and which were
latterly extended to supply the Friedrich
Mine Washery adjacent to Frieden (Peace)
Shaft contained in the character area no.
IV. Investigations will also aim to determine
the layout of what became the residential
Friedrichsgrube Colony, with its commemorative public park, now the Kunst Park. Later
remains include the embankment (1850s) of
the narrow-gauge mineral railway. The area
contains some important shafts (in the south
and west of the character area – capped at
surface but either accessible, or with potential accessibility, underground): Rudolphine
Shaft where, in 1784, the Prussian mining
authority discovered large quantities of lead
ore that effectively marked the resumption
of mining in Tarnowskie Góry; Abraham
Machine Shaft where the first steam engine
in Silesia was put to work in 1788 following
its import from Britain; Heinitz Machine
Shaft (site of the ‘Fourth’ engine, a Newcomen type also imported from Britain);
and Kunst Shaft (served by horse-powered

pumps in 1785), Antonia and Erdmann shafts.
Water-receiving/collecting ditches are also
discernible, including: the washer ditch
(Stoły), the first watercourse (apart from
adit ditches) regulated in the 18th century
and which was deepened in 1784 to carry off
water discharged by the first horse treadmills
installed on Friedrich Mine; and the main
drainage ditch (Haupt-Abzugs-Kanal) next
to Rudolphine and Erdmann shafts which
carried away water pumped from the ‘First’
steam pumping engine from 1788 and then,
augmented by subsequent machines, to
a new washery near Antonia Shaft. In 1808 it
was extended to Frieden (Peace) Shaft Washery. A new section of ditch was dug along
the Stoły River that flowed from the vicinity
of Segiet Farm. The original discovery of
ore was celebrated annually in Tarnowskie
Góry and Strzybnica on 16th July as a celebration of mining and metallurgy. In 1820,
the area around Rudolphine Shaft began
to be arranged, the heap of shaft-sinking
waste was rounded, and some trees planted
to create the mining park of Friedrich Mine
Colony, the place of annual mining ceremonies. There was also a monument erected in
the form of a commemorative obelisk on top
of the mound, which was subsequently (1910)
moved to the Municipal Park and finally blown
up at a time (1930) of the Silesian Uprisings.
It’s inscription: Despite the skeptical attitude of the King, Count von Reden made the
discovery of a rich deposit of lead ore in this
place, July 16, 1783.
The commemorative and sculpted shaft
mound, encircled by (now) mature (and protected) lime trees, survives in the northeast
quadrant of the character area.

Plate 150. Hummocky mining topography bisected by an old cart track, with the distinctive commemorative
mound at Rudolphine Shaft in the background.
Author: Piotr Gad

Plate 151. Commemorative mound at Rudolphine
Shaft. Design dated 1884.
Source: Acta der Königlichen Berg-Inspection zu Tarnowitz. Das hundertjährige Jubilae-um der Koeniglichen Friedrichs-Grube, 3.07.1884,
Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives

Plate 152. View from Rudolphine Shaft across farmland
to the shaft depression where, in 1788, the ﬁrst steam
engine (Newcomen engine) in Tarnowskie Góry, and
Silesia, was erected. Imported from Great Britain, it
was locally improved and became a great wonder,
attracting the attention of many celebrities. One such
visitor was the German Johann Wolfgang von Goethe,
one of Europe’s most outstanding poets and a key
ﬁgure of Weimar Classicism.
Author: Grzegorz Rudnicki
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2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 153. Map that shows the
ﬁrst mining area of Friedrich
Mine. On the plan we can
see some buildings of steam
engines and mine shafts with
the system of mine water
collection and supply.
Source: The State Archives in Katowice
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2 Description
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plate 154. Site of Rudolphine
Shaft (higher centre), one
of the ﬁrst shafts sunk at
the inception of ‘Friedrich
Wilhelm Mine’ in 1783.
At a depth of 18 m ‘beautiful
lead ore’ was encountered
in large quantities. Early
illustrations show the
distinctive conical mound
that celebrates the discovery.
Plan dated 1786.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine
Museum in Zabrze
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3.6 Municipal Park
2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

170

A distinctive topography of shaft hummocks
has been preserved as a historic recreational
post-mining landscape, a feature of Tarnowskie Góry’s 22-hectare municipal park.
Constructed in 1903, the Stadtpark is an early
example of the successful post-industrial
re-use of a mining landscape, integrating
a relict ‘waste’ landscape into a community

that still retains mining as a central cultural
characteristic. Characteristic undulating terrain of the park was greened with trees and
shrubs, creating splendid close and more
distant views, alleys and small glades. A small
lake was created in the greatest concentration of hollows and a network of park paths,
neatly incorporated in the varied terrain,

Plate 156. Shaft tower design, Spes Shaft, 1840, Friedrich Mine, of a type which provided
inspiration for the Municipal Park gazebo.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives

Plate 155. Shaft mounds, Municipal Park.

Plate 157. Gazebo on shaft mound, Municipal Park.

Author: Piotr Gad

Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska
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2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features

seamlessly linked individual components
of furnishings. A network of straight and
intersecting roads superseded two initial
roads in the second phase of the development of the park. Overall, two principal parts
can be distinguished: an ornamental area
with recreational and sports facilities, and
a forest area characterised by much fewer
interventions. A large shaft mound, situated
in the oldest part of the park, is the central
landmark of the entire design. It is crowned
with a gazebo, accessed by stone stairs from
the east and from the south, and provides
a panorama of its surroundings. The gazebo
is designed as an openwork hexagon made in
wood and modelled on historic shaft house
structures once common in the mining landscape of Tarnowskie Góry. A metal pergola,
several metres in length, extends at the foot
of the mound over a path leading to tennis
courts. Gazebos and stylish wooden kiosks
are also located in other parts of the park.

In 1910, monuments to Frederick the Great
and Count von Reden were relocated from
the Rudolphine commemorative mound
to the Park, but tar was poured over them
during the Silesian uprisings, and in 1930
they were blown up. A gastronomic kiosk,
picaresque wooden pavilion with decorative architectural details and children’s
playground equipped with swings made of
wooden planks (which unfortunately have
not survived) were located in the vicinity of
the tennis courts. Sporting facilities of the
park also include a sports field, located to
the southwest of the tennis courts, which
was converted to an ice rink in winter. To
the north, near the sports field, there was
a pavilion that served as a changing room.
The Park has been enlarged several times due
to donations and acquisition of lands. It now
covers an area of 22 ha and hosts 50 species
and varieties of trees and shrubs.

Plate 158. The Municipal Park was constructed on old mining land that was conveniently located at the
southwestern corner of the town (which the park's main entrance faced) and bounded to the north by the main
road to Stare Tarnowice.

Plate 159. Site of the Municipal Park in Tarnowskie Góry in the initial period.
Source: Collecion of Jacek and Beata Kalke

Plate 160. Photograph that shows the lookout tower, iron-framed arbour and tennis courts in the Municipal Park
before the 1920s.
Source: Collecion of Jacek and Beata Kalke

Source: ‘Tarnowskie Góry on former plans to 1945’, Tarnowskie Góry 2005
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2.a Description of Property and Signiﬁcant Features
Plates 161, 162. Many of the Park’s period features survive, including this iron-framed arbour, with turreted
lookout (a gazebo inspired by the historic design of a shaft house of Friedrich Mine) surmounting a shaft mound
behind. The postcard above shows the Municipal Park before the 1940s, the lower photograph shows the same
place in contemporary times.
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Plate 149: Postcard from the collecion of Jacek and Beata Kalke, plate 150 author: Piotr Gad

Plate 163, 164. The original building of the kiosk (pavilion), Municipal Park. The site before the 1940s and
contemporary.
Plate 151: Postcard from the collecion of Jacek and Beata Kalke, plate 152 author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska
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2.b History and Development

‘On the 17th day of September of Anno Domini 1779,
I paid my first visit to the place where the mining
of Anno Domini 1783 was significantly improved
during my second visit, and in the year 1786, I visited
the establishments for the third time to encounter
the mines and the steel mills in full motion. In the
year 1791, I made another visit to the area, and in
1796 I have encountered the mines in such a good
condition that not only their debts were fully paid,
the output fully mined, the steel mills and mines
fully supplied, and vast areas rendered for reserves
and additional constructions. God bless the efforts
of these people, for the director and the clerks
should be rewarded for their conviction that they
should make all of their human efforts to fulfil their
duty. I therefore ask you to accept my highest praise
for your faithful cooperation, as I am convinced
the Almighty will bless these mines for the future.
I may therefore leave at peace, as I have seen what
the authors of this deed and representatives of my
profession had accomplished.’
Friedrich Anton von Heinitz
(Prussian minister – reformer, the founder of the Mining Academy in Freiberg)
Entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 17 July 1796
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Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine
and its Underground Water Management
System is located in the Silesian plateau of
southern Poland, in one of Europe’s classic mining regions. It is the largest, most
signiﬁcant, best-preserved and accessible
historic lead-silver-zinc mine in Poland, with
a uniquely integrated historic mine drainage
system – public water supply that was both
pioneering and to become amongst the
largest of its kind in the world.
The site lies within an area of 50 km2, and is
the most signiﬁcant part of a much larger area
(150 km2) mined for lead-silver (and latterly
zinc) ores from as early as the twelfth century.
The monumental underground drainage
network was constructed in technically challenging terrain: highly permeable carbonate
strata with unusually high water inﬂow – up
to three times that commonly encountered
in central European mines – combined with
gentle undulating topography with only two
small rivers, at just slightly lower elevations
and with corresponding shallow river gradients, to serve as mine water receivers. Over
50 km of main drainage tunnels and 150 km
of secondary drainage and access tunnels,
together with extensive chambers and
shafts, were developed to drain and mine the
ore-ground.
Exploitation started in the Middle Ages
as multiple small artisanal lead-silver mines
before becoming a large-scale ‘model’
royal lead-zinc mine during the period of
concerted Prussian state-led industrialization that began in the second half of the
eighteenth century and which fostered the
ﬁrst major heavy industries in German territory. This forms the most extensive part
of the Property, together with substantial
remains of the principal integrated public
water supply infrastructure and directly
connected surface elements that comprise
essential mining features, and several early
post-mining community commemorative

and recreational sites that have preserved a
distinctive mining topography.
Interrelated universal values include: 1.
The magnitude, geographical reach and
international impact of the mine’s lead and
(later) zinc production. 2. The ingenious
technical ensemble of mine drainage and
water supply system that illustrates the
vigorous exchange and development of
technology and demonstrates how mine
water was managed in an innovative and
environmentally sustainable manner that
was ahead of its time. 3. The strength not
only of mining and industry in the heart of
the Polish and Silesian cultural tradition, but
of the care and conservation of our globally
signiﬁcant underground heritage:

the general economic and social development of Europe, and the consequent ﬂow
of silver bullion and specie to China, the
most singularly important product that led
to the birth of world trade. Polish lead was
even used in the smelting of lead-deﬁcient
silver deposits of ‘New Spain’, prior to mercury-based amalgamation that had almost
wholly superceded it by the early 1560s.
Continuous growth of the Prussian state’s
‘Friedrichsgrube’ saw expansion to over
150 km2 by 1837 and, along with the greatest
phase of lead production, an increasing zinc
output that, along with other Silesian mines,
came to dominate world output throughout
much of the nineteenth century.
This is discussed in sections (iii) and (iv).

1. Tarnowskie Góry, and the wider historic
mining region of Upper Silesia, made
a distinguished contribution to the global
production of lead, zinc and, indirectly,
of silver. Lead production from Tarnowskie Góry in the Middle Ages came to
dominate world supply when extensive
shallow deposits of newly discovered
high-grade ore were mined using technology originally diﬀused from Saxony
and Bohemia. The majority of lead was
exported, bearing witness to the extraction of silver from argentiferous copper
ores that required the base metal as a
smelting agent. An extensive European
metallurgical supply complex, in which
the production of lead, copper and silver existed in the context of mutually
inter-dependent inter-continental trade,
created an almost insatiable demand for
lead. The technological breakthrough
in smelting brought European silver
output to unprecedented levels in the
major mining and smelting centres of
Kutná Hora, Banská Štiavnica, Banská
Bystrica, Nuremberg, Thuringia, the Tirol
and the Erzgebirge. This contributed to

2. Underground archaeology reflects a masterpiece of hydraulic engineering whereby
a consistent regional strategy of mine
dewatering, begun in the mid-sixteenth
century, adapted with changes in scale and
technology for over 300 years. A rectilinear network of inter-connecting tunnels
intercepted constant and rapid inflow and
channeled it in free gravity flow drainage.
Efficient dewatering developed in symbiosis with water supply from as early as 1797,
adopting the first Boulton & Watt steam
pumping engines for metal mining on the
European continent; this was followed by
their purposeful imitation (and of earlier
imported British Newcomen engines),
a consequence of which was the foundation, in Silesia, of the German steam engine
manufacturing industry which impacted
substantially on global mining. Mining
provided the technical wherewithal for the
development of the world’s first large-scale
public water supply systems based on the
steam-powered pumping of groundwater and mining engineers inadvertently
contributing to the foundations of the
modern water industry. This exceptional

example demonstrates a complementary
and sustainable relationship of mine drainage with water abstraction for local and
regional supply and, later, of both potable
and industrial water to sustain exponential
population growth and development of
the emergent Prussian (German) industrial
revolution and the foundation of the Upper
Silesian Industrial Agglomeration that was
in its vanguard.
This is discussed in section (v)
3. Tarnowskie Góry’s ‘Underworld’, abandoned by 1933, prompted an early
conservation movement that continues
to manage and assiduously care for the
Property. The drainage system has reverted
to a ‘natural’ function that dewaters almost
all of the extensive mine network (and
water supply infrastructure) that has been
the focus of sustained conservation and
public access for scientific, educational
and tourism purposes by a community
association since 1957. Such commitment is
a further contribution to Poland’s most
conservation of some of the world’s mos
significant underground mining heritage.
This is discussed in section (vi).

Plate 1. 32-inch cylindered steam engine built 1787 and
installed at Abraham Shaft, Friedrich Mine.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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Lead is one of the seven metals of antiquity,
its earliest discovery second only to copper. Production of metallic lead from its
principal ore is relatively easy. The reduction of the sulphide ore galena, causing
heavy metallic lead to flow, was perfectly
possible in a campfire – the melting
point of lead is between 327 and 347°C,
depending on minor impurities in the ore.
Galena contains around 87% lead, but also
commonly contains a small proportion of
silver sulphide. This melts into an alloy of
argentiferous lead in a reasonably hot fire
and could be reoxidised by cupellation that
separated silver from lead.
Mineral resources (particularly iron ore)
were exploited in Silesia during the Halstatt
Period (700-450 BC, European Early Iron
Age). Lead, and its alloys such as pewter
(with tin), was used to produce ornaments

Żyglin

in the Early Middle Ages (fifth to tenth centuries), whilst silver was used for jewellery.
Archaeological excavation of a metallurgical production settlement near Dąbrowa
Górnicza (30 km ESE of Tarnowskie Góry)
uncovered furnaces for smelting lead ore
that date to the eleventh century, together
with silver coins that were produced from
lead ore reduction on the site.
Rock salt and lead, two historic mineral
resources for which Poland is renowned,
were exploited almost continuously from
the thirteenth century – salt at the Royal
Wieliczka and Bochnia mines of the Kraków
Salt Works, and lead ore in the Olkusz
– Bytom – Tarnowskie Góry region.

Brudzewice

Sowice

Siewierz

Bobrowniki Tarnowskie
Góry

Bytom
Czeladź
Sławków
Ujków

Olkusz

Długoszyn

Luszowice

Plate 2. Distribution of lead mines in Poland in the sixteenth century.

Plate 3. Medieval silver mining in the Tirol, typical of 16th century mining of lead-silver ore in Tarnowskie Gory.

Drawing: M. Piotrowska-Kloc na podstawie International Lead Production and Trade in the ‘Age of the Saigerprozess’ 1460-1560, I. Blanchard,
p. 210

Source: Das Schwazer Bergbuch, band I, Christoph Bartels, Andreas Bingner, Rainer Slotta, Bochum 2006
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The history of lead production in Poland
reflects the country’s turbulent and ever-changing political and economic circumstances, the availability of mining and mineral
processing technology, together with markets
and patterns of world trade – most notably
in silver.
Polish lead was in high demand in the Middle Ages and played a significant role as a vital
agent in silver production:
• Silver has a great aﬃnity for lead, but owing
to the small percentage (0.2-1.2 per cent) of
silver in Upper Silesian lead ore (galena, PbS),
lead became the main product in Upper Silesia
from the fourteenth century onwards. This
production gave rise to a distinctive export
trade and by the 1330s Polish lead was being
used in the smelting and reﬁning of gold and
silver ores processed in the metallurgical
enterprises of the Hungarian-Transylvanian
Carpathians and the Bohemian-Moravian
and Saxon Erzgebirge. From 1395-1415 new
markets emerged in Hungary where annual
exports of as much as 200 tons of Polish
lead were being delivered to sustain silver
extraction in the Staré Hory-Špania Dolina
district. Indeed, Poland was the principal
source of lead on the Bruges market from
the 1420s-1450s, where it displaced English
lead.
• Silver was an international commodity in
the Middle Ages, when credit was little
developed and the precious metal made
a great contribution to the determination
of wealth and political power of sovereign
states. However, by 1450 almost all
northwest European mints had closed down
due to the lack of silver. Europe had run out
of currency. Silver mines were exhausted
above the water table and pumping
technology had advanced little since the
time of the Romans. More complex silvercopper ores were available, in abundance,
but had been avoided, as there was no known

way of extracting silver from these minerals.
The great historical bullion crisis provided
a powerful stimulus to technological
innovation.
Engineering responses – (1) Mechanical
and (2) Chemical – addressed both principal
challenges that faced the European mining
industry:
1. Mechanical.
Invention or perfection of drainage pumps
(horse-powered and water-powered, to pump
water up shafts in stages) in combination with
adits (free- draining tunnels driven into the
sides of mountains to connect with vertical
shafts). Mining technology made its first
major advance since the Roman era.
2. Chemical.
A landmark innovation in chemical engineering
called liquation (Ger. Saigerhütten or Saigerprozess). This involved lead being added to
complex argentiferous copper ores during
smelting. Lead attached itself to the silver,
thus separating it from the copper, and then
a subsequent smelting simply applied the
known principles of silver-lead separation. It
was a triumph, and of course copper was also
a very important output of the process. This
invention of the Nürnberg metal masters diffused from Germany across Poland and into
Bohemia, Hungary and the Tyrol during the
latter ﬁfteenth century.
By the late 1450s, the flooded silver mines
of southern Germany were back in production. Newly invented mechanical technology,
combined with extended adit systems, meant
that old mines quickly re-opened. Saxon
and Bohemian mining resumed at full scale
in centres such as Kutná Hora, Freiberg and
Rammelsberg, and new prospects such as
Schwats in the Tirol (discovered in 1448) were
swiftly developed.
Further discoveries were made in the Harz
Mountains and Schneeberg in Saxony. New supplies of bullion reached European economies,

Plate 4. By the early thirteenth century, opencast mining in Bytom and Olkusz began to shift towards mining from the
surface via vertical shafts (typically penetrating 10-15 m depth) and horizontal galleries into ore-ground above the water
table, a technique known locally as ‘Duklowa’. This small-scale, yet proliﬁc, type of mining continued in the Tarnowskie
Góry area right through to the late eighteenth century. From the sixteenth century, a combination of adit drainage and
primitive pumps were used to constantly dewater workings.
Source: Hans Kraemer, Weltall und Menschheit, Leipzig 1900
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beginning in the 1460s, but especially in the
1470s and 1480s. Silver was increasingly
bought and sold as a commodity, instead of
being regarded as money, but when needed
for coinage was commonly bought with gold.
Silver mining thus played a critical part in the
economic development of Europe.
By the fifteenth century miners were
a distinct professional trade, many governed
by special mining regulations. A royalty of 10

per cent, paid on both lead and silver output,
was typical of that paid to the ruler of the land
by the numerous small producers who were
mostly inhabitants of the surrounding settlements. Wealth soon accumulated in the hands
of the most successful miner groups, who
began to hire labour, and of the merchants,
landowners and others who profited hugely
in the boom years.

Plate 5. Silver-lead being liquated from copper, as depicted by Agricola in De Re Metallica, based on scenes that he
faithfully recorded, from practical observation, in the Erzgebirge (Ore Mountains) where Agricola lived and worked:
Joachimsthal, Bohemia (from 1527) and Chemnitz (Saxony) from 1530.

Plates 6, 7, 8, 9. Agricola ‘De re Metallica’ reprinted 1928, Berlin.
Source: Georgii Agricolae, De re Metallica Libri XII (Zwölf Bucher vom Berg-Und Hüttenwesen), Berlin 1913, Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
archives

Source: Georgii Agricolae, De re Metallica Libri XII (Zwölf Bucher vom Berg-Und Hüttenwesen), Berlin 1913, Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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‘Phase I’ mining at Tarnowskie Góry was
principally for lead (and to a lesser extent
for silver), and began after the mid-ﬁfteenth
century great ‘silver famine’. This was a time
when the supply of silver became so scarce
due to the closure of European mines that
most mints drastically reduced coinage
outputs, and the size and ﬁneness of silver coins. Many were forced to close, and
the consequent contraction in monetary
stocks and ﬂows created a marked eﬀect
on world trade. European silver production
was able to resume following technological
innovations that marked a turning point
for the mining and metallurgical industries
of Europe; industries that had otherwise
remained relatively unchanged since the
late-Roman era. These innovations were:
• In mine drainage – better designed
drainage tunnels, or adits, and new types
of horse- and water-powered pumps that
permitted far more eﬀective drainage of
deeper shafts.
• In smelting – the liquation process
(German Saigerprozess) which, for the
ﬁrst time, enabled copper and silver to
be separated from complex combination in polymetallic ores (for example
tetrahedite) that were widespread but
hitherto unexploited.
The diﬀusion of these landmark technological drainage innovations, and the right
to use the new liquation process (granted
by the Duke of Saxony in 1451) that led
to its subsequent diﬀusion, created the
foundation for the so-called ‘European
copper-silver mining boom’ that peaked in
the 1530s and saw European silver output
rise by 500 per cent. This, in turn, founded
Western Europe’s most momentous
monetary change before and during the
ﬁrst phase of the era of sustained inﬂation
known as the ‘Price Revolution’ (c. 1520-c.

1640), a time when the European economy
was revived and expanded and there was
sustained population growth.
The liquation process used lead at
approximately four times the weight of
argentiferous copper ore smelted, and silver
output from this source was severely held
back due to the lack of lead as a vital smelting agent – until the discovery of massive
deposits near Tarnowskie Góry in the late
ﬁfteenth century. Lead-silver ore, rich in
silver near the surface but poor immediately
below, was discovered in 1490 in Bytom (one
of the oldest towns in Upper Silesia-Bitom
in 1136 and Beuthen since 1440), 5 km SSW
of Tarnowskie Góry. The verses of forgeowner Walenty Roździeński (1560-1622),
published as Oﬃcina ferraria in Kraków
in 1612, provide a history and a description
of the state of mining and metallurgy in
Silesia at the time. In that, he relates the
original discovery of ore at Bytom and how
‘…looking for the lost cattle a peasant called
Rybka found under a wind-fallen tree the
ore, which had been brought up to the surface.’ At the end of the nineteenth century,
priest Fedor Bojanowski added that the
‘shiny ore turned out to be a heavy, pure
piece of lead.’ This scenario is perfectly feasible, many outcrops of galena (lead-silver
ore) in other mining centres having been
discovered by ploughing and other such
similar activity.
János Thurzó (1437-1508), a Hungarian
mining engineer and entrepreneur, was
one of the great drivers of development in
the Upper Silesian lead-silver oreﬁeld. He
ﬁnanced mineshafts and built a liquation
plant (saigerhutten) in Kraków where, from
1477, he was an Alderman and one time mayor.
In Kraków, situated on the road between the
silver-rich copper mines of Hungary and the
Baltic port of Danzig, minerals in southern
Poland and northern Hungary seemed

to have the greatest signiﬁcance for the city’s
entrepreneurs during the Late Middle Ages.
Thurzó established ‘The Common Hungarian
Trade’ and built a mineral road across the
Carpathian Mountains – known as Thurzó’s
Road. His company was formed with the
inﬂuential and vastly wealthy Jakob Fugger
and his brothers who controlled Tyrolean silver
production and, with Thurzó, gained a monopoly
over the trade in Hungarian copper ore that
was rich in silver. Extensive deposits of copper
were discovered at Neusohl in central Hungary
and the Thurzó-Fuggers’ trading company
secured a lease on the entire oreﬁeld. They
constructed a liquation plant (Saigerhutten) at
Neusohl and also transported the copper ore
to the Fugger-owned plant in Villach, at the
foot of the Bleiberg in Austria where the family
built a castle. Lead was required in the liquation
process, in great quantities, and lead from both
Tarnowskie Góry and Bleiberg was exported to
the liquation plants in Nuremberg, Aachen and
Cologne.
From 1495-1520 the Thurzó-Fugger enterprises provided the most enduring market for
Polish lead and a network of metal trade routes
began to criss-cross Europe.
From 1500-19, combined Polish (1,200 tons
per year) and Goslar production provided
abundant lead on the European market. A ‘lead
crisis’ arose from 1519-24 when there were
acute shortages of Polish lead, exacerbated by
Bleiberg (Austria) production that collapsed in
1521 and Goslar (Harz, Germany) that collapsed
in 1527. Money markets were in disarray.
In 1526-30, with lead prices in Kraków and
Frankfurt spiking high, a bonanza of lead-silver
(galena) ore bodies were struck at Tarnowskie
Góry, north of the Bytom mines already being
worked. The major ﬁnds were: Brobrowniki
(1528); Sowitz (Sowice, 1529); Repten, Zyglin
and Kralitzkin (1530). These new discoveries
contributed enormous quantities of lead,
supplied at high prices (in 1528 the lead price

at Leipzig rocketed by 275 per cent), and
enhanced Polish production to over 3,000
tons per year, an increase of ﬁve hundred
per cent in less than a decade. From 1525-30
the Saigerprozess consumed two-thirds of
European lead production and the hegemony
of Polish lead – essentially the output of
Tarnowskie Góry by this time (80 per cent of
which was exported) – was secured. This, and
subsequent production, made a substantial
contribution towards the most productive
Central European mining centres, including
Rammelsberg (Harz, Germany, to 1570), Kutná
Hora and Banská Štiavnica (Bohemia, 1520s),
Neusohl (Slovak. Banská Bystrica Hungary,
1520s) and Joachimstal (Bohemia, 1520s
and 30s).
By 1532 a major new European lead production complex had been established, including
88 new mines at Bobrowniki and 22 at Bytom,
and now with ore processed at just two washing
places. In 1533, activity at Repten peaked when
rights to open 575 new shafts were granted.
Polish lead production had been fully restored.
Indeed, it was transformed, and Tarnowskie
Góry-Bytom was essentially now the only
major source of Polish lead. Martin Lynch, in
his Mining in World History (2002) states ‘The
liquation works were hungry for lead and initially were held back for the lack of it. So when
a large lead-bearing outcrop was found at
Tarnowitz, near the Polish city of Cracow, rapid
development was soon underway.’

Plate 10. Holtzhausen, Tarnowskie Góry: Raising water
by suction pump.
Courtesy of: The State Archives in Katowice
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By 1530, in less than a century, the silver output
of Central Europe had increased by 500 per
cent, and the year 1536 saw more new shafts
sunk in Tarnowskie Góry than in any other
year. For the first time the size and extent of
a mine property or ‘sett’ was described. Leases
would be up for renegotiation if they were
‘publicly proclaimed four Saturdays before
market time.’ The ruler of the land received
a royalty from washed ore raised from each
shaft and a portion of silver extracted from
the lead-silver ore. This added to the financial burden of the miner, but during this early
phase of mining, profits were high from the
shallow workings.
Tarnowskie Góry became a new mining
town and the administrative centre of the
sub-region that contained small villages
established in the Middle Ages, such as Stare
Tarnowice, Sowice, Stare Repty, Bobrowniki,
Lasowice, Stolarzowice and Rybna.
The town’s establishment, rapid growth

Plate 11. In 1562 George Frederick (1539-1603),
Margrave of Brandenburg-Ansbach and Regent of
Prussia, gave Tarnowskie Góry a new town coat of
arms, further conﬁrming all mining privileges that
existed. He took a 9/32 share in the St Jacob Adit.
Source: Wikipedia

and early prosperity are attributed in
a large part to Jan II of Opole (Jan II Dobry
1460-1532) and his heir George Margrave of
Brandenburg-Ansback. In 1526 they gave town
status to Tarnowskie Góry along with special
privileges including ‘The Miners’ Freedom
Act’ (Akt Wolnosci Górniczej) of the same
year, awarding the freedom for any peasant
who chose to become a miner in the area.
A new mixing of nations, languages, customs
and religion emerged as miners came from
German, Czech and Polish lands to settle in
the ‘free’ mining town of Tarnowskie Góry
and the new mining villages that surrounded
it. These acts and their laws encouraged,
in effect, unlimited exploration.
In 1532, with average annual lead production at
2,500 to 3,000 tons for the next decade, the
Duke of Saxony had raised a tariff on all Silesian lead in transit through his lands.
This had the effect of increasing the price
of the Polish product on the Leipzig market

Plate 12. Description of the Tarnowskie Gory coat of
arms: Shield, top right quadrant – the golden wing
taken from the arms of Duke Jan II Dobry of Opole
who granted the city rights. Shield, lower right
quadrant – miners' crossed pick and hammer. Shield,
left half – demi-eagle of the Hohenzollern dynasty.
Source: Town Hall in Tarnowskie Góry
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Establishment of a mining town
and allowing the Harz product more competitive. In 1532-33 Polish lead prices collapsed and
Margrave George of Brandenberg protested
to the Saxon court. In 1535 the Saxon tariff
was removed and Silesian lead underpriced all
other lead on central European markets. From
1538-40 lead prices reached an all time low
and lead was easily sold, allowing the Silesian
product to penetrate further into western markets. Other than the liquation process, which
consumed around 45 per cent of production,
lead was also used widely for construction
work (sheet lead for roofing and guttering,
strip lead for fixing window glass, cast lead
for water pipes and solder to join them and
red lead for external painting), lead balls
for military guns and cannon, lead weights,
‘potters’ ore’ for the glazing of earthenware,

domestic utensils and even medicine. By
1542, Tarnowskie Góry lead reigned supreme
in long-established markets in Kutná Hora
(Bohemia), Nuremberg (Franconia), Thuringia
(central Germany) and even Saxony. Boom
years came once more in 1545-49, then came
a flood of cheap supplies of English monastic
lead, stripped from the casualties of Henry
VIII’s Dissolution of the Monasteries (1536-41)
and exported to Europe in the late 1540s as
ballast in the cloth and wool fleets. Production
in Tarnowskie Góry and Olkusz collapsed, but
when this surge of English lead ceased in 1552,
prices trebled and production resumed and
indeed prospered over the next decade. But
there were increasing signs of events to come
that were to decimate European silver mining.
Polish and English lead had found a market

a)

b)

c)

d)

Plate 13. Tarnowskie Góry's coat of arms.
a) Seal of the municipal court impressed on the document from 1710.
Source: The State Archives in Katowice, shelf mark 12/1441/151, page 724

b) Seal of the Mining Oﬃce of Tarnowskie Góry from 1562.
Source: J.Piernikarczyk. Dzieje Tarnowskich Gór, Tarnowskie Góry 1927

c) Municipal seal impressed on the document of an audit committee of the municipal cash desk with the
signature of the mayor of Tarnowskie Góy, Ryszard Otte from 1906.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives

d) Municipal seal of Tarnowskie Góry from 1562
Source: Montes Tarnovicensis, nr 6 , 22.06.2001, str. 17
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in ‘New Spain’ to extract silver from Mexico’s
lead-deficient silver haloids, discovered in the
1540s-50s (Zacatecas 1548, Guanajuato 1549
and Pachuca-Real del Monte 1552), until the
invention of mercury- based amalgamation

(Patio Process, Pachuca, Mexico, 1554). By the
mid-1560s, most Latin American silver ore was
reduced by mercury and the levels of silver
production from Mexico and bonanza mines
like Potosi in the Andes (Upper Peru; Bolivia

today – discovered in 1545 and the leading
world silver producer until the 1640s), was
staggering. European silver output, whilst at
some mines had increased at times during the
seventeenth century (for example Freiberg

produced more silver in 1611-20 than in 153140, and more in 1641-50 than in 1524-30), was
wholly eclipsed. The seventeenth century
was also a time when Germany’s economy
was eclipsed by other European nations,

Plate 14. Tarnowskie Góry. 1525-35 were the peak years of argentiferous copper production, consuming 2/3 of Europe’s
annual lead output. By the 1530s the town prospered amidst the richest lead-silver ore ﬁeld in Poland. In 1531 the ﬁrst
wooden church was built, being replaced in stone in 1547.
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Source: Friedrich Bernhard Wernher, Scenographia urbium Silesiae. Homannowie, Dziedzice 1737-1752, Biblioteka Cyfrowa Uniwersytetu Wrocłwskiego
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so too its industrial leadership.
Much of the New World silver output, as with
Europe’s (and Japan’s), was destined for China,
a demand and supply mechanism that was
driven by profit-motivation. In the early sixteenth century silver prices were significantly
higher in China than the rest of the world; by
the 1590s the price of silver in China was twice
that in Spain and elsewhere in Europe. Divergent bimetallic ratios between gold and silver
meant that merchants from the West, and
from Japan, had everything to gain by paying
for purchases in China in silver. Chinese gold,
and silk, and spices from what is now the
archipelago Republic of Indonesia, persistently counter-flowed to Europe. Such highly
profitable multiple arbitrages contributed
initially to the success of Portuguese traders
(Portugal was in personal union with the
Spanish Crown in 1580), followed by the first
multinational corporations in the world: the
Dutch East India Company and the English East
India Company, established in the first years
of the 1600s. Extraordinary profits from New
World silver provided the fiscal foundation
of the Spanish Empire, and by the end of the
sixteenth century the Mexican peso, with its
reliably known content of silver, was in general
use in southern China; and soon the length of
the Asian coast from Bombay to Siberia, the
Pacific islands, and the British coast of North
America. It also inundated Europe. By the
1640s, however, a vast amount of American
and Japanese silver had accumulated on the
world market, and the value of silver declined
to the cost of its American production. Such
a fall in the global silver market may be linked
to the declines of Imperial Spain, the Ottoman
Empire, and even the Ming Dynasty.
From 1460-1560 European silver production
had been taken to unprecedented heights, and
it was Tarnowskie Góry lead that was dominant
in its metallurgical extraction from the 1520s to
1565. But by 1580 the late medieval dominance
of Central European silver mining was at
an end. Always characterized by prosperity

and depression, following one another in
a ﬁtful manner, the ﬁckleness of mining was
a constant barrier to confidence in investment.
At Tarnowskie Góry, by the late sixteenth
century, more than 19,000 shafts had been
sunk and deposits at 40-50 m depth had
been worked. But the more capital-intensive
finance had long migrated from the miners
themselves to outside capital, mostly that of
the lead merchants, the Kraków and Wrocław
burghers, and representatives of the nobility
and clergy. Small producers with accumulated
capital (so-called forlegership) also provided
investment to working miners, but at profitable
interest rates. Operations were numerous,
and still far from integrated. Underground
mines, drainage facilities, washing (there were
over 100 ‘Polish’ washeries) and smelting were
commonly under separate owner-operators
who bore the sole profit-loss function, a risky
occupation so characteristic of feudal mining.
In Europe during the Middle Ages, Agricola
(George Bauer 1494-1555), shortly before his
death, observed a white metal he called “Zincum” produced in Silesia by local people and
similar to that also scraped off furnace walls in
Rammelsberg in the Harz Mountains in central Germany. This was the first recognition
in Europe of zinc as a separate metal, though
calamine ore had long been used to produce
brass, a zinc-copper alloy, in India (Zawar,
Rajasthan) since the 14th century (at least), and
in China since the early 16th century.
On August 4, 1569, a local citizen, Peter Jost,
wrote to the Margrave that he did, with great
expense, find calamine mines which, when
mixed with copper, gives brass. Calamine from
the Tarnowskie Gory area was exported to the
Gdańsk ironworks and brass melting plant and
annual output approximated 125 tons. Mining for calamine continued in Radzionków,
Bobrek, Sucha Góra, Repty, Ptakowicach and
near Bytom, for thirty years.
By 1600, mining at Tarnowskie Góry stagnated as ore ground above adit level became
exhausted and ore below was hardly payable

Plate 15, 16. St. Barbara, patron saint of miners, especially invoked for preservation from sudden death. The worship
of saints played a major role in Central European mining tradition and evolved due to the hazardous nature of mining
and the socio-cultural background of the miners themselves. The cult came to Poland from Bohemia during the Middle
Ages. Images of Saint Barbara may be found at mines, in churches and miners’ homes, and Miners’ Day (Barbórka or
Barburka) is still held 4 December. On the right – Saint Barbara holding the Tarnowskie Góry coat of arms.
plate 14: source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives, plate 15: source: Dr. Paul Knötel, ‚Bürgerliche Heraldik‘ 1902

Plate 17. Prayer book of the Brotherhood of 'Saint
Barbara' in Tarnowskie Góry from 1747.
Courtesy of: Stanisław Wyciszczak

Plate 18. Conﬁrming the copy of the 'Bulla' of the Pope
Benedict XIV establishing the Brotherhood of 'Saint
Barbara' in Tarnowskie Góry. The copy is in a church of
St. Piotr and Paweł in Tarnowskie Góry, in the book of
members of the brotherhood established in 1747.
coutesy of: Church of St. Pieter and Paul, Tarnowskie Góry
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due to heavy pumping costs. Count Lazarus (I)
Henckel von Donnersmarck (1551-1624), the
most prominent local Silesian noble, banker
and mine owner, reduced investment yet
sought to retain maximum revenue in difficult
times (the Donnersmarcks have a number
of palaces in the Tarnowskie Góry area and
at the beginning of the twentieth century
were the second richest in Prussia, after the
Krupps). In the 1620s the price of oats soared
and horse-powered winding and pumping
machines were virtually unaffordable. Almost
all activity soon ceased, however, due to the
The Thirty Years War (1618-48). This was the
fiercest period of a greater fifty- year struggle
(1610-60) principally fought in Central Europe
and one of the longest and most destructive
conflicts in European history. In 1629 it reached
Silesia, the territory being the subject of invasion in 1632 and devastation by Swedish troops
in 1639-48. This period, in particular, marked
the beginning of the decline of the town of
Tarnowskie Góry. Though with the price of oats
having soared and again horse-powered kunst
being virtually unaffordable, a survey of mining
works was undertaken locally. In 1652 the
construction of a new adit was given permission to start under the new landowner Count
Lazarus (II) Henckel von Donnersmark (15731664). From 1655 to 1657 the war with Sweden
disrupted mining and hindered the export of
Polish lead and also brought great destruction
to Polish cities, castles and churches. In 1656
the Mining Office in Wrocław resolved that
the construction of the Support God Adit
(Wspomóż Bóg) was to proceed. Tunnelling
work was difficult due to the variation in the
rock from soft sand to hard ridges and blocks
of ground. By 1672 only 68 miners were at

work in Tarnowskie Góry; and the plague
visited in 1676-77. Construction of Support
God Adit continued, until 1695, and reached
a length of 866 m, but with no ore deposits
reached. In spite of setbacks it was greatly
in the interests of Tarnowskie Góry, and its
location and depth, too, were a wise decision:
in the next phase of Tarnowskie Góry mining
(extensions were made in 1794) the adit was to
be re-named God Help (Gotthelf-Stollen).
By the end of the seventeenth century, and
into the early eighteenth century, the adit systems were not being maintained and mining in

Tarnowskie Góry was moribund.
From 1704-44, the output of zinc ore
and the use of the galman floors between
Bytom and Tarnowskie Góry were granted by
Emperor Leopold von Wrocław to industrialist Georg von Giesche (1653-1716); a privilege
extended to others until 1802 by the great
landowning Donnersmarks. He brought miners from Olkusz to work at Wieszowskim and
Stolarzowickim, and calamine was carried to
Wroclaw where it was processed and products
shipped to other countries. In 1751 further
mines opened in Sucha Góra near Radzionków.

October 20 1776 Danielec calamine mine
opened.
The first half of the eigtheenth century
saw activity principally confined to the reworking of old refuse heaps. Washers became
widespread. Underground mining was limited,
primarily, to 1710-38 when Countess Juliane
Henckel von Donnersmark (1680-1756) promoted 15 mines. These employed a 60-man
workforce but water problems became acute
and in 1739-40 production was suspended.
Operations resumed in 1741 but progress was
difficult and in 1754 the mines closed.

Plate 19. Adit systems in the Tarnowskie Góry – Olkusz
Area sixteenth to seventeenth century.
Key: a – active drainage adits, b – inactive drainage adits,
c – deposits of galena mined in 16th and 17th c., d – centres of
galena smelting, e – towns, f – villages, g – Polish Kingdom
borders, h – borders of duchies and states, i – boundaries of
properties, j – main trade routes.
Source: D. Molenda, ‘Kopalnie rud ołowiu na terenie złóż śląsko-krakowskich w XVI-XVIII w’, Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, Wyd. PAN 1972
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Tarnowskie Góry – ‘the cradle of Upper Silesian
mining’ – stipulated the use of three languages
(German, Czech and Polish) in its Mining Law
of 1528 (Ordunek Górny), clear testimony
of cultural inﬂuence and the technological,
social and economic exchanges with other
classic non-ferrous metal mining regions in
Central Europe – from the Harz Mountains
and the Erzgebirge (Germany) to Kutná Hora
and Jáchymov (Czech Republic) and Banská Štiavnica and Banská Bystrica (Slovakia).
Miners, mechanics and metallurgists moved
between these mining centres – particularly

in Saxony and Hungary – that were in the forefront of world mining technology at the time.
Mechanisation is a crucial component
of mining technology. To illustrate mining
techniques and machines of the time it
is convenient to, initially, turn to Georg
Bauer (1494-1555), whose pen name was the
Latinized Georgius Agricola. The German
scientist, scholar and ‘father of mineralogy’
wrote De re Metallica, the classic Renaissance treatise of mining and metallurgy,
from 1533 to 1550 – an unrivalled description
of metal mining in the Middle Ages.

Plates 20, 21. Agricola’ s De re Metallica, published posthumously a year after his death due to the delay in completion
of the extensive, detailed and now world-famous woodcut drawings.
Source: Georgii Agricolae, De re Metallica Libri XII (Zwölf Bucher vom Berg-Und Hüttenwesen), Berlin 1913

Plate 22. Ordunek Górny, the Mining Law of 1528.
This reﬂected a new and multicultural mining
society that not only attracted the regional Silesian
population but also saw the recruitment of Germanspeaking oﬃcials, overseers and miners.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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De re Metallica was unsurpassed for two
centuries and the illustrations are based
on scenes that he faithfully recorded, from
practical observation, in the Erzgebirge
(Ore Mountains) where Agricola lived and
worked: Joachimsthal, Bohemia (from 1527)

and Chemnitz (Saxony) from 1530. These
woodcuts are rich in technical detail and
serve to illustrate the type of scenes that
would have been typical – through the diffusion of the same technology – to Upper
Silesia.

With respect to mechanisation, Agricola
noted three types of prime mover:
• man (the majority);
• horses (noting that a horse-whim was 2 ½
times more powerful than a hand windlass);
• waterwheel (the most powerful) – though
fast moving water was absent in the flat-lying, porous, terrain of Tarnowskie Góry.
Until the eighteenth century, improvements
in mine mechanisation largely consisted of the
development of baling and pumping machines
for water, and hauling machines for ore and
materials. In the specific case of Tarnowskie
Góry, we can turn to some updated technical drawings and descriptions that, although
much later, still reflect the development of
the same types of machine described by
Agricola. These date to the early phase of the

steam era on the European continent when
much horse-powered equipment remained in
use. From 1792 August Friedrich Holtzhausen
(1768-1827), from the Harz, became Royal
Prussian Inspector of Machinery under Count
Reden at Tarnowskie Góry. Over the next two
decades he sketched and noted much of the
equipment under his care at Friedrich Mine.
It was Holtzhausen, too, as Head of the Royal
Machinery Works in Gleiwitz who went on to
copy, manufacture and improve Newcomen
atmospheric and Watt engines in Upper Silesia, thus establishing the Prussian (German)
steam engine manufacturing industry. His
notebooks survived in the Wrocław Mining
Office and now are in the care of The Museum
of Coal Mining, Zabrze. The following plates
are drawn from this precious archive.

Plates 23. Agricola’s depiction of shallow mineshafts: Typically, shafts of 1 m2 were sunk, from which
levels were driven horizontally in order to extract the ore from within their immediate vicinity. In the case
of Tarnowskie Góry, the early (fourteenth century) limits for such horizontal exploration and extraction was
a radius of 24 m from the shaft and costs increased due to the requirement of heavy timbering in supported
levels. A hand windlass was suﬃcient to serve these shallow shafts and such small investment enabled thousands
of independent shafts to be sunk and great proﬁts made from easily won ore which, when near the surface,
was often rich in silver.

Plate 24. Holtzhausen, Tarnowskie Góry: Raising water with hand-powered bucket and windless. By the sixteenth
century water, and ore, was raised by windlass. More sophisticated man-powered windlasses were developed to hoist
from greater depths, when not only the weight of the ore but the increased weight of rope was a consideration.
As depth increased, so too did the volume of water. Horses soon replaced manpower.

Source: Georgii Agricolae, De re Metallica Libri XII (Zwölf Bucher vom Berg-Und Hüttenwesen), Berlin 1913

Courtesy of: The State Archives in Katowice
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The development of mining in Upper Silesia
owed its success to new technology, a trait that
continued throughout the life of the mines.
Initially, this technology comprised diﬀused
Saxon mining methods and mining practices,
the envy of Europe by the sixteenth century.
Like all transferred or transplanted technology,
adaptations to local conditions followed and
at Tarnowskie Góry there were no less than 20
recorded inventions for water removal. These
included:
• 1526 – Antoni Horning (townsman from

Plate 25. Holtzhausen, Tarnowskie Góry: Raising water by barrel with horse-powered winding machine (Kunszt).
Such machines were easily capable of drainage to a depth of over 30 m.

Wrocław) a drainage device which raised
water from a depth of 30 m;
• 1539 – (a carpenter and 6 apprentices)
dewatering by a new kunst (this German
mining technology is usually connected with
the application of water power, especially,
to pumping, but here the motive power is
clearly the horse) which pumped the same
quantity of water with 8 horses as the old
kunst with 12 horses;
• 1563-67 – Mine dewatering by 2 kunsts, powered by water, named Mihadlo or Stagenkunst.

Plate 26. Water pumping machine, Caroline Shaft, Friedrich Mine, 1787.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Courtesy of: The State Archives in Katowice
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Plate 27. Holtzhausen, Tarnowskie Góry: Power
transmission by ‘ﬂat rods’, (German Kunstgestänge,
Stangenkunst) long squared timbers on wooden rollers
supported by braces, that transmitted power horizontally
from a horse-powered kunst to pump-rods in a shaft.
This invention, initially used to transmit power over short
distances, came from Germany in the sixteenth century
but by the eighteenth century these were widely used
to transmit power (up to 4 km, and particularly from
waterwheels) in the Harz, Erzgebirge and Cornwall-Devon
mining regions.
Courtesy of: The State Archives in Katowice

Plate 28. Kunst pump, Friedrich Mine, 1785.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Plate 29. Holtzhausen, Tarnowskie Góry: Raising water by
pressure pump, showing a piston operating in a wooden
pump barrel.
Courtesy of: The State Archives in Katowice

Plate 30. Holtzhausen, Tarnowskie Góry: Horse-powered winding machine (kunst), shown in section (above) and plan
(below). This was the principal motive power for pumping and hauling in the Tarnowskie Góry oreﬁeld, 1785.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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Plate 31. Holtzhausen, Tarnowskie Góry: Horse-powered winding machine (kunst) used to haul water barrels or ore
buckets in a shaft, 1803.

Plate 32. Hand pump, Opale Shaft, Friedrich Mine, 1808.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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Water drainage crisis: adits
adopted as the regional strategy
Widespread shaft mining, that began in the ﬁfteenth century and continued throughout much
of the ﬁrst half of the sixteenth century, caused
a major impact on the hydrological conditions of
the Silesian oreﬁeld. By the 1550s many mines in
the Olkusz region were abandoned, and by the
late-1560s in Tarnowskie Góry also. This acute crisis was due not to the exhaustion of ore but rather
the increased ﬁnancial burden of pumping costs
due to deeper shafts and an increased pressure
causing intense water inﬂow to drained workings.
Mechanical drainage at the time required the
constant work of up to 100 horses, per machine,
per day. The price of fodder at times soared, and
as early as the 1530s miners were complaining at
the cost of oats. An intricate network of shafts
and levels extended across the Tarnowskie Góry
ore-ﬁeld, yet no plan existed and there was as yet
no systematic or strategic approach to, in particular, cooperative drainage schemes.
In 1553 the ‘Ordinance of Stollen’ (German
stollen = water tunnel) conﬁrmed the major
regional strategy of adit drainage (adit = gravity
drainage level), prompted by the widespread
stoppage of mining. Again, Saxon technology
was to have a profound impact on progress in
Poland.
The use of the adit is principally twofold:
• Firstly, it taps the natural underground
watercourses (much of them fed by surface
percolation often at some distance away),
and so draws oﬀ a great part of the water
that would otherwise ﬁnd its way into the
mine workings.
• Secondly, the use of an adit relieves pumps of
part, or all, of their water at a depth below the
surface equal, of course, to the depth of the
adit.
Additional beneﬁts of adits might also be
that they prospected/opened up the lateral
extent of the deposit much more extensively
(there was a lack of knowledge of the structure
of the deposit, and a lack of ability to forsee
whether it would pay to drain certain parts),
made transport more eﬃcient and assisted

with ventilation – essential infrastructure for
future drainage and production.
The flat terrain in the Olkusz-Bytom-Tarnowskie Góry orefield necessitated the
construction of long drainage adits in order
to provide a gradient that allowed free
gravity ﬂow of groundwater. These were often,
necessarily, very shallow and in structurally
poor ground – sometimes referred to in
contemporary reports as ‘quicksand’ (sands
saturated with water). These demanded large
investment as they took a long time to drive and
required heavy masonry and timber support.
A long open ditch also had to be engineered
to continue the drainage gradient in order to
convey water from the discharge point from
underground (adit portal) to the nearest river.
Risk to the adit drainage strategy was
ﬁnancial, in addition to technical, and required
a constant ﬂow of capital. This only became possible in the second half of the sixteenth century,
the earlier merchant capital demanding quick
and immediate proﬁts from the richest of mines,
and the majority of small producers not being
able to aﬀord such capital-intensive ‘dead work’;
unlike in many other Central European mining
districts where adits were driven from deep
valleys into mountains and followed sub-vertical
veins of ore that gave continuous returns as the
level progressed and thus ﬁnanced the construction over time in Tarnowskie Góry.
Favourable circumstances in Central European mines, especially in Slovakia and Czech
lands (traditional markets for Polish lead),
prompted the move to pursue the investment
in adit drainage in Poland. In all, 18 adits (total
length of 50 km) were driven in the OlkuszBytom-Tarnowskie Góry-orefield: one in the
fifteenth century, three in the first half of the
sixteenth century; 12 in the second half of the
sixteenth century; and one in the seventeenth
century. King Sigismundus Augustus, and the
lead merchants of Kraków, financed much
of the adits that serviced 70 per cent of the
ore field.

Plate 33. Shaft mounds and hollows depicted in a 1890s photograph of Tarnowskie Góry’s ﬂat, then treeless, landscape.
There were no convenient deep valleys from which to drive adits, nor fast-ﬂowing rivers to act as water receivers. Trees
were used for timber support underground and for smelting.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives

Plate 34. King Sigismundus II Augustus (1520-72),
King of Poland (1548-69), Grand Duke of Lithuania
(1548-69) and Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
King of Poland & Grand Duke of Lithuania. During
his reign all political power passed into the hands
of the nobility (szlachta).
Artist: Lucas Cranach the Younger. The painting is in the
collection of a Czartoryski Museum in Cracow

Plate 35. Ferdynand I Habsburg, Holy Roman
Emperor (1521-1564).
Artist: Hans Bocksberger the Elder. The painting is in the
collection of a Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna
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The combined cost of the adits was great,
and equated to the construction cost of over
50 of the largest ships in Gdańsk at the time.
Lead mining was a national priority. Adit
driving was financially and organizationally
achieved through specialized adit mining
companies who worked ground they entered
and obtained a tribute from other nearby
mines that they also drained. They were often
successful and profitable, selling silver to the
State mints and exporting their lead. Mining
companies and the merchants of Kraków prospered. So, too, the inhabitants of Tarnowskie
Góry, though perhaps least of all to prosper
were the ordinary labouring miners, 1,000 in
Tarnowskie Góry alone.
In Ordunek Gorny, given by Prince Jan
Opolski II and dated 1528, drainage is the subject of a number of articles. The first detailed
record, however, is dated 1544 and appears in
a document named ‘Water tunnel law for the
state of Bytom’. The adits could take decades
to drive and by the time they reached the ore
ground, the dry workings above adit might
already be exhausted and pumping become
necessary from the vadose zone, below adit.
This, however, still gained some cost benefit
as water need only be raised to adit where it
could be discharged, making at least some
saving from pumping to surface.
Timeline of early records of adits, and
adit-related laws in Tarnowskie Gory:
1547. Daniel Stollen (probably named after
Daniel, patron saint of the discoverer of mines),
a ‘water tunnel’ and four shafts given approval
by the miners’ society. It was located in the
Repty area where today evidence has yet to be
found.
1553. Water tunnel act signed by the Margrave George Frederic von Onolzbach, and
which categorized, for the ﬁrst time, ‘water tunnel miners’ as a distinct branch of the art. The

organization of miners was also established,
and the amount of mine shares (named kuksy)
for which there were hereditary privileges.
1563. St. Jacob’s Adit (sztolnia św. Jakuba),
suggested in 1547 by a union under the aegis
of mine master Jacob Rapp, and started in
1563 by the Stoła River to drain the Sowice
mining area. In 1568 construction was taken
over by Hungarian mining master Hans Trapp
who by 1573 had advanced around 1 km from
the portal and had accessed rich deposits of
lead. Water was pumped from below by horse-powered kunst, thus the adit saved on the
number of horses previously required to pump
water to surface. The adit was enormously costly
and the Margrave took a 9/32 share. He also
raised an adit maintenance tax from the local
nobility. Anyone refusing to pay the tax would
be given six weeks to leave the town. The adit
finally measured approximately 1,900 m with
a maximum depth from surface of around
36 m. Geological conditions were challenging
and on 17 June 1579 the kunst along with horses
and their attendants, collapsed into the workings. In 1591-92 there were, again, a number
of collapses in wet sand and in 1594 a massive
collapse occurred. This was excavated in
a 12 m-deep open pit in which an oak wooden
structure was constructed and buried again.
The adit scheme was, on balance, unprofitable
though large areas of ore-ground would not
have been workable without it. By 1609 the
operation was limited, but in 1667-92 the adit
was in work again. For almost 150 years St.
Jacob’s Adit proved to be an efficient drainage
system for Sowice, and extensive tunneling
had improved mine drainage and ventilation
across a large area.
1566. God’s Gift Adit (Boży Dar), Sowice.
By 1586 the name of this adit had changed to
Little One behind Mr Harnig’s Smelter (Małej
za hutą pana Hornika) 1567. God Promised Adit
(W imię Pana obiecana), Repty, the property

of Mr Marcin Wojtek from Tarnowskie Góry.
1568. God Help Us Adit (Pomagaj Bóg),
Sowice, Tarnowskie Góry, the property of
Wawrzyniec Gross in Sowice.
1568. Kraków Adit was started in the Drama
Valley, under the plan of Mr James Rapp and
assisted by miners from Olkusz and Kraków at
their own expense. The intention was to drive
it approximately 6,500 m, and below the level
of St. Jacob’s to reach the Lyszcze and Repty
areas. However, in 1579 work ceased due to
conflict between the Kraków Adit miners and
St. Jacob’s Adit miners – both groups wanting
to open up the rich ore deposits located in the
Liszcze area.
1568. Hans Trapp, a specialist in the
construction and modernisation of horse
winders named kunst became president of the
miners’ society and mayor of Tarnowskie
Góry. He commissioned the construction
of a new water tunnel.

1584. St. George Adit.
1603. New Adit, Bytom.
1652. God Help Adit, (Sztolnia Boże
Wspomóż) needed because the St. Jacob Adit
was at capacity.
1667. St. Jacob Adit reopened.
Adits constructed in this phase created
demands for funds that the traditional mining
capital market found hard to meet, yet there
were still those wealthy independent financiers (local nobility, merchants and smelters)
that invested working capital to drive them.
These drainage levels intersected deposits at
a point still well above the base of the payable
ore-zone (unknown at the time) but whilst
pumping costs continued they were reduced
as the water lift was now achieved to adit level
and not to surface. But sustained high levels
of output could only be achieved by pursuing
the major deposits to increasing depths.

Plate 36. View of the Tarnowskie Góry town from the southern side.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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Plate 37. Hans Trapp’s mining tunnel map of 1577-79, one of the ten oldest mining maps known to exist, anywhere.
It depicts the area of Sowice, with the St. Jacob Stollen (far left, middle). Trapp supervised the driving of tunnels from
1568-86.
Courtesy of: The State Archives in Katowice
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Europe in the late 1520s experienced acute
problems in lead supply and distribution: Polish,
and English, mine output had been negligible
since 1519; in 1523 Turkey placed an embargo on
the export of important Bosnian-Serbian lead;
and in 1527 Goslar (Rammelsberg, dominant in
the supply of European lead since 1490) was in
crisis following destruction wrought by Duke
Heinrich’s troops. A major international crisis
in money markets ensued. Lead prices in 1528
(at Leipzig, and followed by those in Krakow)
soared 2.75 times greater than before and silver
production by the Saigerprozess collapsed. The
vital silver-smelting agent was almost impossible to obtain.
Poland responded with intensive prospecting. The result was a series of bonanza
discoveries in the large and rich Tarnowskie
Gory-Bytom Oreﬁeld, opened up from 1526
at Bytom, and with new mines in Brobrownik
(1528) and Sowitz (1529), and Repten, Zyglin
and Kralitzkin-gut (1530). Thus, from 1530,
Polish lead reigned supreme in Europe, with
Tarnowskie Gory being its only major source.
By 1542 Polish lead dominated the metallurgical
complexes of Bohemia, and had penetrated the

traditional German markets of Frankonia, Thuringia and even Saxony. The oreﬁeld sustained
over 90% of national output until the end of the
1560s, a time that heralded the end of the late
medieval central European dominance of silver
production from argentiferous lead-copper
ores: mercury amalgamation was introduced
from 1554-57 to process the fabulously rich
silver ores of Spain’s colonial mines in Mexico
and South America, and the world market was
ﬂooded with New World silver. European silver
production collapsed, and lead was no longer
needed for its extraction.
In terms of lead output, Tarnowskie Gory
dwarfed its nearest rivals. Goslar, the traditional
leader from the Harz Mountains in Germany,
produced more than twice, on average, the
Polish output from the Olkusz region; itself
similar to both the production of the Tirol and
of English exports to Europe. However, the size
of the newly discovered (1526-30) Tarnowskie
Gory-Bytom deposits yielded, within ﬁve or so
years, production levels that were commonly
8-10 times greater than Goslar: over 5,500
tonnes per year 1532-36, even exceeding this
level at the beginning of the 1560s.

Plate 38. Porcelain tea service given to Rudolf von Carnall by pupils of the mining school in Tarnowskie Góry (1844).
On the cups, objects connected with the local mining were painted.

(iv) Mining at Tarnowskie Góry from 1750 to 1910

2.b History and Development

Tarnowskie Góry and post-medieval
European lead production

Phase II mining began in the wake of
Britain’s industrial revolution, under the
highly organised Prussian State that now
possessed the lead, coal and iron-rich Silesian territory. Demand for base metals was
high as European nations were beginning
to industrialise and there was a tremendous
expansion in the use of industrial metals that
also included lead and zinc; not least for military purposes. Tarnowskie Góry’s traditional
adit system was to be reinvigorated and
expanded, and the latest steam pumping
technology imported from England – not
only improved Newcomen engines but
separate condenser engines just pioneered
by Boulton & Watt – to facilitate the construction of a grand and uniﬁed adit system
to drain the base of the ore-ground, for
all time. Permanent alteration of regional
hydrology was also increasing rapidly. By
the end of the eighteenth century the area

of a compact cone of depression increased
to 10 km2 and its depth reached 50 m. This
created a readily apparent negative impact:
that of capturing the water so badly needed
by the rapidly growing urban population
and burgeoning industry, something that
was to recur again, on a much greater scale,
later in the nineteenth century. So steam
pumping engines, initially imported and
subsequently copied and reproduced in the
mine foundry (and latterly made in the Royal
iron foundry nearby) to facilitate adit construction, were set to work to abstract clean
water from new, man-made, underground
‘rivers’. But it was to be the great adit system,
when complete, that would ultimately keep
the ore-ground dry and enable generations
of miners to extract a substantial portion
of Prussia’s globally signiﬁcant production
of lead and zinc during the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries.

Conﬂict, conquest and State
industrial policy
In 1740 Tarnowskie Góry was caught up in
conﬂict as Prussia invaded Silesia during the
First Silesian War (1740-42). The outcome
marked the end of Austrian and Czech rule
and the region came into possession of the
Kingdom of Prussia (Prussia was to become
one of the four great European powers to
emerge victorious after Napoleon’s ﬁnal
defeat in 1815 and to acquire the coal-rich
Ruhr through the Congress of Vienna. In 1871
German states would unite around Prussia to
form the German Empire).
In the 1740s Prussia, the most powerful
pioneering state under the House of Hohenzollern, fully incorporated Silesia into their
institutional framework and forged a path
for dynamic development. To stimulate the

economy, Germans, Czechs and Poles were
invited to settle in Upper Silesia, and mining
and metallurgy were to be given special
importance – with heavy State intervention.
This was to place Upper Silesia in the vanguard of modern German industrialization
through institutional reforms, economic
incentives and the borrowing of industrial
technologies from abroad, together with
the support of local aristocrats and their
investment capital.
The Prussian model of industrialization
between 1740 and 1815 was ‘from the top
down’ and steered and controlled industry
in all its aspects. Prussia was deeply aﬀected
by political events in England, and took note
of its successful economy as presented by

Source: Rainer Slotta, Das Carnall-Service als Dokument des Oberschlesischen Bergbaus, Bochum 1985
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Adam Smith in his seminal work, The Wealth
of Nations (1776). Prussia modeled their crucial
mining and metallurgy sector according to
the latest English technology, and the modern
English industrial economy based upon
machines driven by steam engines. The State,
whilst wishing to promote industrialization
along the private enterprise basis of the British
Industrial Revolution, continued to foster the

development of mining and heavy industry with
major interventions for their establishment, and
the provision of capital via territorial rulers. The
policy was initiated and strongly supported by
King Friedrich the Great, and all his successors.
Rapid economic progress in Prussia (and Germany) during the nineteenth century would
have been impossible without such State intervention, in many ﬁelds.

Model State industries of Upper
Silesia

Plate 39, 40. Prussian territory, 1713-1740 and 1740-1786.

1753-55. Royal Iron Works (Królewska Huta,
Königshütte), Malapane to the east of Wrocław
(Breslau). This was constructed by order of
Friedrich, King of Prussia in 1753. Production
started in August 1754; in 1769 the ﬁrst self-help
insurance company was inaugurated for workers. Prussia’s policy was to look to Britain for
technology and technologists, inducing British
ironmaster William Wilkinson (1744-1808) in
1786 to manage the works (steam engine parts
were made here from 1791) and John Baildon
(1772-1846) in 1793 to supervise the blast furnaces (Baildon was promoted by John Smeaton,
one of Britain’s most distinguished engineers of
the time, and invited to Silesia by Reden. Eight
years later Baildon settled in Gliwice for the rest
of his life). This was the ﬁrst iron works on the
European continent that used coke instead of
charcoal for iron smelting, and the ﬁrst iron
bridge on the European mainland was cast here
in 1796 (over the Strzegomka River in Lazany).
1784. The State-owned Friedrich Mine (leadsilver-zinc mine featured in this nomination),
founded at the initiative of Friedrich von Reden
and Friedrich von Heinitz, and the Royal Lead
Smelting Works (Friedrichshütte), built by the
Prussian State Treasury. The smelter was, at that
time, the only integrated lead-silver smelter

in Silesia, and was modernised over the period
1863-86 when there was an increased supply from
private mines, requiring the use of improved
technologies. During the period 1900-09 the
foundry was extended and modernised once
again and annual output exceeded 30,000 tons
of lead. Both were in Tarnowskie Góry.
1791. Queen Luiza Coal Mine (Köenigin
Luise Grube) in Zabrze, the ﬁrst state coal mine
in Upper Silesia, at ﬁrst worked opencast, then
by shafts and adits. The Royal (or King) Coal
Mine (Kopalnia Król, Königsgrube, in present-day Chorzów), was founded at the initiative
of Friedrich von Reden in 1771 as a ﬁscal mine.
In the beginning it was called Prinz Karl von
Hessen or Koenigsliche Kohlenzeche, being
renamed Koenigsgrube in 1800, the largest coal
mine in Upper Silesia. These examples were
followed by wealthy local magnates (Donnersmarcks, Ballestrem, Pless, Renard, Hohenlohe,
Tiele-Winkler and others) who owned great
estates and provided the capital to exploit coal,
iron and zinc that lay on their properties and
were often worked as mixed enterprises.
1796-98. Royal Cast Iron Foundry at Gliwice
(near present-day Katowice), set up as a branch
of the Gliwice Ironworks set up in 1794. At the
beginning of the nineteenth century it was the

Source: Schul-Atlas Brandenburgisch-Preussischen Geschichte
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Plate 41. Friedrichshütte, the Royal Lead Smelting Works established to smelt the lead-silver ore of the State-run
Friedrich Mine.
Source: National Digital Archives (NAC)

Plate 42. Friedrichshütte, 1890.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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largest and most modern in Upper Silesia.
1802. Royal Steelworks (Koenigshütte, in
present-day Chorzów), initiated by Friedrich
Wilhelm von Reden and designed by John Baildon. Construction started in 1797 and began
operation in 1802 with its ﬁrst blast furnace
blown in. From 1843 it was one of the ﬁrst European producers of railway lines. By 1785, the year
that coal was discovered in the province, 60 per
cent of Prussian industry was concentrated in
Silesia. By 1800, heavy investment and successful
technology transfer (technical, if not economic,
initially) propelled Upper Silesia into a leading
iron producer: 50 per cent of Prussian pig iron
production was being cast in Upper Silesia, the
year in which the Gliwice foundry turned out two
cylinders for steam pumping engines at Friedrich Mine, using a boring machine designed
by John Baildon. Prussian State administrators
– technically trained and educated in mercantilist tradition – introduced the modern iron
industry into Germany and its Silesian pioneer
was at the time the most eﬃcient in continental Europe. By 1800, too, Silesia possessed one
of the most active mining concerns in Europe.

Plate 43. Friedrich ‘The Great’ (1712 -1786), King of
Prussia and a grandson of King George I of Great Britain.
During the Silesian Wars (1740-42, 1744-45 and 1756-63)
between Prussia and Austria he claimed Silesia for
Prussia and later engineered the First Partition of Poland
(1772) to prevent the Habsburg Austrian Empire and
the Russian Empire going to war. Friedrich conquered
Polish territories and encouraged their apportionment
between Austria, Russia and Prussia. He made frequent
visits to Silesia during the ﬁrst 40 years of Prussian rule
and took a keen interest in its economic, administrative
and social development. (Painting by Anton Graﬀ, 1781)
Artist: Anton Graﬀ. The painting is in the collection of a Charlottenburg Palace in Berlin

Plate 44. Friedrichsbrube (Friedrich Mine).
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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The State-owned Friedrich Mine

2.b History and Development

Prussia inherited a moribund mining industry but immediately established provincial
mining authorities that, by 1750, had already
commenced the revival of lead mining. This task
was strongly supported by the citizens of Tarnowskie Góry but the main obstacle was taxes
to the landlords, particularly the Henckel von
Donnersmarcks who became the richest family
in Silesia and amongst the richest in Germany. In
1751, the deployment of the mine master Reichel
and Ulbrich from the Reichensteiner Mining
Oﬃce, and the Count of Stolberg-Wernigerode
on direct royal command, was unsuccessful in
this respect. In 1755, another commission stated
that the mines could only be revived if the imposition of landlords’ taxes were removed and
experienced mining and smelting masters were
brought in. In the event, royal tithes were halved
and a reasonable number of incentives satisﬁed.
Ultimately, however, landlords’ taxes prevailed.
A revised mining order for the Duchies of Silesia
was issued in 1769 but attempts to revive mining
remained unsuccessful.
It fell to Friedrich II, King of Prussia, to commission a review by the Mining Authority of the
Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom oreﬁeld. The role, and
new impetus for Upper Silesian mining, was
vested with Friedrich Anton von Heinitz, Director of the Prussian mining and metallurgical
departments. Heinitz was dispatched to Silesia
in 1777 to express the wishes of the King that
there should be resumption of metal mining;
if not for silver and lead, then at least to promote the mining of iron ore that occurred in
large quantities in the oreﬁeld. There was also
a recommendation that a deep adit should be
constructed in Tarnowskie Góry to remedy the
severe water problem that had always plagued
the oreﬁeld.
In 1778 Heinitz was appointed as the senior
oﬃcial of the Silesian Mining Authority, and in
1779 its Director. He was deployed immediately.
Heinitz had already seen that Upper Silesian

mining could not be revived by private initiatives, but by the State alone. He advocated the
State construction of ‘model works’ to encourage the private sector, the ﬁrst example of this
interventionist policy being the expansion of
the Malapane Ironworks ﬁrst built in 1754. This
came under the Mining Oﬃce in 1780 and the
latest state of the art equipment was imported
from England. For the mining and metallurgical industries it was also deemed necessary to
establish a coal mining industry. Lazarus (III)
Graf Henckel von Donnersmarck was willing
to give up some of his rights.
In 1779, to realize these plans, and to establish the Royal ‘model’ lead mine (soon to be
called Friedrich Mine), Heinitz, together with
mineralogist Abraham Carl Gerhard (1738-1821),
arrived in Tarnowskie Góry. They toured the
old mining area, conferred with shaft masters
and mine supervisors, and also negotiated
with Count Henckel von Donnersmarck on the
regulation of royalties. On returning to Berlin
(capital of the Kingdom of Prussia), Heinitz
asked the King to provide a loan from the
State Bank, a request that was initially rejected
but subsequently passed, in November 1779.
Heinitz then gave instructions for the necessary preparations for the resumption of mining
at Tarnowskie Góry. Grand plans were drawn
up for the main areas of mining and surface
operations, shafts and adits. Everything was
to be on a large-scale, properly capitalized
and constructed to provide economy in the
long-term. The Mining Authority had been
commissioned to recruit overseers from the
Mansfeld (Saxony) and Saale (Thuringia) mining
centres in Germany and to accommodate them
adequately. Without the diligence, and stubborn attitude, of Heinitz, constantly assessing
and monitoring the costs and beneﬁts of the
investment required for Upper Silesian mining
on behalf of the King, the resumption of mining
at Tarnowskie Góry would not have proceeded.

Plate 45. Friedrich Anton von Heinitz (1725-1802). Heinitz was General Commissioner of the Saxon mining industry
in 1764 and a year later founded the Saxon Mining Academy in Freiberg. In 1776 he was made the Prussian Inspector
General of Mines and in 1777 was dispatched by the King to Silesia to reorganize its mining and metallurgical industry,
including the revival of mining at Tarnowskie Góry (Heinitz was ﬂuent in Polish).
Artist: Anton Graﬀ - Old Masters Picture Gallery in Dresden
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The technical management of the mine hailed
directly from Tarnowskie Góry Mining Oﬃce.
Detailed investigations were made, sinking
12 shafts in the Sucha Góra and Bobrowniki areas.
The most promising location was Bobrowniki,
though there was a large volume of water present.
On 16 July 1783 ‘beautiful’ lead ore was found at
a depth of 54 feet in Rudolphine Shaft, and water
diﬃculties were being overcome. In September,
Heinitz went in person to see the ﬁrst two new
shafts, Rudolphine and Anton (now in the historic commemorative Kunszt Park, part of the
nominated Property). ‘Friedrich-Wilhelm- Mine’
(later shortened to Friedrich Mine) was founded.
In 1784, with the shaft down to over 30 m, water
inﬂow was prodigious and 100 horses could
no longer suﬃce.
A ministerial conference in Berlin, chaired
by Heinitz in January 1785, resolved that the
mining and engineering works in Tarnowskie
Góry should be continued, rapidly, under all circumstances. It further resolved that to drain the
lower ore zones they should revert to the historic
strategy of adit drainage, make use of the existing
adit system, expand it, and to use horse-powered
kunst to pump water up from rich ore-ground
below adit. It also proposed the introduction of
a steam-pumping engine from England to cope
with the exceptional groundwater inﬂow to the
shafts. Prussian technologist Friedrich August
Alexander Eversmann (1759-1837), who came to
the Prussian mining administration in Berlin in
1780 and was appointed Mining Commissioner
in 1781, drew up a report with Heinitz and indentiﬁed the necessary working capital. Eversmann
had been in England in 1784 at the expense of the
State, touring industrial areas (he introduced the
production of zinc from carbonate ore in Silesia
in 1798), and had a contact in Samuel Homfray
(1762-1822) of the Penydarren Ironworks (Merthyr Tydﬁl, South Wales) who was able to furnish
prices for the procurement, construction and
commissioning of such a steam pumping engine

that Prussia had in mind. For his own protection,
Heinitz wanted an independent appraisal of
mining prospects, and found an expert opinion
in the Hanoverian noble and mining Captain
Nicolaus (Claus) Friedrich von Reden (1736-1791,
uncle of Friedrich Wilhelm Graf von Reden) from
Clausthal.
Because of the high cost of the introduction, operation and maintenance of
a steam-pumping engine, work commenced
on the rehabilitation of Support God Adit in
the autumn of 1785. But on ﬁnding it open for
only 38 m from the portal, driving on a new
parallel section began. Again, this was fraught
with diﬃculties of unstable rock and a strong
inﬂow of water. Shafts were used from which to
draw water by horse-powered kunst (and, later,
a 20-inch cylindered steam engine was used).
The adit, re-named God Help, was 2,192 m long
by the time work was completed in 1806.
In 1786 (20 February), through the personal
contacts of Eversmann, Heinitz placed an order
for an atmospheric (improved Newcomen)
steam engine with a 20-inch cylinder. Other
than Boulton & Watt, the principal English
contact was ironmaster Samuel Homfray of the
Penydarren Ironworks. He came to Tarnowskie
Góry between 1786 and 1788 and was able to
supervise the construction of the engine house,
installation of pitwork and erection of the
engine. The engine left the quayside at Cardiﬀ
(Wales, Britain) in May 1787. After crossing the
North Sea it arrived at the Baltic seaport of
Świnoujście (extreme north-west Poland), from
there to Szczecin on the River Oder, from where
it was transferred to three barges, thence by
river to Wrocław (Breslau) and onwards (still on
the Oder) to Opole in southern Poland (now the
capital of Upper Silesia). It arrived at the mine 31
August 1787 and was set to work 19 January, 1788.
When commissioned, it showed signs of
major ﬂaws, but by April, Carl Friedrich Kipper
(who was to look after the engines until 1791)

brought the engine into regular and satisfactory
operation. It proved to be a third of the running
costs of a kunst (with 120 horses); the stage
was set for a ﬂurry of steam engine activity that
stands out in the history of technology transfer,
its adoption, adaptation, imitation and diﬀusion.
The launching of God Help Adit took place
on 4 October, 1806, accompanied by jubilant celebrations. At 6 pm, accompanied by
a mining bell, a song “Nun denket alle Gott”
(All Thank the Lord) was sung. After a speech
by Count Reden, ﬁve groups of miners walked
the Adit from Bergdrost Shaft to its portal
where they were welcomed by awaiting representatives of the Mining Oﬃce. Cannon

volleys were ﬁred before a song “Bis hier hat
mich Gott gebracht” (God Has Led Me To This
Place) was sung. Promotions and distinctions
were granted to miners and oﬃcers who had
markedly contributed to the construction of
the adit, and a festive parade began at 7pm,
crowned by a festival in the town of Tarnowskie
Gory. The whole system was put into operation
in 1807 after the restarting of the 60-inch steam
engine relocated from Reden Shaft to Machine
Shaft. The Northern “Central” Drainage System, costing 100 thousand thalers, functioned
for almost 30 years, with a saving of 12 thousand
thalers per year through putting other steam
engines out of operation.

Plates 46. Friedrich Wilhelm Graf von Reden (1752-1815), was a pioneer of mining and metallurgy and a nephew
of both Heinitz and mining Captain Nicolaus (Claus) Friedrich von Reden from Clausthal. In 1768 he began an internship
at mines in the Harz, followed by a degree in mineralogy at Freiberg under Werner. He ﬁrst visited England to inspect
industrial premises in 1776. He succeeded Heinitz as Prussian Minister of Mining and its ﬁrst steam engine was
introduced under him – at Tarnowskie Góry in 1788. In 1796, in Gliwice, together with John Baildon (1772-1846)
of Scotland, he started the ﬁrst coke blast furnace operation in Europe.
Source: Konrad Wutte, Der Bergbau im Osten des Königreichs Preussen. Band V. Aus der Vergangenheit des schlesischen Berg-und Huttelebens.
Festschrift zum XII Allge ,Breslau 1913
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Steam technology
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Saxon and Hungarian technology that was
transferred in the Middle Ages to the Tarnowskie Góry mines was succeeded by the
steam-pumping technology of Great Britain
during the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries. The latest type of engines
were imported, and copied, continuing
a tradition of technology transplant, adoption, adaptation and improvement that
characterised the Upper Silesian mining
industry until it became a leader in its own
industrial revolution, led by the Prussian
State. The role of foreign technology, and
its imitation in Germany, is a highly significant component of its industrial model. The
1780s resurgence in Germany’s interest in
steam engines (it first imported Newcomen
engines in the 1720s) is the time at which
successful replication is notable. The majority of German atmospheric engines were
made at the three state factories of Ozimek
(Silesia), Gliwice (Silesia) and Rothenburg
(Bavaria), established during the 1780s and
1790s – where, at each, British influence can
be traced in the form of industrial espionage
or the migration of skilled engine mechanics.
Personal contact and first-hand experience was most important in the foreign
transmission of technology to Prussia. It was
State policy for its technocrats to embark
on (occasionally somewhat clandestine)
fact-finding tours of leading industrializing
nations such as Great Britain, France and
The Netherlands. It was England that excited
most, as its progress in steam power was
particularly groundbreaking. In 1776 Heinitz
and Reden toured England, and Eversmann
visited in 1779, staying for 18 months to make
exact drawings of engines, a time at which
Matthew Boulton complained to James Watt
that ‘A German Baron’ had come to England
‘to steal our engine’. Reden visited Boulton
& Watt’s Soho Foundry in Birmingham, England, in March 1782, and Baron vom Stein

in 1787. Germany’s first order for a Boulton
& Watt engine was in 1787, a 32-inch cylindered pumping engine ordered by Baron
vom Stein for Friedrich Mine. The order was
countermanded but re-ordered and delivered
in 1792, the first for a metal mine on the European continent. A second Boulton & Watt
engine was ordered, by Reden, for Friedrich
Mine in 1796 and used to pump the town
water supply from Reden Shaft.
By 1790 Prussia had the technical capacity
to make Boulton & Watt type steam engines
in their own State factories. By 1800, as the
English ﬁrm failed to negotiate patent rights
with Prussia, Jan Daniel Huichelbos van Liender
(1732-1801, Director of Rotterdam’s Batavian
Society for Experimental Philosophy and a proliﬁc correspondent Boulton & Watt) observed 13
Watt-type steam engines (six at Friedrich Mine)
at work in the Silesian mines – all manufactured
in Prussian State engine foundries.
Tarnowskie Góry’s ﬁrst Newcomen engine
propelled Silesia as a new destination for the
technical tourism that became popular during
the late eighteenth century. From 1788 onwards
‘The Golden Book of Tarnowitz’ records, in
detail, those that came to see the new wonder

of technology, and subsequent engines that
soon arrived at Friedrich Mine. The Newcomen
engine was visited by the German Johan Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832), accompanied
by Reden. Goethe was one of Europe’s most
outstanding poets and a key ﬁgure of Weimar
Classicism. He was fascinated by mineralogy

(the iron mineral Goethite is named after him),
and also by the two ‘ﬁre machines’ he saw in
operation at Friedrich Mine, of which he made
a schematic diagram. Useful lessons were
thought to be learnt at the Tarnowskie Góry
mines where they had far more water to pump
out than the Weimar workings.

Plate 48. Baron von Stein, 1821. Statesman Heinrich
Friedrich Karl vom und zum Stein (1757-1831), famous
for the Prussian reforms that paved the way for the
eventual uniﬁcation of Germany in 1871, was also
instrumental in the revival of mining in Tarnowskie
Góry. From 1710 to 1850, no less than seventy Prussian
mining and foundry engineers visited Britain to
inspect steam engine installations. In his early career
in Berlin, von Stein began service in the Prussian state
department of mines and manufactures headed
by Heinitz. In November 1786, he set out for a tour
of England to inspect English mining and smelting
procedures and the iron and metal foundries…
and to study the application of machinery to these
industries.’ Whilst the spirit of invention and enterprise
in pioneer sites is quite universal, in Silesia it took on
a characteristic of industrial espionage, followed by
copying, and improvement. In this way, Germany’s
great steam engine manufacturing industry was
founded – in Silesia. Boulton & Watt were enraged.
Source: Monumenta Germaniae Historica - Bibliothek in Munich

Plate 49. Portrait of Samuel Homfray – Samuel Homfray
(1762-1822), painted in 1789 with a backdrop of Pen-ydarren Ironworks, Wales, in Great Britain. Homfray was
Ironmaster at the works where the First and Third steam
engines for Friedrich Mine were manufactured (1787 and
1791, respectively).

Plate 47. Baron vom Stein’s permission ticket to
inspect a Boulton & Watt steam engine at the Blackfriars
Corn Mills, London, in 1787. He ﬁrst caused alarm in the
industrial Midlands of England when he attempted to
inspect industrial premises under a false name.
Source: Boulton & Watt Collection in Birmingham City Council
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Polemic with Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
in the ‘Golden Book’
2.b History and Development

On 4 September 1790 Friedrich Mine was visited by Prince Karl August von Sachsen-Wiemar-Eisenach, accompanied
by Johann von Goethe, his secret counsellor. The following passage is entered in the ‘Golden Book’ at the welcoming
of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, on behalf of the Tarnowskie Góry Mining Guild:
‘We greet the German pride on these Silesian ﬁelds,
We greet the son of Thuiskos!
‘tis here, on the second ﬁery throne of Morvens
‘tis here, where the children of Vulcanus forge
The glowing armors from the motherly womb of Hertha
‘tis here, where they separate precious silver from the ores
Sparkling in ﬁery glow (!) to reach the clouds.’
Then, there is an entry made by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe dedicated to the mining guild society:
‘Far away from those educated in the books of the world. Who will aid
In unveiling the treasures and delivering them to daylight.
Only the mind and probity, as they hold
The keys to the great treasure our soil had contained.’
Goethe’s quatrain, and particularly his ﬁrst verse were diﬀerently interpreted, which caused numerous polemics,
printed long after the death of the poet himself. The interpretation included an assumption, since in his letters to his
friends, Goethe spoke about both Silesians and the Upper Silesia in a positive manner. The ‘Golden Book’ features the
following entries in response to Goethe:
26.07.1791
‘With deepest condemn on the impressions made against Upper Silesia,
He should be scolded with his work.’
Johann Gottlieb Schummel
10.04.1793
‘Though on the edge of the Reich, amid the educated folk, and with the Attic salt
With humor and out of whim,
The dangerous poet has taunted with the poor Werther,
You will ﬁnd, alas! Through what he generously leaves you,
What surpasses pun and ridicule,
Through the light of the mind, carrying the shield of probity,
What delivers the joy of the educated folk;
For you to leave it veiled in the soil.’
Georg de Goselius
23.03.1820
‘... Mining and metallurgy approached
this country, which the grand poet Goethe considered uneducated in 1790,
as has been done before, about one hundred years earlier,
to the society of civilized states...‘

Plate 50. ‘The Golden Book of Tarnowitz’, the visitors’ book of Friedrich Mine from 1788 when King Friedrich Wilhelm II
(1744-97) of Prussia visited 26 August 1788. Other notable visitors included (4 September 1790) the poet Goethe and his
close friend Grand Duke Karl August (1757-1828) of Saxe- Weimar-Eisenach.

von Kreyher
currently the Royal-Prussian mining and metallurgical cadet in Lower Harz

Source: Der Bergbau im Osten des Königreichs Preussen. Band V. Anhang Das goldene Buch von Tarnowitz. Ehrentafel nebst Bergleitbriefen. Festschrift
zum XII Allgemeinen Deutschen Bergmannstage n Breslau, 1913
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Steam engine chronology
at Friedrich Mine
Introduction

2.b History and Development

The steam engine was a crucial part of Prussia’s
initial (late eighteenth century) strategy for
industrialization in Upper Silesia; part of an
integrated state-owned initiative of heavy
industry based on lead, iron and coal that laid
the foundation for Germany’s transition to an
industrial state a century later.
It was at Friedrich Mine where the ﬁrst engine
was imported from Britain, where the technology was ﬁrst copied and replicated, and where
amongst the greatest concentration of steam
engines in continental Europe developed at
that time. But their predominant operation was
only ever planned to be unusually temporary,

moving from shaft to shaft to facilitate the
construction of a model adit drainage system
that became one of Upper Silesia’s greatest
technical monuments to the mining industry.
When this system was completed in the 1830s,
the steam-pumping engine became essentially
redundant, and the light footprint of engine
houses built substantially of wood left little
trace. A few engines were retained, to pump
dressing water for ore-processing and to pump
other industrial and drinking water, the latter
being the focus for new, and the latest, steam
engine technology at the state-owned Adolph
Shaft Waterworks.
Plate 52. The Newcomen engine house at Friedrich Mine around 1890. Once the engine was dispensed with, its house
and ancillary buildings were converted into living accommodation as part of the Friedrichsgrube Colony.
© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archive

Plate 51. Postcard of the Friedrich Mine showing the mining buildings including the building of the ﬁrst steam engine
and the commemorative mound on the Rudolﬁna shaft.
Source: Das Schwarce Bergbuch Band I Chritpoh Bartels Andreas Bngener Rainer Slotta Bochum 2006
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PHASE I
PHASE II

TARNOWSKIE GÓRY LEAD-SILVER-ZINC MINE
AND ITS UNDERGROUND WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

NORTHER FRIEDRICH MINE ("FRIEDRICHSGRUBE") DRAINAGE
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SOUTHERN FRIEDRICH MINE ("FRIEDRICHSGRUBE") DRAINAGE

iver

STOŁA RIVER - Northern area drainage receiver
DRAMA RIVER - Southern area drainage receiver
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Plate 53. Steam engines in Friedrich Mine in the years
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one shaft to another as the complex system of adits
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integrated network of great magnitude.
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Plate 54. Friedrich Mine Dip Adit – southern section.
Author: Zygmunt Maczek
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‘I have viewed these machines
with great awe and regard’
Friederike Scheﬄern
entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 2 October 1794

Plate 55. (previous page) Plan and section of the First steam engine (Newcomen type) that pumped from Abraham
Machine Shaft and, via ﬂat-rods, from Pachaly Shaft.
Plate 56. 32-inch cylinder detail.

Plate 57. 32-inch engine boiler detail.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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First steam engine

Second steam engine

Newcomen type, 32-inch cylinder, imported from Britain in 1787
and working by 1788

Newcomen type, 20-inch cylinder, copied and manufactured at the
state-owned Malapane Ironworks, 1790

The ﬁrst steam engine at Friedrich Mine was
a Newcomen atmospheric engine made in
Penydarren, Wales, with a 32-inch diameter
cylinder supplied by Wilkinson of Shropshire,
England, the overall supply and commissioning
being overseen by Samuel Homfray from Wales
and Friedrich Rother, an engineer from Dessau.
This may have appeared to be old technology, as by 1776 James Watt in Britain had
already introduced his more eﬃcient engine
with a separate condenser. However, Buckling’s engine at Hettstedt that worked on the
Watt principle did not work especially well and
Boulton and Watt only wanted to supply their
engines if they obtained the general privilege
from the Kingdom of Prussia (1778-92) and,
furthermore, the Newcomen engine had been
dramatically improved in terms of eﬃciency
through engineers such as Smeaton.

Johann Conrad Friedrich oversaw the construction and the engine was put to work to
assist refurbishment of the God Help Adit, as
recommended and commenced under Reden
in 1785. It was installed at Lichtlocher 11, then

By 1788, the engine was pumping water
directly from Abraham Machine Shaft whilst
also operating pumps in the nearby (Plate 62)
Pachaly Shaft via suspended flatrods worked
off a chain at the end of the beam.
After thirteen years of successful operation,
the 32-inch Newcomen engine was transferred to Friedericke Machine Shaft in 1801
(a 60-inch engine later worked on Friedericke Shaft, next to the 32-inch on Machine
Shaft).
In 1834 the original 32’ Newcomen engine
was transferred to Königsgrube, the Stateowned Royal coal mine in Chorzów, where it
worked until 1857 (coal was cheap) and was
then transferred to a private coalmine, Fanny,
for fire-fighting purposes before being finally
scrapped.

Plate 58. 32-inch cylindered steam engine built 1787 and installed at Abraham Shaft, Friedrich Mine, and relocated
in 1802 to Friedrich Shaft on the God Help Adit.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

12 and then Lichtlocher 22. In 1804 the engine
was moved to a coalmine shaft in Zabrze and
in 1809 the engine was sold to a private mine,
Charlotte in Czernica.

Plate 59. Plan of 20-inch cylindered steam engine built 1790 and installed on a shaft of the God Help Adit. Around 1800
the engine was relocated twice on shafts as the adit level was expanded. In 1804 it was moved to another mine
in Zabrze.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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Third steam engine

Fourth steam engine

Newcomen type, 40-inch cylinder, imported from Britain in 1791

Newcomen type, 48-inch cylinder, imported from Britain in 1792

This 40-inch Newcomen engine was made by
Samuel Homfray of Pennydarren Ironworks in
Wales, Great Britain, and erected by Johann
Conrad Friedrich at Pachaly Shaft. In 1802

This 48-inch Newcomen engine was manufactured by William Banks, John Onions and
the Harries family, who operated Benthall Ironworks built in the 1770s in Shropshire, England.
By 1781 the works had a water-powered boring
mill, and by 1784 the works was capable of
manufacturing steam engines. Some parts
of the machine were produced in Malapane
works. Johann Conrad Friedrich had ﬁnished
work at Friedrichsgrube by this time and
Frederick Augustus Holzhausen now supervised engine construction.

it was relocated to Bergdrost Machine Shaft
of Friedrich Mine. In 1811 it was transferred to
a coal mine adit (Main Hereditary Key Adit)
in Zabrze.

The engine was installed on Heinitz Machine
Shaft, burning 8,500 kg coal per day, coal
mining being promoted by the State to supply
coal for these steam engines (which in turn
pumped water from the mines) and to iron/
steel works and lead-silver smelting works. The
transportation of coal from Zabrze was, however, costly and problematical, but Reden’s plan
was that steam engines on Friedrich Mine were
mostly temporary – until the adit system (God
Help, and ultimately the Friedrich Deep Adit) was
completed. In 1802 the engine was scrapped.

Plate 60. Building of 40-inch steam engine situatet on the Pachaly Shaft.

Plate 61. Building of 48-inch steam engine situated near the Heinitz Shaft.

Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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Fifth steam engine

Sixth steam engine

Watt type, 40-inch cylinder, imported from Britain in 1796

Newcomen type with Watt condenser, 24-inch cylinder, imported from
Britain in 1796

This 40-inch engine was ordered from Boulton
and Watt in 1794, with the cylinder by Wilkinson
from Staﬀordshire (W. Wilkinson’s ﬁrst visit to
Friedrich Mine was in 1789, as recorded in the
‘Golden Book’). The engine was erected on
Reden Shaft, being supervised by Frederick
Augustus Holzhausen, and started in 1796. By 1797

This 24-inch Newcomen design engine
had a Watt condenser system, marking the
Prussian transition from Newcomen to Watt
type engines. Some parts were made in
Malapane, and other foundries. Construction
was designed and supervised by Frederick
Augustus Holzhausen, a very difficult task
because all parts were checked on the mine

it was pumping the local municipal water supply.
In 1822 the engine was moved to Adolph
Machine Shaft to assist the construction of the
Friedrich Deep Adit.
In 1834 the engine was transferred to Martin Shaft of Königin Luiza (Main Hereditary Key
Adit) in Zabrze.

Plate 62. 40-inch steam engine installed on the Reden Shaft.

Plate 63. 24-inch steam engine located near the Fox Shaft.

Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

and matched to plans – if they did not fit, then
they were cast again. The engine started work
in 1798 on Fuchs (Fox) Schacht, which can still
be accessed underground, with caution due
to the dangerous state underground caused
by former dolomite mining.
In 1802 the engine was moved to Tadeusz
Shaft of Hoym coal mine in Strzyżowice.
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Eighth steam engine

Boulton & Watt type, 60-inch cylinder, made in the Royal Iron Foundry
(Gliwice) and Malapane, 1802

Boulton & Watt type, 24-inch cylinder, made in Gliwice and/or Malapane,
1804

This 60’ Boulton & Watt type engine was produced in two local factories – the Royal Iron
Foundry in Gliwice, and Malapane – each
rapidly becoming capable of manufacturing
this type of machine, from plans obtained and
from copying the imported example. Boulton
& Watt had been unsuccessful in their attempt
to obtain, or impose, patent rights upon Prussia.
Construction was designed and supervised by

This 24-inch Boulton & Watt type engine was
erected on Aurora Shaft, being supervised by
Frederick Augustus Holzhausen. It pumped
water into a pipeline (the second engine to
do so).
In 1808 it was moved to Frieden Shaft
where it supplied water and operated

Frederick Augustus Holzhausen, and the engine
was installed on Reden Machine Shaft. In 1806 it
was moved to Frederica Machine Shaft on God
Help Adit where it pumped from Reden tunnel
up (5.86 m) to God Help Adit where it discharged
using an innovative dam and sluice system.
In 1834 the engine was moved to Wilhelmine zinc (galmei) mine in Szarlej, Piekary
Śląskie district.

Plate 64. 60-inch Boulton & Watt type engine ﬁrst installed on Reden Shaft, 1802. In 1844 this engine was
relocated to a mine in Chorzów and scrapped in 1857.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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Seventh steam engine

machinery in the washing plant. In 1825 the
engine was transported to Adit Engine Shaft
number 22 on the Friedrich Deep Adit. In
July 1832 it was moved to Glückhilf Schacht,
before coming back to Frieden shaft Central
Washing Plant in 1835. The engine finally
ceased work in 1876.

Plate 65. 24-inch cylinder Boulton & Watt steam pumping engine placed on Aurora Shaft in 1798, relocated to
Frieden Shaft in 1808, to Machine Shaft on the Friedrich Deep Adit in 1825, and in 1832 to Glückhilf Schacht on the
southern great loop of the Friedrich Deep Adit. Such was the unusually quick and extensive mobility of engines
on Friedrich Mine. This type of machine was also ably copied in local foundries.
© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
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‘I have not anticipated I would ever have the joy
of seeing the mine opened in 1783 in Tarnowskie
Góry, however, neither have I anticipated to
encounter such adversities overcome with
such ardor, attention and conviction. I must
express all awe for this establishment, as I have
recognized God’s intercession and I pray for
a blessing to come.
Let these lines reflect my esteem, one that
I owe to the Directors, to Count Reden and the
entire Deputation in Tarnowskie Góry for their
laborious contribution, for I fail to express my
feelings with words that I shall take with me
to my grave. The work praises its master, and
it takes 75 years of service, experiences acquired
in foreign lands to recognize the value
of 8-years’ work, as I have done here.’

Plates 66, 67. Water turbine as applied to ore-winding, Spes Shaft, Friedrich Mine 1840s. The reactive water
turbine, ﬁrst developed by Hungarian scientist Johann Andreas Segner (1704-77), was adapted for mining
purposes at Tarnowskie Góry in the early 19th century, adding to the innovative application of scientiﬁc principles
and methods that emerged during the industrial era.
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Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Friedrich Anton von Heinitz
(Prussian minister – reformer, the founder of the Mining Academy in Freiberg)
Entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 14 July 1791
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As part of the large-scale development of
Friedrich Mine’s horizontal and vertical
network of adits, levels and shafts, much
progress was made over two decades to
enable massive levels of ore extraction to
take place:
• A number of new shafts were sunk,
including Aurora Shaft (next to Stadtpark)
on which was placed a 24-inch cylindered
steam engine, enabling the adit length to
be increased to 4, 252 m. In all, six new
adits were created on three levels in the
four operational areas of Friedrich Mine:
Sowicki and Suchogórski (including shafts
Schneider, Veronika, Nettelbeck, Frieden
Spes, and Fuchs); Bobrownicki (the area
where the visitor mine is today), including
Heinitz Shaft with a 48-inch cylindered
steam engine, and Abraham Shaft with
a 32-inch cylindered steam engine, and
shafts Angel, Viper and Minnigerode; and
Miejski (the urban area on both sides of
the Gliwicka street) where Reden Shaft was
the deepest at 48 m in 1796, with a 40-inch
cylindered steam pumping engine used
for municipal water supply.
In 1802, more adit sections were joined:
Zuﬂucht Adit (2,770 m) with Heinitz (4,239 m),
and Reden Adit (3,350 m) with Heinitz.
These connections successfully rendered
the steam engines and horse kunst no
longer necessary from the Bobrownicki
and Suchogórski areas. Reden Shaft
had become a central pumping station
for those three sectors and the largest
engine (60-inch cylinder, 1802) was
placed there to work alternately with the
earlier 40-inch engine.
In 1806 Reden Adit connected with Support God Adit (3,432 m) and the Reden
60-inch engine was relocated to Machine
Shaft where water was pumped from
the three areas of Support God. These
engines permitted adit driving to continue and also ore-drained ground below
the Support God Adit. From July 1807

Friedrich Mine was being drained by the
connected adit system known as the Central, supplemented by two steam engines
(Frederica Shaft) that drew water from
7 m below the level of Support God Adit
and discharged some 22,000 m 3 per day
into the adit. The Central measured 13,791
m and operated for 30 years and repaid
its cost (due to savings from pumping
costs, by steam engines alone) in less
than 10 years.
Some old adit systems in the Sowice area
were also soon to be incorporated into
the new network, including Kaehler Adit
(2,469 m) and Sowitzglück Adit.
• The second major phase of extending
the drainage system concerned a new
deep adit. There was still rich ore below
the current adit level, especially in the
Bobrownicki and Suchogórski areas.
There was consideration of the rehabilitation of the Kraków Adit, a solution
favoured by Mr Gerhard (Governor of the
Mining Office and successor to Count
Reden), but the Napoleonic war in 1812
was not conducive to mining investment and the project was abandoned.
In December 1820 a plan for a new adit,
presented by mining masters (Koeniglicher Bergmeisters) Mr. Thürnagel and
Mr. Eisleben, was approved by the Mining
Office. This was to be 1.8 m lower than the
Kraków Adit, with a portal in the valley of
the Drama River, an inflow of the river
Kłodnica and Odra near the village Zbrosławice. The adit was to be driven to meet
Adolph Shaft where rich ore was located.
Its name was Friedrich Deep Adit (Pol.
Głęboka Sztolnia Fryderyk, Ger. Tiefer
Friedrich Stollen) and it was projected to
be 4,570 m long and to take 15 years to
complete. Work commenced April 21, 1821
and for 10 years was led by Rudolph Arwid
Wilhelm von Carnall (1804-74), Inspector
of the Mining Office.

The formal completion of the “Friedrich
Deep Adit” was celebrated in a jubilant festival atmosphere, prepared by Carnall, and
related to the 50th anniversary of Friedrich
Mine. In the early morning of 15 November,
1834, twenty eight officers of mining and
iron and steel institutions, senior supervisors, foremen and miners gathered around
the adit portal. Accompanied by the miners’

orchestra and choir, they traversed the
lower section of the adit in boats, with forty
salute blasts being fired between Glückhilf
and Adolph Shafts. Having emerged on the
surface via Adolph Shaft, these persons were
honoured by toasts and a breakfast and were
awarded honourable miner patches, while
30 non-qualified workers were promoted to
foremen.

Plate 68. Rudolph Arwid Wilhelm von Carnall, Inspector of the Mining Oﬃce in Tarnowskie Góry from 1830.
He prepared the opening ceremony of the Friedrich Deep Adit on 15 November 1834 – on the 50th anniversary
of the Friedrich Mine. In 1839 he resurrected the old mining school in Tarnowskie Góry (founded in 1803) in which
he taught mining, geology and mineralogy. After being transferred to Bonn in 1844 he returned to Silesia in 1855
as governor and chief mine master in the Higher Mining Oﬃce in Wrocław, where he also founded the Silesian
Society of Mining and Metallurgy.
Source: Rainer Slotta, Das Carnall-Service als Dokument de Oberschlesischen Bergbau, Bochum 1985
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Plate 69. Section of the Friedrich Deep Adit beneath the lead-silver ore-ground and the shallow and
comparatively level topography of Tarnowskie Góry (German Tarnowitz). Adits slope gently downwards towards
their discharge portal (left), with 1 in 500 being a common gradient as this favours free drainage and the
avoidance of inconvenient ponded areas.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives

Plate 70 (next page). Only in 1837 was there an oﬃcial decision of the mine boundary, which had been
expanded to 154 km2, to include previously private zinc and iron mines. The boundary was delineated by: on the
west side by a line of Piaseczna about Rybna, Ptakowice to Biskupice, on the south by a line from Biskupice about
Bobrek, Szombierki, Bytom to Kamień at the Brynica, on the east side of Kamień, the course of Brynica following
until Karch, on the north-east and north by a line following down from about Kozłowa Góra, Karch, Orzech,
Nakło to the Stoła, and from here, the course of the river, up to the beginning point at Piaseczna.
Source: 'Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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The Friedrich Deep Adit to Adolph shaft took
13 years to complete (1821-34) with excavation proceeding in parallel from no less than
14 shafts and achieving 326 m per year by 100
miners led by Carnal. The enduring drainage
system was a momentous achievement that
enabled sustained lead and zinc ore production

on an industrial scale throughout the rest
of the nineteenth century and beyond.
The output of Friedrich Mine – in lead and
zinc, in particular – placed it as a major contributor to Germany’s, at times, global lead
in the production of these metals during the
nineteenth century.

Tarnowskie Góry and nineteenth century
global lead production
Lead (and silver) production in Tarnowskie
Gory was highly signiﬁcant in the Middle Ages.
Though less signiﬁcant during the nineteenth
century, lead output still made a substantial (up
to 10%) contribution to ‘German’ production
when Prussia then owned the most productive
lead ﬁeld in Upper Silesia, exploited under the
single state-owned Friedrich Mine. The peak
years of lead production in Tarnowskie Góry
(1812-15 and 1880-83) coincide broadly with

Germany’s highest ranking periods of output:
around half the world’s lead production in the
ﬁrst two decades of the nineteenth century,
after which production increased steadily
and peaked in 1871, when Germany produced
29% of world output, still maintaining second
position in 1882 with 23% of the world total.
Germany’s most important lead ﬁelds were the
famous mining districts of the Harz and Saxony,
followed by Silesia (Friedrich Mine).

Plate 71. Increase in production of lead ore in the Friedrich Mine and other lead ore mines in the
government district of Opole in 5 year cycles from 1784 to 1883.

Plate 72. Production of lead ore as well as total employment and the number of miners at its own plant Friedrich
Mine from 1784 to 1883.

Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives

Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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Plate 73. The central ‘washing’ plant in the late-nineteenth century.
Source: Henryk Rechowicz, Zarys rozwoju powiatu, Śląski Instytut Naukowy, Wydawnictwo ‘Śląsk’, Katowice 1969
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Plate 74. Central ‘washing’ plant equipment 1877.

Plate 75. Plan of the mine’s central Washery and tailings heap.

Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze

Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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Plate 76. Central ‘washing’ plant equipment 1877.
Courtesy of: Coal Mine Museum in Zabrze
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Tarnowskie Góry and nineteenth century
global zinc production
2.b History and Development
Plate 77. Friedrich Mine Washing Tip that dates from 1873-1924 and originates from the centralized washery where orebearing (lead-silver-zinc-iron) dolomite was crushed, sorted and washed. The ‘miners bell’ is located in the tower, just
to the right of the tip.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives

Plate 78. Friedrich Mine workers
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives

Aside from lead, from the late 18th century
to the early 20th century, zinc became synonymous with the metalliferous production of
Tarnowskie Gory-Bytom. Zinc ore (‘galman’)
sustained, in Upper Silesia, the earliest and
greatest concentration of successful zinc
smelters in the 19th century world, and production (recorded under Germany) dominated the
global supply of zinc.
In 1798, during the Modern Era Industrial
Revolution in Europe, the ‘English Process’ of
zinc smelting (developed commercially in Bristol in 1740, based on smithsonite ore from the
Mendips) was adopted in Upper Silesia, where it
was soon improved upon. Zinc output from the
Tarnowskie Gory district propelled Germany as
the world leader throughout the nineteenth
century, supplying, for decades, as much as
96% of ‘German’ production which, in turn, met
almost half of global demand for this ‘architectural metal’. Germany’s production (42.84% of
world output 1801-1900) exceeded the combined output of Belgium and the United States
(the latter producing zinc from the third quarter of the nineteenth century), which ranked
second and third. Tarnowskie Góry, together

with adjacent mines in the Oreﬁeld, was supplying up to 40% of the global market until the
United States took the lead in 1909. Germany
remained the world’s second largest producer
until 1922 when Poland was awarded the part of
Upper Silesia where important zinc mines and
smelters were located. In 1923, Poland became
the world’s third largest producer of zinc.

Plate 79. Global zinc production in the 19th century.
Source: Summarized data of zinc production, Elmer W. Pehrson and
The Common Metals Division, Washington 1929

Plate 80. Zinc production in ‘Germany’ in 1854, showing the clear dominance of Tarnowskie Gory (‘Tarnowitz’) in its
output of ‘galmei’ (zinc ore).
Source: Rudolf von Carnall, Zeitschrift furdas Berg-, Hutten- und Salinenwesen in dem Preussischen Staate, Berlin 1856
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(v) Friedrich Mine water supply from 1797 to 1910

2.b History and Development

The primary drainage mechanism at Friedrich Mine was always the gravitational
adit level, in spite of the application of
a number of steam engines, moved from
shaft to shaft as required to construct
the system. All the various water raising
machines over the years – their motive
power progressing from human to animal
to water and to steam – were used to
either raise water from the sumps of shafts
from where adit or level driving/stoping
was taking place, or to raise water from
just below the ever-deepening sequence
of adit drives, to pump to the level of the
adits themselves. When the adit systems
were completed – successively lowering
the water table and making those older
systems above, redundant – pumping
engines were largely dispensed with.
Except for the ingenious adaptation of
the gravitational system that acted as
a sophisticated underground water catchment from which water was first pumped
(in 1797) via shafts for Tarnowskie Góry’s
municipal fresh water supply and secondly
(1880s) for the intense industrial and
urban growth of the Upper Silesian Industrial Region to the south.
Between 1700 and 1900 the development of automated pumping in the mining
industry far outpaced that in any other
industry and provided the technical ability
for the development of the world’s first
large-scale public water supply systems
based on the pumping of groundwater.
Prussia, that in the 1770s had brought

finance and organization on such a grand
scale to Tarnowskie Góry, rapidly caught
up with the English steam pumping technology of Newcomen and Boulton & Watt,
and continued to introduce the best
available technology to its State operations
at Friedrich Mine and Friedrichshütte.
Engineers further utilized steam-pumping technology to abstract water from
the intricate water catchment of the
underground system to redress the loss,
through drawdown of the aquifer due to
mining, of Tarnowskie Góry’s domestic
wells and municipal water supply. Later,
the mine drainage system provided the
principal supply of industrial water to
the Upper Silesian Industrial Region that
became one of the largest industrial
agglomerations in Europe.
Surface hydrological conditions in the
Tarnowskie Góry area were characterized
by a lack of streams and the rapid transfer of precipitation and melt-water to
groundwater via an extensive ‘perforated’
ground surface, pitted with shafts and
hollows and with heaps of free-draining
waste rock piled around them. Underground, the complex of man-made
watercourses effectively intersected the
natural through-flow of groundwater in
fissures. At Friedrich Mine, pumping and
an extensive network of adits implemented
under- drainage of the ore-ground and the
high natural water table was permanently
lowered, reducing, in particular, domestic
water supplies sourced from wells.

Municipal water supply
Between 1780 and 1790 there were
36 wells in Tarnowskie Góry, a number
of them utilising old mine shafts. These
dried up due to the activities of Friedrich

Mine which drained around 4,000 m 3/day.
In 1797 the mine constructed, and paid for,
Tarnowskie Góry’s first pumped municipal
water supply.

Plate 81. (Detail of 1797 plan). A 40-inch Boulton & Watt steam pumping engine, the ﬁrst to be used in Europe on
a metal mine, pumped water up Reden ‘Machine’ Shaft into storage tanks. These fed by gravity in a cast iron pipeline
laid along Gliwicka Street to the market place where water could be collected from wooden tanks.
Courtesy of: The State Archives in Katowice
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Plate 82. Plan prepared in August 1797 in connection with the construction of the ﬁrst urban water system
in Tarnowskie Góry.
Courtesy of: The State Archives in Katowice
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The Reden Shaft water supply operated for
11 years. In 1810 a 60-inch steam-pumping
engine that operated on Frederica Shaft
supplied a new pipeline that followed (what
is now) Opolska Street to the marketplace.
In 1835 the government’s mining department
ceased financing the water system and gave
it to the town, which renovated and extended

Adolph Shaft Waterworks and its
water supply for the Upper Silesia
In 1870 the city experienced acute water
shortages and so, in 1873, the Royal Mining Office in the historical Silesian capital
of Wrocław commissioned a survey on the
state of water supply. This eventually concluded that both capacity and water quality
was insufficient. In 1878 the President of
Silesia established a new programme for
water supply, based on a state-of-the-art
pumping facility to be installed underground
in Adolph (Staszic) Shaft, at the level of the
Friedrich Deep Adit.
Adolph Shaft Waterworks (Wasserwerk
Adolfschacht) was constructed in 1883-84
and opened in October 1884. Uniquely in
Poland, two horizontal compound steam
pumping engines (and a third in 1893) were
installed in specially excavated ‘engine
halls’ 50 m beneath the surface. Steam was
expanded in these engines in two stages:
firstly in a high- pressure cylinder, and
secondly exhausting into a low-pressure
cylinder; this process being introduced to
economise the consumption of coal. Steam
was still used, as opposed to compressed
air, as the consumption of coal necessary
to produce a given quantity of compressed
air is much greater than to produce the
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it. Water was abstracted from a depth of 56
m in Kaehler Shaft and God Help Adit, again
using steam engines. In 1903 steam power
was replaced by electricity and in 1926 the
surviving water tower at Kaehler Shaft was
built. Water abstraction from Kaehler Shaft
eventually ceased in 2002, but has now (2015)
resumed.

same quantity of steam at a given pressure – hence it was much cheaper to use
steam. To make the large amount of coal
handling easy, and to avoid the issue of
dangerous smoke underground, boilers
were located on the surface in a massive
690 m 2 brick boiler house (built 1880) to
generate steam that was piped down the
shaft. Pumps abstracted mine water from
Friedrich Adit (they originally considered
Help Happiness Shaft, 1 km west of Adolph
shaft) that flowed at 36,000 m 3/day.
A second lift pumped the water to surface
and the supply pipeline.
Water was piped to Königshütte (now
part of Chorzów, south of Bytom), where
the Prussian state-owned Royal Coal Mine
(Kopalnia Król, Königsgrube) and Royal Iron
Works (Królewska Huta, Königshütte) were
established as a continental European pioneering development in the 1790s, and which
had caused an increased lowering of the
water table. Water was also supplied to Upper
and Lower Świętochłowice, Nowe Hajduki
near Bytom, Wełnowiec and Łagiewniki. In
1887, and in 1903, boreholes were sunk to
abstract water that was iron-free and needed
no treatment.

Plate 83. Section of Adolph (Staszic) Shaft, dated 1913, showing shafts, machine halls and subsequent borehole
locations and depths in relation to the shaft and adit system.
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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Plate 84. Adolph Shaft Waterworks: Shaft rotundas and boilerhouse (all of which survive) and stack (since demolished).
Pictured c 1926.
Source: Reprint ‘Na pamiątkę działalności na Górnym Śląsku Pana Wojewody Dr. Michała Grażyńskiego w okresie od 1926 r. do 1936 r.’, Górnośląskie
Przedsiębiorstwo Wodociągów S. A. (Upper Silesian Water Supply joint-stock company), Katowice 2010
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Plate 86. A group of steam pumps in a chamber 'A' Adolph Shaft Waterworks.
Source: Die Wasserversorgung des oberschlesischen Industriebezirks. Anlage-Band III zu: Der Oberschlesiesiche Industriebezirk. XII Allgemeiner
Deutscher Bergmannstad in Breslau 1913, Kattowitz 1913

Plate 85. Adolph Shaft Waterworks.

Plate 87. A group of steam pumps in a chamber 'B' Adolph Shaft Waterworks.

© Reprint ‘Na pamiątkę działalności na Górnym Śląsku Pana Wojewody Dr. Michała Grażyńskiego w okresie od 1926 r. do 1936 r.’, Górnośląskie Przedsiębiorstwo Wodociągów S. A. (Upper Silesian Water Supply joint-stock company), Katowice 2010

Source: Die Wasserversorgung des oberschlesischen Industriebezirks. Anlage-Band III zu: Der Oberschlesiesiche Industriebezirk. XII Allgemeiner
Deutscher Bergmannstad in Breslau 1913, Kattowitz 1913
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Plate 88. Adolph Shaft Waterworks: Underground steam engine (now in the Association’s Museum). Pictured c 1926.

Plate 90. Adolph Shaft Waterworks: Steam engine located at a depth of 50 m underground. Pictured c 1926.

Source: Reprint ‘Na pamiątkę działalności na Górnym Śląsku Pana Wojewody Dr. Michała Grażyńskiego w okresie od 1926 r. do 1936 r.’, Górnośląskie
Przedsiębiorstwo Wodociągów S. A. (Upper Silesian Water Supply joint-stock company), Katowice 2010

Source: Reprint ‘Na pamiątkę działalności na Górnym Śląsku Pana Wojewody Dr. Michała Grażyńskiego w okresie od 1926 r. do 1936 r.’, Górnośląskie
Przedsiębiorstwo Wodociągów S. A. (Upper Silesian Water Supply joint-stock company), Katowice 2010

Plate 89. Adolph Shaft Waterworks: Row of Lancashire boilers. Pictured c 1926.

Plate 91. Adolph Shaft Waterworks: Laying upgraded pipeline. Pictured c 1926.

Source: Reprint ‘Na pamiątkę działalności na Górnym Śląsku Pana Wojewody Dr. Michała Grażyńskiego w okresie od 1926 r. do 1936 r.’, Górnośląskie
Przedsiębiorstwo Wodociągów S. A. (Upper Silesian Water Supply joint-stock company), Katowice 2010

Source: Reprint ‘Na pamiątkę działalności na Górnym Śląsku Pana Wojewody Dr. Michała Grażyńskiego w okresie od 1926 r. do 1936 r.’, Górnośląskie
Przedsiębiorstwo Wodociągów S. A. (Upper Silesian Water Supply joint-stock company), Katowice 2010
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Plate 92. Adolph Shaft Waterworks: Laying new pipeline. Pictured c 1926.

Plate 93. Pipeline ø750 mm, 1931.

Source: Reprint ‘Na pamiątkę działalności na Górnym Śląsku Pana Wojewody Dr. Michała Grażyńskiego w okresie od 1926 r. do 1936 r.’, Górnośląskie
Przedsiębiorstwo Wodociągów S. A., Katowice 2010

Source: Reprint ‘Na pamiątkę działalności na Górnym Śląsku Pana Wojewody Dr. Michała Grażyńskiego w okresie od 1926 r. do 1936 r.’, Górnośląskie
Przedsiębiorstwo Wodociągów S. A. (Upper Silesian Water Supply joint-stock company), Katowice 2010
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Plate 94. Adolph Shaft Waterworks: Map of water pipeline.
Source: Die Wasserversorgung des oberschlesischen Industriebezirks. Anlage-Band III zu: Der Oberschlesiesiche Industriebezirk. XII Allgemeiner
Deutscher Bergmannstad in Breslau 1913, Kattowitz 1913
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Post-mining landscape
The post-mining landscape of Tarnowskie
Góry has a complex and multifaceted structure of which numerous aspects have been
preserved. Some of the key elements of this
landscape include traces of mining activity:
shafts in various locations and with diﬀerent
surroundings (located in troughs, in open
ﬁelds, and in areas of post-mining spoil
tips), shaft top buildings featuring various
forms (octagon-shaped brick structures,
remnants of circular and oval-shaped stone
structures), post-mining washings spoil tips,
as well as areas of shaft sinking and development waste heaps (‘warpie’), shallow
shaft hollows and craters (‘pingi’), and other
elements of anthropogenic terrain connected with former mining. Many buildings
directly connected with mining operations,
for example steam pumping engine houses
erected during the great scheme of adit
driving, have not been preserved since
the structures (often substantially made of
wood) were dismantled as part of ongoing
planned operations of engine relocation. It
would seem, too, that the State likely took
responsibility for remediation at such sites,
returning land for agricultural re-use where
appropriate. Municipal and private parks
further constitute interesting, unusual and
yet typical elements of the post-mining
landscape in and around Tarnowskie Gory.
These take advantage of the characteristic post-mining topography, and so do
areas of post-mining meadows, with biotic
communities of calamine vegetation and
xerothermic grasslands.
The post-mining landscape of the area
also includes some elements of an extensive
railway network, preserved and in part still
used today, namely railway embankments,
track beds and other railway infrastructure. The history of narrow-gauge railways

in Upper Silesia dates back to the late 18th/
early 19th century. In the mid-19th century,
expansion of railway routes started, allowing transport of raw materials and ﬁnished
goods, which had a signiﬁcant inﬂuence
on the rapid development of Upper Silesian industry. The Upper Silesian Railway
Society started construction of a public
narrow-gauge railway under a concession
obtained on 24 March 1851. In the years
1854-1857, construction was completed of
two main lines: from Tarnowskie Góry via
Repty, Karb, Bobrek, Orzegów, Chebzie, and
Nowy Bytom to Wirek (today: quarters of
Ruda Śląska) and Karb-Bytom-Rozbark-Maciejkowice-Siemianowice-Bogucice-Zawodzie-Janów, branching oﬀ to Roździeń in
Szopienice (today: quarters of Katowice).
The expanded and upgraded railway network, with origins dating back to the 19th
century, constituted the basis for industrial
transport in Upper Silesia. In 2002, the towns
of Bytom, Tarnowskie Góry, Miasteczko
Śląskie, Siemianowice and Chorzów took up
an initiative to take over the narrow-gauge
railways from Polish State Railways (PKP)
and to use them as historic lines intended
for tourists. Eventually, this railway route,
running in the tourist season between
Bytom-Tarnowskie Góry-Miasteczko Śląskie
(Nakło-Chechło artiﬁcial lake), is one of the
biggest attractions on the Industrial Monuments Route in the Silesian Province.
In this manner, a part of the historical industrial infrastructure and a railway
tradition spanning over 160 years have
been preserved for future generations.
Their use ensures active conservation and,
being closely associated with mining and
smelting in and around the nominated
Property, these railways will be integrated
within access, tourism, education and

interpretation programmes.
The historic mining industry also left its mark
on the town’s structure and urban development. Numerous buildings were erected,
whose functions were inextricably linked to
the mining industry. They included residences
of mine owners and miners’ houses, mining
schools, a hospital, and other structures.
Those that still stand today include:
• Cochler’s house at 5, Main Market Square,
built in the 17th century. In 1790, Mr Cochler,
who was Mayor at the time, established the
oldest pharmacy in the town there, called
‘Pod Aniołem’ [‘At the Sign of the Angel’].
It was converted in the 19th century. In
the years 1839-1855, it housed a School of
Mining. It is worth mentioning that mining
had already been taught in Tarnowskie
Góry since 1803, and since 1812 regularly, in
accordance with an approved curriculum.
The school prepared young people to work
at Friedrich Mine, and was initially supervised by the Mining Authority, and later by
the Mining Aid Fund.
• former mining school building at 25, Gliwicka Street – the school was transferred
here from the main market square in 1857.
Now a residential and commercial building.
• mining school building at 17, Karola Miarki
Street, erected in 1892 and expanded in
1909. It currently houses the Catering and
Hospitality School Complex.
• the house at 6, Gliwicka Street, built in
the early 16th century, is one of the oldest
buildings in town. It was the first seat of
the municipal authorities and of the Mining
Authority. In 1534, during a miners’ revolt,
the cellars were used as a prison. Converted
in the 19th century and in the interwar
period. A lump of silver was set in the wall in
the west façade of the house, said to have
been ploughed up by Rybka, a peasant. In
1930, a plaque was placed under the mineral
to commemorate the event.
• former miners’ association hospital at 10, Ks.
Wajdy Street, built in the early 19th century.

• the Miners’ Association hospital at 23,
Opolska Street, erected in 1884-1886.
• Rudolf von Carnall’s house at 1, Szymały
Street, erected in the 19th century. It currently houses the Carnall restaurant.
• the Miners’ Belfry, dating back to the 16th
century. In the 19th century, the bell tower
was placed at the launder in Bobrowniki
Śląskie. In 1955, thanks to an initiative of the
Society of Tarnowskie Góry Land History
and Monument Lovers, it was transferred
to Gwarków Square and placed where
a miners’ meeting house formerly stood.
The fully timbered structure was erected on
a limestone base, and a shift bell was placed
under the shingle hip roof.
Traces of mining and metallurgical activity
can also be found in the building materials,
so characteristic of these areas, such as shelly
limestone, dolomite rock, smelting slag and
sinters used in part to pave the town squares
and streets, for instance Gwarków Square at the
Church of the Holy Apostles Peter and Paul.
The town’s mining past also comes to mind
when one looks at the numerous architectural
ornaments and details with mining symbols
(hammer and pick), or showing at work. The
town’s coat of arms and the Mine Rescue
Emblem can also be found on many buildings
in Tarnowskie Góry. It is worth remembering
that in 1529 the Mining Authority in Tarnowskie
Góry, which also performed administrative
functions, used an emblem obtained from John
II of Opole: a shield parted per fess, the upper
half with a golden wing of the eagle of the
Upper Silesian Piasts against a blue background
and the bottom half with two crossed mining
tools (hammer and pick). In 1562, George Frederick von Ansbach granted a coat of arms to the
town: a shield divided into three parts, with the
golden wing of the Upper Silesian eagle against
a black background, mining symbols and a half
of the black Lower Silesian Eagle, while the crest
contained mantling and a knight’s helm from
the Hohenzollern coat of arms. In the early
1950s, the town started using the 1529 miners’
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Plate 95. A plaque commemorating the discovery
of ore containing silver in 1490 in Tarnowskie Góry,
located on the former town hall

Plate 96. Greenish glassy smelter slag is a characteristic
cobble ‘stone’ in the streets of Tarnowskie Gory.
Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska

Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska

emblem as its coat of arms, but in 2002 the
Town Council unanimously restored the coat of
arms granted to the town by George Frederick
von Ansbach. The Mine Rescue Emblem consists of a red Maltese cross (sign of the Military
Order of Saint John of Jerusalem) and of the
escutcheon of the 16th century Mining Authority of Tarnowskie Góry (or the town’s coat of
arms, since they are nearly identical).
The landscape of Tarnowskie Góry and its
surroundings is strongly marked by mining
activity. Whilst the most ‘dramatic’ surface form
of mineral extraction comprises the massive,
chasm-like, dolomite quarries (for example
Blachówka quarry), there are more widespread
areas of ore mining that are also clearly visible
on the ground. These take the form of characteristic mounds (in Upper Silesia the so-called
‘warpie’), and funnel-shaped mining ‘sinkholes’
(known as ‘pingi’; German ‘pingen’, which originally meant prospecting pits).

Some funnel-shaped ‘pingi’ was formed
from opencast/shallow underground ore mining. Where this is encountered on relatively ﬂat
ground, ring- or crescent-shaped tips (‘warpie’),
made by the dumping of waste rock, are a common associated feature. Post-shaft ‘pingi’ may
be caused by subsidence or collapse (mining
‘sink holes’) of deeper shafts that had been
capped, choked or partially ﬁlled. When on ﬂat
ground, these are commonly surrounded by low
and more extensive tips, or larger single mounds
(again, ‘warpie’). The occurrence of local ores
in ‘nests’ and discontinuous masses and beds,
meant that these extractive features are intensive and laterally widespread. The shape of
both features is characteristically rounded and
undulating, in contrast to some mining ﬁelds
where similar activity leaves straight-sided and
linear, features. This is due to the comparatively
soft and friable sedimentary rock that forms the
Triassic geology of the Tarnowskie Góry region,

and the even softer nature of near-surface sands
and clays. Given the age of these features, and
their man-made scale created with limited
technology, post-abandonment weathering
has softened them, but degradation has been
stabilised by tree growth – both naturally and by
design.
Vast areas of such characteristic landscapes
extend over the southern part of Tarnowskie
Góry and into Bytom, especially on ‘Silver Mountain’ (where far more ancient features preceded
them), and near Bobrowniki, Kolonia Staszica
and Repty Nowe. Most of them date back to
the late-18th and 19th centuries, in connection
with the operation of a number of lead mines
in this area, including the largest ‘Friedrich’
mine, together with iron and zinc mines (such
as Verona and Planet zinc mines, also joining
the Friedrich group in the early 19th century).
Groups of older sinkholes (‘pingi’) dating back
to the 16th–18th c. are located in three places: to
the north and south of Bobrowniki and Piekary
Rudne, between Kolonia Szczęść Boże and Nowe
Repty and to the east of Sowice. The average
period of disappearance of ‘pingi’ and ‘warpie’
features as a result of soil cultivation and agriculture (in areas not naturally rejuvenated or
planted with trees) is estimated at 120-150 years;
such meadows commonly inducing distinctive
metal-tolerant plant communities – especially
rare ‘Calamine Flora’ (Mining Landscape of Silver
Mountain – 3.3, Mining Landscape (19th century)
– 3.2).
Public green areas, demonstrating the
adaptive re-use of post-mining landscapes,
were developed in Tarnowskie Góry from the
mid-19th century as the town expanded as the
administrative centre of the county. Those
preserved today were mostly created in the
second half of the 19th century, and ﬁrst half
of the 20th. Municipal parks and squares were
a feature that resulted from deliberate planning
activities and formed a consistent pattern of
green and public spaces.
The Municipal Park (also known as the
Promenade) is the most interesting and

best-preserved public park and garden in
Tarnowskie Góry, and one of the first recultivations of post-mining areas in Silesia. It
was established in 1903 and is representative
of a wider group of green areas created on
post-mining sites associated with the extraction of metal ores. Bounded to the north by
the road to Pyskowice, it is an example of the
adoption, conservation and adaptation of
a characteristic terrain of ‘pingi’ and ‘warpie’
to host park features. This was developed in
a conscious and well-thought-out manner and
reflects the local community attitude to heritage: a deep respect for their ancestors and
their work, together with a knowledge and
respect for the environment.
The Park has been enlarged several times
due to donations and acquisition of lands. It
now covers an area of 22 ha and hosts fifty
species and varieties of trees and shrubs.

Plate 97. Figure of a medieval miner carved into
a wooden door in Tarnowskie Gory.
Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska
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Plate 98. Concrete wartime bunker surmounting the Friedrich Mine Washing Tip. Such military structures
commonly used existing topographical highs created with mine waste, and here date from two principal phases:
1939 Polish defences, and 1944 German defences.
Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska
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Historical mining in Tarnowskie Góry left
a huge underground labyrinth in the form of
workings, corridors, chambers, levels and
drainage adits – with a total length of about
150 km. This underground environment always
raised admiration and fascination; so too the
ephemeral, and in many ways pioneering,
steam pumping equipment (Newcomen and
Boulton & Watt) imported and copied particularly between 1788 and 1834; and again
in 1884 with the horizontal compound steam
engines, remarkably installed underground at
the level of groundwater in the Adolph Shaft
Waterworks. From the commencement of
operations of the State-run Friedrich Mine,
there has been a distinguished level of interest
in the achievements of technical thought and
industrial development, as evidenced by the
entries in the ‘Golden Book’ - travel reports of
numerous famous people and a notable example of the intellectual and scientific technical
tourism that characterised the diffusion of the
Industrial Revolution and which can be seen
to be part of the overall Enlightenment. The
importance of the Tarnowskie Góry ‘Underworld’, and the technology that was innovated
or adapted by a cultural mosaic of generations
of miners and engineers from across central
Europe and Great Britain, is early evidenced
in Tarnowskie Góry by the pompously celebrated centenaries of the discovery of new
ore deposits (in 1784) and the arrival of the
first steam engine (in 1788).
The presence of steam engines in Tarnowskie Góry was described by Johann
Gottlieb Schummel:
‘I hasten now to describe the most sensational thing in Tarnowskie Góry, which, like
many assured me, in itself is worth the long
journey, and which, indeed, would amaze
even Archimedes if he rose from the dust;

I mean the steam engine. Yet, a brief introduction first. Water is the greatest scourge of any
mining and in Tarnowskie Góry in particular,
which threatens with flooding not only the
deposits, but the mining crew as well. As early
as in the 16th century, our ancestors struggled
against this terrible enemy, defeating it once,
and then losing. The so-called horse treadmills (crafts) were the last weapon used in this
struggle, one of them is still in use; the others
are already demolished. These machines, in
order to operate, needed 120 horses and their
maintenance consumed substantial sums. Our
century, accustomed to luxury, but oriented
towards economy because of that, invented
steam engines and now hot steam is doing the
job done by the horses before. At first glance,
the machine made solemn and powerful
impression to me, and it certainly would make
so to anyone who is not a savage from Tierra
del Fuego. A separate, multi-storey building
was prepared for each machine; you can hear
the rattling of chains from a distance, you can
already see from afar a powerful beam rising
and going down through the open roof with
a frequency of 12 and 13 times per minute. At
the moment, there are four steam engines
in Tarnowskie Góry; three of them are in the
mine ‘Fryderyk’, except that the third one is
not finished yet; the fourth is on the adit ‘Boże
Wspomagaj’ (‘Gotthelf’) (...). During my visit,
one of the machines had been immobilized for
eight days, the other broke down in my presence but they managed to repair it within an
hour. Equipment failure, which often forced
the miners to escape from the shaft, slightly
decreased my respect to the invention. Yet,
is anything perfect in this sublunary world!’
source: Johann Gottlieb Schummel, City in the
shadow of machines. In Tarnowskie Góry in
1791, (in:) entenring, no. I, 2005, pp. 3-13
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Therefore, soon after the cessation of
mining activities in the interwar period
(1920s/30s), people earnestly began to seek
to protect and provide access to the underground heritage for community, touristic
and educational purposes. That is when the
first idea emerged to create public access
to this exceptional and unique underground
mining legacy, to construct the underground
museum and to show its most impressive
and accessible aspects to a broad range of
tourists, providing a cultural experience that
was meaningful, impressively experiential and
truly memorable.
In 1920 a prominent historian of mining
and metallurgy, Professor Josef Piernikarczyk,
visited some of the non-operational parts
of Friedrich Mine. He recognised its historical significance and was fascinated by this
‘underworld’ that included a maze of tunnels
that miners discovered in the nineteenth
century and which they refused to enter for
fear of getting lost. He published a book Die
Tarnowitzer Unterwelt (The Tarnowskie Gory
Underworld), and the idea to create public
access to this monumental work of so many
generations of miners was born. Civic authorities supported the idea but the political and
economic situation meant that plans were put
on hold.
In January 1937, the Propaganda Association
of Silesian Voivodeship Tourism was established in Katowice. Later that same month, the
Magistrate of Tarnowskie Góry decided to join.
Within the work on organizing the tourism
traffic in the region, the Magistrate proposed
to create a demonstration mine and listed the
following as items of interest to tourists: the
Municipal Park, park Sielanka, Staszic Shaft
(Adolph Shaft Waterworks), Blachówka-Segiet Reserve (within the Mining Landscape

of Silver Mountain), the outlet of adit ‘Boże
Wspomóż (God Help Adit), ironworks in Strzybnica, Kunszt in Bobrowniki; the majority of
these forming the core of the present series
that comprise the nominated Property of Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its
Underground Water Management System.
In 1938, the first guides that showed the
adits to the public begun their activities
in Tarnowskie Góry. The word about the
tourist values of the underground spaces
of Tarnowskie Góry had already started to
spread. A note that the ‘Magistrate organizes
emotional tourism in the underground spaces
of historic mines’ appeared in the ‘Guide to
the Silesian Voivodeship’ issued by S. Berezowski (Katowice, 1937).
At the end of 1930s, the Magistrate of
Tarnowskie Góry formed a special group
composed of: Józef Piernikarczyk, Eng. Felix
Piestrak, Teodor Mosch, Jan Nowak and
Fryderyk Antes, whose task was to study the
historic excavations and drainage adits, and
develop a program of the first demonstration
mine in the history of this region. In 1938, the
city of Tarnowskie Góry received a grant for
the mining field ‘Król Bolesław Śmiały I’ (King
Boleslaw I the Brave) for establishment of
a demonstration mine of lead and silver ores,
without the possibility to conduct extraction.
The State Treasury, via the Minister of Industry
and Trade, represented by the Head of the
District Mining Office in Tarnowskie Góry,
granted a lease to the Magistrate of Tarnowskie
Góry of the mining field with an area of 208 ha,
located south-west of the City (in the region
of Angel Shaft) for a period of 25 years with the
possibility of extension for another 25 years
(see Chapter 5a.).The outbreak of World War
II in 1939 stopped the implementation of this
idea for some time.

Plate 99. Part of the speech of mining adviser Koch to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Friedrich Mine on 16th July
1884 near the heap ‘Rudolphina’ in the park of the colony of the Friedrich Mine
Source: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archives
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2.b History and Development

Community involvement – history
of the Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers' Association
At the end of the war, the situation changed
fundamentally. Despite the unfavourable
political conditions, the mining grant of 1938
still had legal force. The pre-war team collaborated with a mining foreman, Alfons Kopia,
who, as a councillor of the District National
Council in Tarnowskie Góry, initiated the
appointment on 19 March 1953 of the Association ‘Committee for the Affairs of Monuments
and the History of the Lands of Tarnowskie
Góry’ (now: Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers'
Association). Its task was to ‘protect and popularize historical sites related to the specific
nature of the city and district of Tarnowskie
Góry as the cradle of modern Silesian industry.’ One of the measures in implementation
of this task, according to the record of the first
Statute of the Association from 1953 was ‘to
set up an underground museum and demonstration mine [acting] in close cooperation
with the conservation and museum authorities, and according to the guidelines given by
these authorities.’ Based on the inventory, the
overall design had been prepared and owing
to the intensified propaganda activities of the
Association in 1955 the Bureau of Voivodeship
National Council adopted a resolution on
the establishment of Historic Demonstration
Mine and Museum of Mining and Metallurgy
in Tarnowskie Góry [Resolution No. 6/87 of
the Bureau of the Voivodeship Council in
Stalinogród (Katowice) of 8 February 1955 on
the establishment of Historic Demonstration
Mine and Museum of Mining and Metallurgy
in Tarnowskie Góry]. In support of its decision,

the Bureau states, inter alia, that:
• the mining reserve, located in the city of
Tarnowskie Góry and its vicinity, which was
from the Middle Ages to the 19th century
the historical centre of Polish mining and
metallurgy, needs – as a monument of
national importance – to be available for
the broad masses of workers from around
the country and overseas trips;
• the condition of the mining underground
and its equipment – proving the memorable achievements, high professional level
and technical skills of the Polish miner and
steelworker – can be adapted to the needs
of the mining museum which shows the
development of mining technology over
the centuries with a special focus on the
achievements of the mining industry of the
Polish People's Republic;
• all of the above objects also present great
value, both with regard to tourism and also
research, teaching and propaganda, for the
development of our mining.
The same regulation established the Committee of Development of Tarnowskie Góry
Mining and Metallurgical Monuments, whose
task was to prepare and open to the public
a mining reserve and its popularization and
promotion among the population. The Committee was composed of some representatives
of the authorities, academic institutions,
professional associations and tourism organizations [see Resolution No. 6/87 of the Bureau
of VNC].
In the first place, due to the process of

investment complexity, post-war enthusiasts of opening the underground spaces for
visitors decided to establish a tourist route
in one of the sections of the ‘Deep Adit Fryderyk’ (Friedrich Deep Adit). This route was
opened in 1957. Unfortunately, the crisis and
changing priorities at the state level slowed
the work and since that time the Tarnowskie
Góry Land Lovers’ Association has solely carried out investment. The tourist route called
‘Historic Mine’ was opened 20 years later, the
route being developed by J. Jasiuk and the
presentation by W. Lubosz, both members
of the Association. The conceptual design of
the tourist route was developed in the Office
of Projects and Studies of New Mines in Gliwice. It tried to intervene as little as possible
and keep the largest number of workings in
their original condition, introducing security
measures only where it was necessary for
safety reasons. In case of both tourist routes,
the concept was to leave the interior intact as

if the miners have gone for a while, but will be
back.
The magnitude of the task and of its
assumptions requires taking into account
a wide range of social factors. From the
beginning, the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers'
Association was a social organization embedded in the local community, and at the same
time acting for its benefit. The justification of
the decision of its establishment highlighted
the specific nature of the city and municipality
as the cradle of modern Silesian industry whose
‘historical issues’, according to the residents
(Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association)
and the local authorities require special care.
On 31st January 1954, the Association convened the first General Meeting, elected its
Board and transformed into the ‘Association
of Friends of History and Monuments of the
Lands of Tarnowskie Góry’ (from 1960: the
Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association).
Alfons Kopia was its first chairman and Jerzy

Plate 100. Participants in the research expedition to the Tarnowskie Góry underworld at rest. Magazine Ilustracja
Polska, 20 March, 1938.
Source: National Digital Archives
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Spałek became the first secretary.
In accordance with the adopted organizational arrangements, the Board of the
Association was elected annually and consisted of a maximum of 10 people in 1960.
However, a two-year term of office was introduced and its composition was expanded to
13 people, and then to 20 in 2010.
Since its establishment, the Association
has conducted its activities divided into thematic sections. In 1968, the following sections
operated: section of ground monuments protection, section of underground monuments
protection, tourist section, nature conservation section, museum section, historical
section, popularization section, publishing
section, youth section, section of cooperation
with local branches, the Historic Mine Reconstruction Committee and the Organizing
Committee of the ‘Days of Miners’ (Pol. Dni

Gwarków). In the first period, the Association
also had local branches – in Piekary Śląskie,
Strzybnica, Repty Śląskie, which, however,
when their founders left were disassembled.
Currently, the following sections operate
within the Association: historical, environmental, cooperation with schools, organization of
events and multimedia presentations, publications, fundraising, Underground Tourist
Routes in Poland, media cooperation, arts,
monuments protection, open-air museum of
steam engines, underground exploration and
section for tourism and guidance.
Over the years, with the development of
activity and operational changes, the structure
of the Association was modiﬁed. However,
invariably since its establishment, it takes care
of both the cultural heritage – tangible and
intangible – of the lands of Tarnowskie Góry
and cares deeply about the nature of its region.

Plate 101. Section of the underground monuments conservation of the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
nearby Friedrich Mine Adit Portal (1957).

Plate 102. Employees and tourists near the Adolph Shaft (Staszic), in 1938.
Source: National Digital Archives

© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association archive
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The Association Timeline

2.b History and Development

1938. Establishment of a working group
in Tarnowskie Góry for the implementation
of the idea to provide access to the underground mining environment and to construct
a demonstration mine.
1953. Establishment of the Committee for
the Affairs of Monuments and the History of
the Lands of Tarnowskie Góry.
1954. Start of work on access to the
mine-museum and inauguration of the series
of meetings with residents ‘Tarnowskie Góry
Thursday’.
1955. Adoption of the resolution on the
establishment of Historic Mine and Mining-Geological Museum in Tarnowskie Góry
by the Bureau of the Voivodeship National
Council in Stalinogród (Katowice). In the same
year, the first exhibition devoted to the monuments of the lands of Tarnowskie Góry was
held. It was prepared by the museum section
of the Association.
1957. The Association organizes the first
‘Days of Tarnowskie Góry Miners’ (Pol. Dni
Gwarków) and simultaneously starts publishing a weekly of the Lands of Tarnowskie Góry
‘Gwarek’ (Pol. Miner), which is still published
today.
1958. Establishment of the ‘Social Committee for Reconstruction of the Historic
Mine’ and opening by the Association of the
regional museum in the historic Sedlaczek
House at the Old Town Square in Tarnowskie
Góry (now: the Museum in Tarnowskie Góry).
1960. The Mining Authority permits tourist
traffic on the tourist route ‘Black Trout Adit’,
and the Association takes over the construction of the tourist route ‘Historical Mine’.
1976. Completion of work on adapting the
underground environment for visitors, culminating in the opening of the ‘Historical Mine’
tourist route.

2001. Reactivation, upon the initiative of
the Association, of the ‘Brotherhood of St.
Barbara’ at St. Peter and Paul church in Tarnowskie Góry.
The Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association has operated for over 60 years. It is one
of the oldest and most active socio-cultural
organizations in the region, and in Poland. The
number of members of the Association at the
time of its founding in 1954 amounted to 103
persons. In subsequent years, more persons
joined and in 1995 160 people worked in the
Association. The Association is not a mass
organization but in total, in the whole history
of the organization, about 500 persons have
been members. The members’ work is charitable. They pursue their passions and fulfil
social responsibility to protect the common
cultural and natural heritage for the benefit of
the present and future generations.
Persistence, consistency of actions, and
the advocacy of conservation amongst the
residents of the city and different levels of
government not only allowed for the opening
of the ‘Historical Mine’ but also for a wide
range of cultural and educational activities
that continue to thrive today. As proof of the
recognition that the Association has enjoyed,
the Marshal of the Senate of the Republic
of Poland honoured it in 2013 with the title
‘Guardian of the Republic’s Heritage’ (Custos
Monumentorum Rei Publice). Other awards
include: a golden badge by the Minister of
Culture and Art ‘For the care of monuments’(in
1974), a badge of honour by the Office of Physical Culture and Tourism ‘For contribution to
tourism’ (in 1998), a golden badge ‘Meritorious
in the development of Katowice voivodeship’
(in 1981), a medal by the National Education
Commission (in 1979), and many others.

Plate 103. Historic Silver Mine. Tunnel which leads to the Viper Shaft (1938)
Source: National Digital Archives
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‘I am proud of the inhabitants
of Tarnowskie Góry and of work
which they created.’
Maria Pańczyk-Poździej
vice-marshal of the Polish Senate
Tarnowskie Góry, 20 April 2012 r.

The Historic Mine in Tarnowskie Góry, including an underground drainage system is the epitome
of the mining and engineering craft. The structures provide an overview of the development of
extraction techniques, from the most simple ones, involving the exploration only of the most
shallow ores, through to building shafts and drifts that “opened” underground “mountains”
abundant in silver, lead and zinc.
It should be emphasized that in mid-16th century, Tarnowskie Góry became one of the largest ore
extraction centers in Europe. The city was Poland’s first to receive codified mining laws – “Ordunek
Gorny”. A mining authority was established in Tarnowskie Góry, which used its own seal and had its
own coat of arms. The significance of the mine was also recognized by the lords of the Hohenzollern
dynasty, as they seized possession of it after the death of the last prince from the Piast dynasty, Jan
III Dobry.
One of the most significant problems for ore miners was water. Wheels, manual windlasses, horsedriven treadmills… - when they ceased to suffice in the 16th century in Tarnowskie Góry, the mine
owners decided to drill adits. In effect, an impressive multi-kilometer drainage network was created,
a part of which is the Black Trout Adit, currently open to the public. This unique underground
labyrinth is the more impressive that it was created in difficult geodetic conditions (limestone,
dolomite), as its first fragments were drilled as early as in the 16th century. The knowledge of the old
miners, who were able to design and execute adits to effectively collect the water inflowing to the
mine, is very impressive.
The mine in Tarnowskie Góry was one of the most significant mines in Europe, and one of the
earliest ones. In 1788, a steam engine imported from Great Britain was used for drainage. The scale
of technological innovation is additionally emphasized by the fact that the first steam devices
would appear e.g. in Lodz spinning mills only a half a century later.
The extensive history, European significance, numerous preserved mine facilities, the sheer
expanse of underground workings and the craft, with which they were created – the Historical
Silver Mine in Tarnowskie Góry with the underground drainage system should be recorded on the
UNESCO World Heritage List. It is not only a testimony of technical development, an intriguing
monument conserving the traces of human activity throughout the centuries, but also the source
of mining traditions. The efforts to honor the mine by listing it as a heritage site are the expression
of utmost care for the mining achievements on Polish lands and result from justified pride in the
history of Tarnowskie Góry.

Dr. hab. inż. Kajetan d’Obyrn
specialist in hydrogeology, mining and engineering geology
Chairman of the Board
Wieliczka Salt Mine joint-stock company
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‘A noble metal is the silver mined
in this soil, but the more noble
is the man who, with a thousand
obstacles and dangers to their own
life, strives at mining this noble
metal for others to use.’
Johann Gottl. Lachmund
excise tax collector from Wołczyn
Entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 5 August 1798
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Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System is
located in the Silesian plateau of southern Poland, in one of Europe’s classic metallogenic provinces.
It is the largest, most significant, best-preserved and accessible, underground historic lead-silverzinc mine in Poland, with a uniquely integrated historic mine drainage system-public water supply
that was both pioneering and to become amongst the largest of its kind in the world.
The site lies within an area of 50 km2, and is the most significant part of a much larger area (150
2
km ) mined for lead-silver ores from the Middle Ages, and for lead and zinc ore from the lateeighteenth century to the early twentieth century as a ‘model’ Prussian mine. The monumental
underground drainage network was constructed in technically challenging terrain: highly permeable
carbonate strata with unusually high water inflow – up to three times that commonly encountered
in central European mines – combined with gentle undulating topography with only two small
rivers, at just slightly lower elevations and with corresponding shallow river gradients, to serve as
mine water receivers. Over 50 km of main drainage tunnels and 150 km of secondary drainage and
access tunnels, together with extensive chambers and shafts, were developed to drain and mine
the ore-ground.
Exploitation started in the Middle Ages as numerous small-scale artisanal lead-silver mines
funded by merchants and the local nobility, before becoming a large-scale ‘model’ royal lead-zinc
mine during the period of concerted Prussian state-led industrialization that began in the second
half of the eighteenth century and which fostered, in Upper Silesia, the first major heavy industries
in German territory. This forms the most extensive part of the property, together with substantial
remains of the principal integrated public water supply infrastructure (above and below ground),
directly connected surface elements that comprise essential mining features, and the best-selected
early post-mining community commemorative and recreational sites that have preserved such
distinctive mining topography in and around Tarnowskie Góry.
Interrelated outstanding values include:
1. The magnitude, geographical reach and international impact of the mine’s lead and (later)
zinc production, to which the underground and surface landscape testify.
Tarnowskie Góry, and the wider historic mining region of Upper Silesia, made a distinguished
contribution to the global production of lead, zinc and, indirectly, of silver. Lead production
from Tarnowskie Góry in the Middle Ages came to dominate world supply when extensive shallow
deposits of newly discovered high-grade ore were mined using technology originally diffused
from Saxony and Bohemia. The majority of lead was exported, bearing witness to the extraction
of silver from argentiferous copper ores that required the base metal as a smelting agent. An
extensive European metallurgical supply complex, in which the production of lead, copper and
silver existed in the context of mutually inter-dependent inter-continental trade, created an
almost insatiable demand for lead. The technological breakthrough in smelting brought European silver output to unprecedented levels in the major mining and smelting centres of Kutná
Hora, Banská Štiavnica, Banská Bystrica, Nuremberg, Thuringia, the Tirol and the Erzgebirge. This
contributed to the general economic and social development of Europe, and the consequent
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flow of silver bullion and specie to China, the most singularly important product that led to the
birth of world trade. Polish lead was even used in the smelting of lead-deficient silver deposits of
‘New Spain’, prior to mercury-based amalgamation that had almost wholly superceded it by the
early 1560s. Continuous growth of the Prussian state’s ‘Friedrichsgrube’ saw expansion to over
150 km2 by 1837 and, along with the greatest phase of lead production, an increasing zinc output
that, with neighbouring mines, dominated world output throughout most of the nineteenth
century and into the twentieth. Agricola, shortly before his death in 1555, observed a metal he
called ‘Zincum’, produced in Silesia by local people and similar to that also scraped off furnace
walls in Rammelsberg. From this first recognition in Europe of zinc as a separate metal, production from the Tarnowskie Góry area mines propelled Germany as the ranked leader throughout
the nineteenth century, meeting almost half of the world’s demand for this ‘architectural metal’.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3.1a Brief synthesis

2. The ingenious technical ensemble of mine drainage and water supply system that illustrates
the vigorous exchange and development of technology and demonstrates how mine water was
managed in an innovative and environmentally sustainable manner that was ahead of its time.
Underground archaeology reﬂects a masterpiece of hydraulic engineering whereby a consistent
regional strategy of mine dewatering, begun in the mid-sixteenth century, adapted with changes
in scale and technology for over 300 years. A rectilinear network of inter-connecting tunnels
intercepted constant and rapid inﬂow and channeled it in free gravity ﬂow drainage. Eﬃcient
dewatering developed in symbiosis with water supply from as early as 1797, adopting the ﬁrst Boulton
& Watt steam pumping engines for metal mining on the European continent; this was followed by
their purposeful imitation (and of earlier imported British Newcomen engines), a consequence
of which was the foundation, in Silesia, of the German steam engine manufacturing industry
which impacted substantially on global mining. Mining provided the technical wherewithal for
the development of the world’s ﬁrst large-scale public water supply systems based on the steampowered pumping of groundwater, mining engineers inadvertently contributing to the foundations
of the modern water industry. This exceptional example demonstrates a complementary and
sustainable relationship of mine drainage with water abstraction for local and regional supply
and, later, of both potable and industrial water to sustain exponential population growth and
development of the emergent Prussian (German) industrial revolution and the foundations of the
Upper Silesian Industrial Agglomeration that was in its vanguard.
3. The strength not only of mining and industry at the heart of the Polish and Silesian cultural
tradition, but of the care and conservation of our globally significant underground heritage.
Tarnowskie Góry’s ‘Underworld’, abandoned by 1933, prompted an early conservation movement
that continues to manage and assiduously care for the Property. The drainage system has
reverted to a ‘natural’ function that dewaters almost all of the extensive mine network (and
water supply infrastructure) that has been the focus of sustained conservation and public access
for scientific, educational and tourism purposes by a community association since 1957. Such
commitment is a further contribution to Poland’s conservation of some of the world’s most
significant underground mining heritage.
The Property is nominated under justification for inscription criteria (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv).
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Criterion (i) represents a masterpiece of human creative genius
Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System is
a masterpiece of mid-sixteenth to late-nineteenth century underground hydraulic engineering. It
represents an outstanding technical solution to two major inter-related problems encountered in
the exploitation of the region’s globally significant lead-zinc deposits and the development of the
first major concentration of heavy industries in German territory: the flooding of mine workings
(the major factor that determined the development of the Polish mining industry); and the
depletion, by mining, of the regional water supply caused by an excessive and permanent lowering
of the groundwater table that led to a water crises both for the population (that was experiencing
in-migration, exponential growth and becoming concentrated in towns) and the development of
new industries and the expansion of older ones.
An exceptional level of water inﬁltration – from above and below – due to highly permeable
carbonate strata hosting the ore body, was combated by the sustained development of free ﬂow
gravitational adit drainage in technically diﬃcult ﬂat-lying terrain, temporarily facilitated by steampowered pumping that was transplanted from Britain to Silesia and purposefully imitated by the
Prussian state. The system represents the peak of European skills in such dewatering technology,
originally diﬀused from Saxony and Bohemia and later supplemented by British steam technology, at
a time when mining engineering provided the technical wherewithal for the development of the world’s
ﬁrst large-scale public water supply systems based on the steam-powered pumping of groundwater.
The Property is an outstanding and enduring example of human creative genius that adapted
the natural environment and dispersed unwanted underground mine water and redistributed it
to meet the needs of entire cities and industries in Upper Silesia that were at the forefront of the
production and manufacture of raw materials and machinery that formed the basis of the nascent
German industrial revolution.

Criterion (ii)

exhibits an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or
within a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, monumental
arts, town-planning or landscape design
Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System
exhibits key and pioneering technical interchanges between Poland, continental Europe and
Britain, in mining engineering, metallurgical systems and public water supply.
Enormous quantities of newly discovered lead were mined from the 1530s, a time when
Tarnowskie Góry’s annual production of up to 3,000 tons dominated Polish, and world, output
and the town received its town status, mining laws and special privileges. To view this in global
terms, almost 70 per cent of the lead was exported in an inter-continental trade where market
penetration was characterized not only by the magnitude of output, but also by geographical
reach: demand for lead was insatiable as a vital smelting agent for the chemical extraction of
silver from the silver-bearing ores of Thuringia, Hungary and the Tirol, the Saxon and Bohemian
Erzgebirge; and even New Spain (Mexico) prior to the invention of mercury-based refining in 1555.
In a relationship of mutual inter-dependency, Polish lead substantially sustained the revitalization
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of silver output that reached unprecedented heights and contributed to the general economic
and social development of Europe, and the consequent flow of silver bullion and specie to China,
the most singularly important product that led to the birth of world trade. With respect to zinc,
Agricola’s ‘Zincum’ from the Tarnowskie Góry mines eventually propelled Germany as the world’s
leading producer of this ‘architectural metal’ throughout the nineteenth century, meeting almost
half of global demand.
Technology, ideas and expertise were brought from leading mining and industrial centres in
Saxony, Bohemia, Hungary and Britain. Industrial policy and concerted action by Prussia during the
late eighteenth century engaged various methods of technology transfer in the adoption of British
steam pumping technology: from travel and the hiring of artisans, to machinery imports and even
industrial espionage - termed by Matthew Boulton as outright ‘piracy’. The atmospheric engine
preceded the Watt engine in almost all of Boulton & Watt’s foreign markets, and the purposeful imitation of both engine types for the ‘Friedrichsgrube’ led to the foundation, in Silesia, of the German
steam engine manufacturing industry that made a substantial contribution to global mining.
The ‘Golden Book of Tarnowitz’ is testimony to technological ‘tourism’ of the 1780s – a variant
of the ‘Grand Tour’ inaugurated after the end of the Seven Years’ War when Europeans were able
to indulge in land and sea travel largely unhindered. The eminence of visitors to Friedrich Mine
is reflected in entries by the German poet Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (a talented mineralogist
who supervised silver and copper mines in the Weimar and who sketched the principles of the
Newcomen engine whilst at Tarnowskie Góry), Friedrich Anton von Heinitz (founder of the Freiberg
Mining Academy), and British ironmaster and engineer William Wilkinson.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3.1b Criteria under which
Inscription is Proposed

Criterion (iii) bears a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to
a civilization which is living or which has disappeared
Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System
is testimony to the wider technical and industrial culture of Silesia, but more specifically to the
area’s 500-year-old mining tradition that was first formalised in 1528 by the Mining Law (Ordunek
Górny). This stipulated the use of three languages – German, Czech and Polish – and reflects
a multicultural mining society that was exposed to Czech/Moravian, German and Polish spheres of
influence, and frequent border changes due to unstable frontiers.
During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when Tarnowskie Góry contributed
substantially to Silesia’s globally significant zinc and lead production, a series of commemorative
public parks were created. These survive as outstanding examples of the early adaptive re-use
of post-industrial landscapes that purposefully preserve and utilize the mining landscape for
community benefit, most notably at: Kunszt Park (1883), that celebrates the 100th anniversary of
the rich lead-silver strike in Rudolphina Shaft, together with the site of the first steam engine at
Friedrich Mine; and the Municipal Park (1903) where the mining topography of mounds, hollows
and flats hosted a gazebo, ornamental pond, new promenade walk and tennis courts.
A proud mining past still influences a living culture with a long-standing commitment to
conservation and public access to the historic underground mining environment. Tarnowskie Góry’s
‘Underworld’ prompted an early conservation movement that has its roots in the 1920s, the historic
network becoming the focus of sustained conservation and public access for scientific, educational
and tourism purposes by a community association since 1957. It thrives today, surrounded by the
largest concentration of industrial heritage sites in Poland and amidst a regional community where
50% of the working population is still employed by industry.
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Criterion (iv) is an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological
ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history
Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System
is a unique and enduring technical ensemble of metal mining and public water supply that was
developed in a specific and distinctive Silesian context between the early sixteenth- and early
twentieth centuries. The ensemble comprises a monumental underground network of over 50 km
of main drainage tunnels and 150 km of secondary drainage and access tunnels, shafts and extensive
mined chambers, together with directly connected surface features and substantial remains of
the principal integrated public water supply infrastructure. The site represents a pioneering and
creative response that achieved permanent gravitational free flow mine drainage in technically
difficult flat-lying terrain and a solution to the water supply problems that this created.
Exploitation of an extensive, shallow and relatively flat-lying lead-silver-zinc ore deposit
suffered from an excessive inflow of groundwater that was typically up to three times greater than
its central European counterparts. The dewatering system, developed over 300 years, represents
the peak of European skills in such drainage technology. This was initially diffused from Saxony and
Bohemia and subsequently combined with some of the latest developments in European pumping
and winding technology, later supplemented by British steam pumping technology. The latter was
transplanted to Silesia and subsequently imitated and adapted to complete the adit system and to
abstract and distribute ‘clean’ mine water from underground to eventually meet the needs of entire
cities and the heavy industrial sectors of metal mining and smelting, iron and steel, and coal mining
that were at the forefront of the nascent German industrial revolution. Fostered by the concerted
action of the Prussian state, this created the most industrialized and urbanized region in Poland,
and amongst the largest in Europe.
Its success, still operational in the function for which it was originally designed, enabled the
direct production of lead, zinc and silver and the indirect production of silver and copper that
collectively made a crucial contribution to the industrial and economic development of Europe. The
large-scale dispersal and redistribution of, what was initially unwanted, underground mine water
came at a time when mining engineering provided the technical wherewithal for the development
of the world’s first large-scale public water supply systems based on the steam- powered pumping
of groundwater.
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3.1c Statement of Integrity
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Commitment to the Property, from local to national levels, reflects a further contribution to
Poland’s conservation of some of the world’s most significant underground mining heritage; in this
case, one that serves as an inextricable ‘missing link’ to World Heritage Sites in such historic mining
centres as Kutná Hora, Banská Štiavnica and Goslar.

Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System
contains attributes that form a system that is closely linked in terms of theme, chronology, typology,
organization, and socio-economic and historical factors. Boundaries are delineated to include all
the essential attributes that support the historical and geographical-spatial integrity, as well as the
structural and functional integrity of the system.
A substantial part of the property is underground, and all surface features are linked directly
to it in the three dimensions, and have been delineated at surface as discrete character areas. The
overall size is sufficient to provide a complete representation of all the significant attributes of
form, design and function that, together, express the system and its Outstanding Universal Value.
It is the best and most significant property that is representative of a much larger regional group
of mines that exploited this classic European metallogenic province, but the nominated site is the
most significant and the only one where water supply was integrated on such a scale and with such
consequences.
In terms of technology interchange and technological ensemble, essential key interrelated
attributes are included that demonstrate the functional integrity of the underground mining
system and of the water supply system, together with surface mine-related features. These are in
remarkably good condition, deterioration is ‘naturally’ controlled (with safety and conservation
interventions by the Association) and they remain free from the adverse effects of development.

3.1d Statement of Authenticity
The cultural value of the nominated Property is reliably and credibly expressed through the
following aspects of attributes that make significant contributions to Outstanding Universal Value.
These include:
• Form and design of mining features under and above ground that convey the system and
exhibit the fusion of European technological ideas and installations, but that commonly display
characteristic adaptation to the Upper Silesian mining environment and tradition. This includes
the exceptional dewatering system that developed over a period of more than 300 years in
parallel, and in conjunction, with mining technology and cultural transfer from other European
mining centres including those on the Continent and in Great Britain, and that was adapted to
accommodate an integrated water supply facility based on mining engineering technology;
• Materials and workmanship that is manifested by intact physical and structural remains that
demonstrate an evolution in technology that contrasts early with later phases of mining
and drainage development within the system; for example early and traditional mineshafts
that were worked by artisanal miners with primitive technology and that leave both
a distinctive underground form and regionally distinctive surface topography – contrasting with
later (larger, fewer and technically specified) shaft design that is testimony to the migration of
steam pumping technology from Great Britain and its diffusion in Poland and elsewhere;
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Once abundant historical source materials concerning mining in this region were systematically
destroyed during World War II, and shortly thereafter. However, a number of significant documents
survived in private hands (now mostly deposited in local museums and archives), and other
collections of documents and plans were subsequently returned to Polish archives and have been
extensively consulted during the preparation of this nomination.

3.1e Protection and management
requirements
The framework for protection and management is headed by the State Party which designates
property for which the preservation is in the public interest and which it protects through
the introduction and application of various forms of necessary legal protection mechanisms
and management systems. It further ensures the adequate conditions that enable owners and
administrators to exercise effective care, inter alia, by the establishment of regulations and by
ensuring that professional assistance and financial resources are available.
The Ministry of Culture and National Heritage is responsible for the protection of cultural heritage,
including cultural World Heritage sites, and the implementation of the World Heritage Convention
in this respect (since 2007, the newly formed World Cultural Heritage Committee in Poland has
assisted the Minister). The National Heritage Board of Poland (NID), which has its own Centre
for World Heritage that serves as the national World Heritage contact point, is charged with the
coordination of matters related to the implementation of the World Heritage Convention and the
direct cooperation with World Heritage sites in its territory (and with those state parties which
share a transboundary site).
At the regional and local level, an appropriate stakeholder partnership body is charged with the
protection and management of the property, monitored and coordinated by the Management
Coordination Team and the Steering Committee of the stakeholder group. A Management Plan for
the property is being developed that will guide protection and conservation of the attributes that
carry Outstanding Universal Value, address any potential future perceived threats to the property
and ensure effective and responsive monitoring.
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3.2 Comparative analysis

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

• Use and function, the authenticity of which is proven by a combination of reliable sources of
information, continued accessibility to the freely drained system and detailed archaeological
investigation; for example the historic records of mine drainage and its adaptation in the laternineteenth century as a public water supply, together with over 50 years of recent exploration,
investigation and conservation;
• Location and setting, the characteristic flat-lying landscape still pervaded by highly authentic
mining features that include adit portals and ditches (that deliver underground water to
surface rivers), shafts, and shaft mounds and shaft hollows known locally as pingi and warpie
– a characteristic topography that is often seen in open meadows that have developed specialized
flora, in ‘protective’ forest, or which have been historically incorporated into commemorative
and recreational community facilities.

A global comparative analysis, as required by Operational Guidelines (Section III Paragraph
132.3), was conducted to explain the importance of the property. World Heritage Justification for
Inscription Criteria selected as appropriate to the nominated property are (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). Key
attributes and values of properties were compared, and similarities and differences were outlined
in order to determine the importance of the nominated property. A summary is presented in the
following sections:
A. Relevant World Heritage Sites;
B. Relevant sites on Tentative Lists;
C. Relevant, selected, sites not on the World Heritage List, nor Tentative Lists;
D. Relevant sites in Poland.

Introduction
Tarnowskie Gory Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System
is nominated as a single site. The property comprises a substantial underground heritage,
together with surface expressions that are directly connected in the third dimension. Accessibility
underground, due to the situation of workings above the historic anthropogenic water table, is
exceptional.
The theme of the property is mining of industrial metals combined with water management,
specifically a unique integrated system of historically active mining and dewatering that coexisted
with sustainable public water supply. This ingenious approach originated over 200 years ago, the
heritage being further distinguished by care and conservation that was in place by the mid-twentieth
century and which remains strongly influenced by a 500-year old living industrial tradition that
remains at the core of Silesian cultural identity.

Typology and theme:
industrial; mining; lead-silver-zinc; underground water management system; water
supply.

Cultural-historical context:
Europe; two principal phases 1490-1600 and 1750-1910.

Nominated under:
World Heritage Justification for Inscription Criteria (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv).
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3.2 Comparative Analysis

Historic town of Banská Štiavnica and the Technical Monuments in its Vicinity

include the ‘technical monuments’ in its vicinity. The surrounding area contains important remains
of early mining and metallurgical operations and includes large historic mining waterpower supply
networks at surface – similar to those in the Harz and the Erzgebirge. The remarkable system
(fifteenth to eighteenth century, collectively known as tajchy) comprises over 30 reservoirs
(the oldest of which, Velkà Vodarenska, was built before 1510), an elaborate series of dams (the
longest 775 m long) and over 70 km of collecting channels and 50 km of connecting channels. The
development of mining technology in the vicinity is well-recorded and includes the first global use
of black powder in mining (1627), the water column pumping engine (1749) and other pumping
engines, first turbine (1840s), steel winding rope (1837).

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

A. Comparison between
Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground
Water Management System and
relevant World Heritage sites

SIMILARITIES: Geo-cultural region (Central Europe). Time period overlap. Shared use of criterion (iv).

The two mining centres are historically connected in terms of diffusion of technology and migration
of Central European mining labour and expertise (many of whom in Hungary also came earlier
from Germany and the Tirol). Amongst a number of small adits there is the long (16.5 km) Voznickà
drainage tunnel (completed 1878) that is almost half a century later than the last adit completed at
Tarnowskie Góry, but also represents a completely different scale of technical challenge in that it
is a single adit driven straight into steep mountainous terrain, with a portal in the valley and with
a fast-flowing river receiver.
Precious metals (gold, silver), and lesser zinc-lead-copper, mined from deep deposits
in steep mountainous terrain. The area was not a substantial supplier of lead in the Middle Ages, nor
of zinc in the ninteenth century (total 70,000 tons recorded) compared to Tarnowskie Góry. The
site is essentially above ground, though there are accessible seventeenth to nineteenth century
mine workings (Bartholomaus and Johannis adits) in the mountainside. They penetrate for around
1 km at a depth of 45 m and, being well above drainage level, do not include a drainage network
comparable to Tarnowskie Góry, nor do they illustrate the underground mining system’s adaptation
to a public water supply, an ample supply being available from surface reservoirs and the mine water
being far too acidic due to sulphur-rich mineralisation.

DIFFERENCES:

Slovakia

Records of this ancient mining area of precious metals (gold, silver) date back to the Roman Empire,
and as early as the mid-twelfth century the location was known as Terra banensium (= land of
miners). The names of two parts of the medieval mining settlement gave the Royal town (from 1238,
as one of the first towns in the Kingdom of Hungary) its name: Banská (Bana = mine), on the hill, and
Štiavnica (= acidic stream), in the valley.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1993.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

Wieliczka and Bochnia Royal Salt Mines

THEME: Urban-mining ensemble (precious metals).
CRITERIA: (iv), (v).
MINERALS: Predominantly precious metals. Gold, silver, and lesser base metals (zinc-lead and minor
copper sulphides) from steeply dipping veins (and deep, 400-500 m, sub-horizontal gold veins)
hosted in an ancient caldera (18 x 22 km) in one of the largest volcanic areas in Europe.

Poland

TIME PERIOD: Twelfth to nineteenth century.

The oldest mining town in Slovakia (German = Schemnitz, named by
twelfth century German colonists) was the first element to be listed as World Heritage. Known
for its pioneering mining technology and education (European centre of mining education from
the late sixteenth centurry, mining school 1735, Academy of Mining 1763), the property includes
two castles (sixteenth century), churches, late-Gothic buildings and burgher houses Renaissance
palaces, squares and the Academy of Mining & Forestry. The town’s first gold and silver mining
boom came in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the second (peak production) came in the
eighteenth century when the waterpower supply system for winding and pumping from everdeepening workings was greatly expanded (18 reservoirs were built), production dwarfed most
other Central European producers. However, the property name was justifiably changed in 2006 to
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:
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The long and continuous production of these Royal Salt Mines is represented by hundreds of kilometres of underground mining galleries, on a series of nine levels (Wieliczka) accessed by shafts.
Numerous statues, works of art and undergound chapels are sculpted in the salt and, together with
underground lakes, survive as an exceptional and unusual property. The extension in 2013 included
the Wieliczka Saltworks Castle. Brine is still pumped for conservation purposes and results in minor
salt production.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1978 (with extensions 2008, 2013).
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Salt mines.
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MINERAL: Salt.
TIME PERIOD: Thirteenth to late twentieth century.

silver from argentiferous copper ore (tetrahedite). The two towns formed a partnership/twinning
agreement in 2003. Mining tour in a small medieval silver mine (Hradek, fourteenth-sixteenth
century adit, 22 m deep), associated with the Czech Museum of Silver.

3.2 Comparative Analysis

The property is essentially the city. Silver mining as opposed to lead-zinc. No
underground mining system’s adaptation to a public water supply, the mine water being far too
acidic due to sulphur-rich mineralisation.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

DIFFERENCES:

Geo-cultural region (Central Europe), country Poland. Time period overlap. Shared
use of criterion (iv). Wieliczka and Tarnowskie Góry share an unusual aspect of industrial heritage
in that they both became early Polish underground mining ‘tourist attractions’; the former
in spectacular fashion from the late seventeenth century, and the latter under difficult and
challenging circumstances during early Soviet communist dominance following World War Two.
Senior staff from Wieliczka assisted Tarnowskie Góry in this respect, from the 1920s and ‘30s,
to the present day.

Hallstatt-Dachstein/Salzkammergut Cultural Landscape

Exceptional underground salt mining technical evidence spanning 800
years, combined with unparalleled artistic and cultural attributes.
SIMILARITIES:

DIFFERENCES:

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

CRITERIA: (iv).

Industrial mineral (salt) production. No adit system, no public water supply due
Austria

to salinity.

Kutná Hora: Historical Town Centre with the Church of St. Barbara
and the Cathedral of Our Lady at Sedlec

The Alpine town of Hallstatt (‘salt settlement’) and an ancient undergound salt minng industry that
essentially continued to the mid-twentieth century, though still with some working today.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1997.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Salt mining landscape.
CRITERIA: (iii), (iv).

Czech Republic

MINERAL: Salt.
TIME PERIOD: Ancient, and revived fourteenth century, continuing.

Medieval Bohemian Royal Mining Town (1276) that once competed with Prague in terms of its
cultural, political and economic importance. Silver was mined and minted here in the tenth century
AD, and rich silver strikes were made in the late thirteenth century, mining laws and a mint being
founded by King Wenceslaus II in 1300. The area boomed with unrestricted mining development,
beneath and to the south of the city.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: Salt mining cultural landscape.
SIMILARITIES:

Geo-cultural region (Europe). Time period overlap. Shared use of criteria (iii) and (iv).

Mining.
DIFFERENCES: Salt as the primary mineral, and an emphasis on the town and cultural landscape.

YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1995.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Medieval mining town (silver).

Mines of Rammelsberg, Historic Town of Goslar and Upper Harz Water
Management System

CRITERIA: (ii), (iv).
MINERAL: Silver (silver ores predominantly, and silver-rich galena and tetrahedite, lesser sphalerite).
TIME PERIOD: The peak period of prosperity was during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, though

mining continued until the nineteenth century.
Many architectural masterpieces stand in the city as testimony to an
exceptional prosperity from silver mining. These include the late Gothic church of St Barbara
(patron saint of miners), Cathedral of the Holy Virgin Barbara and the Cathedral of Our Lady
at Sedlec, together with Hradek castle and Baroque Jesuit College.

Germany

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Geo-cultural region (Central Europe). Time period overlap. Shared use of criteria (ii)
and (iv). Historically, from the sixteenth century, Kutná Hora used Tarnowskie Góry lead to extract

SIMILARITIES:
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Rammelsberg is the largest and longest-lived mining and metallurgical complex in the central European metal-producing region. It was a major site for mining innovation and was paramount in the
economy of Europe for many centuries. The Upper Harz water management system is included
by way of an extension. The associated town of Goslar completes this urban-industrial ensemble.
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Las Médulas Gold-mining Area

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1992 (extended 2010 to include the water energy management system).

THEME: Urban-mining ensemble (polymetallic).

3.2 Comparative Analysis

CRITERIA: (i), (ii), (iv).
MINERAL: Silver, lead, copper, zinc and gold.

Spain

TIME PERIOD: Eleventh to twentieth centuries.

Urban-industrial ensemble, based on metal mining, which is an
outstanding example of human creative genius in the fields of mining techniques and water
management for water power. The wealth of Goslar in the Middle Ages was based on metal
mining (particularly silver, over 40% of German production coming from the Upper Harz from
the sixteenth to mid-nineteenth centuries) and the historic core of the town survives in an
exceptional state of preservation.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Geo-cultural region (Central Europe). Time period overlap. The two mining centres
are historically connected in terms of diffusion of technology and migration of mining labour
and expertise. Lead from the Harz was frequently in competition with Polish lead to supply
the Saigerprozess extraction of silver from argentiferous copper ores in the Middle Ages.
Rammelsberg contributed zinc to the world-leading nineteenth century German output that was
dominated by the contribution from Upper Silesia (from Tarnowskie Góry, in particular).
Underground remains (significant, in particular, from the Middle Ages and Renaissance period)
and adits – notably the 35 km-long Ernst August Adit that was driven in the mid-nineteenth
century from the western edge of the Harz mountains to drain the mines of Clausthal-Zellerfeld
(centre of orefield) and Wildemann-Bockswiese-Lautenthal (in the north).

SIMILARITIES:

Deep mining with near-vertical veins in steep mountainous terrain with deep
valleys, straightforward topography for adit driving. The water management ensemble, though
completely different from that at Tarnowskie Góry, is the largest of its kind in Europe and lies
south of the Rammelsberg mines and the town of Goslar. It was an energy system developed,
over a period of some 800 years, primarily for the generation of waterpower (mostly to drive
waterwheel-powered pumps at surface and underground, and surface processing and smelting
facilities). The Harz system once comprised 143 dammed ponds, 500 km of supply channel
ditches, 30 km of tunnels and up to 100 km of adits. In the twentieth century some modern dams
and infrastructure were constructed for electricity generation, some ponds becoming reservoirs
subsequently used for drinking water supply (the sale of which now funds the maintenance of
a substantial portion of the water Regale). Mining water energy systems similar to the Harz survive
in the Erzgebirge (Germany, nominated with the Czech Republic as part of a transboundary mining
cultural landscape), Banska Stiavnica (Slovakia, inscribed as part of the technical monuments of
the World Heritage Site) and Kongsberg (Norway). Large-scale public water supply was never
developed underground at any of these properties.
DIFFERENCES:

Las Médulas gold-mining area (near-surface alluvial or ‘placer’ deposits) is an outstanding example
of innovative Roman technology, in which all the elements of the ancient landscape, both industrial
and domestic, have survived to a remarkable degree. It provides exceptional evidence of a tradition
of working and the technological and scientific exploitation of nature in a vanished civilization,
which resulted in significant use of applied hydraulics.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1997.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Gold mining cultural landscape (alluvial, hydraulic methods).
CRITERIA: (i), (ii), (iii), (iv).
MINERAL: Gold.
TIME PERIOD: First to third centuries AD.

Innovative Roman hydraulic mining technology used to extract gold,
leaving a well-preserved, unique and dramatic Archaeological Zone of Las Médulas. This comprises
the mines themselves in the sheer mountainsides and also vast areas where the tailings resulting
from the process were deposited and which are now used for agriculture.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

SIMILARITIES: Geo-cultural region (Europe). Shared use of criteria (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). Mining.

Mineral, surface mining (opencast), time period, water used for hydraulic mining and
processing, no adit drainage.

DIFFERENCES:

Mining Area of the Great Copper Mountain in Falun

Sweden

The Great Copper Mountain (Stora Kopparberget) is the oldest and most important mine working
in Sweden and one of the world’s most remarkable and classic mining monuments.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 2001.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Urban-mining ensemble (copper).
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Historic Town of Guanajuato and Adjacent Mines

MINERAL: Copper.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

CRITERIA: (ii), (iii), (v).

TIME PERIOD: At least the thirteenth century, ending in 1992.

3.2 Comparative Analysis

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The Great Pit, an enormous open-pit excavation that initially results from

a colossal cave-in in 1687, and underground workings (such as the 208 m deep Creutz’s Shaft) are
part of the mining-urban ensemble that includes the seventeenth century planned town of Falun
together with industrial and domestic remains in the Dalarna region.
SIMILARITIES: Geo-cultural region (Europe). Shared use of criteria (ii) and (iii). Time period overlap. Mining.
DIFFERENCES: Copper mining as opposed to lead-zinc. The principal mine workings are opencast, the

underground mining system never being adapted to a public water supply, the mine water being far
too acidic due to sulphur-rich copper mineralisation.

Mexico

Guanajuato was founded when Spaniards discovered rich outcrops of silver in the La Luz area of
Guanaxhuata in 1548. It became the world’s leading silver-mining centre in the eighteenth century.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1988.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Latin America.
THEME: Urban-mining ensemble (silver).

Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape

CRITERIA: (i), (ii), (iv), (vi).
MINERAL: Silver (true silver ores).
TIME PERIOD: Early sixteenth century to present day (in the case of silver mining).

Japan

Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine pioneered the development of silver mines in pre-Modern Asia. It contributed to the exchange of values between East and West by achieving the large-scale production
of high quality silver through the development of the Asian cupellation techniques transferred
from China through Korea.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 2007.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Asia and the Pacific.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The town’s fine Baroque and neoclassical buildings, resulting from the
prosperity of the mines, have influenced buildings throughout central Mexico. Guanajuato is an
outstanding example of a silver mining ensemble and includes shafts (impressive on a world scale
for the period) of La Valenciana and Ryas mines together with outstanding patio ore-dressing floors.

Shared use of criteria (i), (ii) and (iv). Time period overlap. Mining, and use of adits,
though the latter are short (for example the longest, San Cayetano Adit, at 3,140 m) .
SIMILARITIES:

DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural region. Silver (true silver ore) and gold mining as opposed to lead-zinc, of

near-surface to deep-seated, near-vertical, epithermal veins. Underground mining drainage was,
historically, predominantly baling by winch (no steam pumping) and the mine was not adapted to
serve as a public water supply (its mineralised groundwater associated with volcanic hot springs).

THEME: Silver mining cultural landscape.
CRITERIA: (ii), (iii), (v).

Historic Centre of Zacatecas

MINERAL: Silver.
TIME PERIOD: Sixteenth to twentieth centuries.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The exceptional ensemble consists of mining archaeological sites, settle-

ments, fortresses, transportation routes, and shipping ports that represent a distinctive land use
related to silver mining. Elements of the property show the original mining land-use system and the
whole process ranging from silver production to shipment.
SIMILARITIES: Shared use of criteria (ii) and (iii). Time period overlap. Mining, and use of adits.
DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural

region. Silver mining as opposed to lead-zinc. The underground mining
drainage system was small and not adapted to serve as a public water supply.

Mexico

Zacatecas was founded in 1546, following the discovery of the very rich San Bernabé silver lode.
The town developed to the south of the mining area, on the road from the capital of New Spain and
reached the height of its prosperity in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1993.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Latin America.
THEME: Urban-mining ensemble (silver).
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Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial complex in Essen

MINERAL: Silver (true silver ores) and gold, but also zinc, copper, iron, and lead.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

CRITERIA: (ii), (iv).

TIME PERIOD: Sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (peak) to twentieth century.

3.2 Comparative Analysis

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: Zacatecas (overtaken by Guanajuato in the eighteenth century) is among

the most important silver mining towns of Mexico. Located in mountainous, ravine-like, topography, this colonial city retains an exceptional preservation of sixteenth century urban design, taken
as the basis for further development in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (when it also
retained an important role as the site of a mint). Many fine buildings with a profusion of Baroque
facades where European and indigenous decorative elements are found side by side. The Baroque
cathedral, built between 1730 and 1760, is one of many fine religious buildings.
SIMILARITIES: Shared use of criteria (ii) and (iv). Time period overlap. Mining, and use of adits, though

the latter are short.
Geo-cultural region. Silver (true silver ore) and gold mining as opposed to lead-zinc,
of near-surface to deep-seated, near-vertical, epithermal veins. Underground mining drainage
was, historically, predominantly baling by winch (no steam pumping) and the mine was not adapted
to serve as a public water supply.

DIFFERENCES:

Blaenavon Industrial Landscape

Germany

YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 2001.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Coal mining.
CRITERIA: (ii), (iii).
MINERAL: Coal.
TIME PERIOD: Mid-nineteenth to late-twentieth century.

Complete coal mining infrastructure of pits, coking plant, railway lines
(still used), slack heaps and social infrastructure including managerial and miners’ housing. Some
twentieth century buildings are of outstanding architectural merit.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Geo-cultural region. Shared use of criteria (ii) and (iii). Some time period overlap.
Underground shaft mining.

SIMILARITIES:

Coal mining. No adit systems, and the mines were not adapted to serve as a public
water supply.
DIFFERENCES:

United Kingdom

Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape
Blaenavon became a major centre for the parallel development of iron making and coal mining,
following the establishment of Blaenavon Ironworks circa 1789. Coal production ceased in 1980.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 2000.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

United Kingdom

THEME: Iron and coal mining cultural landscape.
CRITERIA: (iii), (iv).
MINERAL: Iron and coal.
TIME PERIOD: Late eighteenth and nineteenth century to twentieth century.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The Blaenavon area is testimony to the pre-eminence of South Wales as
the world’s major producer of iron and coal in the nineteenth century. All the necessary elements
can still be seen – coal and iron ore mines, quarries, railways, furnaces and social infrastructure.

Cultural mining industrial landscape represented by a series of ten areas across Cornwall and part of
West Devon. During the late eighteenth century and for much of the nineteenth century the region
produced the major share of the world’s supply of copper and tin, and latterly arsenic. The region
made a significant contribution to the Industrial Revolution in the rest of Britain, and to the mining
world at large where Cornish technology was widely exported.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 2006.

Geo-cultural region. Shared use of criteria (iii) and (iv). Time period overlap. Underground workings open to the public.

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

Iron and coal mining. No adit systems, and the mines were not adapted to serve
as a public water supply.

CRITERIA: (ii), (iii), (iv)

SIMILARITIES:

DIFFERENCES:

THEME: Metal mining cultural landscape.

MINERAL: Tin, copper, arsenic, and others.
TIME PERIOD: 1700 to 1914.
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3.2 Comparative Analysis

Geo-cultural region. Shared use of criteria (ii), (iii) and (iv). Time period overlap with
the second principal period of Tarnowskie Góry mining (industrial revolution phase). Underground
shaft mining for industrial metals. The most comparable drainage network to Tarnowskie Góry’s is
the Great County Adit. This was started in 1748 and eventually reached a length of 61 km of main adit
and drained 50 copper and tin mines in an area of 19 square km.

SIMILARITIES:

Principal time period coincides with phase II, only, of Tarnowskie Góry, however,
sites that are contemporary with phase I exist within the property (Bere Alston silver-lead mines).
The Great County Adit was developed from a valley that discharged into a river and estuary and
was driven in hilly topography (unlike the flat-lying terrain of Tarnowskie Góry). Adit drainage
consistently worked in conjunction with steam engines that pumped from depths of up to 700
m and discharged into the adit system. The Great County Adit did not constitute a water supply,
the mine water being far too acidic due to sulphur-rich copper mineralisation and the abundance
of pyrite (iron sulphide) which was mined mainly for sulphuric acid production. A number of
other adit systems were developed within the property and numerous examples survive, though
incomparable in extent to Tarnowskie Góry. Some are used to collect spring water for small-scale
private domestic water supply.

CRITERIA: (ii), (iv), (vi).
MINERAL: Silver.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

Much of the landscape of Cornwall and West Devon was transformed in
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries as a result of the rapid growth of pioneering copper
and tin mining. Its deep underground mines, engine houses, foundries, new towns, smallholdings,
ports and harbours, and their ancillary industries together reflect prolific innovation which, in the
early nineteenth century, enabled the region to produce two-thirds of the world’s supply of copper.
The substantial remains are a testimony to the contribution Cornwall and West Devon made to
the Industrial Revolution in the rest of Britain and to the fundamental influence the area had on
the mining world at large. Cornish technology embodied in engines, engine houses and mining
equipment was exported around the world. Cornwall and West Devon were the heartland from
which mining technology rapidly spread.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

TIME PERIOD: Sixteenth century to present.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The

site consists of the industrial monuments of the Cerro Rico, where
water is provided by an intricate system of aqueducts and artificial lakes; the colonial town with
the Casa de la Moneda; the Church of San Lorenzo; several patrician houses; and the barrios
mitayos, the areas where the workers lived. Following a period of disorganized exploitation of the
native silver lodes, the Cerro de Potosí reached full production capacity after 1580, when the patio
amalgamation process was implemented.
SIMILARITIES: Underground metal mining (though precious metals). Shared use of criteria (ii) and (iv).

Time period overlap.
DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural region. Primarily silver mining from true silver ores (e.g. native silver). The

mine workings contain adits driven 1789-1810 that measured around 2,200 m, but do not contain
a drainage network comparable to Tarnowskie Góry, nor did they constitute a water supply.

DIFFERENCES:

Historic Town of Ouro Preto

Brazil

Ouro Preto (Black Gold), the old capital of Minas Gerais, owes its origins to the discovery and
exploitation of gold when it became the main focal point of the period known as Brazil’s ‘Golden
Age’. The city played a leading role in Brazil’s history in the eighteenth century.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1980.

City of Potosi

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Latin America.
THEME: Gold mining town.
CRITERIA: (i), (iii).

Bolivia

MINERAL: Gold.
TIME PERIOD: Eighteenth to nineteenth centuries (predominantly).
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The growth of the town was rapid as a result of the rich mineral resources,

Urban-mining ensemble based one of the world’s largest industrial complexes of the sixteenth
century. This was based on silver mined from the Cerro Rico where water is provided to hydraulic
mills via an intricate system of aqueducts and artificial lakes. Production continued on a large scale
until the eighteenth century, slowing down only after the country’s independence in 1825.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1987.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Latin America.

and it developed its own urban features characteristic of a mining town.
Underground mining. Shared use of criteria. Time period overlap with phase II of
Tarnowskie Góry.

SIMILARITIES:

DIFFERENCES: Gold (precious metals). The property comprises, primarily, the urban ensemble,
although several small gold mines (one still acessible) are within its boundaries. The mine workings
are very small with no significant drainage network and no water supply component.

THEME: Urban-mining ensemble (silver).
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MINERAL: Copper.
TIME PERIOD: Seventeenth to twentieth centuries.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

Sewell Mining Town

Røros Mining Town and its cultural landscapes include the landscape
surrounding the mining town, the urban agricultural areas, and the most important mining landscapes
where agricultural practices and copper work operations were carried out. Røros Mining Town is built
entirely of wood, and interlinked with a cultural landscape that shows in an outstanding and almost
complete manner how mining operations, transportation, and the way of life had to be adapted to the
requirements of the natural environment – the mountain plains, the cold climate, the remote location
without roads and with marginal growth conditions for forests and agriculture.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

3.2 Comparative Analysis

Chile

Sewell Mining Town was built in association with what was to become the world’s largest
underground copper mine, El Teniente. It is an outstanding example of the company towns that
were born in many remote parts of the world from the fusion of local labour and resources from
an industrialized nation, to mine and process high-value natural resources.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 2006.

SIMILARITIES:

Geo-cultural region. Metal mining. Shared use of criteria (iii) and (iv). Time period

overlap.
The town is the primary focus of the property and the mine workings do not contain
a drainage network comparable to Tarnowskie Góry, nor constituted a water supply.

DIFFERENCES:

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Latin America.
THEME: Industrial town (copper mining).

Heritage of Mercury. Almaden and Idrija

CRITERIA: (ii).
MINERAL: Copper.
TIME PERIOD: Twentieth century.

Sewell Mining Town was built by the Braden Copper company in 1905 to
house workers of the El Teniente copper mine. The buildings lining the streets of this company
town are timber, often painted in vivid green, yellow, red and blue. At its peak Sewell numbered
15,000 inhabitants, but was largely abandoned in the 1970s.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

SIMILARITIES: Metal mining association. Shared use of criteria (ii).
DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural

region. Time period. The property comprises the town and not the mine
workings and is therefore not relevant for comparison to Tarnowskie Góry.

Spain, Slovenia

The transnational property includes the world’s two greatest mercury mines, at Almaden in Spain,
and Idrija in Slovenia. Originally, a colonial silver mining town in Mexico was included in the
nomination (subsequently withdrawn) and consideration of mercury mine sites in Peru were also
recommended (potential future extension).
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 2012.

Røros Mining Town and the Circumference

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Mercury mining.
CRITERIA: (ii), (iv).
MINERAL: Mercury.

Norway

TIME PERIOD: Sixteenth to twentieth centuries.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The two largest mercury mines in the world, at their most significant when
they supplied mercury to silver extraction sites (amalgamation, patio process) in Spanish America.

Røros Mining Town (established 1646) and its cultural landscapes cover a large continuous area
shaped substantially by copper mining.
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 1980.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Urban-mining ensemble.
CRITERIA: (iii), (iv), (v).
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Geo-cultural region. Mining. Shared use of criteria (ii) and (iv). Though an entirely
different mineral, these mercury mines share a similarity with phase I of Tarnowskie Góry in that
their output was principally used in the proces of the extraction of silver (though the mercury was
exported principally to Spanish America, whilst Polish lead was exported primarily across Europe
with some lesser exports to Spanish America that preceeded the introduction of silver-gold
amalgamation using mercury). Time period.

SIMILARITIES:

DIFFERENCES: Mineral. The significance of the mines is the comparatively rare production of mercury
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THEME: Coal mine-urban ensemble.
CRITERIA: (ii), (iv).

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

and its influence on world silver extraction (particularly in colonial Spanish America) via its supply
along the intercontinental mercury route. There are no extensive adit systems in either mine, and
absolutely no function in terms of water supply due to the poisonous nature of mercury.

MINERAL: Coal.

3.2 Comparative Analysis

TIME PERIOD: (principally) Early nineteenth to twentieth centuries.

Bassin Minier du Nord-Pas-de-Calais

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: Four of the best-preserved nineteenth and twentieth century coal mines

in the Belgian sector of this major European coalfield. Highly integrated industrial-urban ensemble
Geo-cultural region. Mining. Historical significance for the introduction of the Newcomen engine into the Walloon Coal Basin where it was used in increasing numbers (e.g. Bois de Luc
in 1779) and which contributed substantially to the early Belgian industrial revolution.

SIMILARITIES:

France

Mineral (fossil fuels as opposed to industrial metals). Few underground elements
included (no adit systems) and no historic adaptation as a water supply.

DIFFERENCES:

This is a large cultural landscape of coal mining and settlement that represents the French sector .
YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 2012.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Coal mining cultural landscape.
CRITERIA: (iii), (iv), (v).
MINERAL: Coal.
TIME PERIOD: Early nineteenth to twentieth centuries.

Large (over 120,000 ha) cultural coal mining landscape that comprises
pits and shaft head infrastructure, slack heaps, coal transport infrastructure, and social infrastructure including model workers’ cities from the 1850s to the 1960s.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Geo-cultural region. Mining. Shared use of criteria (iii) and (iv). Some overlap of time
period. Some historical elements related to Newcomen engines (not cited in the nomination) are
contemporary with the first use of steam pumping at Tarnowskie Góry.

SIMILARITIES:

Mineral (fossil fuels as opposed to industrial metals). No underground elements
included and no historic adaptation as a water supply.

DIFFERENCES:

The Major Mining Sites of Wallonia

Belgium

B. Comparison between Tarnowskie
Góry and relevant sites inscribed
on State Parties’ Tentative Lists
Mining Historical Heritage

Spain

This is a current listing of a very wide range of mining heritage – from coal mining to silver-lead
mining and sand quarrying – with a large geographical spread – from mainland Spain to the
Balearics. This is unlikely to proceed in the current form, and individual nominations are likely to
come forward, such as the transnational (with Slovenia) ‘Heritage of Mercury: Almaden and Idrija’,
inscribed in 2012.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Mining and quarrying.
CRITERIA: (i), (ii), (iv).

This is a serial coal mining-urban ensemble that represents one of continental Europe’s historic
coalfields that made a major contribution to the early industrialisation of Belgium.

MINERAL: Wide range, from ores to stone and sand.

YEAR OF INSCRIPTION: 2012.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

TIME PERIOD: Wide range, from Bronze Age and Roman to the twentieth century.

A wide range of mining attributes, spread across 16 areas, selected to

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
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Site of Ancient Copper Mine in Tongling

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

represent the evolutionary process of mining in Spain. The list includes some underground features, and key associated cultural elements such as processing (dressing) facilities, smelters and
foundries, housing and railways.
SIMILARITIES: Geo-cultural region. Mining. Shared use of criteria (i), (ii), (iv). Mineral – lead ore in two cases:

3.2 Comparative Analysis

there are several major silver-lead mining complexes under consideration, including the Linares-La
Carolina Mining District (where the scale and continuity of lead production, together with evidence
of nineteenth century steam-powered pumping/winding installations, are major contributions to
OUV), and Rio Tinto. The time period principally overlaps phase II of Tarnowskie Góry.
No extensive adit drainage systems included, nor any adaptation of mine drainage to
serve as a water supply (in Linares, water was pumped to surface, whilst in Rio Tinto the mine water
was far too acidic due to sulphur-rich mineralisation.

DIFFERENCES:

China

This proposed nomination includes two principal areas, one of primary mining and the other
of smelting. It is very much an archaeological site with primitive underground workings that
represent the earliest mining yet discovered in China (c 3,300 years).
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Asia.

Iron Trail with Erzberg and the Old Town of Steyr Medieval Industrial Settlement

THEME: Prehistoric copper mining and smelting.
CRITERIA: (ii), (iii), (iv).
MINERAL: Copper.
TIME PERIOD: Prehistoric.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Austria

Earliest copper mining in China, associated within the field of early

Chinese Bronze Culture.
SIMILARITIES: Mining (metal). Shared use of criteria (ii), (iii), (iv).
DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural region. Mineral. Time period.

This is an industrial nomination on a cultural landscape theme of iron mining and smelting, which
dominated the region for over 500 years and places it amongst the leading historic iron regions
of Europe.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

Sado Complex of Heritage Mines

THEME: Iron mining-smelting and industrial-urban ensemble.
CRITERIA: (i), (ii), (iii), (iv).
MINERAL: Iron.
TIME PERIOD: Tenth to twentieth century.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: Includes one of Austria’s most signiﬁcant industrial towns, historically signiﬁcant open-pit iron mines, nineteen ironworks (some dating back to the sixteenth century) and social
components such as the mid-nineteenth century mining school, and miners’ and merchants’ houses.
SIMILARITIES: Geo-cultural region. Mining. Wholly shared criteria (i), (ii), (iii), (iv).

Mineral. No underground component, as the iron mines were mostly opencast, and
consequently no extensive adit drainage systems, nor any adaptation of mine drainage to serve
as a water supply.
DIFFERENCES:

Japan

This is the historic gold mine on Sado Island in the Sea of Japan and was originally considered
as a joint nomination with Iwami Ginzan silver mine already inscribed as a World Heritage Site.
Although its OUV is related to 400 years of mining, its emphasis on significance is the earlier phase
and not of what is seen today – its 19th remains.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Asia.
THEME: Gold mining.
CRITERIA: (ii), (iii), (iv).
MINERAL: Gold, silver.
TIME PERIOD: Seventeenth to twentieth centuries.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The principal theme is the use of innovative technologies (particularly in
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although strictly speaking Huanchaca was the neighbouring settlement where the ore beneficiation
plant was located).

3.2 Comparative Analysis

Mining (though precious as opposed to industrial metals). Shared use of criteria (ii),
(iii), (iv). Time period overlap.

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Latin America.

DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural region. Mineral. Though two main adits are included within the property,

THEME: Silver mining.

they are not extensive, nor was there any historic adaptation of mine drainage to serve as a water
supply.

CRITERIA: (iii), (iv), (vi).

SIMILARITIES:

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

processing and smelting), and the impact of Japanese gold from Sado on the international economy.

MINERAL: Silver.
TIME PERIOD: Early nineteenth (1833) to late twentieth century (1990s).

Rich silver deposit, discovered in 1833, eventually reaching a depth
of 1,100 m. Pulacayo Mine was second only to Broken Hill Mine (Australia) in terms of silver output.
The silver smelter remains (1888) comprise one of the most impressive of its kind and period in
South America.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Klondike

Mining (metal, though precious as opposed to industrial), underground vein mining
(though vertical as opposed to horizontal). Shared use of criteria (iii), (iv). Time period overlap with
phase II of Tarnowskie Góry.
SIMILARITIES:

Canada and British Columbia

Pulacayo Mine was the first mine in Bolivia to use a steam engine (although late nineteenth century).
This is a transboundary serial cultural landscape based on the Yukon Gold Rush that took place
at the end of the nineteenth century. Currently the Yukon and British Columbia are involved but
Skagway in USA may become involved (though the property is not yet on the USA Tentative List).

DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural

region. Mineral. There are no extensive adit sytems included, nor adaptation as a water supply as mining became increasingly difficult due to the eruption of copious
underground hot (60ºC) springs and large quantities of CO2 gas.

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: North America.
THEME: Alluvial gold mining.
CRITERIA: (iv), (v).

Industrial Complexes in Ostrava

MINERAL: Gold.
TIME PERIOD: Late-nineteenth and twentieth century.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: One of the world’s later (1896-98) yet major gold rushes that has left
a substantial mining legacy (primarily alluvial workings in the goldfields of Bonanza Creek and Bear
Creek), settlement.

Czech Republic

SIMILARITIES:

Mining (metal, though precious as opposed to industrial). Shared use of criterion (iv).
Some time period overlap.

This complex includes coal mines (high-quality coking coal) of the Ostrava-Karvina coalmining
district and coking plants/blast furnaces associated with iron production.

Geo-cultural region. Mineral. Surface (alluvial) mines therefore no adit drainage
systems, nor adaptation as a water supply.

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

DIFFERENCES:

THEME: Coal mining and iron production.
CRITERIA: (i), (iv), (v).

Pulacayo Industrial Heritage Site

MINERAL: Coal, iron.
TIME PERIOD: Eighteenth to predominantly twentieth century.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: Coal mining-coking-iron smelting ensemble.

Geo-cultural region. Mining. Shared use of criteria (i), (iv). Part of the Upper Silesian
coal basin (the majority of which is in Poland), relatively close to Tarnowskie Góry. Time period
overlap with phase II of Tarnowskie Góry.

SIMILARITIES:

Bolivia

Mineral (coal and ferrous). No adit sytems included, nor adaptation of mine water
as a water supply.

DIFFERENCES:

Nomination centred on the rich silver mine of Pulacayo (sometimes called Huanchaca Mine;
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Kimberley Mines and Associated Early Industries

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

Mining and Cultural Landscape, Ore Mountains

3.2 Comparative Analysis

Germany, Czech Republic
South Africa
Extensive transboundary cultural mining/extractives/ancillary industrial landscape of the Ore
Mountains: Erzgebirge – Saxony, Germany; Krusne Hory, Bohemia, Czech Republic.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

This property is centred on the ‘Big Hole’ and the town of Kimberley, testimony to the South African
diamond rush of the 1870s.

THEME: Mining cultural landscape.

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Africa.

CRITERIA: (ii), (iv), (vi).

THEME: Diamond mining and mining-urban ensemble.

MINERAL: Silver, tin, uranium and others.

CRITERIA: (i), (ii), (iv), (vi).

TIME PERIOD: Twelfth to twentieth century.

MINERAL: Diamonds.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The

TIME PERIOD: Late nineteenth to twentieth century.

mines of Saxony are the sites of many important medieval advances
in mining technology, including adit drainage from the 12th century. It was a district where the
miners were free miners as opposed to slaves. Silver production expanded rapidly in the Erzgebirge
after 1470 with important mining centres in Schneeberg, St Annaberg, Bucholz and Marienberg.
Saxon production declined temporarily at the end of the 1520s when many of the miners emigrated
to Joachimsthal, but increased again to a peak in 1533. The mines of St Annaberg and Marienberg
achieved their maximum output around 1560 and declined rapidly after 1577 due to low prices created
by the surge of silver imports from the New World (after 1551), together with rapidly increasing
British competition. Mining towns such as Freiberg were world centres of excellence for mining
education – the Freiberg Mining Academy, established in 1765 as the world’s oldest university
of mining and metallurgy.
Geo-cultural region (Central Europe). Mining (metals, including silver). Shared use
of criteria (ii), (iv). Mineral (silver). Time period overlap. Extensive single adit system in Freiberg
(40 km), constructed (1844-77) in a similar manner/German design using lichtlocht shafts for
multiple simultaneous drivage (except in contrasting topography: mountainous terrain as opposed
to flat plain) to phase II system of Tarnowskie Góry.

SIMILARITIES:

Mineral. The Freiberg adit system (Rothschonberger Stolln) was part of the water
management system for energy (completed 1882, though with sixteenth century origins, similar to
the Harz and elsewhere). Today, parts of the surface water management system comprise reservoirs
which are used for potable water. The mines were not, however, historically adapted for potable
water supplies abstracted from underground.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The South African diamond rush of the 1870s caused the world’s diamond

production to shift from Brazil to South Africa. This saw the creation of De Beers Company and the
modern system of diamond marketing that still exists and dominates world diamond sales today.
The mine included in the proposal is the Big Hole, one of five open pit mines in the Kimberley
district that are situated in ‘blue ground’ Kimberlite pipes. The historic core of the old town is also
included.
SIMILARITIES: Mining (though diamond as opposed to industrial metals, and predominantly open-pit

as opposed to underground). Shared use of criteria (i), (ii), (iv). Some time period overlap with
phase II of Tarnowskie Góry.
Geo-cultural region. Mineral. There are no adit drainage systems, nor adaptation
of underground mine water as a potable water supply.
DIFFERENCES:

The Namaqualand Copper Mining Landscape

DIFFERENCES:

South Africa

This proposed serial property, possibly nominated as an extension to the Cornwall and West Devon
Mining Landscape World Heritage Site, includes the most historically significant and best-surviving
components of South Africa’s first major mining field.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Africa.
THEME: Copper mining landscape.
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MINERAL: Copper.
TIME PERIOD: Nineteenth and early twentieth century.

The property comprises five of the main copper mines in the O’okiep
Mining District that was the location of the first sustained modern mining operation in Southern
Africa. This constituted South Africa’s first stock market boom and provided the investment
structure and capital for diamond mining in Kimberley and eventually gold mining on the Rand.
The nomination comprises the mines (including the only steam pumping Cornish engine in situ on
a metal mine outside Cornwall), an extensive mine railway track bed (through mountains and
desert) and coastal port together with several mining settlements.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

3.2 Comparative Analysis

C. Comparison between Tarnowskie
Góry and relevant, selected sites
not on the World Heritage List,
nor national Tentative Lists

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

CRITERIA: (ii), (iii), (iv).

SIMILARITIES: Mining (metalliferous, including underground vein mining, though vertical as opposed to
horizontal). Shared use of criteria (ii), (iii), (iv). Time period overlap with phase II of Tarnowskie Góry.
DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural region. Mineral. The largest mine, operational from the 1850s to the twentieth century was shaft and open pit mined but used steam pumping that discharged water at surface;
there was no adit drainage. The four other mines are all open pit mines and did not use adit drainage;
one using steam pumping that again discharged at surface. There was no adaptation of underground
drainage as a potable water supply, partly due to acidity caused by sulphide mineralization.

Pachuca-Real del Monte Silver Mines

Mexico

Pilgrim’s Rest Reduction Works

There are five or more large silver mines in the Pachuca-Real del Monte silver mining district (70 km
north-east of Mexico City) that may progress to Mexico’s Tentative List.
South Africa

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Latin America.
THEME: Silver mining and industrial-urban ensemble.
MINERAL: Silver.

This mining-urban ensemble is centred on the beginnings of the South African gold rush that in
1873 launched the country to what became the world’s most important gold producer from the late
nineteenth century.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Africa.
THEME: Gold mining.
CRITERIA: (i), (ii), (iv), (vi).
MINERAL: Gold.
TIME PERIOD: Late nineteenth to twentieth century.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The property is testimony to the beginnings of South African gold production which became a world leader by the end of the nineteenth century. The town and sites
of the original alluvial diggings (Pilgrim’s Creek) and ore-processing are included.
SIMILARITIES: Mining (though precious as opposed to industrial metals). Shared use of criteria (i), (ii),

(iv). Some time period overlap with the end of phase II of Tarnowskie Góry.
DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural region. Mineral. The proposed nomination comprises alluvial gold ‘diggings’

TIME PERIOD: Sixteenth to twentieth century.

The history of silver mining in the district starts in pre-colonial Mexico,
continues through the Spanish colonial period, the ‘Cornish’ steam era of the 1820s onwards and
into the twentieth century when American ownership brought new updated investment. The mines
include Mina Acosta, La Difficultad Mine, Mina Dolores, Mina San Pedro and others. Such properties
contain extensive remains, particularly from Spanish colonial ore-processing and the nineteenth
century steam era.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Mining (metal, though precious as opposed to industrial; underground vein mining
though vertical as opposed to horizontal). Time period overlap. Probable use of shared criteria (ii)
and (iv).
SIMILARITIES:

DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural

region. Mineral (though silver extraction) is related to lead output from
phase I of Tarnowskie Góry. Each of the mines has a relatively short drainage adit, the longest in
the area being driven into the Veta Vizcaina at 2,880 m and taking 30 years to complete. These
are relatively small undertakings in comparison with Tarnowskie Góry.There are no examples
of adaptation of mine drainage as a water supply.

with no adit drainage, and no adaptation of underground mine water as a potable water supply.
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MINERAL: Silver (and lesser lead, zinc).
TIME PERIOD: Fifteenth to early twentieth century.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

El Cobre Copper Mine

There are three main historical phases that combine to make this silver
mine one of the most important metal mines in Sweden: early sixteenth century, mid-seventeenth
century (when an extensive surface water management system of reservoirs, dams and leats
was constructed to supply water power for pumping, winding and ore-processing), and the late
nineteenth century. The mine worked to a depth of just over 300 m and has over 20 km of workings.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

3.2 Comparative Analysis

Cuba

Geo-cultural region. Mining (underground workings are extensive and accessible).
Metal ores: the ore is galena (argentiferous lead ore) and sphalerite (zinc ore) but silver also
famously occurred native and in antimonides and sulphosalts. Time period overlap.
SIMILARITIES:

El Cobre, worked from the mid-sixteenth century Spanish colonial period, was Cuba’s oldest mine
and the first open-pit copper mine in the Americas. It became one of the world’s top copper
producers in the latter part of the first half of the nineteenth century when Cuba became the fifth
largest producer in the world.

Principal mineral. The mine has a significant water management system, though
surface like those seen in the Harz and Erzgebirge in Germany.

DIFFERENCES:

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Latin America and the Caribbean.
THEME: Copper mining.
MINERAL: Copper.

Milwr Tunnel (Sea-Level Tunnel), Halkyn Mines

TIME PERIOD: Sixteenth to twentieth century.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: Initially worked from 1558, El Cobre became one of the world’s top copper

producers in the latter part of the first half of the nineteenth century. Primitive workings developed
into shaft mining and eventually large-scale open-pit mining - the first open-pit copper mine in
the Americas. The mine finally closed in 2001 and, if progressed to the tentative list, the property
is likely to comprise the massive water-filled open pit, waste tips and the associated mining town
of El Cobre.
Mining (industrial metals; vein mining underground though vertical as opposed to
horizontal). Historic use of steam pumping.

SIMILARITIES:

DIFFERENCES: Geo-cultural region. Mineral. It is probable that an adit drainage system exists but details

are not known at this stage. It is likely that any adit system would be a relatively small undertaking in
comparison with Tarnowskie Góry and there was not any historic adaptation of underground mine
water as a potable supply as the water is too acidic due to sulphide mineralisation.

United Kingdom

Milwr Tunnel is part of a 90 km long lead mine tunnel network, the longest in the UK. In 1897 an
amalgamation of mine companies began an ambitious scheme to drive a deep drainage tunnel from
sea level and by 1957 this undertaking completed the system.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Lead mining.
MINERAL: Lead.
TIME PERIOD: Nineteenth to twentieth century.

Milwr Tunnel is part of a mine tunnel network (also known as Halkyn
District United Mines) nearly 100 km long, the longest in the UK. Mining was for lead and several
sections are in limestone (this was also ‘mined’ underground in considerable quantities) and in
more than one place the level has broken into natural cavities. In 1897 an amalgamation of mine
companies began an ambitious scheme to drive a deep drainage tunnel (1:1000 gradient throughout)
from sea-level at Bagillt. This tunnel, known as the Milwr or Sea-Level Tunnel was eventually driven
a distance of 10 miles to Cadole near Mold by 1957. It successfully drained over 50 veins and created
an interconnected tunnel network totalling over 90 km. The tunnel still discharges 23-36 million
gallons of water per day (2/3 of this comes from two cave systems intersected by the tunnel).
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Sala Silver Mine

Sweden

Sala is second only to Falun Mine in terms of national importance, and an extensive surface water
management system of reservoirs, dams and leats to supply waterpower for pumping, winding and
ore-processing was constructed by the mid-seventeenth century.

SIMILARITIES:

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

Principal phase of mining (and adit driving) much later than Tarnowskie Góry.
No historic abstraction of potable water from the underground system.

THEME: Silver mining.
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Geo-cultural region. Mining (lead). Time period overlap with phase II of Tarnowskie
Góry. Whilst shafts and adit portals are sealed, there is maintenance access as the system is now
used as an industrial water supply by Welsh Water (supplying industrial water since 1992).

DIFFERENCES:
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THEME: Silver mining.
MINERAL: Silver.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

Derbyshire ‘Soughs’

TIME PERIOD: Seventeenth to twentieth century.

The silver mines of Kongsberg, first discovered in 1623, constitute the
largest mining field and the largest pre-industrial working place in Norway, with over 80 different
mines. The peak of production was in the 1770s and final closure was in 1958. The king of Norway
and Denmark at the time, Christian IV, founded the town of Kongsberg in 1624. The Royal Norwegian Mining Seminar, Europe’s first institution for higher education in mining, was founded in 1757
and lasted until 1814.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

3.2 Comparative Analysis

United Kingdom

Derbyshire lead mines contain famous adit levels known locally as ‘soughs’. Today, discharge from
several major adits constitutes important potable water supplies.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Lead mining.
MINERAL: Lead.
TIME PERIOD: Seventeenth to nineteenth century.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The first sough, designed by Sir Cornelius Vermuyden, was driven over
a twenty year period from a point on Cromford Hill, between Cromford and Wirksworth, into an
area called the Dovegang. When it was completed in 1652 there was an immediate jump in ore
production in the area. Drainage of the mines in the whole of the Wirksworth area was eventually
accomplished by the Meerbrook Sough, begun at the level of the river Derwent in 1772, at a time
when lead mining ventures had become only intermittently profitable. The entrance to this sough
is 10 feet (3 m) wide and 8 feet (2.4 m) high and has a keystone inscribed ‘FH 1772’. It still discharges
45-75 million litres a day.

Geo-cultural region. Lead mining. Time period overlap. Adit drainage. Water quality
from similar geological lithology and structure.

SIMILARITIES:

The soughs are exceptionally fine in terms of their construction and preservation
but they are sited in hilly (as opposed to flat) topography and their individual lengths are short in
comparison with Tarnowskie Góry. They were not historically used for potable water supply, this
came after mining ceased and when water (spring water quality entering from limestone aquifers)
was collected from the discharge portals, for example Meerbrook Sough from 1903.

DIFFERENCES:

Kongsberg Silver Mines

Norway

The silver mines of Kongsberg constitute the largest mining field and the largest pre-industrial
working place in Norway, with over 80 different mines. Silver was first discovered in 1623, the peak
of production was in the 1770s and final closure was in 1958.

A total of 1,350 tonnes of silver was produced at Kongsberg, together with a substantial amount of
copper. The long history of mining has left a very characteristic landscape in the area. There are
large numbers of trial pits, shaft openings and waste heaps on the surface, and an extensive system
of mine galleries underground.
SIMILARITIES: Geo-cultural

region. Mining (metal, though precious as opposed to industrial metals).
Overlap with time period. German mining engineers were used from the start and for more than
two centuries, and are the reason for all the German names on mines and streets in Kongsberg.
The German-designed Fahrkunst (man-engine), the first machine to take men up and down the
mine, from 1880, can still be seen in the Kongens Gruve. There are a number of adits, for example
the Christian VII Adit is still accessible (2,300 metres are on a public tour route). The bottom of the
mine is 1,070 metres below the surface, which corresponds to 560 metres below sea level.

DIFFERENCES: Mineral.

Though the area contains a complex water management system of lakes and
artificial channels, this was at surface and provided waterpower for the mines. There was no historic
underground mine water abstraction.

D. Comparison between
Tarnowskie Góry and relevant,
selected sites in Poland
Złotoryja and Złotoryja Basin

Poland

The origins of mining can be traced back to the end of the 12th century when German miners
settled to extract gold. In 1211 Złotoryja (Ger. Goldberg) was granted municipal rights and privileges
of a mining town which allowed miners to settle freely without paying fees. This area, with

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
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3.2 Comparative Analysis

PERIOD: Twelfth to twentieth century.

kilometre to the north-west of Dziećmorowice. The mine remained in operation until 1785. The area
also encompassed the ‘Kaiser Heinrich’ mine located at a distance of approx. 500 metres to the east
of Dziećmorowice. The mine continued in operation until as late as the 1730s. In the mid-nineteenth
century the area of Dziećmorowice was divided into five mining sites. Each of them was to be operated separately. Under the concessions in force their owner were allowed to pick lead, zinc, copper,
silver, cobalt, and nickel ores and pyrites. In 1857 the initiative was undertaken to make the old mine
workings located in these sites available. In 1862 all mining sites were combined to form a single whole,
under the governance of the miners’ guild called ‘Gutes Glück’. These operations, however, resulted
in losses and were suspended in 1864. After the Second World War a uranium mine which was
in operation until 1952 was established on the site of the workings of this guild.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: This area is a testament to the origins of the production of gold; Moreover,

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Gold, copper and basalt mining.
MINERALS: Gold, basalt, copper, silver.

it was of the largest economic importance to the extraction of copper ore bodies in the country. An
extensively developed adit system. The ‘Charakter’ adit was one of the oldest mines in Leszczyna.
In the second half of the 19th c. became part of a complex together with the Quiet Bliss (Stilles
Glück) mine. The mine was also composed of Leszczyńska adit (Haasel, Alter Stollen) and Henryk
(Heinrich) adit, Limestone (Kalkgrund) adit and Middle adit (Stollen Mdl.).
The Prusicka, Wilkowska Dolna (Lower Wilkowska) and Wilkowska Górna (Upper Wilkowska) adits
were operating to the southwest of a creek between Prusice and Leszczyna.
One can find information about the adit by the Sachsenmühle mill on the way between Prusice and
Leszczyna. Another adit of approx. 200 metres was to be located by the valley of the Prusice Creek.
Old copper mine workings in the vicinity of Kondratów have three old adits with a length of
20-40 metres.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

a total length of approx. 16 km and width of approx. 5 km, encompasses Nowy Kościół, Biegoszów,
Kondratów, Leszczyna, Prusice, Kopacz and Złotoryja. Most mines had a water drainage system
using drilled adits. The history of mining in the Złotoryja basin developed from the Middle Ages
to the 1970s with interruptions such as wars, catastrophes and low profitability of the mining and
metallurgical industry.

THEME: Lead, silver, uranium, copper and zinc mining.
MINERALS: Lead, silver, uranium, copper and zinc.
PERIOD: Sixteenth to nineteenth century.

Rocks with approx. 1-metre thick ore body containing an aggregation
of galena, arsenic minerals, copper and fine amounts of silver.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Mineral, geo-cultural region. The period coincides with phase I and II in Tarnowskie
Góry. Closed mining fields; access to the workings is not possible. The Mining Office was established
in Dziećmorowice.
SIMILARITIES:

Gravitational water drainage at high altitudes – the area of the Owl Mountains.
No information about the use of post-mining water for consumption.
DIFFERENCES:

SIMILARITIES: Geo-cultural region. Drainage of mine: gravitational through the creation of adits. The

period coincides with phase I and II in Tarnowskie Góry. Shafts and adits are closed; it is possible to
access certain mining fields.

Gierczyn

Mineral; the first phase of mining in the Złotoryja Basin falls on the previous period.
Adits are created in the foothills of the Kaczawskie Mountains without being used as a source
of drinking water.

DIFFERENCES:

Poland

Dziećmorowice

Poland

Mining operations carried out in Dziećmorowice (Ger. Dittmannsdorf) have never been of greater
importance. In 1575 ‘Johann Georg’ was operating there. In 1576 it has been discovered that the
site is rich in silver ores. A positive evaluation of the ore reserve and prospects of continuation of
mining activities were a determining factor in making a decision on granting Dziećmorowice the
‘miners’ freedom’. In 1711 the ‘Gabe Gottes’ mine was commissioned at a distance of about one
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Discovered in the vicinity, on the border with the village of Kotlina (probably as early as in the
14th c.) a small deposit of cassiterite (tin ore) of a ribbon-like structure occurring in mica schists
with quartz and garnets, was more accurately identified by Hans Wiese and Mateusz Sohnel, Czech
miners from Jáchymov, about 1512 or 1517. It was on the initiative of Hans Schoff that Wiese and
Sohnel were followed by their 400 fellow countrymen who came there to exploit the deposit
so intensely that it run out as early as at the end of the century. The greatest development was
recorded at the end of the 16th century when in the best peak years about 20 tonnes of tin metal
on average were extracted per year. According to the information from 1590–1591 the following
mines were operating in the described area: ‘St. Bartholomeus’, ‘Hundsrücken’, ‘Reicher Trost’,
‘Beschert Glück’, ‘Drei Bruder’, ‘Haderzeche’, ‘St. Urban’ and ‘St. Thomas’. The importance of the
areas surrounding Gierczyn (Ger. Gierhen) to the mining industry increased even more after the
takeover of Silesia by Prussia after 1742. However, attempts to effectively resume the extraction
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3.2 Comparative Analysis

extraction of silver, lead and zinc, but each time they were unsuccessful. (despite the fact that one
of two adits in the Chłopiny valley in operation in 1713, Elisabeth, reached as many as 550 metres in
length and was the longest in the region); Moreover, the construction of a stronghold made a part
of the area inaccessible to the miners. A mining trial and a successful smelt of lead and silver were
carried out, for example, in 1777.

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

THEME: Lead, silver mining.

THEME: Tin mining.

MINERALS: Lead, silver.

MINERALS: Tin.

PERIOD: Fourteenth to eighteenth century.

PERIOD: Sixteenth to twentieth century.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

It was the largest post-war Polish tin mine. It was based on old mining
workings, mainly of the ‘Reicher Trost’ and ‘Hundsrucken’ mines. The main shafts of both mine also
became the main shafts of the ‘Gierczyn’ mine.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Geo-cultural region. The period coincides with phase I and II in Tarnowskie Góry.
The system of workings and sections of the St. Leopold adit and St John adit accessible from the
underground tourist route. In 1578 an independent Mining Office was established in Gierczyn.

SIMILARITIES:

DIFFERENCES: Mineral, adits built on the foothills of the Jizera Mountains. The mines had an extensively
developed surface water management system through impoundment of the water of the Dzieża
(Pękawka) creek. The water collected in a reservoir there was a source of energy used to drive the
water wheels, moving the drainage and transport facilities of the former ‘Psi Grzbiet’ Mine. The
water source was not adapted to meet the standards for drinking water quality.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

of tin in this area were unsuccessful. Research carried out after the Second World War (inter alia,
in the 1970s and 1980s) confirmed that the remains of ore deposits (approx. 2.7 million tonnes of
0.48% Snore) in this area have, from the point of view of the industry, no value due to the dispersion
of cassiterite, its small size and occurrence in the form of fine grains implanted in all rock-forming
minerals. The richest and longest active mines were ‘Reicher Trost’ and ‘Hundsrücken’ which were
combined in 1960 to form one mine called ‘Gierczyn’.

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

After the First World War, the town along with the majority of Silesia
was incorporated into Prussia, and the nearby pass gained primary strategic importance to the
defence of the province against possible Austrian revenge. In 1765 the work on the construction of
a mountain stronghold along with barracks began and it was completed in 1778 .

SIMILARITIES: Mineral, geo-cultural region. The period coincides with phase I in Tarnowskie Góry.

Adits built at an altitude ranging from about 400 m above sea level and to about
600 m above sea level (the highest elevation: Góra Warowna, 686 m above sea level) in a deep
and narrow valley separating the Owl Mountains from the Bardzkie Mountains. There are no
documented information on the intake of mining water for consumption.

DIFFERENCES:

Boguszów

Srebrna Góra
Poland

Poland

The extraction of silver-bearing galena (lead oil) in the area of Srebrna Góra (Ger. Silberberg)
was attested as early as in the 13th century (at that time the lumps of ore were collected from the
surface). About 1370, miners from Miśnia and Złoty Stok came there and under dukes’ privileges
they established a settlement and first mines. They disappeared during the Hussite wars, but in the
second half of the 15th century were renovated and the next century was the period of the greatest
prosperity of the local mining industry. The village was founded in the 14th century as a mining
settlement making use of the local deposits of silver. It was granted municipal right on 25 June 1536
under the privilege of the dukes of the Zębieccy Family, Joachim, Henry, John and George II and
became a free mining town. After the golden age of the city in the early 16th century, the exploitation
of deposits began to be unprofitable; and therefore, after the Thirty Years’ War it was abandoned
and the city deteriorated. In the following centuries numerous attempts were made to resume the
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The today’s city was originally a settlement established by the Saxon miners who according the
chronicles written in the 18th c. and 19th c. started there the extraction of silver and lead in the 14th c.
This settlement was called Gottesberg (God’s Mountain). In 1502 King Vladislaus II of Hungary with
a view to increasing the extraction of silver and a faster development of the town relinquished
¼ of the tithe due to him from the silver mines of Boguszów. In 1544 Boguszów was affected
by a great fire which destroyed all houses, wooden devices and adits. The development of the town
was inhibited since the impoverished residents and miners began to emigrate from it. In the 1680s
only the works on the reconstruction of the town which were commissioned by the administrator
of the municipality were carried out. Mining was resumed once again in 1700. At that time the
underground mining activities were carried out as deep as below 556 metre (‘deep adit’). In 1867
due to the exhaustion of ore beds the last silver and lead mines were closed; at the same the
establishment of barite mines began to operate , which was mined almost continuously until 1997.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Lead, silver, barite mining.
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PERIOD: Fourteenth to nineteenth century.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:: The area of the today’s commune of Boguszów-Gorce was a place where

there were many silver mines operating there for hundreds of years.
3.2 Comparative Analysis

SIMILARITIES:

Mineral, geo-cultural region. The period coincides with phase I and II in Tarnowskie

Góry.
Boguszów is located in the massif of the Wałbrzyskie Mountains and the Stone
Mountains), adits built at three levels: 570 m, 563 m and 556 m above sea level. The mine was not
adapted to meet the standards for drinking water quality.

DIFFERENCES:

Poland

Karczówka, an elevation in the Świętokrzyskie Mountains, in the Kadzielniańskie Range, located
in the area of Kielce, to the south-west of the city centre. The most part of it is composed of
Devonian limestone, while at the hill’s foots there are outcrops of Zechstein conglomerates.
The whole area is covered with disappearing fissures and craters. These are the traces of prospecting and mining of nests of deposits of lead sulphide, i.e. the silver-bearing galena. Their
discovery lead to the town’s rapid development in the 16th and 17th centuries. Shafts are approx.
100 metres deep, and galleries are drilled at four levels. The amazing thing is that miners worked
on the Karczówka hill only in winter, and this was due to the fact that only then the gases coming
from the depths of the earths, as being warmer, were escaping onto the surface, facilitating the
miners the work ‘at the bottom’.
GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Lead

Olkusz

Poland

Kielce

mining.

MINERALS: Lead.
PERIOD: Fourteenth to

eighteenth century.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: The top of the hill is crowned with the Church of St Charles Borromeo

and
a post-Bernardine monastery (now Pallotine monastery in Karczówka). The monastery complex
was founded by Bishop of Kraków Marcin Szyszkowski. In the church chapel on the Karczówka Hill
there is a unique sculpture made of a single block of galena. It depicts Saint Barbara (156 cm tall),
the patron saint of miners. Two other statues were made of similar blocks of noble metal mined
in the vicinity of Karczówka. One of them depicts Saint Mary and can be seen in the Minor Basilica
in Kielce and the other, depicting Saint Anthony, is located in the parochial church in Borkowice
near Przysucha.
SIMILARITIES: Mineral,
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Extensive use of cutter mining; a large number of fissures and post-exploitation
voids remained. Vein-like and fissure-like deposits of galena in Devonian carbonate rocks are
characteristic of the area. No information about the gravitational drainage of water and use of
water for consumption.

DIFFERENCES:

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

MINERALS: Lead, silver, barite.

The first recognisable stage covers the period from the 13th to the 16th century. This was the period
of extraction of silver-bearing galena. The deposits were made accessible through the openpit mining techniques and shallow small shafts deepened to the groundwater level. To increase
the yield of metals the output was rinsed according to simple methods, and then lead and silver
were smelted using the metallurgical methods. At the end of the 15th century the deposits of raw
materials located near the surface run out, the miners of Olkusz decide to build adits allowing
them the extraction from deposits located at a much greater depths. In 1505 Alexander I Jagiellon passes a mining act prepared by his predecessor John I Albert under the title ‘Statua Montana
Iloussiensis’ (Mining Rights of Olkusz), which significantly regulated mutual rights and obligations
between mine administrators and miners. Five adits were needed to drain water from numerous ore beds in Olkusz; these included: Starczynowska Adit 1548 ÷ 1567 with a length of 3200 m
and an overground ditch of 500 m, Czajowska Adit 1564 ÷ 17th c. with a length of 3200 m and an
overground ditch of 200 m, Ostrowicka Adit 1565 ÷ 1587 with a length of 4600 m and an overground
ditch of 1500m, Ponikowska Adit 1563 ÷ 1621 with a length of 5500 m and an overground ditch of
2360 m and Pilecka Adit 1576-1615 with a length of 2200 m and an overground ditch of 600 m. The
largest of them, the Ponikowska Adit, was in operation for a period of more than 150 years. In 1551
Sigismund II Augustus established a new articles of association of mines in the area of Olkusz. In the
1570s the annual extraction amounted to 17,000 hundredweights (approx. 1,100 tonnes) lead and
1,000 kg silver. In 1579 the royal mint was established and put into operation in a tenement house
located in the Market Square; it continued in operation until 1601. In the late 18th century noble
metal mining industry is again flourishing; the prosperity results from the extraction of metallic
zinc by Andreas Margraf in 1746 and invention of the method of smelting zinc from calamine ore
by J.Ch. Ruberg. The new calamine mine called ‘Józef’ was created in the early 19th century in the
area of Olkusz Stary. The Starczynowska and Ponikowska (1910) Adits were cleaned in the second
half of the 19th century. Soon the mines became the property of the French and Russian Mining
Society which built a floatation washer. The late 19th c. and early 20th c.: another period of development of mines (‘Bolesław’ and ‘Ulisses’) owned by joint-stock companies, mostly German and
French ones. In 1968 the ‘Olkusz’ mine was put into operation and two years later the ‘Pomorzany’
mine was commissioned. In the mid-1970s they were combined to form one mine under the name

geo-cultural region. The period coincides with phase I in Tarnowskie Góry.
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GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.

3.2 Comparative Analysis

THEME: Lead, zinc mining.
MINERALS: Lead, zinc.
PERIOD: Thirteenth to twenty first century.

In the 15th and 16th century Olkusz, next to Tarnowskie Góry, was one
of the most important European centres of extraction of lead and silver. A very well-developed
gravitational water drainage system.

KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES:

Mineral, geo-cultural region. The period coincides with phase I and II in Tarnowskie
Góry. Due to the short distance between the Tarnowskie Góry and Olkusz (approx. 70 km) miners
were working shifts in their mines, looking for ways to earn money and exchanging experience.
SIMILARITIES:

The town is located on the Kraków-Częstochowa Upland; thus, due to the landforms
occurring there it was easier to drain water from mining fields. No technical access to adit tunnels.
Inaccessible 13th - 19th century post-mining pits. Post-mining water was not used for consumption.

DIFFERENCES:

trioxide from arsenic ores. That made Złoty Stok the world leading producer of arsenic trioxide over
a period of more than 100 years. Gold mining was reactivated only after the Austro-Prussian War.
In 1848 a new cheaper method of producing pure gold, consisting in the chlorination of the heated
ore and extraction of metal using chloride leaching. This method was used in Złoty Stok by Wilhelm
Güttler who finally bought all the mining fields nearby in 1883. His descendants kept the mines
until 1945. They introduced many elements of new mining technology such as electricity powered
rail transporting the ore through the ‘Gertruda’ adit which can still be visited today. In 1962 for
unexplained reasons the mine was closed by the Polish central authorities. The mine soon became
filled with water due to the natural water circulation and non-functioning system of pumps. More
than 700 years of operation of the Złoty Stok mines produced around 16 tonnes of pure gold.

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

‘Olkusz-Pomorzany’, which became part of the Zinc and Lead Mining and Metallurgical Combine in
Bukowno operating to this day.

GEO-CULTURAL REGION: Europe.
THEME: Extraction of gold, arsenic trioxide.
MINERALS: Gold, arsenic trioxide.
PERIOD: Thirteenth to twentieth century.
KEY VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES: Large-scale gold production. The main supplier of arsenic trioxide to the

global market.
SIMILARITIES: Geo-cultural region. The period coincides with phase I and II in Tarnowskie Góry. In the

16th the town developed trade cooperation with the mines in Tarnowskie Góry. A system of adit
galleries, including Książęca, Gertruda, Emanuel, Czarna Dolna and Górna and Studzienna galleries,
was built for draining water from the mine. Accessible tourist routes.

Złoty Stok

DIFFERENCES: Minerals, the mines of Złoty Stok are located at the foot of the Gold Mountains – adits

are built in places of large differences in altitude. Mining water was not used for consumption due
to a very high arsenic content.
Poland

The first record of mining activities dates back to 1273. In 1491 Złoty Stok was awarded a coat of
arms, banner and status of the Free Mining City. The largest gold mining boom was recorded in the
beginning of the 16th century. In 1507 the ducal mint was relocated to Złoty Stok from Ząbkowice
Śląskie and the production of gold ducats began. This was the crucial factor in increasing the rank of
the city, and consequently, the relocation resulted in measurable financial benefits. In the second
decade of the 16th century European mining and metallurgical companies started to invest there. At
that time Złoty Stok provided approx. 8% of the total European gold production from its nearly 200
mines. The intensive development of mining did not go hand in hand with rapid technical progress,
and the overexploitation and maximum focus on profits led to many tragic mining disasters.
The collapse of the main 72-metres deep shaft of the ‘Golden Donkey’ adit was one of the worst
disasters. It caused the death of 59 miners. The Złoty Stok mines were also famous for the first use
of black powder (gunpowder) explosives for crushing rocks (1612). Bad times continued throughout
the next years. Numerous accidents, fires and plagues ruined the town. 1,100 people died in one
of the greatest plagues. The Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648) destroyed what was left and the town
went into decline. A turning point came when Hans Schärffenberg a chemist and an alchemist
settled in Złoty Stok. After many experiments he managed to find the method of deriving arsenic
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PRINCIPAL TYPOLOGY
Lead
mining
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mining

Silver
mining

Iron
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Water supply
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Other
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3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

A. Comparison between Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground
Water Management System and relevant World Heritage sites

Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its
Underground Water Management System

Poland

Nominated
2015

(i), (ii), (iii)
and (iv)

Wieliczka and Bochnia Royal Salt Mines

Poland

1978,
extended 2013

(iv)

salt

Mines of Rammelsberg, Historic Town of Goslar and
Upper Harz Water Management System

Germany

1992,
extended 2010

(i), (ii), (iv)

gold,
copper

Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial complex in Essen

Germany

2001

(ii), (iii)

coal

Historic town of Banská Štiavnica and the Technical
Monuments in its Vicinity

Slovakia

1993

(iv), (v)

gold,
copper

Kutná Hora: Historical Town Centre with the Church of St Barbara and
the Cathedral of Our Lady at Sedlec

Czech
Republic

1995

(ii), (iv)

Hallstatt-Dachstein/Salzkammergut Cultural Landscape

Austria

1997

(iii), (iv)

salt

Las Médulas gold-mining area

Spain

1997

(i), (ii), (iii)
and (iv)

gold

Heritage of Mercury. Almaden and Idrija.

Spain,
Slovenia

2012

(ii), (iv)

mercury

Røros Mining Town and the Circumference

Norway

1980

(iii), (iv), (v)

copper

Mining Area of the Great Copper Mountain in Falun

Sweden

2001

(ii), (iii), (v)

copper

Blaenavon Industrial Landscape

UK

2000

(iii), (iv)

coal

Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape

UK

2006

(ii), (iii), (iv)

tin,
copper,
arsenic

Bassin Minier du Nord-Pas-de-Calais

France

2012

(iii), (iv), (v)

coal

The Major Mining Sites of Wallonia

Belgium

2012

(ii), (iv)

coal

Historic Town of Guanajuato and Adjacent Mines

Mexico

1988

(i), (ii), (iv)
and (vi)

Historic Centre of Zacatecas

Mexico

1993

(ii), (iv)

Sewell Mining Town

Chile

2006

(ii)

City of Potosi

Bolivia

1987

(ii), (iv), (vi)

Historic Town of Ouro Preto

Brazil

1980

(i), (iii)

Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape

Japan

2007

(ii), (iii), (v)

minor

gold,
copper
copper

gold
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PRINCIPAL TYPOLOGY

Lead
mining
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mining
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3.2 Comparative Analysis

Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its
Underground Water Management System

Poland

(i), (ii), (iii)
and (iv)

Mining Cultural Landscape Erzgebirge/Krušnohoří

Germany, Czech Republic

(ii), (iii), (iv),
(v), (vi)

tin
uranium

Industrial Complexes in Ostrava

Czech Republic

(i), (iv), (v)

coal

Iron Trail with Erzberg and the Old Town of Steyr medieval
industrial settlement

Austria

Mining Historical Heritage

Spain

Kimberley Mines and Associated Early Industries

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

B. Comparison between Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground
Water Management System and relevant sites inscribed on State Parties’ Tentative Lists

(i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
(i), (ii), (iv)

coal

South Africa

(i), (ii), (iv), (vi)

diamonds

The Namaqualand Copper Mining Landscape

South Africa

(ii), (iii), (iv)

copper

Pilgrim’s Rest Reduction Works

South Africa

(i), (ii), (iv), (vi)

gold

Klondike

Canada and British Columbia

(iv), (v)

gold

Pulacayo Industrial Heritage Site

Bolivia

(iii), (iv), (vi)

Site of Ancient Copper Mine in Tongling

China

(ii), (iii), (iv)

copper

Sado Complex of Heritage Mines

Japan

(ii), (iii), (iv)

gold

quarrying

C. Comparison between Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground
Water Management System and relevant, selected, sites not on the World Heritage List,
nor national Tentative Lists
PRINCIPAL TYPOLOGY
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Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its
Underground Water Management System

Poland

Milwr Tunnel (Sea-Level Tunnel), Halkyn Mines

UK

Derbyshire ‘Soughs’

UK

Sala Silver Mine

Sweden

Kongsberg Silver Mines

Norway

Pachuca-Real del Monte Silver Mines

Mexico

El Cobre Copper Mine

Cuba

Lead
mining

Zinc
mining

Silver
Iron
Water supply
Other
mining mining mining (potable, from mine)

Water supply
(potable, from surface)

Water supply
(power)

Technology
transfer

Other
industry

2000 -

1900-1999

1800-1899

CRITERIA

1700-1799

COUNTRY

1600-1699

SITE

pre-17th century

DATE RANGE

copper
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PRINCIPAL TYPOLOGY

2000 -

1900-1999

1800-1899
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1700-1799

SITE

1600-1699

DATE RANGE
pre-17th century

3. Justiﬁcation for Inscription

D. Comparison between Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground
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Summary
The World Heritage Committee has acknowledged thematic imbalances in the World Heritage List
and recognises the significance of the industrial revolution for humankind. As yet, industrial sites
currently account for less than five per cent of inscribed properties.
The significance of Tarnowskie Gory Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water
Management System, when compared to similar properties, is highlighted by the following principal and distinctive differences:
• The vast and uncommonly accessible underground system, together with directly connected
surface attributes, is testimony to one of the most significant historic lead-zinc mines in the
world: lead output from the mining field during the sixteenth century played a crucial role in the
extraction of European silver, and zinc output during the nineteenth century dominated world
supply. During much of the industrial revolution in Europe and America, Silesian zinc met the
escalating demand from construction and architecture for zinc roofs, gutters and downpipes
and as the galvanizing layer that protected structural and sheet steel from corrosion and that
produced zinc die-cast parts and brass (alloyed with copper) to meet the needs of industry.
These key industrial base metals are heavily underrepresented in mines on the World Heritage
List, and Silesia is ranked as one of the greatest world producers (records are to be found under
German output due to territorial possession);
• The underground mine water management system, based on cutting edge European mining
technology combined with deep experience and sheer intuitive and practical understanding
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of the natural environment, is exceptional as a laterally extensive example of mine drainage
techniques applied in an unusually technically challenging environment. Significantly, this dewatering system incorporated, and coexisted with, a pioneering integrated public water supply that
became the largest of its kind in the world. It represents an outstanding solution of a sustainable large-scale public water supply created in response to the loss of water as a consequence
of mining. Notable water management systems that coexisted with other mines served almost
exclusively as power sources.
General findings of the Comparative Analysis included:
A ‘mining’ site, specifically, is sometimes inscribed for impressive urban settlement that is a product of, or is associated with, mining. A mining site inscribed for its underground network is less
common, yet this aspect is crucial to the functional integrity of mining heritage. In such cases,
often the greatest monument to the achievements of our predecessors is concealed from ordinary
view like that of a natural cave system. Vast networks of underground heritage can constitute the
‘negative’ expression of a ‘hard rock’ mine site (when viewed at the level of the land surface). But
as with its ‘positive’ counterpart, it can possess high technological and substantial and complex
architectural values, and crucial attributes of location and setting (such as sub-surface geological
and hydrological host), form and design, use and function, materials and substance, techniques
and indeed management systems.
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Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System
is located in the Silesian plateau of southern Poland, in one of Europe’s classic metallogenic
provinces. It is the largest and most significant historic underground lead-silver-zinc
mine in Poland, and possesses a monumental drainage network that features a uniquely
integrated public water supply that was both pioneering and the largest of its kind in the
world. Constructed in technically challenging terrain, the underground mining and water
system comprises over 50 km of main drainage tunnels and 150 km of secondary drainage
and access tunnels, numerous ore-extraction chambers and shafts. Preserved with sustained
access by a community association for over sixty years, this network is complemented by
substantial remains of the principal water supply infrastructure (above and below ground)
together with directly connected surface elements that comprise essential mining landscape
features (such as adit portals and ditches, shafts and tips), and the most important examples
of post-mining community commemorative and recreational sites that are a characteristic
of the early preservation of Tarnowskie Góry’s distinctive mining topography.
Interrelated outstanding values include:
The magnitude, geographical reach and international impact of the mine’s lead and
(later) zinc production
Mining began in the Middle Ages as numerous small-scale artisanal lead-silver mines funded
by merchants and the local nobility, before becoming a large-scale ‘model’ royal lead-zinc
mine during the period of concerted Prussian state-led industrialisation that began in the
second half of the eighteenth century and which fostered, in Upper Silesia, the first major
heavy industries in German territory. Lead exports from Tarnowskie Góry in the Middle Ages
supported an extensive European metallurgical supply complex, in which the production of
lead, copper and silver existed in the context of mutually inter-dependent inter-continental
trade, and which brought European silver output to unprecedented levels in such major
mining and smelting centres as Kutná Hora, Banská Štiavnica, Banská Bystrica, Nuremberg,
Thuringia, the Tirol and the Erzgebirge. This contributed to the general economic and social
development of Europe, and the consequent flow of silver bullion and specie to China,
the most singularly important product that led to the birth of world trade. From the first
recognition in Europe of zinc as a separate metal (Georgius Agricola's ‘zincum’ observed
in Silesia in the mid-sixteenth century), local production propelled Germany as the world
leader throughout the nineteenth century, meeting almost half of global demand for this
‘architectural metal’.
The ingenious technical ensemble of mine drainage and water supply illustrates
the vigorous pan-European development and exchange of mining technology and
demonstrates how mine water was managed in an innovative and environmentally
sustainable manner that was ahead of its time
The underground water management system reﬂects a masterpiece of hydraulic engineering,
a 300-year development that adapted with changes in scale and technology to combat an
unusually high water inﬂow of up to three times that commonly encountered in central European

mines. The challenge was exacerbated by a gentle undulating topography with only two small rivers,
at just slightly lower elevations and with corresponding shallow river gradients, to serve as mine water
receivers. Dewatering developed in symbiosis with water supply from as early as 1797 when the mine
adopted the ﬁrst Boulton & Watt steam pumping engine exported for metal mining purposes on the
European continent. This was followed by their purposeful imitation (and of earlier imported British
Newcomen engines), a consequence of which was the foundation, in Silesia, of the German steam
engine manufacturing industry that impacted substantially on global industrialisation. Whilst it was
mining that engendered the development of the steam engine, it was mining, too, that provided the
technical wherewithal for the development of the world’s ﬁrst large-scale public water supply systems
based on the steam-powered pumping of groundwater, mining engineers inadvertently contributing
to the foundations of the modern water industry. The nominated site is a palimpsest that resulted
in a complementary and sustainable relationship of mine drainage with water abstraction for local
and regional supply and, later, of both potable and industrial water to sustain exponential population
growth and development of the emergent Prussian (German) industrial revolution and the foundation
of the Upper Silesian Industrial Agglomeration that was in its vanguard.
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Brief synthesis

Conservation of industrial heritage
Tarnowskie Góry’s ‘Underworld’, abandoned by the 1930s, prompted an early conservation
movement that continues to manage and assiduously care for the site that has been the focus
of sustained conservation and public access for scientific, educational and tourism purposes by
a community association since 1957. Such commitment shows not only the strength of mining and
industry at the heart of the Silesian cultural tradition but also a further contribution to Poland’s
conservation of some of the world’s most significant underground mining heritage.

Justification for criteria
The site is nominated under justification for inscription criteria:
(i) to represent a masterpiece of human creative genius
The extensive underground adit network, and its functional connecting elements of shafts and
surface channels, together with the pioneering waterworks that was integrated with underground
mine water management, are a masterpiece of mid-sixteenth to late-nineteenth century hydraulic
engineering. They represent the peak of European skills in such dewatering technology at a time
when mining engineering provided the technical wherewithal for the development of the world’s
first large-scale public water supply systems based on the steam-powered pumping of groundwater;
(ii) to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within
a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, monumental arts,
town-planning or landscape design
The colossal and accessible underground network, including the mine dewatering system, oreextraction network and its topographical expressions at surface, together with the pioneering and
integrated public water supply facility, are testimony to larger socio-technical world systems from
the very beginning. They exhibit the interchange of technology, ideas and expertise in mining
engineering, metallurgical systems and public water supply between leading mining and industrial
centres in Saxony, Bohemia, Hungary, Britain and Poland;
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(iii) to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization
which is living or which has disappeared
The historic underground mining environment together with directly connected surface features,
including commemorative public parks and nature reserves that reutilize yet preserve distinctive
mining topography, are protected by a vibrant living culture with a long-standing commitment
to conservation and public access. The property is vivid testimony to a mining tradition with
a 500-year-old pedigree, and commitment to it, from local to national levels, reflects a further
contribution to Poland’s conservation of some of the world’s most significant underground mining
heritage;
(iv) to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological ensemble
or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history
Substantial remains of the principal integrated public water supply infrastructure, together with
an unusually accessible and monumental underground network of over 50 km of main drainage
tunnels and 150 km of secondary drainage and access tunnels, shafts and extensive mined chambers,
with the addition of directly connected surface and landscape features, are a unique and enduring
technical ensemble of metal mining and water management. The ensemble is distinguished by
a significant output of lead and zinc that sustained international metallurgical and architectural
demands of the time, and a water system that ultimately drained the mine by gravity and met
the needs of the most industrialized and urbanized region in Poland, and amongst the largest in
Europe, providing a unique and early model of sustainable water management in the active mining
environment.

Statement of integrity
The overall size of the property provides a complete representation of all the signiﬁcant attributes of
the mine and its water management system, supporting historical and geographical-spatial integrity,
as well as the structural and functional integrity. A substantial part of the property is underground, and
all surface features are linked directly to it in the three dimensions, and have been delineated at surface
as discrete character areas.

Statement of authenticity
The cultural value of the nominated site is reliably and credibly expressed through the form
and design of mining features both below and above ground, their materials and workmanship
manifested by original and intact physical and structural remains, their use and function evidenced
by archives and detailed archaeological investigation, and its location and setting still pervaded by
highly authentic and characteristic mining features in the landscape.

Requirements for protection and management
The State Party has designated the property for which the preservation is in the public interest
and which it protects through various forms of legal protection. The World Heritage Centre of the
National Heritage Board of Poland cooperates directly with the Management Coordination Team
and the Steering Committee of the stakeholder group that is responsible for the protection and
management of the site at the local level. A Management Plan guides protection, conservation and
presentation of the attributes that carry Outstanding Universal Value.
Plate 1. Calcite ﬂowstone in a level marked with
a historic wooden plaque commemorating
the date of completion (1886).
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Author: Zygmunt Maczek
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Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System is
the best preserved, the largest and most accessible heritage of its type in Poland, and one of the
largest worldwide. Within the boundaries of the nominated Property there are various elements
that reflect the rich history of an integrated system connected with the exploration and extraction
of ores, dewatering and water supply, together with the use of post-mining areas for recreational
and commemorative purposes.
The characteristic post-mining landscape of Tarnowskie Góry comprises old, and even ancient,
mining works that are legible today and which provide a valuable source of knowledge on mineral
deposit exploitation in this classic Central European mining region. Principal elements of the
landscape include: deep mineshafts and adits that connect with a vast underground network,
heaps of barren rock, hollows and shallow shafts, drainage ditches, railway embankments and other
developments connected with the mines. The most precious and best-preserved components of
this post-mining landscape are included within the boundaries of the nominated Property.
The underground system and surface elements of the Property are located within the area of
the city of Tarnowskie Góry, the areas of the municipal Commune of Tarnowskie Góry, the rural
Commune Zbrosławice and the town with the rights of Bytom district. They are located within, and
beneath, urbanized, agricultural, park and forest areas. Particular areas and features are located
underground (shafts and winzes, levels, adits, excavation chambers) and above ground (housings
of shafts, waste rock heaps, the Adolph Shaft Waterworks, adit portals and ditches, and parks
including commemorative features).
Particular areas and features are connected with different functions which influenced their
location, form, degree of usage, etc.

Physical condition
of the Attribute

0.1

Shafts are sunk in rock, lined with stone or brick (either
wholly, or in part) and are mostly oval in shape (though
some are rectangular).
Levels (including adits) are driven in the rock, are partially lined and supported with stone or brick. Those
on the tourist route Historic Silver Mine (Zabytkowa
Kopalnia Srebra) includes side levels and adits that are
partially secured with supports and stemples of both
wood and metal.
Ore extraction chambers are hewn in rock and commonly contain semi-natural supports such as stone
pillars, or pillars constructed from waste rock and various forms of timbering. On the tourist route (HSM),
some of the chambers contain a mix of reconstructed
and modern safety supports, using diﬀerent types of
cribs and wooden, metal and stone pillars.
In the underground part of the Property, many relics
of mining works are well preserved such as: shot drill
marks, bridges, rail haulage-ways that used wagons,
wheel-barrow-ways, stone and wooden mine tablets
(that bear the date of driving the level, or the amount/
distance of elements e.g. Table from the cross-cut
between the shafts Adolph and Schlange, table in the
side level Gotthelf Stollen).

1.0

Construction of the adit took 14 years, it began in 1821
and was completed in 1834. The design for the Deep
Adit provided for driving a level of 4,570 metres in
length from the Drama Valley to Adolph Shaft within
a projected 15 years. For ventilation and dewatering purposes, and to simultaneously excavate faces, 26 shafts
(Lichtlocher), including two machine shafts, were sunk
along the speciﬁed line. In 1884 the Wasserwerk Adolfshaft (Upper Silesian Department of Waterworks Staszic
was built between the Adolf schaft and Machine Shaft
to supply most of the Silesian agglomeration with water.
The Deep Adit is a key element of the second central
drainage system (Southern System), fully based on the
gravity. After successful completion it receives water
from all mine workings of the Tarnowskie Góry region,
and drains it to the Drama river. The Adit is drilled in
the rock with locally introduced stone reinforcement.
The underground tunnel is ﬁnished with an ornamental
portal and opens into a channel (ditch) that takes water
to the river.

Elements connected with excavation are:
• Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain (3.3);
• Mining Landscape (19th century) (3.2), in the vicinity of Adolph Shaft Waterworks;
• Original Site of Friedrich Mine (3.5);
• Shafts (2.1, 2.2, 2.3);
• Friedrich Mine Washing Tip (3.4);
• A large network of levels, adits and excavation chambers (0.1).
Elements connected with dewatering and water supply are:
• Dewatering and machine shafts (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7),
• Outlets of adits with portals (1.9, 2.8),
• Adit ditches(1.10, 2.9),
• Adolph Shaft Waterworks (3.1),
• Underground workings and adits (0.1, 1.0, 2.0).
Elements connected with the use of post-mining areas for recreational purposes are:
• Kunszt Park (part of 3.5);
• Municipal Park (3.6).
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Attribute
number

1.1

4.a Present State of Conservation

1.2

1.3
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Physical condition
of the Attribute
The shaft collar is located in a wooded trough in the
southeast corner of the ‘Hałda Popłuczkowa’ (Friedrich
Mine Washing Tip) Cultural Park. The shaft is about
52.9 m deep, oval, driven in the rock and secured with
a cap. It is inaccessible from surface, but accessible from
underground.

The shaft collar is located within a wooded shaft-sinking waste tip, partially wire-fenced with old wire (now
un-necessary due to capping). The oval-shaped shaft
is about 64.1 m deep, driven in rock, and lined with
stone masonry. It is secured with a ventilation gate and
is inaccessible from the surface, but accessible from
underground.

Two shafts – excavation and machine – located within
the area of the Adolph Shaft Waterworks.
Original bricked shaft-top buildings, on the plan of
an octagon with an octagonal roof, with a lantern,
window openings ﬁnished on the section arc, partially
secondary bricked, metal windows, quarter; door
openings ﬁnished on the section arc, metal and
wooden, two-wing gates. Elevation divided with pillars
with simple capitols. At the Machine Shaft house, over
doors, added a round niche with an inscription around
‘God Bless You’ and mining symbols. Over the doors of
the Adolph (Staszic) Shaft house, a rectangular table
with an inscription ‘Shaft Staszic’. Painted interiors.
Inside the Adolph (Staszic) Shaft building, a metal,
riveted construction, the supports of which go through
the wall of the building to the outside. Adolph (Staszic)
Shaft, about 46.3 m deep, is oval, sunk in rock, stonelined, and contains metal ladders and platforms. The
shaft opening is secured with metal gates and original
barriers. Machine Shaft, about 60.9 m (modern data:
52 m) deep, is sunk in rock, oval, stone-lined, and
contains a metal lift, and metal ladders and platforms.
Adolph (Staszic) Shaft building has some cracking in
its bricks walls (placed metal clamps on two levels,
conducted monitoring with placed control seals).
Both shafts are accessible from the surface, and from
underground.

Physical condition of the Property – description, cont.
Photography

Attribute
number

Physical condition
of the Attribute

1.4

The shaft collar is located within a wooded shaftsinking waste tip, partially fenced with old wire (now
un-necessary due to capping).
Shaft about 60 m deep (modern data), sunk in rock,
oval, lined with brick. Surface opening of the shaft
secured with a concrete plate with ventilation holes,
visible brick structure. Inside the shaft are metal
ladders and platforms (strong corrosion) that date from
the water-supply function of Adolph (Staszic) Shaft
Waterworks. The shaft is now inaccessible from surface,
but accessible from underground.

1.5

The shaft collar is located on the side of a wooded
shaft-sinking waste tip.
The shaft is about 30 m deep (modern data), sunk
in rock and lined with stone masonry, oval, secured
with cap. Preserved original remnant building over
the shaft, erected from stone (in part on the plan of
the circle, in part of a rectangle; visible arcs). Visible
deterioration of walls; landowner ‘poured’ the walls
with mortar from outside in an attempt to stabilise
the structure. The shaft is inaccessible from surface.

1.6

The shaft collar is located in the landscape complex
of Repty Park and the Drama Valley.
The shaft is about 30 m deep, sunk in rock, oval, and
lined with stone masonry. Metal stairs and platforms.
Original shaft building preserved in the form of
a circular brick wall, up to the height of about 1 m,
erected from stone (dolomite). Due to creation of
the tourist route Black Trout Adit (Sztolnia Czarnego
Pstrąga) the shaft house was partially reconstructed
and covered with a roof and shingles. The shaft is
accessible from surface, and from underground.

1.7

The shaft collar is located in the landscape complex
of Repty Park and the Drama Valley.
The shaft is about 20 m deep, sunk in rock, oval, and
lined with stone masonry. Metal stairs and platforms.
Original shaft building preserved in the form of
a circular brick wall, up to the height of about 1 m,
erected from stone (dolomite). Due to creation of
the tourist route Black Trout Adit (Sztolnia Czarnego
Pstrąga) the shaft house was partially reconstructed
and covered with a roof and shingles. The shaft is
accessible from surface, and from underground.

Photography
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Attribute
number

1.8

4.a Present State of Conservation

1.9

1.10

Physical condition
of the Attribute
The shaft collar is located in the landscape complex
of Repty Park and the Drama Valley.
The shaft is about 20 m deep, sunk in rock, oval, lined
with stone masonry, secured with a cap. Original
circular building of the shaft top, preserved partially,
erected from stone. Decay of walls. The shaft is
inaccessible from surface.

The adit portal is located in the area of the landscape
complex of Repty Park and the Drama Valley. Original
architectonic housing preserved of the outlet of
Friedrich Adit. It consists of: portal or ‘gate’ (with
a classicist outline, erected from dressed limestone,
with a triangle peak and metal triangle plate placed
on the axis, above the commencement of adit driving
date ‘1821’ incised in the stone, cornice, plates ﬁnishing
clamped with metal clamps, on the plates curved
inscriptions from diﬀerent periods, dates and mining
symbols), stone stairs, stone bench, fragments of
stone walls and stone insertion; one of four original ﬂat
sculptures with a head of a lion was disassembled for
security reasons and is stored in the area of the tourist
route HSM (Historic Silver Mine).

Physical condition of the Property – description, cont.
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number

2.1

2.2

2.3

The adit ditch is located in the area of the landscape
complex of Repty Park and the Drama Valley. The
ditch was excavated from the outlet of Friedrich Adit
to the Drama River (running parallel to its natural
course). In part, original timber revetment preserved
of the ditch. Along the higher northern (river) side is
a preserved line of mature poplar trees.

2.4

2.0
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Physical condition
of the Attribute
The shaft collar is located within the limits of the
tourist route HSM (Historic Silver Mine). The shaft is
about 42.7 m deep, sunk in rock, oval, partially lined
with brick and stone masonry. In the shaft, modern
passenger lift, stairs and platforms and permanent
exhibition of underground tourist route of the
Historic Silver Mine. The shaft is accessible from
surface, and from underground.

Photography
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Over the shaft collar is a modern, protective steel
building covered with sheet steel. Next to the shaft
is a shaft-sinking waste tip, the area surrounded with
fencing and a gate. The shaft is about 47.8 m deep,
sunk in rock, oval, and lined with stone masonry. Inside
the shaft are metal ladders and platforms. The shaft is
accessible from surface, and from underground.

The shaft collar is located in the surroundings of
a wooded shaft-sinking waste tip, surrounded by
a wooden fence.
The shaft is about 42.8 m deep, sunk in rock, oval,
secured with a cap. The shaft is inaccessible from
surface, but accessible from underground.

The shaft collar is located in the surroundings of
a wooded shaft-sinking waste tip.
The shaft is about 38.9 m deep, sunk in rock, oval,
and secured with a cap. The shaft is inaccessible from
surface, but accessible from underground.

The construction of the adit began in 1785 and was
completed in 1803. However, the full functionality
was achieved in 1807. Along the adit 25 ‘Lichtlocher’
shafts were sunk to simultaneously progress various
tunnel faces. The adit reached a length of 3151m
measured from the Reden mound to the end of the
tunnel.
The Adit drains water to the Soła river. It is drilled in
the rock with locally introduced stone reinforcement.
The underground tunnel is finished with an
ornamental portal (reconstructed) and opens into
a channel (ditch) that takes water to the river.
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Attribute
number

2.5

4.a Present State of Conservation

2.6

2.7

Physical condition
of the Attribute
The shaft collar is located in the surroundings of
a wooded shaft-sinking waste tip that is degraded
on the southern-western side. The shaft is about
39.8 m deep, sunk in rock, oval, secured with a cap.
The shaft inaccessible from surface, but accessible
from underground.

The shaft collar is located in the area of Water Supply
and Sewerage company in Tarnowskie Góry.
The shaft is about 55.4 m deep, sunk in rock, oval,
lined with stone masonry. The shaft is within a building belonging to the complex PWiK. The shaft is
accessible from surface, but presently inaccessible
from underground due to the water level having risen
due to cessation of pumping.

The shaft collar is located within private residential
property.
The shaft is about 59.0 m deep, sunk in rock, oval,
in a stone and concrete housing secured with a cap.
The shaft is inaccessible from surface, and presently
inaccessible from underground due to the water level
having risen due to cessation of pumping.

Physical condition of the Property – description, cont.
Photography

Attribute
number

Physical condition
of the Attribute

3.2

Mining excavations and mounds extend on both sides
of the field road, an extension of the Wodociągowa
Street.
This is a characteristic post-mining landscape with
small filled shafts, hummocks and hollows. On
the northern side of the road, a bunker from the
times of WWII is located on top of a shaft mound,
a characteristic military use of elevated vantage
points originally created by the mine.

3.3

3.4

Within the limits of the ‘Hałda Popłuczkowa’
(Friedrich Mine Washing Tip) Cultural Park. The tip
or ‘burrow’ was created from the dolomite waste
generated by the ‘washing’ (crushing, separation
and concentrating) of galena (lead ore), later also
calamine (zinc ore). Surmounting the tip are two
concrete bunkers from 1944, a characteristic military
use of elevated vantage points originally created by
the mine.

3.1

In the area of the Adolph Shaft Waterworks there is
a complex of bricked buildings, elements of equipment
and interior decor, monumental machinery and areas
of the garden and fruit garden. The area is walled and
fenced.
The complex at surface consists of: octagonal, brick-built
shaft-house Adolph (Staszic) and octagonal, brick-built
shaft-house Machine (Maszynowy), Lancashire boiler,
electrical switch box NN and electricity aggregates,
mechanical-electrical workshop, sauna, warehouse
and workshop, guard house. The following features
did not survive: larger constructions such as the
administration-residential building and the boilerhouse chimney (both demolished), and smaller
facilities such as the steel and oil warehouses,
economic building, wagon shifting building, toilets,
and railway siding rails (though the ballasted course
and partially buried sleepers remain).

The portal of the God Help Adit was completely
restored in 2000. The original portal structure had
remained intact but was in a poor condition.

2.8

The adit discharge course is a historically shaped
ditch dug from the portal of the God Help Adit to the
River Stoła.

2.9

352

Mining excavations extending across the forest area,
in part of the Segiet nature reserve.
This is a characteristic, well-preserved, multi-phased
post-mining landscape with small filled shafts,
hummocks and hollows, opencast workings (some
dry, some water-filled).

Photography
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Attribute
number

Physical condition
of the Attribute

3.1

Whilst all these facilities created a characteristic
spatial system, the majority survives and, together
with the underground water abstraction complex,
presents a unique and highly legible innovative water
supply facility that was integrated with the mine
drainage system.
Behind the boiler house, from the side of Staszica
street, the bollards of the railway line manual haulage
are preserved, by means of which the coal wagons
were pulled on rails to deliver coal to the boiler
room. The area is in part surrounded with a brick
wall/fence (Staszica and Wodociągowa streets) with
gates and a fence from the Wodociągowa street. The
development of the complex was accompanied by
the garden and the fruit garden. The underground
component comprises the following principal features: Adolph (Staszic) Shaft, deepened from 1902
to 72 m, Machine (Maszynowy) Shaft deepened to
52 m, pump chambers (machine halls) A and B – 50 m,
pump chamber C – 72 m, reinforced concrete retention flowing reservoir with capacity of 1200 m3 and
the excavations connecting the chambers of pumps,
fragments of side drifts and cross-cuts. Among
the equipment preserved in situ, the steam pump
complex has a significant value, located in chamber
B, for which application has been made for conservation protection. Built in 1903, modernized in 1922
by Maschinenbau-Aktien-Gesellschaftvorm. Starke
& Hoffmann from Jelenia Góra (pump aggregate no. 3
was modernized in 1921, complex no. 2 in 1922 and no.
3 in 1925). When various pumping installations were
modernized, and when redundant historic equipment was at risk, such equipment has been removed
and preserved at the mining museum.

3.5
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Physical condition of the Property – description, cont.
Photography

Attribute
number

Physical condition
of the Attribute

3.5

The park was located in the area of Friedrich Mine
where mining was resumed in the 1780s, close to
the site of the first steam engine in Upper Silesia
(32-inch Newcomen engine imported from Britain)
and other mining devices, a site that has now reverted
to agricultural fields. On the western side, the railway
embankment, on the eastern side the dewatering
ditch with bridges. The area has considerable
archaeological research potential.

3.6

The park includes the original development of the
period 1903-1925, together with a part attached in the
1960s (21.5 ha).
The shape of the land with shaft mounds and hollows
is well preserved and legible; a number of original
horseshoe shaped mounds surround ground that
fulﬁlled the initial role of leisure corners. A historical
forest stand is preserved (veteran beech and common
oak) and forms of greens such as: avenues, espaliers,
ﬂowerbeds, lawns (lime trees, maples, chestnut and
hornbeam). Among preserved elements of small
architecture and park equipment are: gazebo on
a shaft mound, stand, pergola, fountain and monument. The gazebo was reconstructed. The original
tennis courts are preserved and remain in use.

Photography
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Physical condition of the Property – description, cont.

© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association, authors: Piotr Gad, Grzegorz Rudnicki, Zbigniew Pawlak, Sebastian Romankiewicz, Dominika Pawlak,
Lesław Janik, Krzysztof Ziętek, Barry Gamble

The present park covers a small area where resumption of mining first took place in Tarnowskie Góry
under the Prussian state in the late 18th century. It
was re-shaped in 1884 around the monumental mine
‘burrow’ (monumental hill).
The characteristic shape of the area with a hill and
two burrows is still preserved and legible. Other
elements are present as capped shafts and archaeological remains.
In part, a historical forest stand is preserved (11 smallleaved lime trees) around the monumental burrow
and 1 lime tree in a former eastern part of the park
– today sown and partially developed.
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The state of preservation – assessment
Attributes of the Property

4.a Present State of Conservation
Plate 1. Hydromorphic dispersion of calcium carbonate and iron sulphate/
oxide imparting a natural cement to underground structures.
Author: Zygmunt Maczek

The function, type of facility, materials used, location, method of use (former and present), and
natural factors significantly affect the preservation of particular features. Generally, one may say
that the condition of their preservation is good to satisfactory with some poor elements that are
the subject of planned conservation works.
After the cessation of mining activity, no works were conducted which infringed upon the
original fabric within the historical underground part of the mine, except modernization works
that were conducted in the area of the Adolph Shaft Waterworks (which became Water Station
Staszic) as part of its continued function and that necessary for visitor access. The underground
areas are subject to natural processes connected with air movement and water penetration, which,
with proper management and monitoring, do not adversely influence the preservation of the
Property; indeed the chemical action of calcium carbonate precipitation predominantly enhances
the structural condition of masonry arches and walling in levels and shafts. Conservation-building
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restoration activities, which improve security and facilitate underground tourist access, were only
conducted within underground tourist routes of Historic Silver Mine (Zabytkowa Kopalnia Srebra) and
Black Trout Adit (Sztolnia Czarnego Pstrąga).
In surface architectonic facilities one may observe defects, commonly caused through lack
of maintenance or neglect, including: cracks of walls, damages and defects of bricks and mortar,
damages and defects of stone and mortar, damages and defects of interior décor, biological
corrosion and graffiti/inscriptions that have taken place over many decades. Such defects are
logged and incorporated within the Management Plan for the Property.

* None or single cracks of the ceilings and pillars no collapses.
** Local collapses with small range, occurrence of cracks of ceilings and pillars, partially destroyed walls.
*** Collapses with large range, strongly cracked ceilings, pillars and walls, destructed walls.
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4.a Present State of Conservation

Factors which have the potential to negatively affect the Property, also include:
• Threat to the continued performance of the adit dewatering system (for example, as a result of
major collapse) that now operates ‘naturally’;
• Changes in purpose of the areas and manner of development in Study of Conditions and Spatial
Management Directions, Municipal Plans of Spatial Management.

Due to the predominantly good condition of the underground and surface elements of the
nominated Property, no intensive conservation activities have been conducted; though regular
inspection, maintenance and small-scale conservation of the Underground Workings has, and is,
undertaken by the Association on an ongoing basis. Adolph Shaft Waterworks remains partially
used as a water pumping station and are subject to current security works.

Conservation activities, repairs and repair works realized to 2014
Attributes of Property
Conducted works and their scope
Adolph and Machine Putting on construction belts
1.3
Shafts
monitoring of cracks in the shaft house
- reconstruction of the stone shaft house
- removal of old mine ladders
- installation of steel stairs for safe visitor access
1.6 Adit Shaft no.17
- installation of new roof with wooden structure
- construction of landing quay for boats in the Adit
- installation of power line and other facilities
- replacement of stair compartments
- reconstruction of the stone shaft house
- removal of old mine ladders
- installation of steel stairs for safe visitor access
- installation of new roof with wooden structure
1.7 Adit Shaft no.13
- construction of landing quay for boats in the Adit
- transport of steel boats for the shaft outlet
- installation of power line and other facilities
- replacement of stair compartments
2.8 God Help Adit Portal Complete reconstruction of the masonry portal

Date
Before 1939
2013
1957-1958
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Presently, the most important factors that are, or have the potential to, negatively affect the
Property include:
• Effects of dolomite aggregate quarrying (now ceased within/adjacent to the Property);
• Dissemination and intensification of development in selected areas;
• No security devices of some shaft collars, which may constitute a serious risk for people and
animals;
• Improper use of mining features (traverse of Friedrich Mine Washing Tip by quads and motor
bikes), lighting fires, using levels and shafts for tipping waste and trash;
• Graffiti.

2004
1957-1958

2004
2006

Planned principal conservation activities
Attributes of Property
1.5
1.8
1.9
2.8

3.1

Plate 2. Volunteers from the Association during conservation works (Friedrich Mine Adit Portal and Ditch).
Author: Piotr Gad
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3.5

Conducted works and their scope
Archaeological-architectonic examination
Adit Engine Shaft
and investigation, inventorying, planning of
no.22
conservation works, conservation works
Inventorying, planning of conservation works,
Adit Shaft no.5
conservation works
Friedrich Mine Adit Inventorying, planning of conservation works,
Portal
conservation works
Restoration of the portal, guided by historic
God Help Adit Portal
records
Archaeological-architectonic examination
Adolph Shaft
and investigation, inventorying, planning of
Waterworks
conservation works, conservation works and
adaptation of Station to the new function
Original Site of
Archaeological-architectonic examinations within
Friedrich Mine
the area of the former Friedrich Mine.

Date
Short term

Short term
Short term
Long term
Short term

Long term
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Investigation of the Underground Workings has been taking place for heritage purposes for over
seventy years. With the development of modern exploration and safety equipment and techniques,
more discoveries continue to be made, whilst many challenges remain regarding a huge area of
former mining excavations, both within the horizon of the deeper levels, and to those above. Safety
issues include air quality, water-filled voids, structural stability of unsupported roofs and walls, and
navigation within the highly complex network. For the development of the nomination, partial
–yet the most significant – recognition of the underground was conducted.
As circumstances evolve, a stage of more thorough examinations is planned, the result being
a higher level of documentation including a more detailed inventory.

4.a Present State of Conservation
Plate 3. Inspection of masonry arches.
Author: Zenon Lis

Plate 4. Dismantled valves in the chamber of the water pumping station in the vicinity of the Help Hapiness Adit.
Plate 5. Flooded inter-level shaft with well preserved timbering. The Silver Mountain area.
Author: Wojtek Stankiewicz
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4.a Present State of Conservation
Plate 6. Historic beech
forest (now Segiet Reserve)
within the Mining Landscape
of Silver Mountain. View
southeast towards Bytom.
Author: Sebastian Romankiewicz
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The functional-spatial structure of Tarnowskie Góry district is characterized by a domination of
non-invested areas (open), granulation of invested areas and continuance of natural ecosystems,
hierarchical, legible settlement system, predominance of low development areas, central system
of main transport routes, spatial concentration of production-storage areas.
Progressive urbanization signiﬁcantly eﬀects a change in the landscape, which constitute a
potential threat to the attributes of the nominated Property, in particular vestiges of the post-mining
landscape that are presently, and appropriately, agricultural developed as meadows or growing ﬁelds.
An increasing tendency is for the transformation of agricultural plots into building plots, or for their
designation for settlement development. Tourism continues to develop significantly. This has the
potential to aﬀect the following attributes: 1.4, 1.5, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.8, 2.9, 3.2, and 3.5.
Building activity can also constitute a threat to the underground part of the Property, especially
where the levels come closer to the ground surface. Building and investment activity requires
constant monitoring and special attention in formulating provisions in the scope of local spatial
law Urban planning (Studium Uwarunkowań i Kierunków Zagospodarowania Przestrzennego),
municipal plans of spatial development, conditions of development), something that must be
undertaken on the basis of appropriate expertise.

4. State of Conservation and Factors Aﬀecting the Property

(i) Development Pressures

4.b Factors Aﬀecting the Property
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Development pressures, which may have an influence on the nominated Property, include
urbanization, transformation of post-mining and agricultural areas into building and investment plots and aspects of development that approach the nominated Property and are
potentially intrusive in the cultural landscape.
The Tarnogórski district is located in south-western Poland, in the north-western part of the
Silesia voivodeship and Upper Silesian Industrial Region (Górnośląski Okręg Przemysłowy). Its
area covers 64,419 ha (by data from 2012). This is a densely inhabited area (215 persons/km² by
data from 2012) and urbanized (68.7%). The southern part of the district is strongly industrially
and technologically developed (Tarnowskie Góry, Radzionków), whereas the northern-west and
eastern areas are of agricultural-forest nature (51.7% of the district area comprises Lublinieckie
Forests).
Tarnowskie Góry was included into the downtown areas of the Upper Silesia conurbation, which in accordance with the Plan of Spatial Management of the Silesia Voivodeship
from 2004, is created from 14 cities with the rights of districts, resided in by over 2 million
inhabitants.
Tarnowskie Góry is a municipal commune with a tourism-industrial character. Presently,
the machine and metal industry dominates, in addition the electro-technical, chemical,
building materials, clothes’ and food industries are developed.
Tarnowskie Góry is also an important railway junction, a historical development that was
originally connected with the excavation of ores and, more recently, coal. In Tarnowskie Góry
there is the so-called coal switch station. It is the largest switch station in Poland, and one of
the largest in Europe. Tarnowskie Góry is categorized as class A with reference to investment
attractiveness.
Tarnowskie Góry municipal commune is densely inhabited with 61,002 inhabitants (729 persons/km², data from 2012). In accordance with the data from 2012, the commune covers 8,372 ha,
out of which the area of forests total 3,014.7 ha (forest density 36%). In the structure of the open
areas of Tarnowskie Góry there are two types of arable lands that dominate: forests and growing
ﬁelds and others (green arable lands, permanent growth–fruit gardens and gardens, municipal
green, rural collections). In the Tarnowskie Góry Commune, arable lands occupy in total 24% of
the area, forests 36% of the total (data from 2010).
Zbrosławice Commune covers 14,836 ha, out of which the area of forests is in total 2,729 ha
(forest density 18.4%). Arable lands occupied in accordance with the data from 2002 are 70%
of the commune area (data from 2012).
The town with the rights of the district-Bytom, covers 6,944 ha of the area, out of which
about 20% of the area of Bytom are forests (mainly in the northern-west part of town). In the
area of the town there is a forest reservation called Segiet, inactive quarries of Blachówka
dolomite (data from 2012).

Plate 7. Tightly packed and distinctive ‘doughnut-shaped’ shaft mounds, adjacent to Staszic (Adolph) shaft
( just oﬀ centre right). Staszic Street is marked by the line of houses, from left to right, and is crossed by an
embankment of an historic narrow-gauge railway (from bottom right), once part of the network of narrowgauge railways that, since the middle of the 19th century, were the backbone of Upper Silesian industrial
transport. The clump of trees in open ﬁelds (higher left) marks Viper Shaft, with Angel Shaft museum and
visitor complex (centre top).
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Author: Sebastian Romankiewicz
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Occurrence of mining damages
The most important factor to inﬂuence the preservation condition of facilities in the underground
character area of the nominated Property is the condition of geological structure (concern of collapse)
and of groundwater (concern of ﬂooding). Especially dangerous are heavily ﬁssured zones (often
highlighted by a large amount of rocky debris on the ﬂoor), contact zones of diﬀerent types of rocks,
zones with increased water inﬁltration, and large chambers. The underground atmosphere is important,
and depends on variable factors, including atmospheric pressure outside, ventilation and exchange
level of air, humidity, etc. In mines, especially those sections that are permitted for tourist routes, an
appropriate level of oxygen must be maintained. The lower security limit cites a concentration of 19%;
below this value, there is a risk of fatigue, dizziness, stomachache, disordered vision and weakness until
loss of consciousness. In places where there is stagnant/stationary water, post-mining ﬂora can develop
(bacteria, algae), which is connected with a rapid drop in oxygen levels.
The underground system must be appropriately ventilated, dewatered and secured against collapse. One should remember that underground system of mines in Tarnowskie Góry in the form of
excavations, levels, chambers and adits amounts to over 150 km and extends beneath much of the
town. The mine ceased operations in the early 20th century, despite this, a complicated system of
balance must be maintained in order to conserve the system. Weathering of rock, and of natural or
man-made structural support, rather than tectonic movement (as Poland is relatively stable), can
cause collapse, an obstruction in ventilation and a change in the composition of mine atmosphere,
and water may flood the mine voids. These threats require a coherent policy by the authorities,
including coordination of activities, systematic control and monitoring, maintenance of ventilation,
dewatering and security against collapses. The cooperation of specialists in these areas requires an
appropriate ongoing financial resource.
Post-mining voids are a potential threat to building facilities and, as a consequence, safety to
inhabitants. Collapsing of fragments of excavations, in particular along the route of the main adits,
constitutes a threat to the capacity and continuance of the underground water management system.

Plate 8. Whilst most underground structures are
stable, there are occasions where conservation
action becomes crucial. Here a masonry wall and
arch has been supported with an engineering
solution due to ground pressure creating a bulge
in the lower segment of the structure. It has now
been maintained in a stable condition whilst being
continually monitored.
Author: Piotr Gad
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Tarnowskie Góry district borders with the Upper Silesian Industrial Region (Górnośląski Okręg Przemysłowy) – the most industrialized area of Poland. The area of the nominated Property lies within
the water-section zone (I-row water section), dividing the drainage basins of the Odra and Vistula
rivers. Here there are three principal water courses: Segiet stream, and the Drama and Stoła rivers
(source areas on the height of 290-320 m above sea level). The watercourses described above have
a rain-snow regime. Within the year, three clear risings take place, in January, March and June,
whereas a clear depression is observed in September.
Underground waters belong to the Bytom-Olkusz hydrological region. Here are various
water-bearing horizons:
• Upper, in formations of Quaternary (sands and gravel), variable to a depth of 10 m;
• Lower – fissured karst in limestones and dolomites of the lower and central Triassic, variable
depth from 10 to 110 m.
The upper horizon, as a result of intensive mining activity and exploitation of dolomites in
quarries in this area, was in many places strongly latent and cut off, as a result of which these
anthropogenic dislocations constitute today a zone of supply for the lower horizon. The remaining
part of groundwater is infiltrate, by means of discharge to the superficial courses.
From the point of view of the Tarnowskie Góry underground, the lower ﬂoor (Triassic) is particularly interesting. The horizon consists of three water-bearing levels: mussel lime, rheatic and lower
gaudy sandstone. The ﬁssure-karst water-bearing level of mussel lime and rhaetic sandstone are most
important here, which comprises dolomites and limestone with inserts of poorly permeable marls of
the upper parts of the Gogolin layers. In connection with strong dislocation and in the end, reducing
the Gogolin layers, the level created one hydraulically connected complex of Triassic coal series. The
complex, with a maximum thickness of 150 m, is strongly cracked and karsted and highly rich in water.
In conditions of a natural regime, it is supplied through atmospheric inﬁltration, and the ﬂow of waters
takes place from the west towards the west and southern west towards Pyskowice.
As a result of a long history of mining exploitation, the Triassic water-bearing horizon was transformed. The largest influence on de-balancing the hydrological system was affected by driving
adits (dewatering levels) (Daniela, Boży Dar, Krakowska, W Imię Pańskie Obiecana, Pomagaj Bóg
and Boże Dopomóż) and, in particular, the driving of Freidrich Adit and the application of steam
pumping engines in 18th and early 19th centuries. As a result of deepening exploitation, as well as in
connection with the launching in 1903 of large-scale water-abstraction in the Adolph Shaft Waterworks (directly from the Friedrich Adit, and progressively by boreholes from below) in the region
of Repty Śląskie, the groundwater table of the mussel lime was lowered. It caused the reduction
or complete atrophy of supply of Triassic waters to the Drama, as well as minimized the supply
of lower level water-bearing Rhaetic. The launch of water abstraction in Tarnowice Stare Upper
Silesian Centre of the Rehabilitation 'Repty' (Górnośląskie Centrum Rehabilitacji) resulted in the
complete drainage of groundwater of the mussel limestone horizon in the region of Repty Śląskie,
and the creation of an elliptical depression funnel.
In the report of the National Geological Institute (2005) concerning groundwater of the area,
it was proved that Upper Silesian Industrial Region (Górnośląski Okręg Przemysłowy) has a strong
deficit of water, without useful water-bearing horizons. In addition, the development of industry
and mining exploitation means further drainage of groundwater.
Due to the large infiltration of rainwater, excess groundwater constitutes a significant threat
to the underground environment. Unchecked fallen trees that may block adit drainage ditches or
careless development of the area may lead to collapse and obstruction in the ‘natural’ dewatering
system, resulting in flooding of parts of the underground workings.

Plate 9. Former collapse, close to surface in the
cut and cover section of the Friedrich Deep Adit
where it approaches the Friedrich Mine Adit Portal.
Considerable water pressure built up and released as
a result of the obstruction and clearance.
Author: Henryk Krzykawski
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Among the elements of the nominated Property, those included in the visitor routes of the
Historic Silver Mine (shafts 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, connecting levels and chambers) and Black Trout Adit
(1.6, 1.7), are made available to tourists. The Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association executes
care over them. There is general public access to Municipal Park (3.6), Original Site of Friedrich
Mine (3.5) and Friedrich Mine Washing Tip (3.4), for which the Culture Park was created. Adit
Shaft no. 5 (1.8), Friedrich Mine Adit Portal and Friedrich Mine Adit Ditch (1.9, 1.10) are located in
the publically accessible area of the landscape complex Repty Park and the Drama Valley. God
Help Adit Portal and God Help Adit Ditch (2.8, 2.9) are also accessible. The Mining Landscape
of Silver Mountain (3.3) is located within publically accessible forest areas, partially in the area
of the Segiet Reserve. Remaining facilities are partially, or completely, physically inaccessible.

4. State of Conservation and Factors Aﬀecting the Property

(iv) Responsible Visitation at World Heritage Sites

4.b Factors Aﬀecting the Property

(iii) Natural Disasters and Risk Preparedness
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The greatest natural threat to the nominated Property (underground, in particular) is posed by
long-term falls of rain and snow, which potentially may affect the level of groundwater and the
dewatering system of the mine. However, they do not constitute a significant threat, though
surges are experienced from time to time.
Watercourses that flow through the area of the commune, such as the rivers Stoła and Drama,
do not constitute a flood threat. Extensive forest areas, such as the environment of the Mining
Landscape of Silver Mountain, can pose a potential fire threat but, if this does occur, the harm to
the Property is likely minimal, and temporary.
Risk preparedness for water catastrophe is founded on effective monitoring. The Association
conducts regular monitoring of the groundwater level for tourist routes of the Historic Silver
Mine (Zabytkowa Kopalnia Srebra) and Black Trout Adit (Sztolnia Czarnego Pstrąga). The flow
of groundwater in the region of the tourist route of Historic Silver Mine (Zabytkowa Kopalnia
Srebra) is measured every day, the readout being made on the water meters in the sump of Angel
Shaft and God Bless Shaft. For the tourist route of Black Trout Adit (Sztolnia Czarnego Pstrąga),
the level of water of Friedrich Adit is registered every day at the sump of Adit Shaft no. 17. Results
of the monitoring are entered into the special book of the water level. Safe water level for the
Historic Silver Mine (Zabytkowa Kopalnia Srebra) was established at 70-80 cm, for the Black Trout
Adit (Sztolnia Czarnego Pstrąga) maximum, safe water level amounted to 110 cm (after exceeding
the water level, tourist traffic is maintained).
The level of underground waters is also measured and monitored on water meters in Adolph
Shaft, by employees of the Upper Silesian Water Supply Company (GPW).
Four times a year, academic employees of the Silesian University make water measurements
(water flow, water level, level of pollutions) in Friedrich Adit, in three points (Adolph Shaft, Adit
Shaft no. 17, Friedrich Mine Adit Portal). Results of measurements are documented and transferred to the main hydrologist of the tourist routes of the Historic Silver Mine and Black Trout
Adit.
The Association has a contract signed with the Central Station of Mining Rescue in Bytom
(CSRG S.A.) in the scope of preparations to conduct rescue operations. The agreement covers
rescue emergency, fulfilling the potential requirements foreseen by the rescue services in the
underground mining facilities and bringing immediate aid in case of threat to life or health
of employees or other persons.
The Historic Silver Mine possesses Rescue Plan of 27.10.2006, an integral part of which is
a plan of fire action.
In the Rescue Plan there is an inscription ordering the Manager of the Company Operation
(Pol. kierownik ruchu zakładu) to call the rescue teams in agreement with CSRG S.A. in Bytom in
case of a threat. In addition, there is a list of units and institutions, which should be notified in
the event of a threat including: Centralna Stacja Ratownictwa Górniczego S.A., Okręgowa Stacja
Ratownictwa Górniczego in Bytom and the District Mining Office (Okręgowy Urząd Górniczy).
The analysis of threats and risk preparedness will be included in the management plan, which
is currently under development.

Plate 10. Visitation to sensitive, and remote, areas of the underground system is performed by experienced
and well equipped members of the Association.
Author: Piotr Gad
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2013

2012
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Historic Silver Mine

Black Trout Adit

Total
(both routes)

Domestic

61 040

34 754

95 794

Foreign

3 209

444

3 653

Total

64 249

35 198

99 447

Domestic

55 861

36 935

92 796

Foreign

2 804

451

3 255

Total

58 665

37 386

96 051

Domestic

49 386

34 984

84 370

Foreign

2 724

674

3 398

Total

52 110

35 658

87 768

Domestic

51 032

20 328

71 360

Foreign

3 526

589

4 115

Total

54 558

20 917

75 475

Domestic

56 036

39 240

95 276

Foreign

2 497

832

3 329

Total

58 533

40 072

98 605

Domestic

72 225

41 484

113 709

Foreign

4 506

922

5 428

Total

76 731

42 407

119 138

Domestic

68 820

43 643

112 463

Foreign

6 507

557

7 064

Total

75 327

44 200

119 527

Domestic

61 331

40 436

101 767

Foreign

5 481

776

6 257

Total

66 812

41 212

108 024

Domestic

62 451

-

-

5 351

-

-

Total

67 802

37 548

105 350

Domestic

63 636

-

-

Foreign

4 070

-

-

Total

67 636

40 880

108 516

Year

2011

2010

Plate 11. Wooden plate showing the date of the tunnelling.
Author: Zygmunt Maczek

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

Tourists

Foreign
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Visitor numbers in underground tourist routes: Historic Silver Mine and
Black Trout Adit

Plate 12. Iron sluice-gate mechanism in a brick-lined sump chamber in Friedrich Adit, adjacent to Help Happiness
Shaft.
Author: Wojtek Stankiewicz
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Attributes of Property

Recipient

Availability

Tourist route Historic Silver Mine (0.1, 2.1,
2.2, 2.3 with chambers and pavements)

Mass tourist

No limitations

Tourist route Black Trout Adit (1.0 1.6, 1.7)

Mass tourist

In underground part excluding
persons with high mobility
disability

No limitations in the underground part excluding fragments
Adolph Shaft Waterworks (1.3, 3.2, 3.4)
Mass tourist
for persons with high mobility
disability
Other elements of the underground system Qualified tourist With limitations
Friedrich Mine Washing Tip (3.4) with
Mass tourist
No limitations
Frieden Shaft (1.1) – at surface
Adit Shaft no.5 (1.8) – at surface
Mass tourist
No limitations
Friedrich Mine Adit Portal (1.9)
Mass tourist
No limitations
Friedrich Mine Adit Ditch (1.10)
Mass tourist
No limitations
Heinitz Shaft (2.4) – at surface
Mass tourist
No limitations
Reden Shaft (2.5) – at surface
Mass tourist
No limitations
God Help Adit Portal (2.8)
Mass tourist
No limitations
God Help Adit Ditch (2.9)
Mass tourist
No limitations
Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain (3.3) Mass tourist
No limitations
Original Site of Friedrich Mine (3.5)
Mass tourist
No limitations
Municipal Park (3.6)
Mass tourist
No limitations

A tourist pressure, which may refer to tangible and/or intangible aspects of the nominated Property,
may negatively impact upon particular elements. Such tourism pressures may incur an unfavourable effect upon natural and cultural resources and sustainable development. Threats, which may
result from tourism, include, inter alia:
• changes in the landscape resulting from the building of tourist facilities and transport
infrastructure;
• degradation of the land surface (inter alia due to the usage of ground for construction);
• reduction of water resources (tourism can use huge amounts of water);
• burden of the environment due to the usage of a large amount of energy (a tourist staying at
a hotel uses on average by 1/3 energy more than a permanent resident; usage of energy has
grown with increasing hotel standards);
• increase in water pollution (increase of amount of waste discharged);
• increase of production of waste (exploitation of facilities and tourist facilities);
• air pollution (emission from transport sources; significant emission of nitrogen, sulphur and
carbon oxides into the atmosphere);
• increase in noise level;
• distortion of human and animals’ peace (noise, deaths caused by car accidents, conflict of
tourist routes with wandering paths of animals) – difficulties in organization of mass tourism
with reference to the distribution of protected species of animals and plants, for example bat
colonies;
• creation of burdensome transport networks (vibrations, pollution, noise);
• destruction of monuments’ fabric (improper usage).
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The places identified as a tourist attraction are two underground tourist routes of the Historic Silver
Mine and Black Trout Adit.
Among domestic tourists a significant segment comprises school groups from different levels
of education. Interest is growing at seniors level. Among foreign tourists a marked predominance
comprises visitors from Germany, France, Great Britain, Hungary and the Czech Republic.
A tourist season lasts throughout the year on the route of the Historic Silver Mine, whilst on the
route of the Black Trout Adit there is a technical break in February. The development of a visitor
strategy is planned, including visits proposed to be available for specific World Heritage attributes.
The centre of knowledge about the nominated Property will also be created within the area of the
Adolph Shaft Waterworks. The new tourist routes will be marked with accompanying visiting and
educational programs showing the nominated Property as a whole.
As of the present day, one may state that the underground within the tourist routes of the Historic
Silver Mine and Black Trout Adit has much unused visitor capacity and may accept a larger number
of people all year long, and in particular in the autumn-winter season (weather conditions do not
affect the comfort of visiting the underground). For safety and security reasons of both routes, the
maximum number of visitors must not exceed 100 persons per hour for the Historic Silver Mine and
60 persons per hour for Black Trout Adit. Potentially, it is possible to extend underground routes to
be made available for tourists (of varying categories), but only within qualified tourism. It requires
proper adjustment in accordance with the requirements of the mining law and with the care for the
safety and security of tourists. With reference to surface components, there are no such limits, and
availability depends only on the proper organization of visiting.
For safety, security, availability and capacity of particular elements of the Property, planned
concentration of activity in different places is as follows:

Therefore, the future visitor management plan will take into account relevant aspects of the
above in order to plan for an increased number of visitors, and to mitigate developmental pressure
connected therewith with a simultaneous avoidance of unfavourable effects (organized tourism,
guides and care takers, proper number of sanitary units and bins, monitoring etc.).

Plate 13. Main inhabitants of the underground workings (Myotis myotis).
Author: Grzegorz Kłys
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(v) Number of Inhabitants within the Property and
the Buﬀer Zone
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The nominated Property lies within the
municipal Commune of Tarnowskie Góry,
rural Commune Zbrosławice and a town
with the district with rights of Bytom.
Municipal Commune of Tarnowskie Góry
occupies the area of 8, 372 ha and counts
61, 002 inhabitants (as of 2012). Commune
Zbrosławice, with the area of 14, 836
ha, counts 15, 853 persons (as of 2012).
Bytom occupies the area of 6, 944 ha and
counts 174, 724 inhabitants (as of 2012).
The density of population in the district
Tarnogórski maintains a constant level.
In the Tarnowskie Góry Commune it is
729 persons/km² (data from 2012), in the
commune Zbrosławice it is 107 persons/
km² (data from 2012), in Bytom it is 2, 516
persons/km² (data from 2012). The share of
the unemployed registered in the number
of population in the production age
amounts in Commune Tarnowskie Góry
to 7%, in the Commune Zbrosławice 5.7%;
unemployment rate registered in Bytom
amounts to 19.9% (data from 2012).
Number of inhabitants:
• in the nominated Property – fewer
than 10 persons
• in the buffer zone – over 61, 000
persons

Plate 14. The medieval Market Square in
the centre of Tarnowskie Góry, the principal
settlement in the vicinity of the Property.
Author: Sebastian Romankiewicz
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‘There are places in Poland that are
worth visiting. A Silver Mine ranks
among those places. For all men
of goodwill caring about the
beautiful monument of the Polish
mining industry. Appreciation
and respect.’
Stanisław Gawłowski
Secretary of State at the Ministry of the Environment
Entry to the 'Visitors Book', 26 June 2008
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The underground is the property of the State Treasury. Organized underground trails (the Historic
Silver Mine and the Black Trout Adit) are administered by the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
(Stowarzyszenie Miłośników Ziemi Tarnogórskiej) since 1954. Other parts of the underground,
in accordance with applicable law, are under responsibility of the Silesian Voivodeship Board. In
the case of ground stuctures and land, the ownership is diverse, see the table below. Generally,
it can be concluded that 11 attributes of the nominated Property are wholly state-owned, and
17 have mixed ownership (state-private). Respectively – 92.64% of the Property’s area of 1,672.76 ha
belongs to the State, 0.34% of the Property’s area is private, with 7.02% of the Property’s area in
mixed ownership (public and private). The buffer zone covers areas of circa 2,771 ha on the land
surface. Ownership of land is diverse.

Ownership and management structure
Ownership

Management
Individual
owners

SMZT

PKP S.A

PWiK
Sp. z o.o.

GPW S.A.
Katowice

State Forests

Commune
Zbrosławice

Bytom
Municipality

Municipality
Tarnowskie
Góry

Voivodeship/
Tarnowskie
Góry district

Private
property

State
treasury

Attributes
0.1
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.1
3.5
3.6

GPW S.A. Katowice – Upper Silesian Water Supply joint-stock company Katowice
PWiKSp. z o.o. – Water Supply and Sewerage limited liability company in Tarnowskie Góry
PKP S.A – Polish State Railways joint-stock company
SMZT – Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
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Plate 1. Agreement between the minister for industry and trade and with Fryderyk Antes the mayor
of Tarnowskie Góry, for the lease of mining ﬁeld ‘Król Bolesław Śmiały’ (King Bolesław the Generous, also known
as the Bold) from 1938.
© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
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Mining excavations, due to their historical and scientific value, have been entered in the register
of immovable monuments of the Silesian Voivodeship and are protected under the Act on the protection of monuments and the guardianship of monuments (Act of 23 July 2003, Journal of Laws of
2003, No. 162, item 1568, as amended).
In order to protect bats, the underground spaces are also subject to provisions of the Nature Conservation Act.
Minerals and mine workings are protected in Poland on the basis of the Geological and Mining Law
(Act of 9 June 2015, Dz. U. of 2015, No. 196, as amended).
Until 31 December 2014 tourist routes of the Historic Silver Mine and Black Trout Adit in Tarnowskie
Góry, not included in closed down underground mines, to which provisions of the Geological and
Mining Law apply in accordance with Ordinance of the Minister of Environment of 16 December 2011
(Dz. U. No. 286, item 1686) were not subject to supervision by the Higher Mining Oﬃce.
Currently, due to the entry into force on 1 January 2015 of a new Geological and Mining Law
and Act amending the Geological and Mining Law and several other acts of 11 July 2014 (Dz. U. of
2014, item 1133) tourist routes of the Historic Silver Mine and Black Trout Adit in Tarnowskie Góry
are subject to mining supervisory authorities. In accordance with Article 21 of the Act amending
the Geological and Mining Law and several other acts, “an entity who on the date of entry of this
act into force conducts an activity referred to in Article 2 (1) (2) of the Act referred to in Article 1, as
amended by this Act, within 2 years from the date of entry of this Act into force shall be obliged to:
1) adapt an activity to requirements speciﬁed in the Act referred to in Article 1, as amended by this Act,
2) conclude a contract for the establishment of mining usufruct; failure to conclude a contract shall
mean using of mining property without a required title.”
In accordance with Article 2 (1) of the Geological and Mining Law of 9 June 2011, “Provisions of
the Act, except of Chapter III, shall apply to:
1) construction, expansion and maintenance of drainage systems of liquidated mining plants,
2) the excavation works carried out in closed underground mining plants for purposes other than
those specified by law, in particular, in touristic, curative and recreational purposes,
3) underground works conducted for scientific, research, experimental and training purposes for
the needs of geology and mining,
4) tunnelling by using mining techniques,
5) decommissioning of entities, equipment and installations referred to in points 1-4. 2. (…)
3. Provisions of the Act concerning the entrepreneur shall apply mutatis mutandis to the entities
which have obtained decisions other than a concession, constituting the basis for undertaking the
activities regulated by the Act.
Whereas, in accordance with Article 6 (12) of this Act, “a mining operation – means the performance, maintenance, protection or closing down of mining excavations or tipping overburden in
open pit mining plants in relation to the activities regulated by the Act.”
In accordance with Article 168 (1) of the Geological and Mining Law of 9 June 2011, “The mining
supervisory authority exercises supervision and control over the mining plants activities, in particular:
1) industrial safety,
2) fire safety,
3) emergency rescue teams,
4) management of mineral deposits in the process of their extraction,
5) environmental protection and deposits management, including exercising by the entrepreneurs

the obligations determined by separate provisions according to the criterion,
6) damage prevention,
7) construction and closure of a mining plant, including the land reclamation after the mining
activity. 2. In regard to designing and performing the construction works, as well as maintaining the mining plant buildings, the mining supervisory authorities perform tasks related to the
architectural and building administration and building control.”

Protection of the land features
The land and buildings of the nominated Property are protected under the Nature Conservation
Act (Act of 16 April 2004, Journal of Laws 2004, No. 92, item 880) and the Act on the protection of
monuments and the guardianship of monuments (Act of 23 July 2003, Journal of Laws of 2003, No.
162, item 1568, as amended). For details see the tables below.

Forms of legal protection
No.

1

2

3

4

5
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Protection of the underground workings

Form of protection

Conferred
in

Legal basis

Protection of cultural heritage
Register of monuments:
1955, 1966 Act on the protection
historic ore mine in Tarnowskie Góry
of monuments and the guardianship of
from the 16th century, the boundaries
monuments
of the protection extend to all the
Reg. No. A/608/66 decision
workings of the historic mine
of 05.28.1966, No. 442/55
of 26.04.1955;
1968
Act on the protection
Register of monuments:
of monuments and the guardianship of
landscape park with the remnants of
monuments
the former menagerie and chestnut
Reg. No. A/660/66, decision
avenue, forming part of the road
of 30.12.1968
from Repty to Tarnowice Stare, from
the 19th century, the boundaries of
protection cover the whole estate
– approx. 200 ha
National Historic Monument
2004
Act on the protection
‘Tarnowskie Góry – underground
of monuments and the guardianship of
spaces of the Historic Silver Mine
monuments
and the Black Trout Adit
Regulation of the President
of the Republic of Poland
of 14 April 2004 (Journal of Laws of
2004, No. 102, item 1062)
Cultural Park ‘Mine Washing Tip’
2006
Act on the protection of monuments
(Hałda Popłuczkowa)
and the guardianship
in Tarnowskie Góry
of monuments
Resolution No. LXVIII/597/2006 of the
City Council in Tarnowskie Góry of 25
October 2006
Protection of natural heritage
Special Area of Conservation Natura 2007
Nature Conservation Act
2000 – Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom
European Commission Decision
Underground Spaces, PLH240003
2008/25/EC of 13 November 2007

Attributes
of the
Property
0.1, 1.0, 2.0
all shafts

1.6, 1.7
(currently
located
in the
protected
area of the
park)
all adits
and shafts

3.4, 1.1

0.1, 1.0, 2.0,
3.3
381

No.

Form of protection

Conferred
in

Natural and Landscape Complex ‘Park 2002
in Repty and the Drama River Valley’
6

7

Monument of Living Nature ‘Park
Kunszt’
Nature Reserve ‘Segiet’

2004

1953

5.b Protective Designation

8

9
10

Monuments of Living Nature
– individual trees

2006

Monument of non-living nature
– boulder

2006

Legal basis

Attributes
of the
Property
1.6, 1.7, 1.8,
1.9, 1.10

Nature Conservation Act
Regulation of the Silesian Voivodeship
Governor No. 46/02 (Journal of Laws of
the Silesian Voivod., No. 53, item 11730
of 29 July 2002)
Nature Conservation Act
3.5
resolution of the City Council in
Tarnowskie Góry No. XXXIV/302/2004
of 02.12.2004
Part of 3.3
Nature Conservation Act
Ordinance of the Minister of
Forestry of 27.04.1953 (Polish Monitor
No. A-42/53 item 511), Regulation No.
48/2002 of the Silesian Voivodeship
28.10.2002 (Official Journal of the
Silesian Voivodeship No. 79/02, item
2812) and the Regulation No. 39/07
of the Silesian Voivodeship Governor
of 01.08.2007 (Journal of Laws of the
Silesian Voivodeship No. 130, item 2574)
Nature Conservation Act
3.6
(selected
trees)
Nature Conservation Act
3.6
(boulder)

Protection of cultural and natural heritage in spatial planning, cont.
4

No.

1

2

Protection of cultural and natural heritage in spatial planning

1

2

3
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Form of protection

Conferred
in

Legal basis

Conservation protection zones in Local Spatial Development Plans
Conservation protection zone EG in the
2009
Act on Spatial Planning and Area
Local spatial development plan for the
Development
southern districts of the city of Tarnowskie
Resolution No. XLVIII/551/2009
Góry - Bobrowniki Zachód, Repty Śląskie,
of 28.10.2009 (Journal of Laws
Stare Tarnowice and housing estate
of Silesian Voivod. 2010 No. 14,
‘Przyjaźń’
item 232)
Conservation protection zones K, EG,
OW in the Local spatial development plan
for the following districts: Śródmieście
- Centrum, Lasowice, Osada Jana in
Tarnowskie Góry

2012

Conservation protection zone ZO in the
Local spatial development plan of the
former mining area of Górnicze Zakłady
Dolomitowe S.A. (dolomite mining plant)
in Siewierz, Dolomite Mine in BobrownikiBlachówka, within the administrative
boundaries of the city of
Tarnowskie Góry

2006

Act on Spatial Planning and Area
Development
Resolution No. XXVI/314/2012
of 27 June 2012 (Journal of Laws
of the Silesian Voivod. of
2 August 2012, item 3156)
Act on Spatial Planning and
Area Development
Resolution No. LVI/494/2006
of 02.03.2006 (Journal of Laws
of the Silesian Voivod. of 2006
No. 49, item 1404)

Attribute
of the
Property
4
0.1, 1.0, 1.2,
1.3, 1.4, 1.5,
1.6, 1.7, 2.0,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
2.4, 2.5, 3.2,
3.3 (part),
3.1, 3.5.
2.6, 3.6

5

6

1.1, 3.4

2006

Act on Spatial Planning and
Area Development
Resolution No. XXXVI/596/06
of 04.10.2006

1.8, 1.9, 1.10

Municipal inventory of historic monuments (Gminna Ewidencja Zabytków)

3

No.

Conservation protection zone A in the
Local spatial development plan for the
Commune Zbrosławice for the area of rural
administrative unit Ptakowice

7

8

Form of protection
The Municipality of Tarnowskie Góry:
former ore mine; unused area, part of the
museum; from 1784-1904 (Register of
monuments A/608/66 of 28.05.1966, the
most accessible excavations from the years
1784-1903); GEZ item 786
The Municipality of Tarnowskie Góry:
complex of buildings and pitheads of shafts
Adolph and Machine (Maszynowy); Repty
Śląskie, 2 Wodociągowa street; 1884-1902;
2 twin 8-corner pithead buildings, boiler,
power plant, water softening plant,
switching station, storage, concierge desk;
GEZ item 713
The Municipality of Tarnowskie Góry:
memorial mound ‘Kunszt’ on the heap
of Rudolphina Shaft; Bobrowniki Śląskie,
Parkowa street; 1884-1910; age of trees
up to 100 years; GEZ item 431
The Municipality of Tarnowskie Góry:
Municipal Park (with a gloriette,
kiosk, ‘mushroom’, pergola, fountain
and monument), Downtown-Centre,
Wyszyńskiego street; 1903-1938; age
of trees up to 110 years;
GEZ item 740
The Municipality of Tarnowskie Góry:
landscape park (historic menagerie); Repty
Śląskie, Repecka street; approx. 18201824, 1893-1898 (Register of monuments
A/660/66 of 30. 12. 1966); GEZ item 564
The Municipality of Tarnowskie Góry:
Cultural Park ‘Mine Washing Tip’;
Bobrowniki Śląskie, Długa street; 1840-1912,
1944 (bunkers); GEZ item 69
The municipality of Tarnowskie Góry:
narrow-gauge railway complex; narrow
-gauge railway track; Lasowice,
Śródmieście, Osada Jana, Bobrowniki;
1880-1900; not utilized; GEZ item 783
The Commune of Zbrosławice:
outlet, tunnel, air shaft of the Black Trout
Adit, cadastral plot No. 175/5; GEZ rural
administrative unit Ptakowice, item 19

Conferred
in
2012

Attributes
of the
Property
Act on the protection of
all adits
monuments and the guardianship and shafts
of monuments
Legal basis

2012

Act on the protection of
3.1
monuments and the guardianship
of monuments

2012

Act on the protection of
3.5
monuments and the guardianship
of monuments

2012

Act on the protection of
3.6
monuments and the guardianship
of monuments

2012

Act on the protection of
1.6, 1.7, 1.8,
monuments and the guardianship 1.9, 1.10
of monuments

2012

3.4, 1.1
Act on the protection of
monuments and the guardianship
of monuments

2012

Act on the protection of
3.2
monuments and the guardianship
of monuments

2012

Act on the protection of
1.8, 1.9, 1.10
monuments and the guardianship
of monuments
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Protection of cultural heritage
Introduction
The Act on the protection of monuments and their care specifies the purpose, scope and forms
of protection of monuments and care for them, the principles of establishment of a national
program for the protection of monuments and the guardianship of monuments and the financing
of conservation, restoration and construction works at the monuments, as well as the organization
of monument protection authorities.
According to Article 4 of the Act, protection of monuments, in particular, consists in taking
action by government bodies to:
1) provide legal, organizational and financial information allowing permanent conservation of
monuments and their development and maintenance,
2) prevent risks that could cause damage to the monuments' value,
3) prevent destruction and misuse of the monuments,
4) prevent theft, loss or illicit export of monuments abroad,
5) control the state of preservation and purpose of monuments,
6) take into account the protection tasks in spatial planning and development and in shaping the
environment.
In accordance with Article 5, monument care exercised by the owner or the holder is, in
particular, to ensure the conditions for:
1) scientific research and documentation of the monument,
2) conducting conservation, restoration and construction works at the monument,
3) protection and maintenance of the monument and its surroundings in the best possible condition,
4) the use of a monument in a way that ensures permanent preservation of its value,
5) promotion and dissemination of knowledge on the monument and its significance for the
history and culture.
According to the Act a heritage asset is a heritage structure or a movable cultural object, their
parts or complexes being the work of humans, or connected with their activity, and constituting
a testimony of the past epoch or event, the preservation of which is in the social interest because
of historical, artistic, or scientific value (Art. 3).
Article 6 says that the protection and care shall cover, regardless of the state of preservation:
1) immovable monuments being, in particular:
a) cultural landscapes,
b) urban systems, rural and construction complexes,

c) works of architecture and construction,
d) works of defence construction,
e) technical objects, and especially mines, steel mills, power plants and other industrial plants,
f) cemeteries,
g) parks, gardens and other forms of cultivated greenery,
h) places commemorating historical events or activities of prominent personalities or institutions.
2) movable monuments being, in particular:
a) works of fine arts, handicrafts and applied arts,
b) collections forming sets of objects collected and sorted according to the concept of people
who create these collections,
c) collector coins and historical souvenirs, especially militaria, flags, seals, badges, medals and
orders,
d) the products of technology, especially devices, means of transport and machinery and tools
being evidence of material culture, characteristic of the old and new forms of economy,
documenting the level of development of science and civilization,
e) library materials referred to in Article 5 of the Act of 27 June 1997 on libraries (Journal of Laws
of 2012, item 642 and 908 and of 2013, item 829),
f) musical instruments,
g) the products of folk art and handicrafts, and other ethnographic objects,
h) objects commemorating historical events or activities of prominent personalities or institutions.
3) archaeological sites being, in particular:
a) the terrain remains of prehistoric and historical settlement,
b) graveyards,
c) barrows,
d) the relics of economic, religious and artistic activity.
Protection can also cover geographical, historical or traditional names of a building, square,
street or settlement unit.
According to the Article 7 of the Act, there are the following legal forms of protection:
• entries in the register of monuments,
• recognition as a national historic monument (Pol: pomnik historii),
• establishing a cultural park,
• the local preservation agreement in the matter of spatial development, or in the decisions about
localisation of public investment, building conditions, privilege to deliver road investment,
localisation of rail line, or consent to deliver local public airport.
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The nominated Property is a subject to protection pursuant to several independent, yet complementary
legal regulation systems. The important features of the current principles and forms of protection
of the nominated Property are the relationship between the systems of protection of natural and
cultural heritage, and overlapping forms of protection that build a solid foundation for the creation
and implementation of a comprehensive, multidimensional and participatory management plan.

Legal forms of protection
Register of monuments
Entry in the register is the basic form of protection of monuments. Administrative actions in
the field of the object‘s entry in the register of monuments are carried out by the Voivodeship
Conservator of Monuments who, ex officio or at the request of a party – the object’s owner or
user, launches the entry procedure. The preparatory stage consists in collection of information
and documentary materials meant to confirm the value of the object for the national heritage.
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5.c Means of Implementing Protective Measures

National historic monument
A national historic monument can mean any immovable monument listed in the register or
a cultural park of special cultural value. The importance of national historic monument is
highlighted by the fact that it is instituted by the President of the Republic of Poland by special
regulation at the request of the Minister of Culture and National Heritage. The contents of the
Presidential regulation list the characteristics of the monument, show its value and define its
borders. Recognition as a national historic monument is a form of ennoblement and does not
imply any additional legal effects. Obtaining this status is a condition to applying for listing as
a UNESCO World Heritage Site (Article 15).

Cultural park
A cultural park is created to protect the cultural landscape and preserve some outstanding
landscape areas with immovable monuments characteristic of the local tradition of building
and settlement. The decision to set up a cultural park is taken by the municipal council, after
consulting the PCO competent for this territory. A local spatial development plan is prepared
obligatorily for the cultural park. A protection plan is also prepared, and the protected area
management unit may be appointed (Article 16). Prohibitions and restrictions may be established
in the cultural park or its part (Article 17) concerning:
1) carrying out construction works and industrial, agriculture, culture, trade or service activities;
2) changes in the use of immovable monuments;
3) placing of boards, inscriptions, advertising and other signs not related to security of the
cultural park, with the exception of road signs and signs related to the protection of public
order and safety (with reservations);
4) waste disposal or storage.
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Establishment of conservation protection zones in planning documents
The Act on the protection of monuments and the guardianship of monuments provides a basis
for setting up in the studies of conditions and directions of spatial development and local spatial
development plans, depending on the needs, a conservation protection zone covering the areas
on which the limitations, prohibitions and injunctions included in the arrangements of the plan
apply to protect the monuments located in the area concerned (Article 19).
Protection of monuments which are located in the commune area belong to local government.
All assignments of local administration (e.g. commune boards) are defined in Article 4. The commune
is mandated to: ‘secure legal, organisational and financial conditions which will ensure the constant
condition of the monument and its protection’ and to prevent ‘threats which have the potential to
decrease the monument’s value‘. One of the commune’s specific duties defined in the government
act is ‘acknowledgement of the preservation tasks during spatial development planning in the
voivodeship’. Every commune is obligated to provide a monument's record (inventory). This task
is defined in article 22. point no. 4 which says: the commune supervisor (mayor, city president)
provides a monuments inventory as a collection of record cards of immoveable monuments located
in the commune area inventory:
In the commune’s monuments record should be summarised (Article 22, point no. 5):
1. Immoveable monuments, included on the register of monuments;
2. Other immoveable monuments, included on the Voivodeship monument’s inventory;
3. Other immoveable monuments, selected by the commune supervisor (mayor, city president)
in association with the voivodeship’s conservation officer.
When the monument is on the commune’s monuments inventory, the conservation office
should be consulted on every decision. The decisions are: assessment of public investment
localisation, building conditions, according to article 53 and 60 Act of March 27, 2003, concerning
planning and spatial development (Dz. U. 2012. item 647 with amendments) and duty to make an
agreement of building or decline permission according to art. 39, point 3 of the act Building Llaw
of July 7, 1994 (Dz. U. z 2013 r., item 1409 with amendments). Those agreements should be made
by the building administration board. The commune inventory is a document which should be
updated as needed.
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The whole procedure is completed with delivery of administrative decision by the Voivodeship
Conservator of Monuments.
Pursuant to Article 36, listing of a historical monument in the register implies the need to
obtain permission of the voivodeship conservation officer inter alia in the case of:
• carrying out conservation, restoration or construction works at the monument listed in the
register;
• carrying out construction works in the vicinity of the monument;
• carrying out conservation survey;
• carrying out architectural survey;
• carrying out archaeological survey;
• transfer of immovable historical monument;
• division of immovable historical monument;
• change of the intended use of the monument or the manner of its use;
• placing of technical equipment, boards, advertisements and inscriptions on the monument
(with reservations);
• taking up other activities that could lead to disruption of elements or change the appearance
of the monument.

Cultural heritage protection authorities
Pursuant to the Act (Art. 89) the heritage protection authorities include:
1. the Minister of Culture and National Heritage, on behalf of whom the tasks and purview related
to protection of historic monuments are exercised by the General Conservator of Monuments,
who holds the position of Secretary or Undersecretary of State in the Ministry of Culture;
2. the Voivodeship Governor, whose tasks and purview within the aforesaid scope are exercised
by the Voievodship (Provincial) Conservation Officer, who manages the Provincial Heritage
Authority. At the request of the Voivodeship Conservator of Monuments, and after consulting
the General Conservator of Monuments, the Provincial Governor also has the right to establish
and close agencies of the Voivodeship Heritage Authority.
The main tasks within the purview of the General Conservator of Monuments include:
1. preparation of a National Heritage Preservation and Protection Programme and implementation
of the tasks arising from this programme;
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Relevant heritage protection authorities for the nominated Property
The Voivodeship Conservator of Monuments, who is a member of the joint provincial
administration, is the first instance body, whilst the Minister of Culture is the second instance
body in the matters specified in the Act and in separate regulations. The tasks of the Voivodeship
Conservator of Monuments include, in particular:
1. carrying out tasks arising from the National Heritage Preservation and Protection Programme;
2. preparing plans for financing monument preservation and protection from granted funds;
3. maintaining the Heritage Register and Provincial Heritage Inventory, and collating relevant
documentation;
4. issuing, in keeping with decisions and resolutions, licences concerning the issues specified in
the Act and separate regulations;
5. supervision and quality control of conducted conservation studies, architectural research,
conservation work, restoration work, construction work and other activities related to
monuments, as well as archaeological research;
6. preparing provincial heritage protection plans in the event of armed conflict and crisis;
7. promoting knowledge about monuments.
At the request of the General Conservator of Monuments, the Minister of Culture and National
Heritage can entrust the execution of some tasks which fall within his or her remit (except for the
issuing of administrative decisions) to managers of cultural institutions specialising in monument
protection, for which the Minister of Culture and National Heritage is the organizer. The said
institutions include Narodowy Instytut Dziedzictwa (The National Heritage Board of Poland).
The primary objectives of the National Heritage Board of Poland are to identify, study and
document heritage assets, gather information related to the historic environment, cultural
landscape and cultural monuments, to develop policies and strategies on historic environment
conservation, and to raise public awareness of the historic environment, cultural landscapes and
heritage assets. The Board has its headquarters in Warsaw and 16 regional offices. The tasks of the
National Heritage Board of Poland include, in particular, recording heritage assets and carrying
out research into them, maintaining inventory entries, devising projects regarding work on
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cultural landscape protection, advising on planning applications regarding new developments
that affect the repair or alteration of properties such as manor houses and their surroundings,
palace and park complexes, gardens and graveyards, maintaining the National Heritage Inventory
(including movable and immovable heritage), setting up guidance for the recording of heritage
assets, collecting copies of rulings on entering heritage assets into the National Heritage
Register, issuing opinions to the historic environment protection authorities, collecting and
disseminating information about heritage assets, maintaining a list of museums and collecting
and making available information related to museology, organizing and conducting specialist
training seminars, publishing and popularising the results of scientific research, projects and
restoration work, as well as other publications concerning the protection of heritage assets,
participation in national and international operations of organizations responsible for heritage
protection, cultural landscape protection and museology.
In case of World Heritage properties, the National Heritage Board of Poland has a mandate to
act on behalf of the General Conservator of Monuments.
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2. undertaking activities related to supporting the regional development and implementation of
regional contracts related to monument preservation;
3. maintaining the National Heritage Inventory, the National Heritage Register, and a List of
Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Items;
4. issuing decisions, resolutions and licences concerning the issues specified in the Act and
separate regulations;
5. organizing and carrying out inspections in respect of compliance with the regulations on
monument protection and preservation;
6. supervising the activity of Voivodeship Conservators of Monuments;
7. promoting scientific research into monument conservation, and organising training seminars
for conservation services;
8. organizing competitions which promote the preservation of monuments, awarding
distinctions and awards;
9. taking measures concerning protection of monuments which remain outside the territory of
Poland, but are connected with the history of Poland.

1. Silesian Voivodeship Conservator of Monuments
Provincial (Voievodship) Monuments Protection Office
Address: 40-015 Katowice, ul. Francuska 12
Tel. +48 32 253-77-98; e-mail: sekretariat@wkz.katowice.pl
Areas of competence defined by law, see above.
2. District Conservator of Monuments
Address: 42-600 Tarnowskie Góry, ul. Karłuszowiec 5
Tel. +48 32 381-37-89; e-mail: konserwator@tarnogorski.pl
The District Conservator of Monuments performs tasks related to the protection of monuments
defined in the Act of 7 July 1994 Construction Law (Journal of Laws of 2010, No. 243, item 1623,
as amended), the Act of 23 July 2003 on the protection of monuments and guardianship of
monuments (Journal of Laws of 2003, No. 162, item 1568, as amended), the Act of 27 March 2003
on spatial planning and development (Journal of Laws of 2003, No. 80, item 717 as amended) in
relation to objects and areas under conservation protection resulting from the provisions of local
plans, with the exception of historic green systems, archaeological sites and objects owned by
the District and the State Treasury, the urban layout of the city of Tarnowskie Góry, entered in the
register of monuments, with the exception of objects individually listed in the register of historic
monuments and owned by the District and the State Treasury. The Conservator is required to
conduct lustration of historic buildings, monitor the condition of their preservation and their
proper use.
The competences of the District Conservator of Monuments also include surveys of facilities
and objects with attributes of historical monuments, apart from those listed in the register,
keeping records of historical objects from the area of Tarnowskie Góry District, and development
of the district program of care of historic monuments, and then drawing up a report on the
implementation of this program.
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In case of the nominated Property, there are the following forms of legal protection, established for
the reasons of safeguarding cultural values:
National Historic Monument ‘Tarnowskie Góry – the Historic Silver Mine and the Black Trout
Adit undergrounds’, situated under the city Tarnowskie Góry, in the Silesian Voivodeship
were considered a historic monument
DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT: 14. 04. 2004.
AREA: about 150 km (approx. 190 ha).
LEGAL BASIS:

Resolution of the President of Poland of 14 April 2004 (Journal of Laws 2004, No. 102,
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item 1062).
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT: Municipality Tarnowskie Góry, Commune Zbrosławice.

The purpose of protection of the historic monument is to preserve, due to its unique
historical, scientific and historical value, the underground tunnel system, levels, chambers and
shafts, documenting, along with the preserved technical equipment, ore mining operations since
the end of the 15th century. The protected workings of the mine have a total of about 150 km of levels
and chambers located at depths from 30 m to 70 m in the area of approx. 190 ha, and in particular:
• Friedrich Adit and Black Trout Adit,
• underground of the mine within shafts ‘God Bless’, ‘Angel’ and ‘Snake’,
• ‘Black Trout’ drainage adit within shafts ‘Eva’ and ‘Sylvester’.
DESCRIPTION:

Register of monuments: the historic ore mine in Tarnowskie Góry
DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT: 26.04.1955 (28.05.1966).

Cultural Park ‘Mine Washing Tip’ (Hałda Popłuczkowa) comprising Friedrich Mine Washing Tip

AREA: about 190 ha (about 100 km corridors).

DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT: 25.10.2006.

LEGAL BASIS: Reg. No. A/608/66 decision of 28.05.1966, No. 442/55 of 26.04.1955.

AREA: 6.77 ha.

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT: Municipality Tarnowskie Góry, Commune Zbrosławice.

LEGAL BASIS: Resolution

The historic ore mine in Tarnowskie Góry, from the 16th century, the boundaries
of protection extend to all the corridors after the old mine workings. These areas have great
historical, scientific and cultural values that testify the high technical level of mining at that time.

DESCRIPTION:

Register of monuments: landscape park with the remnants of old menagerie and the
chestnut avenue forming part of the road from Repty to Tarnowice Stare
DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT: 30.12.1968.
AREA: 200 ha.
LEGAL BASIS: Reg. No. A/660/66, decision of 30.12.1968.
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT: Municipality Tarnowskie Góry.
DESCRIPTION: landscape park with the remnants of old menagerie and the chestnut avenue forming

part of the road from Repty to Tarnowice Stare, from the 19th century, the boundaries of protection
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cover the whole estate – approx. 200 ha (the fence on the north, the settlement Repty Stare from
the south, the road from Repty to Tarnowice Stare from the east and arable land of the stateowned farm PGR Tarnowice Stare from the west). The park has artistic and natural value of a great
significance for culture of the region.
The Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers’ Association has initiated action to impose formal legal
conservation protection of all the elements of the nominated Property. In this case, representatives
of the Association held a meeting with the authorities of the city of Tarnowskie Góry and the
Silesian Voivodeship Monuments Protection Office in Katowice and the District Conservator of
Monuments in Tarnowskie Góry.
The Silesian Voivodeship Monuments Protection Office in Katowice instituted ex officio
administrative postponement to clarify the scope of the entry in the register of immovable
monuments of Śląskie voivodeship of the former ore mine in Tarnowskie Góry (register entry No.
A/608/66). The change will consist in clarification of the dating and the scope of entry, which will
remove inconsistencies in the decision and allow for more precise identification of the object
under protection.
The Municipal Office in Tarnowskie Góry submitted a formal request for entry of the Municipal
Park in the register of immovable monuments of Śląskie voivodeship. Also, the Tarnowskie Góry
Land Lovers’ Association filed a request for entry of waterworks station Staszic in the register of
monuments. Since the applicant is not the owner but an association, the entry will be proceeded
ex officio. Currently, the two requests are subject to pending administrative procedure.
There are also efforts aimed at introduction of legal protection for the remaining elements of
the nominated Property in its part above the ground which make up the historical post-mining
landscape.
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Protection of the nominated Property

No. LXVIII/597/2006 of the City Council in Tarnowskie Góry of 25 October

2006.
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT: Municipality Tarnowskie Góry.
DESCRIPTION: The

park covers the area of 6.77 hectares within the administrative boundaries of the
municipality of Tarnowskie Góry nearby the streets Mała and Długa.
The purpose of the establishment of the Cultural Park ‘Mine Waste Dump’, according to §1 of
the abovementioned resolution is as follows:
• Protection of the anthropogenic landscape of the unique dump left from the washer of zinc
ore (calamine),
• Protection of the complex of the so-called ‘calamine plants’, including rare species of plants
and xerothermic turfs,
• Protection of surrounding areas against the ingress of dump content,
• Protection of two inactive mine shafts ‘Sophia’ and ‘Frieden’, including the surrounding
embankments and woodland groups,
• Protection of complexes of military architectural monuments from the period of World War II,
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Municipal inventory of monuments (Gminna Ewidencja Zabytków)
Tarnowskie Góry:
• Historic ore mine; unused area, part of the museum; from 1784-1904 (Register of monuments
A/608/66 of 28. 05. 1966; most of the available excavation from 1784-1903); GEZ item 786
• Group of buildings and pitheads of shafts Adolph and Machine (Maszynowy); Repty Śląskie,
2 Wodociągowa street; 1884-1902; 2 twin 8-corner pithead buildings, boiler, power, water
softening station, switching station, storage, concierge; GEZ item 713
• Memorial mound ‘Kunszt’ on the heap of Rudolphina Shaft; Bobrowniki Śląskie, Parkowa street;
1884-1910; tree stand age up to 100 years; GEZ item 431
• Municipal Park (with Glorietta, kiosk, ‘mushroom’, pergola, fountain and monument),
Śródmieście-Centrum, Wyszyńskiego street; 1903-1938; tree stand age up to 110 years; GEZ item
740
• Landscape park (former menagerie); Repty Śląskie, Repecka street; approx. 1820-24, 1893-98
(Register of monuments A/660/66 of 30. 12. 1966); GEZ item 564
• Cultural Park ‘Mine Washing Tip’; Bobrowniki Śląskie, Długa street; 1840-1912, 1944 (bunkers);
GEZ item 69
• Narrow-gauge railway complex; narrow-gauge railway track; Lasowice, Śródmieście, Osada
Jana, Bobrowniki; 1880-1900; not used; GEZ item 783
Zbrosławice:
• ditch, tunnel, air shaft of the Black Trout Adit, cadastral plot no. 175/5; GEZ rural administrative
unit Ptakowice, item 19

Protection of natural heritage
Introduction
Nature is a national heritage and wealth. Taking care of it is the duty of public authorities, legal persons
and other organizational units and natural persons. The principles of its protection are determined in
the ﬁrst place by the Act of 16 April 2004 on Nature Conservation (Journal of Laws of 2004, No. 92,
item 880). According to the Act, nature protection consists of maintaining, sustainable utilization and
renovation of resources, objects and components of wildlife such as wild plants, animals and fungi,
plants, animals and fungi under species protection, wandering and migratory animals, natural habitats,
endangered habitats, rare and protected species of plants, animals and fungi, objects of animate and
inanimate nature, and fossil remains of plants and animals, landscape, greenery in cities and villages, and
woodlots (Act of 16.04.2004, Journal of Laws 2004 No. 92, item 880, Art. 2, par. 1).
The purpose of nature protection, in accordance with Article 1(2) is as follows:
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1) maintenance of ecological processes and ecosystem stability,
2) preservation of biodiversity,
3) preservation of the geological and paleontological heritage,
4) ensuring continuity of species of plants, animals and fungi, and their habitats, by maintaining or
restoring favourable protection status,
5) protection of landscape features, greenery in towns and villages and woodlots,
6) maintaining or restoration of the proper status of protection of natural habitats, as well as other
wildlife resources, objects and components,
7) forming the right human attitudes towards nature through education, information and promotion
in the field of protection of the nature.
Article 3 says that nature protection targets are reached by:
1) taking into account the requirements of nature protection strategies, programs and programming
documents referred to in Article 14(1) of the Act of 27 April 2001 Environmental Protection
Law (Journal of Laws of 2013, item 1232, as amended), environmental programs adopted by
local government bodies, the concept of national spatial planning, voivodeship development
strategies, voivodeship spatial development plans, municipal development strategies, studies
of conditions and directions of spatial development of municipalities, local spatial development
plans and development plans of internal sea waters, territorial sea and exclusive economic zone
and in business and investment,
2) covering wildlife resources, objects and components with forms of nature protection,
3) development and implementation of the provisions of protection plans for areas protected by
law, programs to protect species, habitats and migration routes of protected species,
4) implementation of protection programs and sustainable use of biological diversity with a plan of
action,
5) conducting educational activities, information and promotion in the field of nature protection,
6) conducting research on issues related to nature protection.
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including concrete firing positions and chains of trenches,
• Preservation and maintenance of the perfect viewpoint of the city Tarnowskie Góry.

Legal forms of protection
The Act provides for the legal forms of protection and defines the forms of protective measures,
namely strict, partial and landscape protection. Protective measures can be passive or active
– involving the use, if necessary, of protective treatments to restore the natural condition of
ecosystems and elements of nature or to preserve natural habitats and the habitats of plants,
animals and fungi. The Nature Conservation Act defines 10 forms of nature protection. There are
the following forms within the borders of the nominated World Heritage Property and the proposed
buffer zone:

Nature reserve
A nature reserve covers areas preserved in natural or slightly changed condition, with outstanding
environmental, scientific, cultural or landscape values. Recognition of areas as a nature reserve
takes place by an act of local law in the form of an order of the regional director for environmental
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Natura 2000 sites
Natura 2000 sites are established in all Member States, forming the European Ecological Network
Natura 2000. The aim is to cover with protection of approximately 200 of the most valuable and
endangered habitats and over 1 000 rare and endangered species. The uniqueness of this form
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of nature protection consists in the fact that Member States form a network based on the same
assumptions set out in the law and the guidelines of the European Union, they manage it using
similar instruments, they care together for adequate funding and its promotion. Natura 2000 sites
include Special Protection Areas and Special Areas of Conservation. The following EU directives are
the basis for the designation and operation of the Natura 2000 sites:
• Directive 2009/147/EC of 30 November 2009 on the conservation of wild birds, which is the
consolidated version of the earlier Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April 1979 on the conservation of
wild birds;
• Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora, which
forms part of European Union law.
Natura 2000 site designation, change of its boundaries or liquidation takes place in consultation
with the minister responsible for agriculture, the minister responsible for rural development and
minister responsible for water management, by ordinance of the minister responsible for the
environment which specifies the name, administrative location, area and the map of the area,
the purpose and object of protection and the area supervisor. The minister responsible for the
environment, adopting the ordinance, is guided by the actual condition of natural habitats and
species of plants and animals. Special Areas of Conservation are designated by the minister of the
environment after consultation with the European Commission (Article 27).
Guided by the need to preserve and restore the proper protection status of habitats and species
of plants and animals that the Natura 2000 site was designated to protect, the regional director
of environmental protection establishes a plan of protection tasks for the Natura 2000 site for
a 10-year period by local law act in the form of an order. The plan of protection tasks can be changed
if it results from the need to protect these habitats or species of plants and animals (Article 28). The
plan of protective tasks is not drawn up inter alia for the areas which are managed by the forest
district and are covered by a forest management plan. In such a situation, the forest management
plan becomes a plan of protection for this part of the Natura 2000 site.
The General Director of Environmental Protection oversees the functioning of Natura 2000
sites, including exercising control of the implementation arrangements of protection plans and
plans of protection tasks for Natura 2000 sites. The regional director of environmental protection
coordinates the functioning of the Natura 2000 sites in his area of operation. In the area managed
by the National Forest Holding ‘State Forests‘ located in the Natura 2000 site, the tasks under
protection of nature are fulfilled unaided by the chief forester, as agreed in the forest management
plan (Article 32).
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protection which specifies the area’s name, location, or the boundary line and the buffer zone, the
objectives of protection and the nature, type and subtype of nature reserve, as well as the person
supervising the reserve.
Draft studies of conditions and directions of spatial development of municipalities, local spatial
development plans, provincial spatial development plans in the part concerning the nature reserve
and its buffer zone, have to be agreed with the regional director of environmental protection in
the field of arrangements of these plans which could have a negative impact on the protection
objectives of a nature reserve. Also draft forest management plans, simplified forest management
plans and tasks in the field of forestry in the part concerning the nature reserve buffer zone have
to be agreed with the regional director of environmental protection in the field of arrangements
of these plans or tasks that could have a negative impact on the protection of the nature reserve.
Nature reserves, next to national parks, constitute the most important link in the system of
legal protection of nature in Poland. Setting up of a reserve is a public goal within the meaning of
the Act of 21 August 1997 on real estate management (Journal of Laws of 2004, No. 261, item 2603,
as amended). It is created in the areas owned by the State Treasury (in the case of private property
– expropriation takes place).
The principles of nature protection in the form of a reserve are set out in Article 15 of the
aforementioned Act. Within the reserve, it is prohibited inter alia to capture or kill wild animals,
collect or destroy eggs, juvenile and developing forms of animals, deliberately disturb vertebrate
animals, collect antlers, destroy burrows, nests, dens and other animal shelters and their breeding
sites; hunt, except in areas designated in the plan of protection or protection tasks set for the
nature reserve; capture, destroy or wilfully damage plants and fungi; use, destroy, wilfully damage,
pollute and alter natural objects, sites and resources, wildlife formations and components; change
water relations, regulation of rivers and streams if these changes do not serve to protect wildlife;
acquire rocks, including peat, and fossils, including the fossil remains of plants and animals,
minerals and amber; destroy soil or change the land purpose and use; go walking, cycling, skiing
and horseback riding, with the exception of hiking and skiing routes designated by the regional
director of environmental protection; move in vehicles off public roads and roads specified by the
regional director of environmental protection; carry out earth works permanently disfiguring the
terrain.
The regional director for environmental protection may authorize derogations from the
prohibitions in the nature reserve if it is justified and does not have an adverse impact on the
nature reserve protection objectives. There are protection plans drawn up and implemented
for nature reserves. The plan, covering a period of 20 years, is prepared by the regional director
of environmental protection or, upon agreement with this body, by the entity managing or
supervising the reserve. In the process of drafting, it is necessary to ensure public participation
(public consultation). The draft requires the opinion of the competent local municipal councils.

Monuments of nature
Monuments of nature are individual formations of animate and inanimate nature, or their clusters
of special environmental, scientific, cultural, historical or landscape value and having distinctive
individual characteristics, distinguishing them from other formations, trees of impressive size,
native and foreign shrubs, springs, waterfalls, resurgences, rocks, ravines, boulders and caves
(Article 40).
A monument of nature is established by resolution of the municipal council, specifying the name
and location, the specific objectives of protection, the supervisor of the monument of nature, and
some applicable prohibitions as set out in the Act (Article 44).
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Nature protection authorities
In accordance with the Nature Protection Act, Article 91, there are the following authorities in the
field of nature protection:
• minister responsible for the environment,
• General Director for Environmental Protection,
• Voivodeship governor,
• Regional Director for Environmental Protection,
• marshal of voivodeship,
• national park director,
• starost of the county,
• commune administrator, mayor or city president.
In the context of the nominated Property and its protection, the relevant nature protection
authorities are as follows:
1. General Directorate for Environmental Protection
Generalna Dyrekcja Ochrony Środowiska
ul. Wawelska 52/54, 00-922 Warszawa
tel.: 22 57-92-900, fax: 22 57-92-127, e-mail: kancelaria@gdos.gov.pl
The General Directorate for Environmental Protection is an institution responsible for
implementing environmental policy in the field of:
• nature conservation management, including Natura 2000 sites,
• control of the investment process.
The General Director of Environmental Protection appoints and dismisses the 16 regional
directors of environmental protection performing their tasks in individual provinces, and acts as
a higher level of authority for them.
Regional Directorate for Environmental Protection in Katowice (Regionalna Dyrekcja Ochrony
Środowiska w Katowicach)
ul. Dąbrowskiego 22, 40-032 Katowice
tel.: 32 42-06-801, 32 42-06-810, fax: 32 42-06-884, e-mail: sekretariat.katowice@rdos.gov.pl
The tasks of the Regional Director of Environmental Protection in Katowice, set forth in Article 131
of the Act of 3 October 2008 on the provision of information on the environment and its protection,
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public participation in environmental protection and environmental impact assessments, include:
• participation in strategic environmental impact assessments;
• carrying out impact assessments of projects on the environment or participation in such
assessments;
• establishing and closing the forms of nature protection under the Act of 16 April 2004 on nature
conservation;
• protection and management of Natura 2000 sites and other valuable natural areas covered by
the forms of nature protection under the principles and to the extent determined by the Act of
16 April 2004 on Nature Conservation;
• issuing decisions under the Act of 16 April 2004 on Nature Conservation;
• carrying out investigations and performing other tasks referred to in the Act of 13 April 2007 on
the prevention of environmental damage and its repair;
• transmission of data to the database referred to in Article 128 of the Act;
• execution of tasks related to participation of the organization in the Community Eco-Management
and Audit Scheme (EMAS) under the principles and in the scope defined in the Act of 12 March
2004 on the national Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS);
• cooperation with local government bodies in matters of environmental impact assessments and
nature protection.
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Nature and landscape complexes
Nature and landscape complexes are fragments of natural and cultural landscape worthy of
protection because of their landscape and aesthetic values (Article 43). They are designated to
protect the exceptionally valuable fragments of natural and cultural landscape, to preserve its
natural, cultural and aesthetic values. The activity in the areas covered by this form of protection is
conditional upon establishment of the local development plan.
The establishment of nature and landscape complex is by resolution of the municipal council
which specifies the name of the object or area, its location, supervisor, specific objectives of
protection, and, if necessary, arrangements for its active protection, and prohibitions applicable to
that area or part thereof (Article 44).

Protection of the nominated Property
In case of the nominated Property, there are the following forms of legal protection, established for
the reasons of safeguarding natural values:

Special Protection Area of Natura 2000 Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom Underground
Spaces, PLH 240003
DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT: 13 November 2007.
AREA: 3,490.8 ha.
LEGAL BASIS: European Commission Decision 2008/25/EC of 13 November 2007.
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT: Municipality Radzionków, Municipality Tarnowskie Góry, Commune Zbrosławice,

a city with district rights Bytom.
Special Protection Area of Natura 2000 Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom Underground Spaces
includes the underground workings after exploitation of heavy metal ores, established in the period
from the 12th to the 20th century. At present there are more than 300 km of galleries and numerous
chambers and mining areas. There are 5 underground drainage adits, numerous shafts and outcrops in
quarries.
The Special Protection Area of Natura 2000 Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom Underground has been designated
for the protection of species of mammals (Myotis myotis greater mouse-eared bat, code: 1324), as well
as natural habitats (fertile beech Dentario glandulosae-Fagenion, Galio odorati-Fagenion, code: 9130).
This is probably the second largest wintering area of bats in Poland. Eight species were found here, of which
1 (greater mouse-eared bat) is placed on Annex II of Directive 92/43/EEC. The number of bats wintering
DESCRIPTION:
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Landscape complex ‘Park in Repty and the Drama River Valley’
DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT: 11. VII. 2002.
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AREA: 475,51 ha (233,63 ha within Tarnowskie Góry, 241,88 ha in the Commune of Zbrosławice).
LEGAL BASIS: Regulation of the Silesian Voivodeship Governor No. 46/02 (Journal of Laws of the
Silesian Voivod., No. 53, item 11730 of 29th July 2002).
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT: Municipality Tarnowskie Góry, Commune Zbrosławice.
DESCRIPTION: Large-scale landscape composition comprising the historic park in Repty and adjacent

agricultural land.
The largest cluster of Upper Silesia monumental trees, 75% of the tree stands aged over 100 years.
They are mainly beech trees (beech old trees including approximately 150 trees of monumental
dimensions) and oaks, chestnuts, black alder, large-leaved linden, European white elm, European
larch, exotic trees, 13 kinds of ferns (including 7 protected). It is the habitat of many animals.
The park in Repty was established in the 19th century. In the years 1824-1945, the forest was owned
by the family Henckel von Donnersmarck, who created there a menagerie designed for hunting.
Family von Donnersmarck also conducted works on its conversion into an English-style park.
Approx. 10,000 new trees were planted, and the area was modified artificially by spreading soil
from the surrounding fields.
The care of the Park is provided by the Voivodeship Nature Conservator.

Nature Reserve ‘Segiet’
DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT: 27.04.1953
AREA: 24,29 ha

Ordinance of the Minister of Forestry of 27.04.1953 r. (Polish Monitor No. A-42/53 item
511), Regulation No. 48/2002 of the Silesian Voivodeship Governor of 28.10.2002 (Journal of Laws of
the Silesian Voivodeship No. 79/02, item 2812) and Regulation No. 39/07 of the Silesian Voivodeship
Governor of 01.08.2007 (Journal of Laws of the Silesian Voivodeship No. 130, item 2574).
Regulation no. 39/07 of the Silesian Voivodeship Governor of 1 August 2007 on the nature reserve
‘Segiet’. The Regulation was preceded by ordinance of the Minister of Forestry of 21 April 1953 on
recognition as a nature reserve (M. P. No. A-12, item 511) and regulation No. 48/02 of the Silesian
Voivodeship Governor of 28 October 2002 on coverage with legal protection of the forest area on
the border of the municipalities Bytom and Tarnowskie Góry by recognition as a nature reserve
(Journal of Laws of the Silesian Voivodeship No. 79, item 2812), which lost its force from the date of
entry into force of this Regulation, with the exception of §1 in the part concerning the recognition
as a nature reserve (Journal of Laws of the Silesian Voivod. of 8 August 2007 No. 130, item 2574).

LEGAL BASIS:

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT: The
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in the underground is at least several thousand. The facility is also colonized by bats during the summer.
Disturbance to the animals during the winter, filling up ventilation holes (intake), collapses and
landslides are a threat.
The supervising entity is the Regional Director for Environmental Protection in Katowice. By
order of the Regional Director of Environmental Protection in Katowice of 24 April 2014, a plan
of protection tasks for the Protected Area of Natura 2000 Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom Underground
Spaces was established.

city with district rights Bytom, the Municipality of Tarnowskie Góry

The reserve is located on the border of Bytom and Tarnowskie Góry, in the upper
parts of Silver Mountain (Srebrna Góra) (347 m). The reserve consists of deep, picturesque craters
and mounds which are remnants of shafts traditional for this ore mining area. Majestic beech
trees that grow here are aged 100-150 at the average and are approx. 40 meters high. Such old
lowland beech forests growing in such habitats are rare.
The Regional Director for Environmental Protection in Katowice is the responsible (managing) entity.

DESCRIPTION:

Monument of Living Nature listed by the Voivodeship Nature Conservator
– ‘Kunszt Park’
DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT: 2 December 2004.
AREA: 10 trees of the total circuit of 3372 cm.
LEGAL BASIS: Resolution of the City Council in Tarnowskie Góry No. XXXIV/302/2004 of 02.12.2004
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT: Municipality Tarnowskie Góry.
DESCRIPTION: The Monument includes a cluster of living nature objects, i.e. the ancient forest in the form

of 10 small-leaved lime trees. It is located in the district Bobrowniki Śląskie, Parkowa street, in the area of
the memorial shaft heaps of lead and silver ore mine ‘Fryderyk’ (Friedrich Mine), on the plot No. 2501/305.
The facility is supervised by the City Mayor.

Plate 2. Washing Tip scented by Common thyme (Thymus pulegioids L).
Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Mrozowska
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Protection in local law and spatial
policies
Introduction
The issues of spatial planning are regulated by the Act on spatial planning and area development
(Journal of Laws 2003, No. 80, item 717, as amended). Formulation and conduct of spatial policy
in the municipality is its own responsibility. The spatial planning system in the municipality is
established by two types of documents:
• study of conditions and directions of spatial management of the municipality (hereinafter
referred to as ‘study‘),
• local spatial development plan (hereinafter referred to as ‘local development plan’).
The study of conditions and directions of spatial management of the municipality is a compulsory
document, drawn up for the whole territory of the municipality. It defines the municipal spatial
policy and its implementing rules, taking into account the supra-local planning arrangements
binding for the municipality (statutory). The study is an integrated planning document of municipal
development, covering spatial issues and the programme of socio-economic development with
binding arrangements in terms of the basic elements of spatial development and protection of
sites. The study is associated with all the programmes developed by the municipality (especially
the ones concerning environmental protection, supply of utilities, transportation, etc.). The study
co-ordinates investment and protection plans of all bodies of public administration, its findings
should be binding for all public authorities within the municipality.
The following content, presented in the form of text and graphics, is the subject of the study:
• content related to the existing condition, i.e. the diagnosis of the current socio-economic
situation of the municipality and the conditions of its development, recognizing objective
circumstances of the development,
• content determining the directions of spatial development and the principles of spatial policy,
i.e. the basic rules of action in space adopted by local governments.
The Study is drawn up for the area within the administrative boundaries of the municipality.
According to Article 10(2) the study defines, among the others:
• directions of changes in the spatial structure of the municipality and in allocation of land,
• directions and indicators relating to the development and use of land, including the land
excluded from construction,
• areas and the principles of protection of the environment and its resources, protection of nature,
cultural landscapes and spas,
• areas and principles of protection of cultural heritage and historical and contemporary cultural
properties,
• areas that require transformation, rehabilitation or recultivation.
The Study is not an act of local law, but its provisions are binding for the municipal authorities
in the preparation of local development plans. It is adopted by a resolution of municipality or
commune council.
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The local development plan is an act of local law and the main tool for implementation of the
spatial planning policy in the municipality. The local development plan is adopted by resolution of
municipal council. It defines the purpose, the conditions of land management and development,
and the location of public purpose investment. Local development plans are developed for areas
identified in the Study and are compulsorily for areas of development extension, as identified in
the Study. The plan consists of a text (resolution) and a graphic (attachment to the resolution)
parts.
Local development plans are regulations generally applicable in the area, they are the basis for
issuing administrative decisions (as opposed to the Study). Their findings, together with other
provisions, shape the manner of exercising property rights. Planning power of the municipality is
limited by the rights of real estate’s owners or holders of perpetual usufruct.
In accordance with Article 15(2), the local development plan sets out mandatorily:
• allocation of land and demarcation lines for land of different purposes or different management
principles,
• the rules for the protection and development of spatial order,
• the rules for the protection of the environment, nature and cultural landscape,
• the rules for the protection of cultural heritage, monuments and treasures of contemporary
culture,
• the requirements arising from the needs of the public space formation,
• the principle of forming construction and land development indicators, the maximum and
minimum intensity of building as an indicator of the total building surface in relation to the
surface of building plot, the minimum percentage of biologically active area with respect
to the surface of the building plot, the maximum height of buildings, the minimum number
of parking spaces in the space allocated for parking of vehicles equipped with a parking
card and the manner of their implementation, and development lines and dimensions
of objects,
• boundaries and methods of land management or objects under protection, determined on
the basis of separate provisions, including the mining areas, as well as areas of special flood
hazard and areas of subsidence and earth masses,
• the detailed terms and conditions of consolidation and division of real estate covered by the
local plan,
• the specific conditions of land use and restrictions on their use, including the prohibition of
development,
• the principles of modernization, expansion and construction of communication systems and
technical infrastructure,
• the manner and timing of interim management, organization and use of land,
The local spatial development plans have established the rules concerning the principles of
protection of the environment, nature and cultural landscape as well as the boundaries and ways
of managing areas protected under separate regulations.
Establishment of spatial development rules is a responsibility of municipality. These tasks are
performed in consultation or have to be agreed with the institutions and government authorities
as specified in legal provisions, within their competence. Preparation of planning documents and
their adoption for implementation is subject to public consultations procedure.
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In order to safeguard mining heritage the Municipal Oﬃce of Tarnowskie Góry prepared in 2007
a document entitled ‘Zones and principles of preservation of the historic metal ore mines in Tarnowskie
Góry, reg. no. A/608/66’. The document was prepared for the purpose of reaching a comprehensive
protection of mining heritage to be applied in planning studies and in the issuing of location decisions.
The study concerns underground areas covered by legal protection by way of a decision on the entry
in the register of monuments (no. A/608/66 of 28 May 1966) and of the entry on the list of National
Historic Monuments (order of the President of the Republic of Poland of 14 April 2004, Dz.U. no. 102,
item 1062 of 2004). Zones of historic preservation were divided into 4 subzones with varied approach
to historic preservation aspects. The study constitutes annex No. 38.

5.c Means of Implementing Protective Measures

The studies of conditions and directions of spatial development as well as the local spatial development
plans need to provide for, among others, preservation of monuments included in the register of
historic monuments, municipal register of monuments, culture parks, historic monuments, and the
arrangements set forth in municipal programmes for monuments preservation. These documents
should specify the solutions preventing threats and hazards posed for monuments and ensuring them
safety and security in the course of investment implementation. It is also possible to set up within
the studies and plans special zones of preservation maintenance, namely the areas with outlined
borders where speciﬁc restrictions, prohibitions and orders shall apply to ensure protection to the
monuments located therein. Preservation maintenance zones are deﬁned by their features (content
and characteristics) as well as purposes for which they were set up. They specify among others:
• management rules and principles applicable within the spatial layouts (for example: terms and
conditions for use of areas and facilities of historic value, principles for shaping new building
development near the facilities listed on the register of monuments and within the area of
preservation maintenance zones, principles for cultural landscape protection, principles for
implementing investments within preservation maintenance zones for archaeological sites),
• designating the areas for which local spatial development plans should be drawn up,
• highlighting the need for drafting spatial policies ensuring elimination of factors that have adverse
eﬀect on the condition of cultural heritage and monuments as well as leading to maintenance and
improvement of the condition of municipal cultural heritage.
The zones shall be marked with letters A, B, (zones of full and medium preservation maintenance),
E (zone of preservation maintenance for exposure and/or environment of the monument), K (zone
of preservation maintenance for cultural landscape), W (zone of preservation maintenance for
archaeological sites). Additionally the studies and plans include also: OW (archaeological observation
zone), EG (zone of preservation for post-mining landscape exposure).
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Protection of the nominated Property

Studies of conditions and directions of spatial development
Study of conditions and directions of spatial development in the area of the Tarnowskie Góry
Municipality (Resolution No. LXII/619/2014 of the City of Tarnowskie Góry Council on the
adoption of the Study of conditions and directions of spatial development in the area of the
Tarnowskie Góry Municipality, 27.09.2014)
The Study covers the following attributes of the Property: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4,
2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 3.2, 3.4, 3.1, 3.5, 3.6

Plate 3. The main area of the excavation, the southern part.

Study discusses preservation maintenance zones, providing for the arrangements set forth
in applicable local plans (item 2.3.5.). On the area of the City of Tarnowskie Góry the following
preservation maintenance zones have been outlined:
• zones ‘B’ of preservation maintenance which include: the buffer zone of the urban layout of the
city centre, the historic rural system ‘Lasowice’, the historic rural system in ‘Rybna’, the historic
rural system in ‘Strzybnica’, the historic rural system in ‘Sowice’, the historic rural system in
‘Bobrowniki’, the historic rural system in ‘Stare Tarnowice’, the historic rural system in ‘Stare
Repty’.
• zone ‘K’ of cultural landscape protection which includes, inter alia, the Municipal Park at
Wyszyńskiego street.

Source: ‘Zones and principles of preservation of the historic metal ore mines in Tarnowskie Gory, reg. no. A/608/66’, Tomasz Trzcionkowski, the City
Council of Tarnowskie Góry, 2007
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5.c Means of Implementing Protective Measures

Study of conditions and directions of spatial development in the area of the Zbrosławice
Commune (Resolution No. XVIII/312/04 of the Council on the adoption of the Study of conditions
and directions of spatial development in the area of the Zbrosławice Commune, 28.10.2004)
The Study covers the following attributes of the Property: 1.8, 1.9, 1.10
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In the applicable study of 2004 preservation maintenance zones were introduced (item 5). For rural
administrative unit Ptakowice, the following preservation maintenance zones were outlined:
• Zone ’A‘ of the outlet and drainage channel of the ‘Black Trout’ adit, together with the air shaft at
the adit route and the adjacent area.
Designation of the zone ‘A’ implies strict protection with the absolute priority of historic
preservation requirements. It covers areas of particular historic value, with preserved elements
of the former spatial structure. The area covered by zone ‘A’ is subject to the requirements
concerning absolute protection of existing development, maintenance of existing substance of
cultural value, and preservation of the historic pattern of circulation routes. All activities in zone
‘A’ require approval of the Provincial Monument Preservation Officer. Preservation of the urban
layout applies (layout of streets and squares, historic divisions into parcels of land, maintenance
of the building alignment, location of the individual structures, etc.). It is possible to introduce
new development and functions in accordance with the principles of historic preservation.
The new structures should be adapted, in terms of setting, dimensions, form and architecture,
to the historic elements of the zone, and at the same time signal that they were built in our
contemporary times.
• Zone ’B‘ for the manor and park complex limited to the north by Reptowska Street, to the east
by Poprzeczna Street, to the south by the development in Wyzwolenia Street (according to the
indications on the map).
Zone ‘B’ indicates indirect historic preservation, with the requirement to maintain the essential
elements of the layout, the historic development and other historic elements of the cultural
landscape. Building works consisting in demolition and erection of new structures shall be carried
out under the supervision of and with the approval of the Provincial Monument Preservation
Officer. The following requirements are introduced for ‘B’ historic preservation zones:
• preservation and protection of historic structures,
• new development is allowed to be sited provided that the existing development scale is
maintained, that the setting respects the historic alignment and the historic layout, and that
traditional materials are used.
• disharmonious buildings should be eliminated as far as possible,
• the new development should correspond to the regional construction type.
In the applicable study the area where the portal of Friedrich Deep Adit is located, the drainage
ditch and mineshaft Adam are located within the area, where space was allocated for the development
of tourism, leisure and sports services as well as development of housing estates for Ptakowice administrative unit. Acceptable basic functions included among others: services for sports and tourism,
accommodation bases, hotels, single-family extensive housing (permissible facility investment: not
more than 150 sq.m. facing Reptowska Street), further sports and leisure services without the right
to facility investment (outdoor-type), preservation of Forest Sanctuary in Stare Repty. The additional
functions that are acceptable include: transport-related services (except for gas station), technical
infrastructure (obligation to ensure protection of third parties’ interests).
In the applicable Study of 2004, item 3.1 regarding nature preservation, refers to the area protected under Natura 2000 programme – special protection area (SOO) PLH240003 ‘Tarnowskie
Góry-Bytom Underground Spaces’. Item 4 refers to the area covered with preservation maintenance: ‘Black Trout’ Adit outlet and drainage channel together with the air shaft at the adit route.
Currently arrangements are being made for the draft of amendments to the study of conditions
and directions of spatial development for Zbrosławice Municipality. The draft of study amendments
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• zones ‘EG’ of protection of post-mining landscape exposure covering: traces of mining activities
in the Municipal Park at Wyszyńskiego street, traces of mining activities in the ‘Camillians’ park,
heap ‘Sawina’, areas of post-mining grassland with the occurrence of calamine vegetation
biocenosis, surroundings of the former mine shafts ‘Fryderyk’ with forestation and preserved
shaft heaps (shafts: ‘Glück’, ‘Bohr’, ‘Comet’, ‘Nettelbeck’, ‘Sack’, ‘Żmija’, ‘Gustaw’, ‘Reden’,
‘Minette’, ‘Heinzmann’, ‘Szczęść Boże’, ‘Carnall’, housing of the shaft Lichtloch IV), post-mining
washing tips (mound ‘Rudolphina’ in Bobrowniki at Parkowa street), areas of concentrated
occurrence of mounds formed around old shafts, funnel-shaped collapsed shafts, shaft funnels,
and other elements of anthropomorphic relief associated with the past mining works.
• In the town of Tarnowskie Góry, there are ‘OW’ zones of archaeological observations designated
in the existing local plans covering the areas of potential presence of archaeological monuments
(buffer zones of archaeological sites included in the municipal register of monuments).
The study also addresses the issue of mining areas in the context of environmental risk.
The environmental risk from the former ore and shaft workings is a very important issue. Many
excavations are still hazardous (active processes of subsidence, formation of sink craters, sinkholes
in excavation voids of the surface area), preventing or hindering its use for development. The
possibility of leaving for a long-term the post-mining rock mass voids depends on the geological
and hydrogeological conditions of the deposit and caprock and the method of ore extraction.
To assess the risk of reactivation of abandoned ore workings, it is necessary to recognize the
scope and effectiveness of liquidation works. In 2008, an assessment of the suitability of land for
development planning was carried out in terms of mining and geological conditions. In the area of
the southern districts of the town, 37 plots with numbers from 1 to 37 were designated (a detailed
parcel's location is showed in the Study of conditions and directions of spatial development in
the area of the Tarnowskie Gory municipality, board 5 – Determinants resulting from geological
and mining conditions; appendix no. 15). Other lots – with no code number – were classified as
suitable for unhampered mining development, which means that there is no need for additional
construction and building security from the effects of mining at the design and implementation of
the building (item 2.2.10).
Item 2.3 of the study regarding the condition of natural heritage and historic monuments as
well as the achievements of contemporary culture lists the facilities entered into the register of
historic monuments (52 facilities), Municipal Register of Monuments (787 facilities), Historic
Monument ‘Tarnowskie Góry – underground of the historic Silver Ore Mine and the Black Trout
Adit’ and Culture Park ‘Red Rock’. Item 2.2.5 of the study lists areas and facilities of natural value
(Landscape-Nature Protected Complex - ‘Park in Repty and Drama Valley’, Nature Reserve ‘Segiet’,
128 animate nature monuments, inanimate nature monument - glacial erratic in the Municipal Park,
area protected as part of NATURA 2000 network, special protection area (SOO) – Tarnowskie
Góry-Bytom Underground Spaces). Areas of natural value protected under the arrangements set
forth in the local plans for spatial development include among others: The area of Municipal Park
and the Valley of the River Drama.
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Study of conditions and directions of spatial development in the area of the Bytom district town
(Resolution No. X/120/13 of the City of Bytom Council on the adoption of the amendment to
the Study of conditions and directions of spatial development in the area of the Bytom district
town, 25.02.2013)
The Study covers the following attributes of the Property: 3.3
The study deﬁnes, among others, maintenance and reclamation of forest complexes and related
thereto protected green areas, that are signiﬁcant at the regional level and valuable in terms of
ecosystems and biology, determining the heritage and values of natural environment in the Upper
Silesia Metropolis, creating spatial buﬀer between intensely urbanised metropolitan area and the areas
that form the protected zone around Upper Silesia Metropolis, areas that enable to ensure eﬀective
environment regeneration, development of leisure services and environmental education. ‘Segiet’
Nature Reserve, among others, was considered signiﬁcant at the regional level (article 5, paragraph
5, item 5; directions).
Non-urbanized area was outlined and designated for development that covered dense green
areas, attractive areas of protected natural environment – ‘Segiet’ Reserve and Landscape-Nature
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Complex ‘Żabie Doły’, Landscape-Nature Complex ’Suchogórski Labirynt Skalny’ (article 5, paragraph
6, item 6.4 (2); directions).
Also principles for environment protection were stipulated. Areas of animated nature were
outlined and proposed as being covered with protection by local law, i.e. Landscape-Nature Complex
‘Las Bytomski’ P7 – covering the area of forests owned by the State Treasury, located within city
borders: from the areas of former ‘Verona’ ore mine, across the buﬀer zone of ‘Segiet’ Reserve,
Forest ‘Hipolot’, ‘Piekielec’ and ‘Sędziwe Buki’ as far as to Ks. Frenzla Street to the south (article 20,
paragraph 2). The area proposed to be covered with the protection encompasses the parts of natural
and cultural landscape with high level of bio-diversity. If the nature and landscape complex is not
covered with legal protection, there will be no bases to include and protect it in the future local plan.
It was also highlighted that the protection should cover the facilities and areas already protected
by the law, that include: ‘Segiet’ Reserve, documentation site ‘Blachówka’, nature-landscape complex
‘Żabie Doły’, nature-landscape complex ‘Suchogórski Labirynt Skalny’, nature monument (London
planetree in the People’s Park in Miechowice), Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom Underground Spaces under
Natura 2000 (article 20, conditions).
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presents evaluation of the condition in which landscape qualities are preserved, which indicates
that the analysed area of Zbrosławice Municipality carries significant landscape values throughout
its entire territory that have been considerably altered and that should be preserved (including
the harmonious rural landscape). In order to preserve landscape qualities protection should cover
attractive, for example in terms of the landscape, areas located within the municipality, including
Landscape-Nature Complex ‘Drama Valley‘ (item 5.12.3, conditions).
The draft of the amendments to the study sets forth the requirements for preservation
of cultural landscape and the condition of national heritage and historic monuments as well as
the achievements of contemporary culture (item 6, conditions). It presents outlined zones of
preservation maintenance that are to ensure protection, maintenance and preservation of the most
valuable elements of historic, cultural and landscape value (zone A, E, K). Draft of the amendments
allows for introduction of new functions and new buildings in line with current needs, but according
to maintenance requirements.
Outlet of Fryderyk adit along with drainage channel and air shaft were covered with E zone of
preservation maintenance.
In the draft of amendments to the study the area where exit to Fryderyk adit is located, drainage
channel and mineshaft Adam are located within the area, where accepted was the space for
development of tourism, leisure and sports services as well as development of housing estates
for Ptakowice administrative unit. As basic designation of the area the following services were
permitted: sports and tourism services, accommodation bases, hotels (with permissible facilities
investment at the level of up to 15% of the area), remaining areas of sports and leisure services
without the right to facility investment (outdoor-type), preservation of Forest Sanctuary in Stare
Repty. The following features were considered additional purposes of the area: transport services
(except for gas station), areas of technical infrastructure, with the obligation to ensure protection
of third parties’ interests (item 2, arrangements).
The list of facilities under preservation maintenance included the outlet of Fryderyk adit along
with drainage channel and air shaft A/608/66.

Local spatial development plans
Local spatial development plans of the Tarnowskie Góry Municipality
Local spatial development plan for southern districts of the city Tarnowskie Góry - Bobrowniki
Zachód, Repty Śląskie, Stare Tarnowice and housing estate ‘Przyjaźń’; Resolution No.
XLVIII/551/2009 of 28.10.2009 (Journal of Laws of the Silesian Voivod. of 2010 No. 14, item 232)
The plan covers the following attributes of the Property: 0.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4,
2.5, 3.2, 3.3 (part), 3.1, 3.5.
The plan contains arrangements regarding rules and principles for preservation of cultural heritage
and historic monuments as well as the achievements of contemporary culture (chapter 6). The facilities
listed in the provincial register of historic monuments, i.e. among others the landscape park in Repty
along with the chestnut alley (reg. no. A/660/66) and former ore mine along with underground postexcavation corridors (reg. no. A/608/66) are subject to special arrangements (article 100).
The following is arranged for the area of the Historic Monument ‘Tarnowskie Góry – underground
site of the historic Silver Ore Mine and the Black Trout Adit’:
1) prohibition of waste and chemicals storage that may penetrate the rock mass with surface water,
2) prohibition of movement of vehicles with a total weight over 15 tons within the construction site,
3) prohibition of the use of heavy equipment for the construction works causing vibration of
acceleration values greater than 180mm/s2,
4) prohibition of the use of spot runoff of rainwater and other (permitted discharge of water
through the use of the drainage system, etc.),
5) order to secure entries to excavations taking into account the possibility of migration of existing
protected animal species,
6) before the construction in the area of the historic monument, it is required to prepare
a geological and mining opinion assessing the impact of construction work on the condition of
preservation of the excavations. The conclusions of the opinion specifying the conditions for
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of the cornice and included only those companies that conduct activity in such buildings,
/…/
3) in the case of works on the historic buildings that have been transformed before the adoption
of the plan – for example through the use of woodwork without divisions, roofing materials
not referring to the original finish of roof (e.g. metal tiles, corrugated iron, etc.), its original
appearance should be pursued, /…/
5) prohibition of the use of panel ﬁnishing materials made of plastics e.g.: ‘siding’ on the facades of
buildings and other materials not consistent with the original façade, or in the case of the new
building to the traditional materials used in objects of cultural values within the zone,
6) shaping small architectural objects, fencing in a uniform way using traditional materials referring to
the traditional material solutions in Historic Monuments, it is prohibited to use precast concrete
fencing or sheet metal fencing, /…/
8) in special cases, justiﬁed with poor technical condition (conﬁrmed in a technical opinion),
partial or total demolition of buildings with historical values constructed before 1945 is allowed
only after obtaining the opinion of the authority competent for the protection of monuments,
preceded by documentary work (drawing up technical expertise, building inventory, photographic
documentation of the current condition with the register card of immovable monuments if the
object does not have any) provided that the new facility must keep the building line, the number of
ﬂoors, roof shape, cubic capacity and height of the existing building, /…/.
The plan also stipulates the arrangements for the requirements resulting from the purposes of
shaping public spaces (chapter 7). The plan also presents the areas that need to be revitalised (chapter
10). The areas listed in the plan as earmarked for revitalisation also include the area - Mine and Adit
(article 121). Scope of investment activities related to areas revitalisation was speciﬁed in the Local
Revitalisation Programme drawn up for the City of Tarnowskie Góry.
The plan also stipulates arrangements regarding principles for protection of environment, nature
and cultural landscape, including among others: preservation of existing complexes of organized
green areas and trees avenues along streets, selective removal of humus layer from soil during land
works and utilisation thereof for shaping green complexes or protection of underground waters and
underground water intakes. It also sets forth the arrangements regarding forms of environmental
protection set up with the regulations for environmental protection (article 98); i.e. for ‘LandscapeNature Protected Complex - Park in Repty and Drama Valley’, natural monument ‘Kunszt Park’,
Nature Reserve ‘Segiet’ along with the buﬀer zone, animated nature monuments including single
tree species (established by resolutions of the City Council in Tarnowskie Góry, which are subject
to protection until their full and natural decomposition, if it does not pose any threat to people),
habitats protection area ‘Natura 2000 PLH Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom Underground Spaces’ (where it
is prohibited to undertake any actions that could considerably deteriorate the condition of natural
habitats and habitats of plants and animals species, including but not limited to the prohibition on
covering ventilation holes (inlets), prohibition on industrial waste disposal).
Indicated are also the areas of natural qualities and values that require protection and include:
Triassic water source by Waliski Street in Repty, post-mining area ‘Bobrowniki’ in the region of
Parkowa Street, ravine near Brzozowa Street in Repty Śląskie, valley of the River Drama in Repty, postexcavation pond by Repecka Street, for which protection principles were deﬁned (item 6).
The plan contains also arrangements for borders and methods of developing the facilities subject
to the protection, established under separate regulations, including mining sites, exposed to the
threat of ﬂood or soil subsidence. Within the area, there are spaces related to the historical mining
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building location in the aforementioned area should be taken into account in the preparation of
the construction project,
7) in order to protect the after-excavation lead ores – galena compartment in the area marked as
No. III in the plan attached as Annex 3 to this resolution, it is prohibited to construct new and
expand the existing buildings (par. 101).
The plan outlines zones of preservation maintenance (article 102). Signiﬁcant for the proposed
entry ‘EG’ zone of preservation of the exposure of post-mining landscape covers (article 103,
paragraph 1):
1) areas of post-mining grassland with the occurrence of biocenosis of calamine vegetation,
2) surrounding the former mine shafts ‘Fryderyk’ with forestation and preserved shaft heaps (of the
following shafts: ‘Glück’, ‘Bohr’, ‘Comet’, ‘Nettelbeck’, ‘Sack’, ‘Żmija’, ‘Gustaw’, ‘Reden’, ‘Minette’,
‘Heinzmann’, ‘Szczęść Boże’, ‘Carnall’, lining of shaft Lichtloch IV),
3) post-mining waste dumps (mound ‘Rudolphina’ in Bobrowniki, Parkowa street)
4) areas of concentrated of occurrence mounds formed around old shafts, funnel-shaped collapsed
shaft, shaft funnels and other elements of anthropomorphic relief associated with the old mining
works.
The following arrangements were agreed for the area of ‘EG’ zone (article 103, paragraph 2):
1) prohibition to alter the existing topography (hills levelling, movement of earth masses, backfilling
of pits),
2) prohibition to infringe calamine grasslands,
3) prohibition to remove trees and bushes.
The plan speciﬁes also rules for technical facilities protected under this plan (article 106, paragraph
3 ), i.e. for:
• water production plant together with the shaft ‘Staszic’ at the intersection of Staszica and
Wodociągowa street,
• narrow-gauge railway (for which the arrangements set out in para. 109 point 3),
• mine waste dump – mound Rudolphina at Parkowa Street in Bobrowiki for which the arrangements
set out in para. 103 point 2 apply,
• bunkers lying in the line of defence B-2 from 1944 (for which applies: maintenance of the existing
form of objects, and maintenance of an open foreland around objects – at least 5m along with the
prohibition of new building, aﬀorestation, while allowing existing woodlots).
For the water production plant along with Staszic shaft applicable are the arrangements set forth
in § 102, par. 4 item 1 and item 2 (a), as well as items 3, 5, 6, 8. In line with article 102 for the water
production plant along with Staszic shaft applicable are the arrangements agreed for zones ‘B1’, ‘B2’
and ‘B3’ of preservation maintenance (article 102, paragraph 4):
1) preservation of objects of historical values referred to in par. 1, 2 and 3, together with the
maintenance of the existing forms of objects and the original character of the facade, including:
shapes, angles of roof and the type of roofing and finishing elements, including the method
of distribution, dimensions and window frames divisions, architectural divisions, architectural
detail, and the proportion of the surface of the walls to the window and door openings,
2) prohibition of transformation of historic buildings and their immediate surroundings in ways
that reduce their historical and architectural value, this applies in particular to:
a) placing of large advertisements (surface of more than 2m2) on the objects or in places
obscuring historic buildings; it is required that signs such as the names of shops, companies,
signs, neon signs, logos, information signs were installed on the ground floor level to the line
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Local spatial development plan for northern districts of the city of Tarnowskie Góry – Opatowice,
Rybna, Strzybnica, Pniowiec, Sowice, part of Lasowice north of Częstochowska street and forest
areas; Resolution No. XXXVIII/424/2013 of 27 February 2013 (Journal of Laws of the Silesian
Voivod. of 2013, item 2361)
The plan covers the following attributes of the nominated Property: 0.1 (in part covered by the
plan), 2.8, 2.9.
The plan also contains the arrangements related to rules and principles for preservation of cultural
heritage and historic monuments as well as the achievements of contemporary culture (chapter 5).
Article 149 identifies the areas listed in the register of historic monuments, among others part of
the underground site of former ore mine along with underground post-excavation corridors (reg.
no. A/608/66). The plan defines as applicable and required the maintenance and preservation of
areas and facilities entered into the register of historic monuments mentioned under paragraphs
1 and 2 according to separate provisions in this scope [monuments protection and care act of July
23rd, 2003 No. 162 item 1568 as amended).
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Within the area considered a Historic Monument: ‘Tarnowskie Góry – underground spaces of
the Historic Silver Ore Mine and the Black Trout Adit‘, the following applies:
1) prohibition of storage of waste and chemicals that may penetrate the rock mass with ground
and surface water,
2) prohibition of the use of spot rainwater run-off (water discharge is allowed through the use of
the drainage system),
3) order to secure the entries to excavations taking into account the possibility of migration of
existing protected animal species (par. 150).
The plan specifies also the principles for technical facilities listed in the municipal register of
monuments, that include:
1) narrow gauge railway,
2) defence construction objects – bunkers located in the line of defence B-2 from 1944,
3) Polish battle pillbox built by the so-called sapper instruction in the area of Fabryczna street (the
object with ‘ears’, marked with ‘i’ between the two longitudinal warehouses near the railway
tracks from the north).
Preservation of the course of the existing narrow gauge railway applies. For the structures preservation of the existing form and prohibition of placing advertisements applies (par. 155).
The plan also presents the arrangements for borders and methods of developing the facilities
subject to the protection, established under separate regulations, including mining sites, exposed
to the threat of flood or soil subsidence (chapter 4). Within the area covered by the plan, there are
areas of historical mining activities associated with preserved underground system of adits, levels,
chambers and shafts for which proper protection of located buildings adapted to the present effects
of mining is required. Deformations of the earth's surface in these areas are often discontinuous
and have the form of sudden, catastrophic sinkholes. The time and place of these phenomena is
not predictable, however, their occurrence is limited to specific areas. These areas, with diversified geological and mining conditions, taking into account the ways of protecting buildings, were
marked graphically in the plan that constitutes (par. 148). It’s been determined that:
1) in the area marked as No. I comprising the course of Boże Wspomóż adit and as No. II comprising
the alleged course of Jakub adit, erecting of buildings requires consideration of the current
geological and mining conditions and determination for each individual case the possibility of
locating a planned cubature development,
2) in the area marked as No. III, due to the conducted historical exploitation and the presence
of a number of exploitation, ventilation and research shafts associated with the presence of
galena ore, calamine and brown iron ore, the erecting of buildings requires consideration of the
current geological and mining conditions (Annex 2).
Identification of risks arising from the impact of residues of excavations on the designed objects
and technical methods to prevent the impact of these threats may arise from geological and mining
opinion or geological and mining expertise, drawn up by a certified expert.
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activities which include the underground adit system, levels, chambers and shafts in which proper
protection of located buildings adapted to the present eﬀects of mining is required (Chapter 5).
The area of plan development has been divided into several areas (indicated graphically in the plan
attached as Annex 3) with diversiﬁed geological and mining conditions taking into account the ways
of protecting buildings:
1) in the areas designated with No. I, because of the exploitation carried out and the presence of
numerous research and operational wells associated with the presence of brown iron ore and
galena ores, construction of buildings requires consideration of geological and mining opinion
including effects of excavation residues on the projected objects,
2) in No. II area comprising the adit Fryderyka – Głeboka, it is forbidden to locate new building
with the capacity of over 5000m3, and building over 4 floors; in the case of necessary location of
technical infrastructure in the vicinity of the drift, protection should be as for category II mining
area should be.
Construction of buildings requires consideration of geological and mining opinion including
effects of excavation residues on the projected objects,
3) in No. III area – due to the presence of voids associated with lead ore – galena mining, posing
a serious mining threat, it is forbidden to construct new and expand the existing buildings.
4) any other investments need to take into account the geological and mining opinion including
the impact of the existing mining excavations on the designed objects,
5) in areas marked as No. IV, there is no requirement to use additional construction – building
protection from the influence of mining,
6) regardless of the circumstances referred to in paragraphs 1 to 4 within the areas I, II and III, it is
compulsory to:
a) use tight water supply network, storm water, sanitary drainage with the introduction of
monitoring of tightness,
b) organize and control the flow of rainwater by the discharge of water into the storm or
combined sewer system, and in its absence – drainage of water through the use of drainage
system with a ban on spot runoff.

Local spatial development plan for the districts: Śródmieście – Centrum, Lasowice, Osada Jana
in Tarnowskie Góry, Resolution No. XXVI/314/2012 of 27 June 2012 (Journal of Laws of the Silesian
Voivod. of 2 August 2012, item 3156)
The plan includes the following attributes of the nominated Property: 2.6, 3.6
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Local spatial development plan for northern parts of the city of Bytom, called the "Blachówka"
plan – south part, Resolution No VIII/113/15 of 27 April 2015 (Journal of Silesian Voivod. of 2015
item 2570)
The plan covers the following attributes of the Property: 3.3 (in part)
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In Chapter 3, there are arrangements for protection of environment, nature and cultural
landscape. In paragraph 6, item 7 it states that any investment and construction plans can be
implemented only subject to the protection of natural habitats and species for which Special
Protection Area of Natura 2000 "Tarnogórskie Góry-Bytom underground Spaces", PLH240003 was
designated.
The plan states in par. 8 that, in connection with the Natura 2000 as referred to in par. 7,
accessibility of inlet openings for bats and other openings leading to the underground mining
workings must be restricted in a way to avoid disturbing the wildlife inhabiting the workings,
dumping waste into or performing other harmful activities.
Chapter 5 sets out principles for use of land and/or objects protected under separate regulations,
including the mining areas, as well as areas at risk of flooding and risk of landslides.
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The plan discusses the arrangements related to rules and principles for preservation of cultural
heritage and historic monuments as well as the achievements of contemporary culture (chapter 5).
The plan defines as applicable and required the maintenance and preservation of areas and facilities
entered into the register of historic monuments mentioned in table no. 1 according to separate
provisions in this scope (article 81). For small architectural objects protected under this plan and
listed in Table 7, the following applies: preservation of the existing form, architectural detail, as well
as in their restoration – application of finishing materials referring to their original finish (e.g. for
the viewing gazebos, the so-called Glorietta – wooden one, the so-called ‘wooden mushroom’,
wooden kiosk).
Within the area considered a Historic Monument: ‘Tarnowskie Góry – underground of the historic Silver Ore Mine and the Black Trout Adit‘ (with the area of occurrence marked graphically in
the plan), the following applies:
1) prohibition of storage of waste and chemicals that may penetrate the rock mass with ground
water,
2) prohibition of the use of spot rainwater run-off (water discharge is allowed through the use of
the drainage system),
3) order to secure the entries to excavations taking into account the possibility of migration of
existing protected animal species (par. 89).
The plan establishes ‘K’ zone of cultural landscape preservation including among others the
Municipal Park by Wyszyńskiego Street (article 90). For areas of parks and squares, preservation of the
layout of avenues, tree rows applies; shaping of small architectural objects (e.g. benches, lanterns) in
a uniform way in the area applies. In the area of the Municipal Park, the order to preserve the historic
landscape elements (Glorietta, the so-called ‘mushroom’, a wooden kiosk, stone ﬂower pots) applies.
In these areas advertising displays are prohibited (for advertising space area over 6m2).
There is zone ‘EG’ of post-mining landscape exposure protection designated by the Plan and
includes: traces of mining activities in the Municipal Park at Wyszyński street, traces of mining
activities in the ‘Camillians’ park, heap ‘Sawina’, as well as other areas marked graphically in the plan
(par. 91). In these areas the following arrangements apply:
1) prohibition of disturbance of the existing terrain (hills levelling, movement of earth masses,
backfilling of pits),
2) prohibition of disturbance of calamine grasslands,
3) maintenance of the existing trees and bushes with their allowed replacement related to care
treatments.
There is a ‘OW’ zone of archaeological observations designated by the plan, covering an area
of potential presence of archaeological sites (par. 92). Any earthworks within the area should
be conducted in accordance with the provisions on the protection of monuments and care of
monuments. This applies in particular to activities taken up in connection with the discovery of
historic objects or historic buildings.

Local spatial development plan of the former mining area of Górnicze Zakłady Dolomitowe S.A.
(Dolomite Mining Plant) in Siewierz Dolomite Mine Bobrowniki-Blachówka, within the borders
of the city of Tarnowskie Góry, Resolution No. LVI/494/2006 of 02.03.2006 (Journal of Laws
of the Silesian Voivod. of 2006 No. 49, item 1404)
The plan covers the following attributes of the nominated Property: 1.1, 3.4
Based on the plan it is arranged to protect and preserve former militaris architecture facilities
located within the area adjacent to the road Tarnowskie Góry - Bytom, marked on the plan figure
with ZI symbol and ZO area ‘old slag heap’ (article 11, paragraph 4):
Outlined are the areas where a complete ban on any buildings development shall be applicable
(article 12). Designated are also the areas of special protection over natural, cultural and landscape
qualities, marked on the plan figure with the symbols as listed below, covering protective, park and
insulation green areas along with the areas of natural plant succession, for which basic functions
and purposes are defined that include among others:
1) ZO – protective green areas, designed landscape-wise with the use of existing vegetation
– stabilizing the slope and plateau, with the order of application of technological protection
measures on the steep walls of the excavations in places where there are pedestrian and cycling
routes. It is agreed that the areas marked in the plan with the symbol ZO – protective green
areas, designed landscape-wise, formed on ground historic mining buildings, such as, among
others, ‘old heap’ with the military architecture object located on the heap, are subject to
the protection and restoration. It is ordered to develop these areas in a way that allows their
landscape exposure in accordance with the conservation requirements for historic buildings
and in accordance with the revaluation and conditions set out in specific provisions (par. 12,
point 1).
In the areas referred to in par. 1 to 3, gradual maintenance works for the maintenance of good
ecological status, landscape values and the spatial order is required (par. 12, point 4). In these areas
the acceptable purpose is determined as follows:
1) technical infrastructure networks and devices,
2) walking and riding, walking and cycling communication routes,
3) educational boards, signs, signposts, viewing towers, stops etc. (par. 12, point 5).
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Local spatial development plans of the of Zbrosławice Commune
Local spatial development plan of the Commune of Zbrosławice for the area of rural administrative
unit Ptakowice, Resolution No. XXXVI/596/06 of 04.10.2006
The plan covers the following attributes of the nominated Property: 1.8, 1.9, 1.10

5.c Means of Implementing Protective Measures

The plan outlines zones of preservation maintenance (article 4). 4): Zone ‘A’ covers the underground
site of the historic Silver Ore Mine and the ‘Black Trout’ Adit (reg. no. 608/66) as well as historic
monument (Black Trout outlet and air shafts). Zone ‘A’ of full preservation maintenance with an
absolute priority for preservation-related requirements, covers the areas of special historic value
with preserved elements of former spatial structure. An area covered with ‘A’ zone is subject to
the requirements for absolute protection over buildings development, preservation of the existing
substances of cultural values, maintenance of the historic course of traffic routes. Any activities
taken within ‘A’ zone have to be first agreed upon with the Provincial Monument Preservation
Officer. Preservation of the urban layout shall be applicable (layout of streets and squares, historic
parcel divisions, preservation of building development line, location of various facilities, etc.).
It is possible to introduce new buildings development and functions - in line with preservation
maintenance principles. New facilities should be adjusted to the historic elements of the zone in
terms of location, size, form, architecture and at the same time they should reflect the contemporary
times in which they are erected (article 4, paragraph 4, item 4.1.).
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In the areas referred to in par. 5, it is ordered to develop all the technical infrastructure facilities
and devices in such a way not impairing the landscape values of the area. (par. 12, point 6).
There are areas marked in the plan with the symbol UW for which the basic purpose is
determined: services and manufacturing areas such as services of trade, catering, crafts,
unobtrusive manufacturing and wholesale and storage operations, tourist services, developed
green areas, internal roads, parking lots. (par. 15, point 1). In the areas referred to in par. 1, the
acceptable purpose is determined: flats supporting services, technical infrastructure networks and
devices (par. 15, point 2). For building implemented in these areas the following requirements are
determined:
1) the amount of cubic objects: up to 3 floors + usable attic, with the possibility of basement,
2) reservation of at least 20% of the total area of land for designed green spaces, including the
preservation of valuable groups and high green items (par. 15, point 3).
For service facilities, marked on the plan with the symbol UW, HR and USR, the size of the plot
depends on the type of conducted services business. As part of the plot, a proportional number of
parking spaces should be reserved depending on the size of the total usable service area (par. 20):
a) for production, trade and service businesses engaged in retail sale and personal services 1 place
is required per 20 m2 of the total area,
b) for offices and administration – 1 place per 20 m2 of the total area,
c) for catering (bars, cafes) – 1 place per 6 m2 of the total area,
d) for motels and hotels – 1 place per 20 m2 of the total area.
In the area of the plan, it is prohibited to realize commercial buildings in which the sales area
exceeds 2000 m2.
Due to the presence in the entire area of the local plan of intense historical mining activities,
which could affect the surface, for the areas marked with symbols: MN, UW, WP, USR and KS, in the
case of location of cubic building permanently connected with land and sewerage systems, it is
obligatory to prepare a geological and mining opinion. Such an opinion should include:
a) the location of identified voids, caverns and excavations, shafts and foreshafts,
b) the location of drainage adit chains and water galleries that need protection,
c) specification of the categories of protection of buildings against the influence of mining
operations, along with the basic technical parameters such as horizontal strain,
the slope of the land and the minimum radius of curvature of the terrain,
d) specification of the geotechnical conditions of foundation of buildings.
When holding a previously made opinion for the site, the abovementioned requirement is
waived (par. 22, point 1).
The area covered by the plan is located within the area of ‘Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom Underground
Spaces’ – submitted to the European Ecological Network Natura 2000. Therefore, it is forbidden
to take actions that may significantly worsen the condition of natural habitats and the habitats
of species of plants and animals or may have a significant adverse impact on the species for the
protection of which the Natura 2000 site is designed.
In the event that the proposed project may have significant impact on the Natura 2000 site, it is
required to obtain a decision on environmental conditions ’.
(par. 22, point 2).

The area, on which the outlet and drainage channel of ‘Fryderyk’ Deep Adit and ‘Adam’ shaft are
located, is earmarked for meadowlands and pastures under ecological system of outdoor areas
(areas outlined with borderlines and marked on the plan figure with the symbols 4RZ and 7 RZ,
with archaeological site in 18RZ) and for adapted forest areas (areas outlined with borderlines and
marked on the plan figure with the symbols 3ZL, 9ZL; with archaeological sites in 37ZL). For these
areas the following is arranged:
• archaeological protection – due to some identified archaeological sites (indicated graphically
in the Plan Figure) and no set strict limits of their archaeological protection zones ‘W’, within
a radius of 40 meters from these sites protection should be kept consisting in the fact that all
ground work planned in this area should be carried out under archaeological supervision;
• protection under the act on the protection of agricultural and forest land. It is inadmissible to
over-fertilize crops and pollute soil and surface water;
• prohibition of building with the exception of technical infrastructure servicing devices and farm
buildings related to agricultural production that do not require a building permit;
• to take into account preservation of the most attractive natural elements and reconstruction of
the vegetation (par. 18, points 1, 2).
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Principal buffer zone and special layers of protection

5.c Means of Implementing Protective Measures

A buffer zone, as an additional layer of protection for the nominated World Heritage Property,
sought to use existing forms of protection and other legal tools. The proposed buffer zone
coincides with the boundaries of the Natura 2000 area. Its solutions have been adopted due to
the convergence of the objectives of the Natura 2000 area conservation and management and the
protection of the nominated World Heritage Property. In the case of field components additional,
five special layers of protection have been proposed.
Special layers of protection are distinguished due to the natural variability of planning
documents and increasing development pressure, in order to protect the landscape (scenic) values
of the nominated Property. Detailed provisions for each special layers of protection are under
development.
Number
of the
map

Name of the attributes part
Mining Landscape (19th century)

Attribute
Identification
number
3.2

Area of the special
layer of protection
(ha)

Adolph Shaft Waterworks

3.1

Original Site of Friedrich Mine

3.5

Friedrich Mine Washing Tip

3.4

Bohr Shaft

1.2

Help Happiness Shaft

1.4

Viper Shaft

2.2

God Bless Shaft

2.3

Heinitz

2.4

Friedrich Mine Adit Ditch

1.10

Friedrich Mine Adit Portal

1.9

Adit Shaft No. 5

1.8

3

Reden Shaft

2.5

12.77

4

Municipal Park

3.6

45.98

5

Adit Engine Shaft No. 22

1.5

2.40

1

2

In total

280.91

492.11

834.17

Plate 4. View from the Friedrich Mine Washing Tip to the town Tarnowskie Góry.
Author: Xenia Modrzejewska-Modrzejewska
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The regional policy of the city of Tarnowskie Góry after 1997 is defined by following
basic documents:
1. The Silesian Voivodeship Spatial Development Plan adopted Resolution No.
11/21/2004 of the Silesian Voivodeship Board of 21 June 2004. The part on the
directions of spatial policy and further integrated regional tourism product cites
raising the rank of cultural heritage objects (recognition as a historic monument,
listing on the UNESCO World Heritage List, including religious, industrial, residential
monuments and wood construction).
2. The Silesian Voivodeship Development Strategy ‘Śląskie 2020’ (Katowice 2010),
adopted by Resolution No. III/47/1/2010 of the Silesian Voivodeship Assembly of 17
February 2010
3. Tarnowskie Góry District Development Strategy adopted by Resolution No.
XXXIII/275/2001 of Tarnowskie Góry District Council of 31 August 2001 (to be
implemented in 2001-2015). The document lists as tourist attractions and locomotives
of cultural and tourism activities in the district for instance: the Historic Lead and
Silver Ores ‘Museum’ in Tarnowskie Góry, the Black Trout Adit and the narrowgauge railway, and open-air museum of steam engines and the ‘Miners Day’ (Święto
Gwarków). It also stresses the fact that these are the remains of industrial activity in
the cradle of modern ore mining.
4. Strategy of Development of the Tarnowskie Góry District until the year 2022, adopted
by way of Resolution no. 323/1635/2010 of the District Council in Tarnowskie Góry of
14 September 2010), mentioning ‘unique post-industrial structures made available
to tourists (Historic Silver Mine, Black Trout Adit), determining the district’s appeal
in terms of tourism and recreation, whose strengthening will make it possible to
obtain a significant above-regional position on the tourist map of Poland.
5. Tarnowskie Góry District Tourism Development Strategy for 2011-2020 (Tarnowskie
Góry 2011), adopted by Resolution No. X / 100/2011 of Tarnowskie Góry District
Council of 31.05.2011. The strategy confirms the visibility and tourism attractiveness
of the Historic Silver Mine and the Black Trout Adit. Among the objectives, there are:
modernization of the offer of the Historic silver mine, enrichment of the offer of the
Black Trout Adit, improvement of accessibility and enrichment of the functions of
post-industrial objects. It also mentions some planned projects such as digitization
of post-industrial heritage resources and the creation of the District trail of technical
monuments.
6. Tarnowskie Góry Town Development Strategy adopted by Resolution Nr Lv/555/2014
of 26.03.2014. The part on the development of tourism and building of local identity
based on the history of the city (5. Characteristics of the goals and directions of
development) refers to an increase in the attractiveness of the functioning of postindustrial monuments by supporting the modernization of facilities and expanding
the offer of the Historic Mine, supporting the modernization of the Black Trout Adit
and supporting the efforts to list Tarnowskie Góry monuments as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. The mentioned goals include: improving the characteristics of the

immediate neighbourhood of objects, closer functional and symbolic link of the objects with the
monuments in the centre of Tarnowskie Góry, improvement of tourist traffic services, expanding
the offer of objects and their relation to the city proposals, and the creation of professional,
multi-dimensional program of cooperation between the authorities and institutions for the
development of post-industrial tourism in Tarnowskie Góry.
The document developed in 2014 as an annex to Resolution No. LV/555/2014 of Tarnowskie Góry
City Council of 26. 03. 2014, entry on the UNESCO World Heritage List, announces as part of the
point of the Charter of measures – strategy implementation system (point 6, measure no. 3.1.4).
7. Bytom Development Strategy for the period 2009-2020, adopted by Resolution No. XLVI/640/09
of the City Council in Bytom of 27.05.2009.
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Strategic documents

Other local plans and programs
Local Development Plan for the Commune of Zbrosławice, Zbrosławice 2005, Resolution No.
XVI/449/05 of Zbrosławice Commune Council of 28.09.2005.
Point 4 Tasks of improving the situation in the field of ‘the development of sport, tourism and
recreation among the tasks lists the following:
• Cultural, natural and landscape valorisation of the commune to identify attractive locations of
tourist and recreational functions,
• Identification of natural resources of the municipality, especially source waters,
• Development of the concept of transformation of the areas in the Drama River Valley,
• Drafting hydrogeological expert opinion on the sources in the catchment of the Drama river,
• Development of variant concepts of commune water and wastewater management policy
including feasibility studies,
• Preparation of a pre-feasibility study for recreational and storage reservoir of fire protection
features,
• Development of plan for the construction of cycling and horse riding paths integrated with the
region,
• Development of a master plan for the revitalization of the Drama River Valley in natural and park
direction and giving it the regional status,
• Development of the local community mobilization program to pursue activities in the field of
tourism services,
• Development of the educational program ‘Czysta Rzeka’ (Clean River).
In order of importance, the following tasks were considered as the most important ones:
• Regulation of the river Drama and construction of a water reservoir,
• Designation and preparation of land for construction of a recreation and sports centre (‘rural
nautic center’, a swimming pool, courts, pitch, ...),
• Demarcation, construction and marking of bicycle and recreation paths,
• Construction of a golf course in the Drama River Valley,
• Construction of a horse racing track,
• Construction of an amusement park,
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Local Revitalization Program for Municipality Tarnowskie Góry for years 2009 – 2015, Tarnowskie
Góry 2012, Resolution XXV/309/2012 of the City Council in Tarnowskie Góry of 20. 06. 2012.
One of the areas designated for revitalization is among others Area VII - Mine and Adit (in the
above plan), due to the importance of the tourism potential of the city Tarnowskie Góry and a large
potential for revitalization. The boundaries of the area include the Historic Mine and the Black Trout
Adit with adjoining land and the Viper Shaft located near the mine. This is the area of the former
mining activities opened to the public. According to this document, the Historic Mine comprises
the underground tourist route with a length of 1,700 meters, including a 270-meter section covered
by boats. The route presents a fragment of several dozen-kilometre underground workings, levels
and drainage adits of mines of lead, silver and zinc operating from the 15th to the early 20th century.
The main objects (non-attributes) of the Historic Mine, built on the surface are as follows:
hoisting machine building, pithead building with parabolic roof and the museum building with
exhibition hall, administration offices, meeting hall, and a cinema. An open-air museum of steam
engines is arranged around the building. The Friedrich Deep Adit offers to tourists a route with
a length of 600 metres, showing a section of the old adit between the Sylvester and Eva Shafts.
The entire route is covered by boat. The underground is entered in the prestigious List of Historic
Monuments. The Historical Mine and the Black Trout Adit are the most recognizable symbols of
Tarnowskie Góry, both in Poland and abroad. The Museum is run by the NGO Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers' Association (Stowarzyszenie Miłośników Ziemi Tarnogórskiej) that takes care of ongoing
maintenance of objects. The pithead building is typical for the architecture of the 1960s and 1970s.
Revitalization challenges of area VII - Mine and Adit:
• The lack of large modernization projects increasing the attractiveness and functionality of the
facility,
• Increasing competition among the objects of industrial heritage – especially post-mining,
• Huge potential as a tourist product.
Potential of area VII:
• Unique underground listed as historic monument,
• Tourist product recognizable in the country and abroad.’

City Promotion Program of Tarnowskie Góry for years 2006-2015
The program considers as the distinguishing features of the city, key to its development, inter alia,
the unique monuments of industrial culture: the Historic Silver Ore Mine, the Black Trout Adit,
the open-air museum of steam engines (anthropogenic space) and the Municipal Park, the park in
Repty and the forest reserve Segiet (natural environment).
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Owners and administrators are obliged to take care of the heritage under the laws
currently in force in Poland. The role of the state is the designation of areas for which
their preservation is in the public interest (through the introduction of various forms
of legal protection) and to ensure adequate conditions that enable owners and
administrators to exercise care, inter alia, by establishing rules, ensuring professional
assistance (conservation services, institutes and research centres), and launching
programmes providing financial support for the actions aimed to protect and promote
the heritage. The system of legal protection of heritage in Poland does not provide for
special forms of protection of World Heritage Sites and candidates applying for inclusion
in the List, and it does not require their specific organisation. It is deemed appropriate
to adapt the existing forms and measures designed to protect the individual nature of
a World Heritage Site and requirements for the implementation of the World Heritage
Convention.
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Demarcation and construction of routes for horse-drawn carriage rides,
Demarcation and construction of paths for horseback riding,
Construction of a canoeing route,
Preparation of land for construction of guest houses.
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•
•
•
•

Cooperation aimed at the implementation of the World
Heritage Convention at the national level
The Ministry of Culture and National Heritage is in charge of the protection of the
cultural heritage and implementation of the World Heritage Convention in this respect.
In order to streamline the actions and increase their effectiveness in 2007 the Minister
of Culture and National Heritage established the World Cultural Heritage Committee
in Poland, an authority assisting the Minister whose responsibilities include ‘preparing
opinions, applications, analyses and expert reports and taking other measures related
to the implementation of the provisions of the Convention’.
At the same time, the Minister designated the National Heritage Board of Poland
(NID) from among the subordinate institutions as an entity in charge of the coordination
of matters related to the implementation of the World Heritage Convention and
cooperation with the World Heritage Sites, including the assistance in the preparation
of candidates for inclusion in the World Heritage List. With this in mind, the National
Focal Point (Ośrodek do spraw Światowego Dziedzictwa) in 2014 was established at
the National Heritage Board to formalize and strengthen the function of a focal point
which the National Heritage Board served in the context of implementation of the
World Heritage Convention. It takes advantage both of the Board’s specialists dealing
with a wide range of matters related to the cataloguing, documentation, protection,
conservation and presentation (education) of the heritage, and of expert organisations
and individuals specialising in the protection and conservation of the heritage.
The diagram on the next page shows the principles of cooperation between the
institutions operating at the national level which are directly responsible for the
implementation of the World Heritage Convention.
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World Heritage Committee

Ministry of Culture and National Heritage
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World Cultural Heritage
Committee in Poland

National Focal Point at the National
Heritage Board of Poland

Partners in the management
of UNESCO World Heritage Sites

System for managing the nominated World Heritage properties
Point 5.a includes the description of the ownership structure and entities managing buildings and
sites located within the boundaries of the nominated World Heritage Property. Specific units exercise
care for specific components of a World Heritage Property within the area of their competences
and in line with the rules in force. The list of partners in managing and the main stakeholders in the
protection, conservation and presentation of the nominated Property is presented below.

7. Museum in Tarnowskie Góry
8. Silesian Museum in Katowice
9. Coal Mining Museum in Zabrze
10. Tourist organisations
11. City Hall in Bytom
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General national scheme for implementation of the protection, conservation,
presentation and management of World Cultural Heritage Sites

Organisation of the protection, conservation, presentation and management
of the nominated Property
The Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association, a community organisation composed of the
inhabitants of Tarnowskie Góry and its surrounding area interested in heritage and its protection, is
the originator and coordinator of the preparation of the application for inclusion of the Tarnowskie
Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water Management System in the List of World
Heritage Sites. In 1993 the Polish national group of The International Committee for the Conservation
of the Industrial Heritage (TICCIH) recommended 8 industrial sites to be included in the List of
World Heritage Sites (this list was of an informal nature, not officially approved at the national level
nor submitted to the World Heritage Committee). The recommended sites included Tarnowskie
Góry, which was the direct reason for the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association to make efforts
to gain support and prepare an application. The first step was to gain the status of a monument of
history, a special form of protection awarded by the President of the Republic of Poland to buildings
and sites of outstanding value to culture. ‘Tarnowskie Góry – the underground area of the historic

The main institutions in charge of the direct management of the nominated Property and its
components (partners in the management of the nominated Property) are as follows:
1. The Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
2. The Regional Directorate of State Forests in Katowice, Brynek State Forest District
3. Private owners (natural persons)
4. City Hall in Tarnowskie Góry
5. Zbrosławice Commune Office
6. City Hall in Bytom
7. Upper Silesian Water Supply joint-stock company in Katowice
8. Water Supply and Sewerage limited liability company in Tarnowskie Góry
The main stakeholders in the protection, conservation and presentation of the nominated World
Heritage Property are as follows:
1. Silesian Voivodeship Governor
2. Marshal of the Silesian Voivodeship
3. Silesian Voivodeship Conservator of Monuments
4. County’s Conservator of Monuments in Tarnowskie Góry
5. Regional Directorate for Environmental Protection in Katowice
6. National Heritage Board of Poland
Plate 5. Conservation works initiated by members of the Association by the exit of 'Friedrich Deep Adit' in 1957.
© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
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Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
The Association has 135 members. The General Meeting of Members which is held on an annual
basis, at the latest on 30 June, is the highest authority of the Association. The powers of the
General Meeting shall include, in particular, the adoption of resolutions on the matters listed
below:
a) adopting reports of the Management Board, financial statements and reports of the Revisory
Board and Peer Tribunal on their activity for a reporting period;
b) granting the Management Board and Revisory Board acknowledgement of fulfilment of duties;
c) appointing members to the Management Board, Revisory Board and Peer Tribunal in
connection with the end of their term of office;
d) setting the amount of the membership fee;
e) amending the Articles of Association;
f ) granting consent to the sale of a real property;
g) selling assets of the Association of the value exceeding 1/3 of the balance sheet total;
h) dissolving the Association;
j) adopting resolutions or recommendations on other matters presented by the Management
Board, Revisory Board and General Meeting of Members.
The Chairman of the Management Board of the Association (President of the Association)
shall manage the work of the Board. It shall be appointed by the members of the Management
Board at the first meeting of the Management Board in elections. The Chairman of the Management Board, as the sole person in the bodies of the Association, not being a full-time employee,
shall be entitled to receive remuneration for the performance of the function.
The Management Board of the Association is composed of 20 members and appointed by

the General Meeting of Members. The term of office of the Management Board lasts 4 years.
The meetings of the Management Board have been held regularly once a week (on Thursdays)
for many years. This allows the Board to reach the most important decisions smoothly and on
an ongoing basis. The Members of the Management Board serve their function on a voluntary
basis.
In order to organise its activity to the best possible extent, the Association establishes thematic
sections, the number and quality of which always reflect the subjects for which there is a demand
and the current issues addressed by the Association. A member of the Management Board is
in charge of a section. Each section develops their annual action plans which are approved by
the Management Board on the basis of the provisions of the Articles of Association in force and
a resolution of the General Meeting. The Association at present consists of the following sections:
• Historical Section,
• Environmental Protection Section,
• Section of Cooperation with Schools,
• Section of Organisation of Events and Multimedia Presentations,
• Section of Publications,
• Section for Raising Support Funds,
• Section of Underground Tourist Routes in Poland,
• Section of Cooperation with Media,
• Artistic Section,
• Section of the Protection of Monuments,
• Section of the Open-Air Museum of Steam Machines,
• Section of Underground Penetration,
• Section of Tourism and Tourist Guidance.
The Membership of the Association is open for natural persons or legal persons after submission
of the written declaration on joining the Association and the approval of their membership by the
Management Board. The membership may be of an extraordinary, ordinary, assisting and honorary nature. The person approved by the Management Board remains an extraordinary member for
2 years and shall not have active or passive voting rights. After 2 years of active work in support of
the activity of the Association it may become an ordinary member. A legal person may be only an
assisting member obliged to pay a membership fee and support the objectives of the Association.
A member of the Association or a cooperating person may be awarded a title of an honorary
member for outstanding contributions while retaining passive and active voting rights. This title
is awarded by the General Meeting on the application of the Management Board.
The Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association has (as at 2013): 135 members, including 130
ordinary members, 5 extraordinary members and 12 honorary members. The Management Board
consist of 19 persons, Revisory Board – 5 persons and Peer Tribunal – 3 persons. 17 new members
have joined the Association between 2010 and 2013. The members of the Association include the
employees, inter alia, of the City Hall in Tarnowskie Góry (Department of Architecture), Water
Supply and Sewerage limited liability company in Tarnowskie Góry, District Starost Office, Health
Care Establishments, both higher and lower-level Educational Institutions, Law Firms, Police,
Mining Industry.
At the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association (SMZT) 27 employees, including 9 employees
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Silver-Bearing Ore Mine and Black Trout Adit, located beneath the city of Tarnowskie Góry acquired
this status in 2004. Thanks to the commitment and perseverance of the Association the work on
the preparation of the application for inclusion in the List was commenced in 2010. In 2013 the
nominated Property was included in the official Polish inventory (Tentative List).
The Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association is a very active non-governmental organisation
composed of more than 130 members, which was founded in 1954 and has been operating
continuously since that time. The vital role and merits of the Association were confirmed in
2013, when the Association was awarded the prestigious title of the ‘Guardian of the Heritage
of the Republic of Poland – Custos Monumentorum Rei Publicae’ for many years of persistent
care for the industrial heritage of the Tarnowskie Góry land, educational activity and inspiring
people to scientific and artistic activity. This title is awarded by the Marshal of the Sejm (House
of Parliament).
The work on the preparation of the candidacy and application for inclusion in the List of World
Heritage Sites resulted in the development of an informal framework scheme of cooperation
which will be confirmed by the decisions of competent institutions at the right time. The
Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association acts as the coordinator of the actions aimed to
preserve and promote the Property.
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with university degrees and 14 employees who completed secondary education are employed
on the basis of the employment contract (as at the end of 2013). Additionally, the Association
employs 18 tour guides under contracts of mandate and cooperated with 15 tour guides running
their own business (in total, 26 active tour guides showing tourists around the Historic Silver
Mine route and 7 tour guides showing tourists around the Black Trout Adit route).

Framework scheme of cooperation aimed at protection, conservation,
presentation and management of the nominated Property
STEERING COMMITTEE
Consulting-decision-making team

5.e Property Management Plan or Other Management System

Consultation and control
(consultancy)

Consultation and control
(heritage protection services)

• Head of the National
Focal Point at the
National Heritage Board
of Poland

• Silesian Voivodeship
Conservator
of Monuments
• Regional Director for
Environmental Protection
in Katowice

Protection
(local authorities and owners)

• Mayor of Tarnowskie Góry
• Zbrosławice Commune Head
• President of Bytom
• Silesian Voivodeship Management Board
• Tarnowskie Góry District
• Regional Directorate of State Forests in Katowice,
Brynek Forest District
• Chairman of the Management Board of the Tarnowskie
Góry Land Lovers' Association
• representatives of private owners
• representative of the Upper Silesian Water Supply
joint-stock company in Katowice
• representative of Water Supply and Sewerage limited
liability company in Tarnowskie Góry
Plate 6. Debate of the annual general meeting of the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association.

COORDINATING TEAM
Leader in the management of a nominated World Heritage Property

Author: Krzysztof Ziętek

Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
City Hall in Tarnowskie Góry

WORKING GROUP
A group responsible for the ongoing conservation, presentation and management
Owners

• Silesian Voivodeship Management Board
• City Hall in Tarnowskie Góry
• Zbrosławice Commune Office
• City Hall in Bytom
• Tarnowskie Góry District
• Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
• representatives of individual owners
• Regional Directorate of State Forests in
Katowice, Brynek State Forest District
• representative of the Upper Silesian Water
Supply joint-stock company in Katowice
• representative of Water Supply and
Sewerage limited liability company
in Tarnowskie Góry
• representative of the Polish Railways
– Polish State Railways joint-stock
company
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Local authorities

Heritage protection service

• City Hall in Tarnowskie
• Silesian Voivodeship
Góry (in particular, the
Monuments Protection
Department of Architecture
Office
(GA) and Education), Sport
• County’s Conservator
and Tourism (EK)
of Monuments in
• Tarnowskie Góry City Council Tarnowskie Góry
• Zbrosławice Commune
• Regional Directorate
Office (in particular,
for Environmental
the Department of Real
Protection in Katowice
Property Management and
Environmental Protection)
• City Hall in Bytom (in
particular, the Department
of Architecture)
• Tarnowskie Góry District
• Silesian Voivodeship
Management Board

Other
shareholders

• NGOs
• residents
of the
region

The Association has obtained support for the inclusion in the World Heritage List, especially on the
part of:
1. The City and County of Tarnowskie Góry authorities:
• Resolution No. XLV/479/2013 of the City of Tarnowskie Góry Council of 26 June 2013 supporting
the efforts of SMZT for inclusion in the List;
• Resolution XXXV/369/2013 of the County of Tarnowskie Góry Council of 26 February 2013
supporting the efforts of SMZT for inclusion in the List;
2. The authorities of the Silesian Voivodeship:
• Letter of the Member of the Board of the Silesian Voivodeship (on behalf of the Board
of the Voivodeship) – support and declaration of further cooperation aimed at promoting
the underground sites of Tarnowskie Góry, 11 March 2013;
3. The national group of TICCIH – In 1993 the Polish national group of TICCIH recommended 8
industrial sites to be included in the List of World Heritage Sites, including the underground
sites of Tarnowskie Góry;
4. World Cultural Heritage Committee in Poland – positive recommendation and inclusion of
the candidacy of Tarnowskie Góry Lead-Silver-Zinc Mine and its Underground Water
Management System in the Tentative List.
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Management Plan
In the course of several years of work on the preparation of the candidacy and application for inclusion
in the World Heritage List, the system and principles of protection and forms of cooperation aimed at
the protection, conservation, presentation and management of the property proposed to be included
in the List were analysed. It has been concluded that it is necessary to create a platform for cooperation
and develop a plan for management of the future World Heritage property (Management Plan
– MP) – a document which aims to guide the actions taken and ensure their eﬀectiveness and quality
appropriate to the nature of the Property.
The Management Plan is under development. It is being prepared in collaboration with all
partners and key stakeholders and in consultation with the inhabitants of Tarnowskie Góry and its
surrounding areas. The draft plan is annexed to the Nomination Document.

5.e Property Management Plan or Other Management System

Plate 8. Group of explorers from ‘Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers’ Association during the carriage of pipes, for the
purpose of carrying water away from an endangered mining area.
Author: Piotr Gad

Plate 7. Mining chambers with a drainage tunnel and a small stone bridge, which facilitated getting from one part
of the excavation to another.

Plate 9. Conservation works initiated by members of the Association by the exit of 'Friedrich Deep Adit' in 2009.
Author: Zbigniew Pawlak

Author: Zygmunt Maczek
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1. National and local funds
Thanks to a grant with the total value of 463 640 PLN the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
accomplished the following work:
• Maintenance and construction works in the historic building of the Association’s headquarters
in 2005 (PLN 97 261)
• Purchase of equipment for transportation of persons in the Historic Silver Mine in 2010
(PLN 316 379)
• The project of reconstruction of the permanent exhibition in the Historic Silver Mine completed
in 2011 (PLN 50 000).
These funds came from the following sources: the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage, the
Regional Operational Programme and the Marshal’s Office.
2. Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association funds
The Association has funds from ticket sales, proceeds from the accommodation and membership
fees. The earned money is spent on statutory activities. The funds at the disposal of the Association
are sufficient for the current maintenance of objects within its management (the headquarters,
the Historic Silver Mine, the Black Trout Adit) and personnel needed for tourism traffic services
and conducting the basic statutory activity. The Association has funded a multimedia exhibition in
the Historic Silver Mine (PLN 553 500). The investment tasks are implemented with external funds,
obtained where appropriate from available sources (at the national and local level).

Total operating costs and expenditures of SMZT

Year

Total costs [PLN]

Expenditures for renovation, repair and maintenance
of equipment [PLN]
from own resources
of SMZT

from external grants

2013

2 086 295

79 485

0

2012

1 819 830

127 926

0

2011

2 053 260

411 553

50 000

2010

1 551 373

39 266

316 379

2009

1 571 815

392 576

0

2008

1 670 190

37 843

0

2007

1 521 488

10 600

0

2006

2 051 754

456 627

0

2005

1 856 488

165 616

97 261

2004

3 096 399

2 031 728

0
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Currently, the primary sources of funding maintenance and conservation of the Property’s attributes
are as follows:

3. The Voivodeship Fund for Environmental Protection and Water Management in Katowice
The Fund finances the care and maintenance work of the Monument of Living Nature ‘Park Kunszt’.
4. Other financial resources
The potential sources of funding for the nominated Property are EU funds under the regional
programs, funds of the Voivodeship Office of the Protection of Monuments, funds of the National
and Voivodeship Fund for Environmental Protection and private donors.

Annual receipts of SMZT
Year

Receipts from
ticket sales
[PLN]

Receipts from
accommodation
[PLN]

Receipts from
membership fees
[PLN]

External grants
[PLN]

2013

1 781 400

64 599

2361

20 390.71

2012

1 739 010

65 269

1541

42 100

2011

1 510 978

62 334

1683

50 000

2010

1 318 622

75 993

1879

317 779

2009

1 489 352

58 922

2159

10 000

2008

1 624 958

56 763

1682

24 500

2007

1 592 274

66 898

1918

0

2006

1 305 601

45 639

756.60

0

2005

1 189 889

43 978

664

97 261

2004

1 130 229

0

1199.50

0
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Following the ﬁrst cognitive visits in the Age of Enlightenment, Tarnowskie Góry has a long
tradition of making their underground heritage available to tourists. Józef Piernikarczyk (18851946), former miner, plebiscite activist, Polish cultural movement entertainer, press publisher,
teacher, and researcher of the history of Upper Silesian mining, is a person of outstanding merit in
the ﬁeld of conservation of the historic lead-silver-zinc mine and of the development of tourism
based on post-industrial monuments. In the 1930s, he initiated the conversion of the disused
Friedrich Mine (Friedrichsgrube) workings into an underground heritage resource and kind of
open-air mining museum available for community and tourism purposes. This became formalised
in the 1950s and has attracted a large and sustained number of visitors ever since.
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The basic facilities for preservation activities, securing and monitoring in terms of
expertise and research activities is the Academy of Mining and Metallurgy in Krakow
(AGH), academic center with a long tradition and great achievements. The scientific
staff of the AGH is regularly engaged in the research and implementation of technical
solutions in the mine. The Faculty of Mining and Geoengineering of AGH has a team
dealing with the protection of historic buildings in terms of mining and building. The
research work deals with issues such as:
• Security and protection of architectural monuments (also municipal housing facilities).
These works apply methods and techniques of mining construction, primarily at
stabilization of the ground and strengthening the elements of constructions (e.g.
foundations, walls);
• Reconstruction of the foundations of buildings in the historic old town districts and
improvement of the stability of subsoil;
• Protection of historic underground workings of tourist and museum character and
strengthening the surrounding rock mass;
• Adaptation of underground mining and military workings, and grottos and caves
into underground tourist trails, museums and spas;
• Reconstruction and restoration of existing historic underground workings.
Academic institutions such as the Silesian University of Technology and Wrocław
University of Technology also provide support. The State Mining Authority is an
important source of expertise. In terms of the conservation doctrine and management
of historic complexes with the highest value, the research facilities for mine staff are
provided by the National Heritage Board of Poland and the University of Nicolaus
Copernicus (Faculty of Fine Arts, Conservation and restoration of works of art).
Members of the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association have various professions
and represent various areas of knowledge and experience, including experts in the field
of mining (former miners, hydrologists, surveyors, historians, journalists, teachers,
architects and engineers). An important source of knowledge and experience in the
preservation and management of the historic mine in Wieliczka Salt Mine.

Underground trails
Many centuries of mining activities in the Tarnowskie Góry area left behind a unique maze
of levels, chambers, workings and drainage adits, the length of which is estimated at more than
150 kilometres within the nominated Property. As one of the principal tourist routes, the Historic
Silver Mine, made accessible to tourists in 1976, is a part of this huge complex hewn in the beds
of dolomite rock between the 15th and 20th centuries. The route is 1,740 metres long, a 270 metrelong stretch of which is covered by boat. The route resembles a triangle and combines three
former mine shafts: ‘Anioł’ (Angel), ‘Żmija’ (Viper) and ‘Szczęść Boże’ (God Bless).
Ordinary tourists can visit a small, but impressive, fragment of the underground workings,
in which two principal sightseeing routes were devised:
• Zabytkowa Kopalnia Srebra (ZKS, Historic Silver Mine) with a length of 1,740 metres, duration
of tour approximately 90 minutes;
• Sztolnia Czarnego Pstrąga (SCP, Black Trout Adit) with a length of 600 metres, duration of tour
approximately 40 minutes.
Both tours involve improved access for walking (with special routes for disable visitors) and
substantial sections explored by boat.
The tourist route starts with a descent in a mine cage in the Angel (‘Anioł’) Shaft at a depth of
40 metres. Then the route runs along the ‘Staszic’ gallery to the ﬁrst 'Srebrna' (Silver) Chamber
with an area of 500 m2 and an inter-chamber footway leading to the 2nd Chamber, known as
'Zawałowa' (Obstruct) Chamber. The area of the visible part of the chamber is 1,500 m2. In this
chamber visitors can also see enormous dolomite boulders which, as a result of destructive
orogenic forces, broke away from the roof, forming a cave-in chamber. Further on, the route
takes visitors through the old powder magazine, low footpaths to the ‘Niska’ (Low) Chamber with
an area of 2,000 m2 and a height of one metre. Next to the ﬁlled-in 'God Bless' (‘Szczęść Boże’)
Shaft, located immediately beside the chamber, when going down one can see the embankment
of an adit level along which tourists explore by boat to the third shaft called Viper (‘Żmija’) Shaft.
The water route is 270 m long, and the ﬂoor of the adit level is approximately 80 cm below the
water surface. The Viper Shaft serves as a ventilation shaft. From the ‘Żmija’ shaft visitors can
reach the Angel Shaft bottom following the straight path along the chamber galleries. There,
visitors are brought to the surface in the mine cage.
Since 2006, it has been designated as part of the Industrial Monuments Route of the Silesian

Plate 10. Popular science conference accompanying the celebration Święta Gwarków
Author: Krzysztof Ziętek
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Plate 11. Obstruct Chamber with wagons on the tramway in the Historic Silver Mine.

Plate 12. The underground tourist route in the Silver Mine is accessible for people with disabilities.

Author: Szymon Polański

Author: Szymon Polański

Voivode-ship. In 2014 the site became an Anchor Point of the European Route of Industrial Heritage
(ERIH).
Black Trout Adit – the ‘Underground Venice’ of Tarnowskie Góry – is a unique industrial monument
and oﬀers the longest subterranean boat ride in Poland, covering a distance of 600 metres. The site
is a segment of the 19th century Friedrich Deep Adit (4,568 m long), which was once used for gravity
draining mine water to the surface. The excavation of the adit began in 1821 and was completed
in 1834.
The Black Trout Adit was opened to the public in 1957. The site is located in the area of an enchanting
nature and landscape park: ‘Park w Reptach i Dolina Dramy’ (‘Park in Repty Śląskie and Drama Valley’),
formerly the grounds of a Donnersmark palace.
The adit can be accessed via the ‘Eva’ and ‘Sylvester’ shafts, and the adit mouth has a classical
(Prussian mining-style) portal of ﬁne limestone masonry. First, visitors descend spiral stairs ﬁtted
within the original shaft to the underground wharf located in the ‘Eva’ and ‘Sylvester’ shafts (alternating
visitor ﬂow). After a few dozen metres underground tourists board a boat and travel along a 600metre stretch, with its mysterious scenery lit by ﬂickering carbide lamps. When manually pushing
the boat from the sidewalls, the tour-guide tells the legends and history of the mining industry in
Tarnowskie Góry. During the tour along the adit level, visitors can see the sidewalls of the rocks, the
surface of which is covered with vertical grooves; the traces of hand-drill and blast holes.
The 20 metre deep ‘Eva’ Shaft is one of 26 such shafts sunk when the adit was driven. Boats are
moored to a wharf located in the shaft bottom. The ‘Sylvester’ shaft, analogous to the ‘Eva’ shaft, is
30 metre deep. The width of the adit level ranges from 1.20 to 2.50 metres, its height from 2.20 to
Plate 13. Tourists by the 'Sylwester' Shaft (Black Trout Adit) during the cyclical holiday of the Industrial
Monuments Route of Silesian Voivodship (Industriada).
Author: Krzysztof Ziętek
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Accessibility of the underground sites
Both underground routes are open all year, from Monday to Sunday, between 9.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.m.
(during the holiday season they are open longer). Visitors can only tour the sites in groups with a guide.
It is possible to book a Polish, German, English, Russian, French speaking tour guide.
Tours can be booked through the Service Oﬃce of the Tourist Oﬃce of the Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers' Association (phone +48 32 285 49 96). Visitors may come individually directly to the Mine
during the opening hours. In the months of an increased tourist traﬃc the opening hours are extended
for tour groups, depending on their needs and only when the tickets are booked in advance.
The routes are closed: on 1 January, the ﬁrst Easter holiday, the feast of Corpus Christi, 1 and 11
November, from 24 to 26 December and 31 December. The Historic Silver Mine route is accessible to
the disabled. It is recommended to schedule a tour in advance by phone (at +48 32 285 29 81).
Currently, the Association does not organise tourist tours outside of the tourist routes.
Nevertheless, specialised tours to explore the underground site are possible in justiﬁed cases: for
example, for scientiﬁc or exploratory purposes (speleological sections). During such tours visitors
are accompanied by members of the Exploration and Underground Site Protection Section (Sekcja
Penetracji i Ochrony Podziemi) of the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association (SMZT). This team
has extensive knowledge of the underground areas, specialist equipment and strict safety procedures.

Existing overground tourist trails and routes
Four primary and main cycle routes (Silesian Network of Cycle Routes) run through Tarnowskie Góry.
The routes provide bike users with easy access to many places located in the Silesian Voivodeship and
the neighbouring regions. These routes include:
• Route no. 18: Tarnowskie Góry – Opole
• Route no. 19: Tarnowskie Góry – Wrocław
• Route no. 20: Katowice – Bytom – Tarnowskie Góry – Woźniki
• Route no. 21: Tarnowskie Góry – Kraków.
1. Industrial Monuments Route of the Silesian Voivodeship
In 2006 the Historical Silver Mine and Black Trout Adit tourist routes (Friedrich Mine) in Tarnowskie
Góry were included in the Industrial Monuments Route of the Silesian Voivodeship. The trail is
a theme car tourist route, connecting sites associated with the industrial heritage of the Silesian
region. Currently, it consists of 36 objects. This route is a branded tourist product (network product
of the region) presenting the industrial facilities in the Silesia region that are most important and most
interesting in terms of their tourist, historical and architectural values. The sites are related to the
tradition of mining, metallurgy, power industry, railway, communication, water production and food
industry.
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The Industrial Monuments Route of the Silesian Voivodeship is one of the most interesting routes
devoted to industrial tourism in Poland. In January 2010 it became a part of the European Route
of Industrial Heritage (ERIH). From this year on, the Festival of the Industrial Monuments Route
‘INDUSTRIADA’ is held on a designated Saturday in June. This one-day festival presenting industrial
heritage of the Silesian region attracts tens of thousands of participants and its popularity is growing
each year. In 2013, 75,000 tourists participated in 271 diﬀerent events organised in 42 facilities.
Every tourist who proves that he or she visited 5 monuments of the trail can receive a silver
sightseeing ‘I know the Industrial Monuments Route’ badge awarded by PTTK (Polish Society for
Sightseeing and Tourism), and once he or she visits 10 further monuments a golden badge.
More information: http://zabytkitechniki.pl/en; http://www.erih.net/
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4.00 metres, and depth from 0.70 to 1.00 metre.
Since 2006, both routes have been designated as part of the Industrial Monuments Route of the
Silesian Voivodeship. In 2014 the site became an Anchor Point of the European Route of Industrial
Heritage (ERIH).

2. PTTK tourist trails
From the very beginning of organised forms of tourism, tourist societies plan, mark and take measures
to conserve tourist trails. First, tourist trails in Poland were planned and marked by the Tatra Society in
1887, then this work was continued by the Polish Tatra Society (Polskie Towarzystwo Tatrzańskie) and
Polish Sightseeing Society (Polskie Towarzystwo Krajoznawcze), and since 1950 by the Polish Tourist
and Sightseeing Society (PTTK). The fundamental task of PTTK is to make available areas that oﬀer
much in terms of tourist attractions. The Society attains this aim, among others, by taking care of the
network of marked tourist mountains’ and lowlands’ trails for those who go on walking excursions,
hiking, nature and educational trails as well as ski, cycling, kayaking and horse-riding trails. Tarnowskie
Góry are crossed by the following trails:
• Szlak Husarii Polskiej (Polish Hussars’ Trail) – from Będzin to Krzanowice (156 km)
Route: Będzin (route start) – Kozłowa Góra (34 km) – Orzech (36 km) – Nakło Śl. (40 km)
– Tarnowskie Góry, Market Square (44 km) – Repty Stare (48 km). The trail runs along the route on
which the Polish army under the command of Jan III Sobieski moved in the direction of Vienna in 1683.
• Szlak Stulecia Turystyki (Tourism’s Centennial Trail) – from Rybnik to Tarnowskie Góry (138 km)
Route: Rybnik (route start) – Tworóg (111 km) – Brynek, Hanusek (114 km) – Boruszowice (118 km)
– Miasteczko Śląskie (129 km) – Miasteczko Śląskie, Market Square (134 km) – Chechło, Nakło
(134 km) – Tarnowskie Góry (138 km). The route runs through forest complexes.
• Szlak Powstańców Śląskich (Silesian Insurgents’ Trail) – from Bytom to Gliwice (184 km)
Route: Bytom (route start) – Segiet Reserve (Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain) (19 km)
– ‘Segiet’ (black trail) (20 km) – Repty Nowe (21 km) – Black Trout Adit (Friedrich Mine) (yellow
trail) – Laryszów (26 km) – Wilkowice (30 km), Zbrosławice – Kępczowice (33) – Góra św. Anny
(121 km) – Sierakowice (184 km).
• Szlak Gwarków (Miners’ Trail) – from the Black Trout Adit to Kolonia Woźnicka (27 km)
Route: The Black Trout Adit (Friedrich Mine) (route start) – Stare Tarnowice, Church (5 km)
– Tarnowskie Góry, Market Square (6 km) – Tarnowskie Góry PKP (8 km) – Lasowice (11 km)
– Chechło, Nakło (12km) – Żyglin, Church (18 km) – Leśniczówka, Mieczysko (25 km) – Kolonia
Woźnicka (27 km).
The works on designing and marking a cycle trail began along the ‘Miners’ Trail’. This is part of the
wider network of cycle routes constructed since 2012 with ﬁnancial support of the Tarnowskie Góry
commune and by a private individual. The cycle route is organised by Stowarzyszenie Trasy Rowerowe
(‘Cycle Routes’ Association) [www.stowarzyszenie.trasyrowerowe.pl/] operating in Tarnowskie Góry.
• Szlak Segiecki (Segiet Trail) (12 km)
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3. Local tourist routes
The City Hall in Tarnowskie Góry promote the following ‘Routes for a weekend’:
• a route for enthusiasts of rail and cyclists,
• a route for nature lovers,
• a trail of lesser known monuments of religious architecture,
• a trail of mining monuments,
• a trail of the city’s fortiﬁcations.
The routes are organised by Biuro Promocji Miasta, City Promotion Oﬃce and Wydział Ochrony
Środowiska (Environment Protection Department) at the City Hall in Tarnowskie Góry Oﬃce (phone:
+48 32 393 38 47, http://www.tarnowskiegory.pl/tourinfos,tourinfo,18,Trasy_Turystyczne)
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Route: Segiet (Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain) (route start) – Historic Silver Mine (Friedrich
Mine) (2 km) – Tarnowskie Góry, Market Square (5 km) – Tarnowskie Góry, PKP (9 km) – Puferki
(12 km) – Pniowiec (12 km).

Route for enthusiasts of rail and cyclists
The oldest operational continental European narrow-gauge railway (1854) runs through Tarnowskie
Góry. The narrow-gauge railway carries tourists from Bytom to Miasteczko Śląskie during the summer
months. Its most interesting section includes the city of Tarnowskie Góry itself and its surroundings
including the Segiet Reserve (Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain) and the Historic Silver Mine
(Friedrich Mine).
Route: A bike tour around the Chechło-Nakło Reservoir – a train from the Lasowice Zalew narrowgauge train stop – travel further on to the Tarnowskie Góry Wąskotorówka stop – continue travelling
by bike or on foot along Bytomska Street, Krakowska Street, across the Market Square, Górnicza
Street and Legionów Street – board a train at the Tarnowskie Góry Wąskotorówka stop – get oﬀ at
the Repty Monument Mine (Kopalnia Zabytkowa) stop – continue by bike or on foot along Staﬀa
Street, Szczęść Boże Street, Mała Street, along the narrow-gauge rail trail (on the way you can see
the ‘Great Canyon’ of Tarnowskie Góry, Blachówka Reserve, Dolomites Sports Valley, Segiet Reserve),
continue along Myśliwska, Skowronków, Niemcewicza, Jaworowa, Waliski, Repecka Street – Polish
Hussars’ Trail (Szlak Husarii Polskiej) – Obwodnica Street – head along Łanowa, Niedziałkowskiego,
Pyskowicka, Śniadeckiego Streets – through the Repty Park – along the Silesian Insurgents’ Trail (Szlak
Powstańców Śląskich), proceed along the Drama River, heading towards Zbrosławice.
A route for nature lovers
Another trail running through the most important nature attractions of the county has been designed
for nature lovers. It starts in the Municipal Park (with an area of 21.5 ha), which was established
in 1903 on the so-called ‘warpie’ which means mounds of mining waste created at the site of old
shafts. About 60 tree species grow in the park. Most of the trees are of local origin. The entrance
to the park is crowned with a group of erratic boulders, the largest of which is a monument of
nature. Further on, among other things, next to the 'Kunszt Park' (Original site of Friedrich Mine)
one can see the ‘Fryderyk’ mine mound in Bobrowniki Śląskie. With lime trees planted around it, it is
a memorial mound built on the 100th anniversary of the lead-silver mine near the Rudolphina Shaft.

Plate 14. 'Low Tunnel' in the Historic Silver Mine, surfaced for less-able visitors.
Author: Szymon Polański
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On the Trail of Mining Monuments
A route for a weekend under the title ‘On the Trail of Mining Monuments’ runs through the monuments
of the industrial history of the Tarnowskie Góry Land. Tarnowskie Góry is a city whose origin is traced
to the discovery of silver, lead, zinc and iron ores. Many centuries of exploitation of ore deposits
had an impact on the development of the city and the formation of terrain. The dolomite mine,
established later, also generated unique geological and natural landforms. Revitalization programmes
have recovered the most-mined areas during the past two hundred years. The route which can best
be explored by bike runs through:
• ‘Doły Piekarskie’, the area of the former iron mine dating back to the 19th c.;
• former dolomite quarry located in Korola Street;
• old dolomite ‘Bobrowniki’ mine workings located in Kopalniana Street;
• Sophia Shaft;
• zinc and lead ore tailings;
• ‘Segiet’ Reserve established at the site of the former ‘Srebrna Góra’ (Silver Mountain) mining
landscape;
• the oldest part of the dolomite ‘Blachówka’ mine;
• complex of the Comet, Bohr and Nettelbeck Shafts;
• narrow-gauge railway running on a post-mining transport trail from Bytom to Miasteczko Śląskie
Historic Silver Mine stop;
• area of post-mining meadows and traces of mining activities in Mała Street;
• Historic Silver Mine (the former Silver-Bearing Ore Mine) centred on Angel shaft (Friedrich Mine);
• open-air museum of steam machines;
• Viper Shaft and complex of post-mining meadows (Historic Silver Mine in the background);
• complex of the Staszic Shaft (Adolph) and Maszynowy Shaft (Maschinen);
• complex of post-mining meadows in Wodociągowa Street;
• Glückhilf Shaft dump;
• former ‘Lichtlocher III’ Shaft;
• Black Trout Adit – a segment of the Friedrich Deep Adit;
• Adit Portal and Adit Ditch of Friedrich Mine.
On the trail of the city’s fortiﬁcations
The trail of the fortiﬁcations of Tarnowskie Góry is a route for a weekend. It runs through the monuments
of defensive architecture – Polish and German border fortiﬁcations dating back to the II WW. Over
a period of several years (1922-1945), the present area of Tarnowskie Góry was administered by Poles
and Germans. Before the war, two military units were stationed in the town. The city’s location on the
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border led to the construction of a set of bunkers in 1939, which were part of the Polish fortiﬁcations of
the Fortiﬁed Area of Silesia (Obszar Warowny ‘Śląsk’). A few typical shelters (according to the sapper
instructions of 1939) were to protect the garrison in Tarnowskie Góry. Yet the fate of the war took
a diﬀerent course. In 1944 the German defence line ‘B2’ was built. In the area of Tarnowskie Góry this
consisted of more than 200 ‘Kochbunkers’ (‘Kochtöpfe’), together with forward anti-tank ditches,
a number of saps (trenches communicating ﬁring positions with each other) and mineﬁelds. The
post-mining topography of landforms encountered along the trail, such as mounds and shaft hollows,
are characteristically overlain by such military structures.
On the route tourists can ﬁnd, among other things:
• a group of kochbunkers (‘Kochtöpfe’) and trenches in the so-called ‘Doły Piekarskie’;
• ﬁring positions on the pile of post-ﬂoatation tailings (in the region of Mała Street);
• a segment of an anti-tank ditch in the forest near the ‘Segiet’ Reserve;
• a group of stations in the vicinity of the 'Staszic' (Adolph Shaft Waterworks) Shaft in Staszica Street.
4. Educational nature trails
The Educational ‘Segiet’ (Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain) Forest Trail
The trail around ‘Podziemia Tarnogórsko-Bytomskie’, a special area of conservation of the Natura
2000 habitats, starts on the outskirts of Bytom at the end of the Blachówka Street and the entrance
to the ‘Segiet’ Reserve (containing the Mining Landscape of Silver Mountain). This runs through
a 150-year-old beech forest growing on a rich and ancient mining landscape that was re-worked
during the 18th and 19th centuries for lead-silver, and also, importantly, for zinc. The trail route forms
a continuous loop. Tourists can deviate from the route to the north in the direction of a cliﬀ over
a disused dolomite Blachówka quarry. The mouth of one of the galleries of a former lead-silver mine
is located within the quarry. The mine is a very important place of shelter for bats. The route is 3.8 km
long, and it takes about 2 hours to complete the trail.
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Features include mine tailings with endogenous ﬂora and post-mining meadows in Repty Śląskie
– today areas that have undergone far-reaching change due to ore mining. The remains of mine shafts
and small open pits from which iron ore was extracted are characterised by round dumps and shallow
hollows with ﬂat bottoms.
Route: Kardynała Stefana Wyszyńskiego Street, Legionów Street, Ogrodowa Street, Lipowa Street,
Bytomska Street, Korola Street, Strzelecka Street, Parkowa Street, Staﬀa Street, Mała Street, Staszica
Street, Kamienna Street, Witosa Street, Repecka Street, Kardynała Stefana Wyszyńskiego Street.

Tourist infrastructure
On the basis of the qualities of the wealth of the local areas most of the basic forms of tourism can
be developed here; these include:
• weekend tourism;
• active tourism (cycling, hiking, horse riding tourism);
• cultural tourism (mining culture, regional cuisine, history, etc.);
• rural tourism (agritourism);
• educational tourism (among other things, the so-called white and green schools, seminars,
conferences, workshops, etc.);
• specialist/qualiﬁed tourism (speleological expeditions, chiropterological, ornithological camps,
artistic outdoor workshops).
Tourist programmes are complemented by educational programmes and oﬀer related to various
forms of activities (workshops, seminars, tours, etc.).
The current tourist facilities and infrastructure designed to support the handling of tourist traﬃc
provides a solid basis for future actions in the ﬁeld of tourism development and popularization
of knowledge of the wealth of the local areas.
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Tarnowskie
Góry

Zbrosłwice
Commune

Bytom

Tarnowskie
Góry County

Accomodation facilities (number)

14

3

16

18

Number of lodgings

641

101

867

899

Catering outlets

60

5

90

100

Tourist information

5

1

2

14

Museums

5

2

3

13

Shopping malls

9

0

6

11

2

2

Total number of tour guides

60

Guides speaking a foreign language

20

Tourist institutions

2

0

of 20 km and Bytom at a distance of 12 km from Tarnowskie Góry. Convenient connections can
be found on a number of available websites, including: http://rozklady.docelu.pl/. The network of
passenger railway connections has not been much developed. Katowice (at a distance of approx.
25 km, journey time is approx. 1 hour) is the main direction in which trains depart from Tarnowskie
Góry station. It is one of the major hubs of passenger railway transport in Poland, from where one
can get directly to the major Polish cities as well as beyond the Polish borders.
The location of Tarnowskie Góry is very good in terms of international connections. The nearest
airports:
• Międzynarodowy Port Lotniczy Katowice-Pyrzowice (Katowice Airport), at a distance of 20 km
(approximately 25 minutes by car). Buses from PKP railway station in Tarnowskie Góry to the
airport, including rapid bus line 738 ( journey time: approximately 40 minutes), and which runs
every 1 hour 15 minutes on weekdays.
• Międzynarodowy Part Lotniczy Kraków-Balice (Kraków Airport), at a distance of 115 km (1 hour
30 minutes by car). It is the second largest Polish airport after the Warsaw Chopin Airport
in terms of the number of departing passengers and number of airport operations.
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Current tourist facilities

In addition to the offer available within the area of the city itself, tourists visiting Tarnowskie
Góry may also choose catering facilities and accommodation at hotels that are located in the
nearby cities, i.e. Piekary Śląskie (9 km), Bytom (11 km), Zabrze (15 km), and others.
Hotel facilities
Tarnowskie Góry has a relatively extensive range of accommodation facilities: the city itself boasts
hotels, motels, boarding houses and campsites, offering a total of almost 650 lodgings of different
standards.
More information: http://www.tarnowskiegory.pl/addresses,address,15,Hotele;
and http://tarnowskiegory.naszemiasto.pl/firmy/restauracje.html.
Catering outlets
The city of Tarnowskie Góry itself boasts 60 restaurants, bars, pubs and cafes. The offer is broad and
diverse. Many outlets are specialising in local cuisine. Information can be found on some national
websites and the website of the City Hall:
http://www.gastronauci.pl/pl/restauracje/tarnowskie-gory;
http://tarnowskiegory.naszemiasto.pl/firmy/restauracje.html;
http://www.tarnowskiegory.pl/addresses,address,17,Kawiarnie_restauracje...#1.%20Restauracje.
Transport accessibility
Situated in the immediate vicinity of the Upper Silesian agglomeration, Tarnowskie Góry is located
in one of the more developed regions of Poland in terms of the extensive transport infrastructure.
The city is in close proximity to the A1 and A4 motorways.
Tarnowskie Góry possesses public means of rail and car transport that make the city well-connected to the cities of the Silesian agglomeration and surrounding villages. The city has been
incorporated in a well-functioning bus transport system of the Upper Silesian Industrial Region.
The largest cities of the agglomeration are Katowice at a distance of 25 km, Gliwice at a distance
Plate 15. Winter bicycle expedition to the Kunszt park.
Author: Marian Wróbel
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Local authorities, cultural institutions and non-governmental organisations carry
out policies and programmes related to the promotion of the Property, and the wider
Tarnowskie Góry heritage.
Strong actions in this area are taken, inter alia, by:
• County Starost Office in Tarnowskie Góry (Department of Strategy, Promotion and
Sport, District Conservator of Monuments),
• City Hall in Tarnowskie Góry (Department of Education, Sport and Tourism, Office
of Culture, Adviser to the Mayor on Promotion and Communication),
• City Hall in Bytom (Department of Culture and Sport, City’s Heritage Conservation
Officer, Bytom’s Promotion Office),
• Zbrosławice Commune Office,
• Cultural institutions (including the Museum in Tarnowskie Góry, galleries and libraries),
• Non-governmental organisations (including Stowarzyszenie Miłośników Ziemi
Tarnogórskiej – Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association), Stowarzyszenie Podziemne
Trasy Turystyczne (Association of Underground Tourist Routes), Stowarzyszenie Trasy
Rowerowe (Bicycle Routes Association), Instytut Tarnogórski i Muzeum (Institute
of Tarnowskie Góry and Museum), (PTTK Department of Tarnowskie Góry Land).

‘I cannot express the
highest praise I have for
our leaders. Traveling
the ‘Boscamp’ shaft, their
cautious goodness provides
equally interesting as useful
pleasure, the memory of
this day will prevail.’
Charlotte Hauchecorne
Entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 5 September 1803

Museum in Tarnowskie Góry
The Museum in Tarnowskie Góry was founded in 1958 on the initiative of the Society
of Friends of the History and Monuments of the Tarnowskie Góry Land – later the
Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association. It plays an essential role in conserving and
popularising the heritage of Tarnowskie Góry. Efforts to establish a regional museum were
made as early as in the interwar period. In 1938 the mayor of the city, Fryderyk Antes,
addressed an appeal to the public to assemble collections for the future museum. The
work aimed at its opening was interrupted by the outbreak of of World War II..
Initially, the structure of the Museum was divided into mining, history and ethnography
sections. Currently, it consists of the historical department (combined with the mining
section), department of ethnography, art and science and education department.
The Museum amasses collections associated with the history and culture of Tarnowskie
Góry and county, with account taken of the broader background of Polish culture. The
number of exhibits is now close to 5,000. The Museum exhibits its collections in permanent
and temporary exhibitions.
The Museum is located on the floor of the sixteenth-century tenement house, which
originally served as the seat of the governors (starosts) of the Bytom land. This property
was visited by guests such as Jan III Sobieski, August II, and poets J. W. Goethe and J. U.
Niemcewicz.
The Museum conducts a wide range of educational activities that cover a broad range
of museum subjects, including:
• The oldest human traces in the area of the Tarnowskie Góry district;
• The Bytom land in the Middle Ages;
• The history of the creation of Tarnowskie Góry; Jan II Dobry (John the Good) and the

Plate 16. Underground tourist route in the Black Trout section of Friedrich Deep Adit.
Author: Mikołaj Gospodarek
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Silesian Centre of Cultural Heritage in Katowice
The Silesian Centre of Cultural Heritage in Katowice is an institution of culture of the Silesian
Province Local Government. It was established in April 1992.The goal of its activity consists in
documenting the material, spiritual and spatial assets belonging to the region’s cultural heritage.
The institution coordinates educational and training activities related to cultural heritage, as well
as prepares programmes and materials dealing with the subject matter. It also carries out research
into cultural development and prepares monitoring of the changes taking place in culture. The
Centre also takes care of disseminating and presenting its resources and the issues related to the
protection of the region’s cultural heritage.

The materials gathered are presented in the form of publications, films, exhibitions, conferences,
and seminars. Until now, 695 documentation studies have been prepared at the Centre, and 51
publications have been issued related to the heritage of archaeology, history, art and technology.
As part of educational activities, 8 video tapes have been produced for schools to be used in the
presentation of knowledge about the region. The Centre carries out library and archive activities, it
accepts orders to prepare historical/architectural and historic preservation studies as well as expert
opinions and other opinions with regard to the protection of historic monuments and cultural
assets. It also has a collection of photogrammetry images of the region.
The Centre’s activities include working with the Office of the Silesian Voivodeship Conservator
of Monuments in Katowice, the Department for Citizens’ Affairs and Foreigners of the Provincial
Office, the Department of Strategic and Spatial Planning of the Silesian Province Marshal’s Office,
universities, research institutions and culture diffusion bodies.
Every year, the Silesian Centre of Cultural Heritage organises a conference dedicated to the
region’s monuments, discussing at the same time selected issues related to their preservation. The
session is accompanied by a publication prepared in collaboration with the Silesian Voivodeship
Conservator of Monuments (‘Wiadomości konserwatorskie’) as well as the International Heritage
Photographic Experience (IHPE) contest intended for children and young people. The goal of the
contest is to prepare photographic documentation of monuments, inspiring young people to
discover and learn about precious landmarks of the Silesian Province.
The Silesian Centre of Cultural Heritage in Katowice promotes knowledge about the region’s
historic monuments through the Interactive Internet Television ( www.silesiaheritage.tv) available
in the online ITI system. Internet TV resources were divided into 9 thematic sections: archaeology,
architecture, ethnography, landscapes, technology, museums, guests, events, and discoveries
& sensations.
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Hohenzollerns as the benefactors of the town in the 16th c.;
• Economic development of the town in the 16th c.;
• Everyday life of the townsfolk of Tarnowskie Góry between the 16th c. and 18th c.;
• Famous people who visited Tarnowskie Góry. Places and legends associated with their stay;
• Tarnowskie Góry under Prussian rule; Revival of mining;
• Education in Tarnowskie Góry from the 16th c. to the early 20th c.;
• The monuments of Tarnowskie Góry as a witness to the former greatness of the town;
• Education in Tarnowskie Góry between 1922 and 1939;
• Cultural development of Tarnowskie Góry between 1922 and 1939;
• Municipal government in the interwar period;
• Folk customs in Upper Silesia associated with the late winter and early spring;
• Folk customs in Upper Silesia associated with the Christmas season;
• Upper Silesian folk costumes;
• Mining traditions and customs;
• History of the Brotherhood of Firearms in Tarnowskie Góry;
The museum initiates and organises many undertakings of a scientific and popularising nature,
such as conferences, meetings, concerts, and temporary exhibitions.
The museum is a publisher of many works. These are, among others:
• the ‘Skarby Muzeum w Tarnowskich Górach’ album
• Anna Grabińska-Szczęśniak ‘Od gwarków po świat fantastyczny’
• P. Greiner, K. Gwóźdź ‘Tarnowskie Góry na dawnych planach’
• ‘Historia Tarnowskich Gór’ edited by Prof. Jan Drabina
• ‘Miasto partnerskie Bernburg’
• Irena and Roman Gatys ‘Vademecum kolekcjonera śląskiej porcelany. Znaki firmowe fabryk
porcelany 1820-1945’
• ‘In vino veritas. Tradycje restauratorskie w Tarnowskich Górach. 220 lat winiarni Sedlaczek’
catalogue
• Krzysztof Gwóźdź, Zofia Krzykowska ‘Tarnowskie Góry na dawnej pocztówce’
• ‘Chrześcijaństwo w Tarnowskich Górach’ catalogue
• ‘Kultura ludowa na Górnym Śląsku’ catalogue
• K. Gwóźdź, G. Lichończak-Nurek ‘Bractwo Strzeleckie z Tarnowskich Gór’
[see www.muzeumtg.pl]

Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
Among numerous objectives of the Association are included organisation of a museum, meetings,
readings, discussions, and events presenting the tradition and history of the Tarnowkie Góry Land,
including ‘Dni Gwarków’ (‘Miners’ Days’), publishing informative and historical materials.
Permanent exhibition and tourist routes organized by the Association are:
• Permanent exhibition – located at 81 Szczęść Boże Street in Tarnowskie Góry; a multimedia
exhibition (opened in 2012) presenting the history of mining of metallic ores in Tarnowskie Góry,
smelting and mining traditions. It is accompanied by the facilities such as: Galeria pod Kopułą
(Gallery under a Dome as a venue for temporary exhibitions), ‘Pod Aniołem’ restaurant, cinema
and conference room, shop with souvenirs and minerals, parking.
• Historic Silver Mine (Friedrich Mine) – located at 81 Szczęść Boże Street in Tarnowskie Góry.
Opened in 1976, on the 450 th anniversary of granting Tarnowskie Góry municipal rights, and
organised with the support of a strong social commitment. This unique Monument of Metallic
Ore Mining in Europe in the form of the underground tourist route covers a distance of 1,740
metres and a 270-metre route crossed by boat, approx. 40 metres below the surface (Angel
Shaft, Garus Gallery, Viper Shaft, God Bless You Shaft, High Gallery, Low Chamber, Low Gallery,
Caving Chamber, Staszic Gallery, Silver Chamber). It is possible to book a Polish, German,
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English, Russian and French speaking tour guide.
• Black Trout Adit (Friedrich Deep Adit) – located in the middle of the Repty Park in Tarnowskie
Góry (1 Jana Śniadeckiego Street). The tourist traffic is alternating (the information thereon
can be found at the entrance to the shafts) and involves a boat ride along a 600-metre
stretch of the Black Trout Adit from the ‘Eva’ Shaft to the ‘Sylvester’ Shaft. This is the longest
subterranean boat ride in Poland. It is possible to book a Polish, German, English, Russian,
French speaking tour guide.
• Open-Air Museum – located by the Historic Silver Mine. The idea behind the creation of
the open-air museum was born in 1968, and in October 1973 the Management Board of the
Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association appointed a Social Committee for the Construction
of the Open-Air Museum of Steam Machines and Boilers; currently, the museum boasts
31 different devices (including water wheel, steam machines, hoisting machine, steam pumps,
steam boilers, steam locomotives, and others), including important equipment removed for
safe-keeping from Adolph Shaft Waterworks. The museum refers to the history of mining
in the area of Tarnowskie Góry, whose development in the 19th c. was accelerated, most
importantly, by the introduction of the modern steam technology. Between 1788 and 1804,
8 steam engines were brought to Tarnowskie Góry. Until 1834 the machines pumped water
from 17 shafts. The target application of steam pumps was to drive an extensive network of
galleries and to accelerate completion of the deep adit system for ultimately draining the mine
workings by gravity.
Events initiated and organised by the Association to promote the heritage are:
• ‘Dni Gwarków’, ‘Gwarki Tarnogórskie’ is one of the events organised on a regular basis that
is associated with metallic ore mining. The event became a permanent part of the lives of
the inhabitants Tarnowskie Góry. It is a cultural and historical event organised in the first
half of September every year since 1957 (except for 1982 and 1983 – the time of martial law
in Poland). The name of the event comes from the miners extracting silver-lead ore (galena)
called gwarki. It is the most highly rated and most recognisable and distinctive cultural event
of the region.
• ‘Piknik Gwarecki’ is organised in the area of the open-air museum of steam machines and the
Historic Silver Mine
• Scientific conferences, readings, meetings, symposia, international interdisciplinary outdoor
artistic workshops.

Plate 17. 'Czwartek Tarnogórski' (a cyclical historical lecture) devoted to Feliks Piestrak, the director of mining
schools in Tarnowskie Góry and Wieliczka. In a photo members of the 'Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
and 'Club of Friends of Wieliczka' Association, November 2008.
Autor: Krzysztof Ziętek

Together with the Silesian Tourist Organization under the Industrial Monuments Route, with
the Association of Underground Tourist Routes in Poland and Tarnowskie Góry Initiative Group, the
Association participates in tourism fairs, inter alia in Katowice, Łódź, Poznań, Warszawa, Opole and
Wrocław. Promotional materials have been provided regularly for Tourism Fairs held abroad (e.g.
in Berlin, Vienna, Amsterdam, Prague). Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association also presented
its tourist offer: in Békéscsaba in Hungary during the Csabai Sausage Fest – the biggest tourist and
cultural event of the region; together with the Castle Complex in Stare Tarnowice, it participated in
the first Region Fair which took place in the Regional Park of Culture and Leisure in Chorzów during
the exhibition of flowers, famous for many years now, as well as in the International Tourism Fair of
Plate 18. The 3rd International Interdisciplinary Artistic Open Air called ' Written with Silver', July 2013
Author: Adam Gabryś
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The Association promotes the tourist routes through various events and by taking part
in competitions. Historic Silver Mine and Black Trout Adit tourist routes are popular, quality
attractions. The Historic Silver Mine was ranked ninth among the candidate objects in the voting
‘Pearls in the Crown of the Silesian Voivodeship 2010’ (‘Dziennik Zachodni’), while the Black Trout
Adit was awarded in the competition ‘Master of Tourism 2010’ organized by the Publishing House
Regiony. In the voting in 2012 under the theme of family tourism, the Black Trout Adit was ranked
first, and the Historic Silver Mine – second. The Multimedia Museum in the Historic Silver Mine was
awarded third place among the finalists of the ‘Treasures of Travel 2012’ in the category ‘New Polish
Treasure’.
Participation in conferences, e.g. Soak the tourist, or how to effectively promote tourist
attractions within the series Poland Becomes More Beautiful, in the scientific industry conference
Tourist – innovation – the consumer, organized in cooperation with the Marshal’s Office and
Katowice School of Economics, and in the press conference organized jointly with the Polish Post
and the Coal Mine ‘Guido’ in Zabrze to celebrate the release of postcards and stamps showing for
instance the Black Trout Adit. In addition to the aforementioned conferences on tourism, SMZT
took part in a number of other conferences, both domestic and foreign ones, invited by various
institutions and offices, where presentations were made about the cultural and post-industrial
heritage, and industrial tourism. In 2006, together with the Town Hall and the District Office in
Tarnowskie Góry, SMZT was the co-organizer of another event, 5th Ecological Conference of

Plate 19. Tunnel in the Historic Silver Mine.
Author: Adam Ziaja
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Industrial Heritage and Underground Tourism in Zabrze and in educational workshops for children
and youth organized by the travel agency ‘Obieżyświat’ from Kraków.

Plate 20. Permanent exhibition in the Museum of Mining (Historic Silver Mine).
Author: Adam Gabryś

Plate 21. Open-Air Museum of Steam Machines. Shaft Hoisting Machine type Köppe K-7000.
Author: Stanisław Karcz
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Plate 22.
Members of the
‘Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers’ Association during
the cyclical holiday ‘Dni
Gwarków’

Author: Krzysztof Ziętek
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Tarnowskie Góry Region held in the Historic Silver Mine. The scientific conferences organized
annually by SMZT during the Days of Tarnowskie Góry Miners have already become tradition.
Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association conducts extensive publishing activities. The list
of publications of the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association includes:
• ‘Historia Stowarzyszenia Miłośników Ziemi Tarnogórskiej’ (monograph),
• ‘Srebrna droga’ (photo album, poetry),
• 'The Tarnowskie Góry Land through a camera lens' (published in English),
• ‘Zabytkowa Kopalnia Srebra w fotografii trójwymiarowej’,
• ‘Kościoły i parafie rzymskokatolickie na Ziemi Tarnogórskiej’,
• ‘A Tourist Guide to the Underworld of Tarnowskie Góry District’ (published in English),
• ‘Przewodnik tarnogórski’,
• ‘Małe jest piękne. Tarnogórskie detale architektoniczne’,
• ‘Zobaczyć niewidzialne. Zabytki sztuki sakralnej w powiecie tarnogórskim’.
The Association is a member of:
• Śląska Organizacja Turystyczna (Silesian Tourist Organisation),
• Stowarzyszenia Podziemnych Tras Turystycznych Polski (Association of Underground Tourist Routes),
• European Rout of Industrial Heritage,
• TICCH,
• Industrial Monuments Route of the Silesian Voivodeship.

Plate 25. Members of Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association during the event called 'Dni Gwarków'.
Author: Krzysztof Ziętek

Plate 23. Posters of the city holidays that is
‘Dni Gwarków’.

Plate 24. Posters of the city holidays that is
‘Dni Gwarków’.

Plate 26. Posters of the city holidays that is
‘Dni Gwarków’.

Plate 27. Posters of the city holidays that is
‘Dni Gwarków’.

© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
Author: A. Gołka

© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
Author: J. Dubiel

© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
authors: A. Gołka

© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
authors: A. Gołka, J. Dubiel
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Plate 28. Polish King, John III Sobieski, during the historical parade at the time of ‘Dni Gwarków’ in 1962.
His participation in the parade is related to the visit of the King on the way to the relief of Vienna in 1683.

Plate 30. 'Industriada' in the Historic Silver Mine is a cyclical holiday of the Industrial Monuments Route
of Silesian Voivodship.

© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association

Author: Brygida Melcer-Kwiecińska

Plate 29. Polish King, John III Sobieski, during the historical parade at the time of ‘Dni Gwarków’ in 2007.

Plate 31. 'Industriada', cyclical holiday of the Industrial Monuments Route of Silesian Voivodship.

Author: Krzysztof Ziętek

Author: Brygida Melcer-Kwiecińska
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Tourists organisations in the region
Active organisations operating in the region and within the area of Tarnowskie Góry:
• Silesian Tourist Organisation, ul. Mickiewicza 29, 40-085 Katowice, tel. 32-207 207 1,
fax. 32-207 207 2 e-mail: info@silesia-sot.pl, http://www.silesia-sot.pl
• Upper Silesian Chamber of Tourism, Silesian Branch, ul. Korfantego 8, 40-004 Katowice,
tel. (32) 253-85-75, biuro.sopit@izbaturystyki.org, www.izbaturystyki.org
• Polish Society for Sightseeing and Tourism, Tarnowskie Góry Branch, ul. Górnicza 7, 42-600
Tarnowskie Góry, 32-285-48-91, pttk.tarnowskie.gory@gmail.com, www.tarnowskiegory.pttk.pl
• Association of Underground Tourist Routes, ul. Gliwicka 2, 42-600 Tarnowskie Góry,
(correspondence address: ul. Wł. Bandurskiego 16/11, 31-551 Kraków, tel. 12-411-07-21),
stowarzyszenie@podziemia.pl, www.podziemia.pl

Plate 35. Oil painting related with the undergrounds
of Tarnowskie Góry.
© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
author oil painting: Jacek Sztuka

Plate 36. Serigraﬁa.
© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
author serigraﬁa: Artur Lubos

Plate 32. Series of booklets published after scientiﬁc conferences
organised by the ‘Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers’ Association.
© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association

Plate 33. Srebrna Droga.

Plate 34. Ziemia Tarnogórska w obiektywie.

© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
Source: Srebrna Droga, Tarnowskie Góry 1999

© Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association
Source: Ziemia Tarnogórska w obiektywie, Tarnowskie Góry 2009

Plate 37. Concert of Prof. Gabriela Szendzielorz on the occasion of jubilee celebrations of the sixtieth
anniversary of the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association.
Author: Piotr Gad
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The Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association will coordinate activities related to the
conservation, management and promotion of the nominated Property. The Association, whose
roots can be traced back to the early 20th century, has a rich and well-established tradition of
taking great care of the cultural heritage. The highest standards of heritage protection were
confirmed in 2013, when the Association was awarded the prestigious title of the ‘Guardian of
the Heritage of the Republic of Poland – Custos Monumentorum Rei Publicae’ for many years of
persistent care for the industrial heritage of the Tarnowskie Góry land, educational activity and
inspiring people to scientific and artistic activity. This title is awarded by the Marshal of the Sejm
(Parliament).
The Association is composed of 135 persons. The members and employees of the Association
represent various professions, including persons with specialist knowledge and professionals
with a wealth of experience (former miners – 14 persons, hydrologists – 6 persons, geodesists
– 1 person, architects – 5 persons, engineers – 17 persons, historians – 5 persons, teachers
– 19 persons, journalists – 2 persons). The following average number of people are working
to maintain, promote and ensure the effective operation and safety of the two tourist routes
covering a section underground (Historic Silver Mine, Black Trout Adit):
• technical facilities – 15 persons
• tourist traffic services – 40 persons
• promotion – 2 persons
The activities of the Association in the area of promotion of the regional heritage are
supported by the Marshal’s Office, Museum in Tarnowskie Góry, City Hall in Tarnowskie Góry
and local media (TG Stacja, TVP Katowice, TVS, Radio Piekary, Radio Eska, Radio Zet, Montes
Tarnovicensis, Dziennik Zachodni. Dodatek Tarnogórski, Gwarek).
The proposed nominated Property will also be preserved and promoted with the support
of external institutions and specialists.

Plate 38. Giving the award of the Guard of the Heritage of Poland by Minister of Culture and National
Heritage for the ‘Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers’ Association.
Author: Maciej Łukawski
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‘God bless the noble ‘Fryderyk’ mine!
Where the rich beds welcome the miners, alluring
with the glimmer of the ore, immersed in the sea
of lime, where artistry collides with the elements,
soothing with its sweet gust of hope.’

5.j Staﬃng Levels and Skills and Expertise

C. F. Jasche
Mining-metallurgical cadet of the Stolberg-Wernigerode County
Entry to the ‘Golden Book’, 5 September 1801

Plate 39. Group of explorers from
the Association in one of the
biggest underground chambers,
near the 'Paulina' shaft.
Author: Piotr Gad
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6.a Key Indicators for Measuring State of Conservation

Detailed monitoring indicators are under development within Conservation Management Plan.

Proposed scope and activities of monitoring
Index

Attributes
of the Property

Period
status

Form of report

Place of data storing

• defining negative factors, including sources of humidity (i.a.: types of bacteria, degree of salting,
construction of layers),
• conservation actions resulting from the analysis of the state of conservation and defining basic
forms of security for the facility and actions concerning the usage if the usage was assessed
as improper,
• photo documentation.

Monitoring
of geologicalengineering
processes and
phenomena

0.1, 1.0, 2.0

Once a year

Report

Archives of the
Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers' Association

Assessment of
the preservation
of building
facilities and
conservation
petitions

0.1 (in fragments
– housing of
shafts and adits),
Once a year
1.0, 1.3, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7,
1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.8,
3.1, 3.6

Report

Archives of the
Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers' Association

•
•

Control of planning policy on the local level:
• study of conditions and directions of spatial management,
• municipal plans of spatial management,
• monitoring of giving the decisions on conditions on development and area management (WZiZT)
(administration decision establishing the conditions of changing the method of managing the
area by means of building the facility or performing other building works issued only for the
areas, on which the municipal plan of spatial management is not applicable).

Control of
condition of
greens and
forested areas
Control of
planning policy
on the local level

3.3, 3.4, 3.6

All

Once a year

Report

Archives of the
Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers' Association

Currently

Petitions and
remarks to
the projects
of planning
documents

Proper units of
self-government
administration /
Archives of the
Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers' Association

•
•
•

Control of the condition of the green and forest areas:
monitoring of the species of the plants assemblages
monitoring of health of plants, in particular arborescent vegetation
monitoring of management of the surroundings of the Property attributes with reference to
their potential influence on habitat conditions within limits and in the surroundings of the
components of the Property,
defining the factors which negatively affect at the natural environment,
recommendations concerning necessary protection activities (conservation and management).

Monitoring of geological-engineering processes and phenomena in the underground and ground
part of the Property:
• monitoring of transformations of the area (control of vertical and horizontal areas, constant and
non-constant),
• monitoring of cavity shifts of orogenic belt,
• monitoring of hydrological phenomena,
• monitoring system of gas emission and condition of the air,
• checking and assessing condition of security and recognition and combating the threats and
other issues connected with post-mining areas.
The assessment of the conservation condition of the building facilities and conservation actions:
• documentation of the preservation condition describing the condition of the facility, taking
into account the degree and type of deterioration of particular parts of the facility (such as
foundations, walls, vaults, ceilings, roof, equipment, installations; statistics of the building),
• control of conditions of the exposure of the monument (such as geotechnical conditions,
climatic conditions, environment contamination, usage, urban pressure),
Plate 1, 2. Control boards of the insulating dams, separating a tourist route from mining excavations.
Author: Krzysztof Ziętek
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6.b Administrative Arrangements for Monitoring
Property

Monitoring within the range of protection of monuments is conducted by the Voivode
Office of Monuments’ Protection in Katowice (in particular facilities and areas entered
into the register of monuments) and District (Powiat) Conservator of Monuments (in
particular facilities and areas entered into Commune Inventory of Monuments).
The Tanowskie Góry Land Lovers’ Association is responsible for monitoring of
underground tourist tracts of the ‘Historic Silver Mine’ and ‘Black Trout’ Adit, in the
area of security of the tourist traffic and objects. Presently, the Association conducts
specialist monitoring of the level of underground waters with reference to security
of members of the public along the visitor routes of the ‘Historic Silver Mine’ and
‘Black Trout’ Adit. The amount of the underground waters flowing in the region of the
tourist route of the ‘Historic Silver Mine’ is measured every day, the readout is made
on the water meters in the shaft sump of Angel Shaft and in God Bless Shaft. For the
tourist tract of ‘Black Trout’ Adit, the level of the water of Friedrich Adit is registered
every day on the under shaft of the Sylvester shaft. Results are entered into the special book of the water condition. The safe water level for the ‘Historic Silver Mine’ was
established at the level of 70-80 cm, and for ‘Black Trout’ Adit at a maximum of 110 cm
(after exceeding this water level, the visitor traffic will be stopped). Four times a year,
the academic employees of the University of Silesia make water measurements (water
flow, water level, level of pollution) for Friedrich Adit, in three points (shaft Staszic or
Adolph, shaft Sylwester, and Friedrich Mine Adit Portal). Results of the measurements
are documented and transferred to the main hydrologist of tourist routes of the ‘Historic Silver Mine’ and ‘Black Trout’ Adit.
The level of underground waters is monitored and measured also by water-gauge
in the Staszic (Adolph) shaft, by the employees of Upper Silesian Water Supply Company (GPW).
The Tanowskie Góry Land Lovers’ Association conducts, as normal procedure, the
monitoring of the condition of the elements of the Property outside the limits of their
ownership. It refers, inter alia, to the outlets of the adits and takeovers of the adits and
shafts. At the same time, also as part of normal procedure, the Association monitors
changes in planning documents with reference to the condition of the post-mining
landscape. It has a social mandate and acts in accordance with the statute goals of
the Association, the task of which is to ‘initiate all steps aiming at increasing the education, spiritual and material culture of the community and economic development
of the Tarnowskie Góry Land. These goals are realized in strict cooperation with local
authorities of the Tarnowskie Góry Land with conservation and museum authorities
of the Silesian province in collecting and disseminating the monuments of the Tarnowskie Góry Land – the cradle of the mining and steel industry of the Upper Silesia,
inter alia, by means of taking efforts to secure and maintain the monumental real
estate and movables’ (The Articles of the Association is the attachment No. 39).
The Town Office conducts regular reviews of maintaining the Municipal Park and
Kunszt Park (located within the Original Site of Friedrich Mine) and Cultural Park
‘Hałda Popłuczkowa’ (Friedrich Mine Washing Tip).
Monitoring in the Natura 2000 Special Areas of Conservation ‘Podziemia

Tarnogórsko-Bytomskie’ is supervised by the Regional Directorate of Environment Protection in
Katowice. The Management Plan for the Natura 2000 ‘Podziemia Tarnogórsko-Bytomskie’ identifies the existing and potential threats for preserving proper protection of the natural habitat and
species of animals and their habitat. The goal of protection activities is to maintain the habitat in
the area so that it does not deteriorate for the subject protected – fertile beech wood and maintaining the population of the species in the area in the not deteriorated condition for the subject of
the protection – Myotis myotis. The conservation activities accepted in the Management Plan for
the Natura 2000 Special Areas of Conservation ‘Podziemia Tarnogórsko-Bytomskie’ are consistent
with the goals of the protection for the nominated World Heritage Property. The activities concerning the monitoring of the condition of the protection subject and monitoring of the realization of
protection tasks for the Natura 2000 area are:
• annual control of patency of the adit / shaft, technical condition, condition of security and
maintenance of closing and the grate itself (e.g. replacement of lock/padlock, security against
corrosion, painting);
• winter monitoring and control of the condition of the corridors; the assessment of the parameters of population and habitat of the species; the indicators of the parameters of population are
subject to assessment – population; indicators of the parameters of the habitat of the species
being subject to assessment – surface; security against the bats’ anxiety; availability of the openings for the bats and microclimatic conditions.
Monitoring is performed in accordance with the methodology of Chief Inspectorate of Environmental Protection (Główny Inspektorat Ochrony Środowiska), not rarer than every 4 years.
The Management Plan for the Natura 2000 ‘Podziemia Tarnogórsko-Bytomskie’ constitutes the
annex No. 8.
Additional administration solutions, of which the main goal is coordination of monitoring, are
presented in the Management Plan.

Plate 3. Group of explorers from the ‘Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers’ Association, on the stretch of the Heinitz
tunnel between Angel Shaft and Adolph Shaft.
Author: Zenon Lis
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List of reports

6.c Results of Previous Reporting Exercises

No.

1

2

List of reports, cont.
Document

Attribute of the
Property

Stored at

Protection and possibilities of
management of unique in the
European scale natural ecosystem –
Podziemia Tarnogórsko-Bytomskie.
Study of number and composition
of wintering bats. Identification
0.1, 1.0, 1.2, 1.3
of entries. Microclimate analysis.
(conditionally), 1.4,
Methods of protection. Kłys G.,
1.6, 1.7, 1.9, 2.0, 2.8
Wójcik A., Polonius A., Caputa Z.,
Adamska B., Kocot J., Stępień A.,
Regional Fund for Environmental
Protection and Water Management in
Katowice

These documents
are available in
Regional Directorate
for Environmental
Protection in Katowice
and archives of the
Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers’ Association

Chiropterological expertise for
preparing plan of protection tasks
for the area Natura 2000 ‘Podziemia
Tarnog.rsko-Bytomskie’, J. Cichocki,
J. Łupicki, A. Ważna, Zielona Góra
2012

0.1, 1.0, 1.2, 1.3
(conditionally), 1.4,
1.6, 1.7, 1.9, 2.0, 2.8

These documents
are available in
Regional Directorate
for Environmental
Protection in Katowice
and archives of the
Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers’ Association

0.1, 1.0, 2.0

These documents
are available in
Regional Directorate
for Environmental
Protection in Katowice
and archives of the
Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers’ Association

3

Botanic expertise for preparing
plan of protection tasks for the SPA
‘Podziemia-Bytomskie’, K. Kulpiński,
A. Tyc, A. Salasa-Orpych, Czeladź
2012

4

Zones and principles of conservation
protection of the historic metal
ore mines in Tarnowskie Góry No.
reg. A/608/66, T. Trzcionkowski,
Tarnowskie Góry 2007.
This inventory document was
prepared for the comprehensive
protection of the post-mining
heritage in the planning documents
and on issuing location decisions.

0.1, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 2.0,
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 3.2,
3.4, 3.5 and other
attributes

No.

5

Attribute of the
Property

6

National Labour Inspectorate of
the Republic of Poland (Państwowa
Inspekcja Pracy) – the scope of
the inspection included the legal
protection of labour and provisions
on the legality of employment,
technical safety and hygiene at work
and the compliance of products with
the essential or other requirements.

The results of the
inspections
are described in the
reports stored by
Okręgowy Urząd
Górniczy (District
Mining Office) in
Gliwice and the
Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers' Association

0.1, 1.0, 2.0

National Sanitary Inspectorate
(Państwowa Inspekcja Sanitarna)
– the sites and buildings of the
Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers'
Association are inspected on a
yearly basis to ensure compliance
with hygiene and orderliness
requirements and ensure that there
are sufficient first aid kits.

City Hall inTarnowskie
Góry

Stored at

The protocols from the sessions
of the Team for Recognition and
Combating the Threats in the Historic
Archives of the
0.1, 1.0, 1.6, 1.7, 2.0, 2.1,
Mine – Museum and 'Black Trout'
Tarnowskie Góry Land
2.2, 2.3
Adit in Tarnowskie Góry and other
Lovers’ Association
reports concerning underground
waters and other issues.
Wyższy Urząd Górniczy (State Mining
Authority) conducted inspections
6 times per year on average since
1976. The scope of the inspections
included electrical installations and
power grid,
communication systems, including
emergency communication, fan
station, shaft houses, hoist tower and
hoisting machine and the relevant
documentation kept. The inspections
were carried out until 2011, i.e. until
the exemption of the mine from the
mining law.

8

478

Document

Inventory of trees and shrubs for the
Municipal Park, D. Bąk, M. Gnielczyk,
A. Okularczyk, December 2012

Post-inspection reports
are stored at the
headquarters of the
Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers' Association

Each inspection
is followed by
a report stored at the
Tarnowskie Góry Land
Lovers' Association

3.6

City Hall in Tarnowskie
Góry
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6. Monitoring

List of reports, cont.
No.

6.c Results of Previous Reporting Exercises

9

Attribute of the
Property

Document
Municipal Park in Tarnowskie
Góry composition analyses and
conservation guidelines for the park
conservation works’, I. WildnerNurek, National Heritage Board of
Poland, 2013

3.6

Stored at

City Hall in Tarnowskie
Góry

Commune Inventory of Monuments
(Gminna Ewidencja Zabytków – GEZ),
inventory cards of immovable
monuments:
- former ore mine, T. Trzcionkowski,
2012

0.1, 1.0, 2.0

- landscape park (historic menagerie)
and horse chestnut alley from Repty
1.6, 1.7
Śląskie to Stare Tarnowice,
T. Trzcionkowski, 2012

10

11

- ditch (adit tail), tunnel, air shaft of
the ‘Black Trout’ Adit, O. Kitta, 2012

1.8, 1.9, 1.10

- historic dolomite and galman
washing tip and ‘Sophia’ shaft;
cultural park ‘Mine Washing Tip’,
T. Trzcionkowski, 2012

3.4

- complex of buildings and pitheads
of shafts ‘Adolph’ and ‘Machine’
(Maszynowy), T. Trzcionkowski,
2012

3.1

- memorial mound ‘Kunszt’ on the
heap of Rudolphina Shaft,
T. Trzcionkowski, 2012

3.5

- Municipal Park in Tarnowskie Góry,
T. Trzcionkowski, 2012

3.6

Documentation with analytical
nature prepared within the study of
conditions and directions of spatial
development and other strategic
documents

All attributes

Office of the District
(Powiat) Conservator
of Monuments in
Tarnowskie Góry

Archives of the City Hall
in Tarnowskie Góry

Plate 4. Sustained investigations have resulted in
the nomination of underground workings that bear
the greatest signiﬁcance, the best preservation and
ease of access. There remains, however, considerable
archaeological potential within the Property.
Author: Piotr Gad
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Silver Chamber with characteristic
relieves of miners (Historic Silver
Mine)

16.03.
2012

Mikołaj
Gospodarek

5.

jpeg

Obstruct Chamber with
wagons on the tramway
(Historic Silver Mine)

17.07.
2014

Szymon
Polański

6.

jpeg

God Bless Shaft in the
Historic Silver Mine

15.05.
2011

Brygida MelcerKwiecińska

7.

jpeg

Low Chamber
(Historic Silver Mine)

15.03.
2010

Piotr Gad

8.

jpeg

Tunnel in the Historic
Silver Mine

23.02.
2010

Piotr Gad

jpeg

Garus Level on the
tourist route accessed from Angel
Shaft (Historic Silver Mine)

26.07.
2012

Mikołaj
Gospodarek

jpeg

Shaft rotunda at 'Ewa' Shaft (Adit
Shaft No. 13) which continues to serve
as a visitor access point (via a stone
stairway) to the 600 m long boat tour
in the Black Trout section of Friedrich
Deep Adit.

08.05.
2014

Grzegorz
Rudnicki

11.

jpeg

Shaft station of the mineshaft
'Sylwester' (Adit shaft no. 17) located
about 30 metres below the ground

10.10.
2010

Piotr Gad

12.

jpeg

Underground tourist route in the
Black Trout – section of 'Friedrich
Deep Adit'

16.03.
2012

Mikołaj
Gospodarek

13.

jpeg

Underground tourist route in the
Black Trout – section of 'Friedrich
Deep Adit'

16.03.
2012

Mikołaj
Gospodarek

jpeg

'Friedrich Mine Adit' Portal (miners
gate) built in 1834 in striking neoclassical style from dressed limestone
and marble

17.07.
2013

jpeg

Brick-built winding houses
(Malakoff Towers) constructed in 1880
as part of the original Adolph shaft
Waterworks

13.10.
2014

9.

10.

14.

15.

13.10.
2014

Barry Gamble

17.

jpeg

Adolph (Staszic) Shaft, showing access
cage and Waterworks rising main

05.07.
2014

Szymon
Polański

18.

jpeg

Underground Machine Hall, Adolph
shaft, on the ‘Friedrich Deep Adit’.
Stationary steampumping engines

20.03.
2006

Piotr Gad

19.

jpeg

'Hałda Popłuczkowa' (The Friedrich
Mine Washing Tip) Cultural Park in
Tarnowskie Góry

30.07.
2012

Sebastian
Romankiewicz

jpeg

Combined adit and haulageway
showing a tunnel of large section
with heavy-duty timber crossbars
that carry a railway track above the
waterway

15.01.
2015

Wojciech
Stankiewicz

21.

jpeg

Iron-framed arbour , with turreted
lookout (a gazebo inspired by the
historic design of a shaft house of
Friedrich Mine) surmounting a shaft
mound behind (Municipal Park in
Tarnowskie Góry)

03.07.
2013

Piotr Gad

22.

jpeg

Gazebo on shaft mound
(Municipal Park)

03.07.
2013

Piotr Gad

23.

jpeg

Bohr shaft interior (from surface)
showing oval section lined with
masonry

28.10.
2014

Zbigniew
Pawlak

jpeg

Characteristic post-mining landscape
with small shafts, hummocks and
hollows next to Adolph Shaft
Waterworks

30.07.
2012

Sebastian
Romankiewicz

25.

jpeg

Galena occurs in the Tarnowskie Góry
mines in strata-bound formations that
are confined to a single stratigraphic
layer – in the lowermost section of
ore-bearing dolomite

01.04.
2014

Piotr Gad

26.

jpeg

06.07.
2006

Zbigniew
Pawlak

21.03.
2014

Zygmunt
Maczek

Tunnel apart from a tourist route

06.07.
2006

Zbigniew
Pawlak

20.

Tarnowskie Góry
Land Lovers'
Association

Tarnowskie Góry
Land Lovers'
Association,
Yes
Gliwicka Street
nr 2, 42-600
Tarnowskie Góry

24.

‘Cave pearls’ – one of the product of
calcium carbonaterich ‘country’ rock:
secondary speleothems of pure white
calcite derived from solution waters
passing through dolomite and
entering mined voids

27.

jpeg

28.

jpeg

29.

jpeg

Rock bridge, and stacked rock
provides structural support

06.07.
2006

Zygmunt
Maczek

30.

jpeg

Characteristic squarestacked
timber support known as 'box
cribs' (Historic Silver Mine)

23.02.
2010

Piotr Gad

Krzysztof Ziętek

Barry Gamble

Tunnel apart from a tourist route

Stowarzyszenie
Miłośników
Ziemi
Tarnogórskiej

Stowarzyszenie
Miłośników
Ziemi
Tarnogórskiej, Yes
ul Gliwicka
2, 42-600
Tarnowskie Góry
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jpeg

4.

Adolph (Staszic) Shaft, showing access
cage and Waterworks rising main

Non-exclusive
cession of rights

Zbigniew
Pawlak

jpeg

jpeg

Contact details of
copyright owner
(Name, address,
tel/fax, and
e-mail)

23.10.
2010

3.

16.

Copyright owner
(if different than
photographer/
director
of video)

Multiple steel roof jacks installed
during the second half of the
twentieth century in the 'Silver
Chamber' (Historic Silver Mine)

Photographer/
Director of the
video

Zygmunt
Maczek

jpeg

Date of Photo
(mo/yr)

06.01.
2006

2.

jpeg

Caption

Geological form determined as 'rice
field' (apart from a tourist route)

1.

Format (slide/
print/ video)

Zygmunt
Maczek

Non-exclusive
cession of rights

06.01.
2006

Contact details of
copyright owner
(Name, address,
tel/fax, and
e-mail)

Hydromorphic dispersion
of calcium carbonate and iron
sulphate/oxide imparting a natural
cement to underground structures

Copyright owner
(if different than
photographer/
director
of video)

Photographer/
Director of the
video

Date of Photo
(mo/yr)

Caption

Format (slide/
print/ video)

Id. No

7.a List of photographs and audiovisual materials and authorisation form for their use
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List of photographs, cont.

Id. No
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7.b Texts concerning the status of protection, copies of Property management or documentation
of management systems and excerpts from other plans relating to the Property
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No.

Title

List of relevant documents concerning the nominated Property, cont.

Date

Appendix no.
1.

1.

Decision on the entry of the underground area of the former
noble metal mines in the register, No. 442/55 of 26.04.1955

26.04.1955

2.

Decision on the entry of the monuments of the former noble
metal mine in Tarnowskie Góry in the register, Reg. No. A/608/66,
of 28.05.1966

28.05.1966

3.

Decision on the entry of the monuments of the landscape park
in Repty, Reg. No. A/660/66, of 30.12.1968

30.12.1968

4.

Ordinance of the President of the Republic of Poland of 14 April
2004 (Polish Journal of Laws of 2004, No. 102, item 1062) on the
award of the title of the Monument of History to “Tarnowskie
Góry – the underground area of the historic Silver-Bearing
Ore Mine and Black Trout Adit”, located beneath the city of
Tarnowskie Góry, in the Silesian Voivodeship

14.04.2004

Resolution No. LXVIII/597/2006 of the City of Tarnowskie Góry
Council of 25 October 2006 adopting the establishment of the
Cultural Park under the name ‘Hałda Popłuczkowa’ in Tarnowskie
Góry along with a map

25.10.2007

6.

Plan for protection of the Cultural Park ‘Hałda Popłuczkowa’,
Appendix to Resolution No. IX/196/2007 of 19.12.2007 of the City
of Tarnowskie Góry Council along with a map

10/2007

7.

Commission Decision 2008/25/EC of 13 November 2007 adopting,
pursuant to Council Directive 92/43/EEC, a first updated
list of sites of Community importance for the Continental
biogeographical region, including the Natura 2000 Special
Protection Area of the ‘Underground Site of Tarnowskie GóryBytom’, PLH 240003

13.11.2007

8.

Management plan for the Natura 2000 area of the ‘Underground
Site of Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom’, PLH240003 in conjunction with
the Order of the Regional Director for Environmental Protection
in Katowice on the development of the plan

24.04.2014

8.

9.

Map of the Natura 2000 area of the ‘Underground Site of
Tarnowskie Góry-Bytom’

11/2013

9.

10.

Resolution/Regulation of the Silesian Voivodeship Governor No.
46/02 establishing the Nature and Landscape Complex ‘Park in
Repty and the Drama River Valley’

11.07.2002

10.

11.

Resolution No. XXXIV/302/2004 of the City of Tarnowskie Góry
Council on the award of the title of the Monument of History
to the cluster of formations of living nature in the area of the city
of Tarnowskie Góry, ‘Park Kunszt’

2.12.2004

Order of the Minister of Forestry on the award of the title of the
Nature Reserve to the ‘Segiet’ forest

27.04.1953

5.

12.

7. Documentation

7. Documentation

List of relevant documents concerning the nominated Property

No.

Date

Appendix no.

13.

Resolution No. LXII/619/2014 of the City of Tarnowskie Góry
Council on the adoption of the Study of Conditions and
Directions of Spatial Development in the area of the Commune
of Tarnowskie Góry

24.09.2014

13.

14.

Study of Conditions and Directions of Spatial Development in the
area of the Commune of Tarnowskie Góry.
Plate no. 3. Conditions resulting from the protection of nature.

24.09.2014

14.

15.

Study of Conditions and Directions of Spatial Development
in the area of the Commune of Tarnowskie Góry.
Plate no. 5. Determinants resulting from geological and mining
conditions.

24.09.2014

15.

16.

Study of Conditions and Directions of Spatial Development
in the area of the Commune of Tarnowskie Góry.
Plate no. 6. Condition of cultural heritage.

24.09.2014

16.

17.

Study of Conditions and Directions of Spatial Development
in the area of the Commune of Tarnowskie Góry.
Figure no. 1. Directions of spatial management.

24.09.2014

17.

18.

Resolution No. X/120/13 of the City of Bytom Council on the adoption
of the amendment to the Study of Conditions and Directions
of Spatial Development in the area of the Commune of Bytom

25.02.2013

18.

19.

Study of Conditions and Directions of Spatial Development
in the area of the Commune of Bytom.
Figure IH_1. Landscape conditions.

5/2010

19.

20.

Study of Conditions and Directions of Spatial Development
in the area of the Commune of Bytom.
Figure IH_2. Landscape conditions. Landscape exposure.

5/2010

20.

21.

Study of Conditions and Directions of Spatial Development
in the area of the Commune of Bytom.
Figure IH_3. Conditions of nature.

5/2010

21.

22.

Study of Conditions and Directions of Spatial Development
in the area of the Commune of Bytom.
Figure II D. Directions and principles of environmental protection
and cultural heritage protection – collective plate.

10/2012

22.

23.

Resolution No. XVIII/312/04 of the Council on the adoption of the
Study of Conditions and Directions of Spatial Development in the
area of the Commune of Zbrosławice

28.10.2004

23.

24.

Study of Conditions and Directions of Spatial Development
in the area of the Commune of Zbrosławice.
Plan drawing

28.10.2004

24.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

11.

Title

12.
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No.

List of relevant documents concerning the nominated Property, cont.
Date

Appendix no.

7.b Texts concerning the status of protection, copies of Property management or documentation of management systems and excerpts from other plans relating to a Property

No.

Title

Date

Appendix no.

35

Local spatial development plan for the southern districts of the
City of Tarnowskie Góry: Bobrowniki Zachód, Repty Śląskie, Stare
Tarnowice and the ‘Przyjaźń’ housing estate.
Arrangements on the boundaries and methods of managing the
areas associate with historical mining activities and ideogram of
utilities infrastructure.

28.10.2009

35.

36.

Resolution No. LVI/494/2006 of the City of Tarnowskie Góry
Council on the adoption of the local spatial development plan for
the former mining area of Górnicze Zakłady Dolomitowe S.A. in
Siewierz, the “Bobrowniki-Blachówka” Dolomite Mine within the
administrative borders of the City of Tarnowskie Góry

23.03.2006

36.

37.

02/2003

37.

28.

Local spatial development plan for the former mining area of
Górnicze Zakłady Dolomitowe S.A. in Siewierz, the “BobrownikiBlachówka” Dolomite Mine within the administrative borders of
the City of Tarnowskie Góry.
Plan drawing

38.

4.10.2006

38.

29.

Resolution No. XXXVI/596/06 of the Commune of Zbrosławice
Council on the local spatial development plan for the Commune
of Zbrosławice for the Ptakowice village

39.

Local spatial development plan for the Commune of Zbrosławice
for the Ptakowice village

4.10.2006

39.

40.

Zones and principles of conservation of the historic noble
metal mine in Tarnowskie Góry, Reg. No. A/608/66, Material
for the overall reconciliation and establishment of the forms
of conservation of post-mining monuments to be used in
planning studies and for issuance of location decisions, Tomasz
Trzcionkowski.
Sheet 1 Main area of workings – the northern part
Sheet 2 Main area of workings – the southern part
Sheet 3 God Help Adit
Sheet 4 Friedrich Mine Adit
Sheet 5 Planeta and Werona Mines

2007

40.

41.

Articles of the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association

27.08.2007

41.

42.

Articles of the Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association

1953

42.

43

Resolution No. VIII/113/15 of the City of Bytom. Council on the
local spatial development plan for northern parts of the city of
Bytom, called the "Blachówka" plan – South part.

27.04.2015

43.

44

Local spatial development plan for northern parts of the city of
Bytom, called the "Blachówka" plan – South part. Plan drawing

27.04.2015

44.

Resolution No. XXVIII/424/2013 of the City of Tarnowskie Góry
Council on the local spatial development plan for the northern
districts of the City of Tarnowskie Góry: Opatowice, Rybna,
Strzybnica, Pniowiec, Sowice, parts of Lasowice to the north of
Częstochowska Street and forest areas

27.02.2013

Local spatial development plan for the northern districts of the
City of Tarnowskie Góry: Opatowice, Rybna, Strzybnica, Pniowiec,
Sowice, parts of Lasowice to the north of Częstochowska Street
and forest areas.
Plan drawing

27.02.2013

27.

Local spatial development plan for the northern districts of the
City of Tarnowskie Góry: Opatowice, Rybna, Strzybnica, Pniowiec,
Sowice, parts of Lasowice to the north of Częstochowska Street
and forest areas.
Extract from the study. Directions of spatial management.

27.02.2013

28.

Resolution No. XXVI/314/2012 of the City of Tarnowskie Góry
Council on the local spatial development plan for the districts:
Śródmieście-Centrum, Lasowice, Osada Jana in Tarnowskie Góry

27.06.2012

Local spatial development plan for the districts: ŚródmieścieCentrum, Lasowice, Osada Jana in Tarnowskie Góry
Plan drawing

27.06.2012

30.

Local spatial development plan for the districts: ŚródmieścieCentrum, Lasowice, Osada Jana in Tarnowskie Góry.
Arrangements on the principles of protection of cultural heritage
and monuments and modern heritage properties.

27.06.2012

30.

31.

Local spatial development plan for the districts: ŚródmieścieCentrum, Lasowice, Osada Jana in Tarnowskie Góry.
Arrangements on the boundaries and methods of managing the
areas associate with historical mining activities and ideogram
of utilities infrastructure.

27.06.2012

31.

32.

Resolution No. XLVIII/551/2009 of the City of Tarnowskie Góry
Council on the local spatial development plan for the southern
districts of the City of Tarnowskie Góry: Bobrowniki Zachód,
Repty Śląskie, Stare Tarnowice and the ‘Przyjaźń’ housing estate

28.10.2009

32.

25.

26.

29.

33.

34.

488

Title

Local spatial development plan for the southern districts of the
City of Tarnowskie Góry: Bobrowniki Zachód, Repty Śląskie, Stare
Tarnowice and the ‘Przyjaźń’ housing estate.
Plan drawing.
Local spatial development plan for the southern districts of the
City of Tarnowskie Góry: Bobrowniki Zachód, Repty Śląskie, Stare
Tarnowice and the “Przyjaźń” housing estate.
Arrangements on the principles of protection of cultural heritage
and monuments and modern heritage properties.
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28.10.2009

28.10.2009

25.

26.

27.

33.

34.
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7. Documentation

7. Documentation
Title

Date

1.

Compositional analyses and conservation guidelines for the park restoration
project, Municipal Park in Tarnowskie Góry, Iwona Wildner-Nurek, National
Heritage Board of Poland

2013

2.

Taking an inventory of the greenery of the Municipal Park, D. Bąk, M.Sc. Eng., M.
Gnielczyk, M.Sc. Eng., A. Okularczyk, M.Sc. Eng., December 2012

2012

3.

Arrangements on the principles of protection of cultural heritage and
monuments and modern heritage properties. (Appendix no. 2 to Resolution No.
XLVIII/551/2009 of the City Council of Tarnowskie Góry of 20.10.2009)

4.

Zones and principles of conservation of the historic noble metal mine in
Tarnowskie Góry, Reg. No. A/608/66, Material for the overall reconciliation and
establishment of the forms of conservation of post-mining monuments to be used
in planning studies and for issuance of location decisions, Tomasz Trzcionkowski.

5.

Protection and possibilities of management of unique in the European scale
natural ecosystem – Podziemia Tarnogórsko-Bytomskie. Study of number and
composition of wintering bats. Identification of entries. Microclimate analysis.
Methods of protection. Kłys G., Wójcik A., Polonius A., Caputa Z., Adamska B.,
Kocot J., Stępień A., Regional Fund for Environmental Protection and Water
Management in Katowice

2007

6.

Description of the Penetration of the ‘Gotthelf’ Adit, Underground Section
of SMZT

2004

7.

Taking an inventory of the existing tunnel of the ‘Gotthelf’ Adit, part II,
Underground Adit of SMZT

1994

2009

2007

7.d Addresses at which the inventories, documentation and archival documents are stored

7.c Form and Date of Inventory of Property
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No.

No.

Institution

Address

1.

Stowarzyszenie Miłośników Ziemi Tarnogórskiej
(Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association)

ul. Gliwicka 2
42-600 Tarnowskie Góry
tel.: +48 32 285 49 96
e-mail: smzt@kopalniasrebra.pl

2.

Narodowy Instytut Dziedzictwa w Warszawie
(National Heritage Board of Poland)

ul. Kopernika 36/40
00-924 Warszawa
tel.: +48 22 826 02 39
e-mail: info@nid.pl, unesco@nid.pl

3.

Wojewódzki Urząd Ochrony Zabytków
w Katowicach (Silesian Voivodeship Monuments
Protection Office in Katowice)

ul. Francuska 12
40-015 Katowice
tel.: +48 32 253 77 98
e-mail: sekretariat@wkz.katowice.pl

4.

Powiatowy Konserwator Zabytków
(District (County) Conservator of Monuments)

ul. Karłuszowiec 5
42-600 Tarnowskie Góry
tel.: +48 32 381 37 89
e-mail: konserwator@tarnogorski.pl

5.

ul. Dąbrowskiego 22
Regionalna Dyrekcja Ochrony Środowiska w
40-032 Katowice
Katowicach (Regional Directorate for Environmental
tel.: +48 32 420 68 01
Protection in Katowice)
e-mail: sekretariat.katowice@rdos.gov.pl
Archiwum Państwowe w Katowicach
(State Archive in Katowice)

ul. Józefowska 104
40-145 Katowice
tel.: +48 32 208 78 55, 32 208 78 01
e-mail: kancelaria@katowice.ap.gov.pl

Muzeum w Tarnowskich Górach
(Museum in Tarnowskie Góry)

Rynek 1
42-600 Tarnowskie Góry
tel.: +48 32 285 26 07
e-mail: muzeum@muzeumtg.art.pl

Wyższy Urząd Górniczy w Katowicach
(State Mining Authority in Katowice)

ul. Poniatowskiego 31
40-055 Katowice
tel.: +48 32 736 17 00
e-mail: wug@wug.gov.pl

9.

Urząd Miejski w Tarnowskich Górach
(City Hall in Tarnowskie Góry)

Rynek 4
42-600 Tarnowskie Góry
tel.: +48 32 393 36 00
e-mail: sekretariat@tarnowskiegory.pl

10.

Urząd Miejski w Bytomiu
(City Hall in Bytom)

ul. Parkowa
41-902 Bytom
tel.: +48 32 281 20 51
e-mail: um@um.bytom.pl

11.

Urząd Gminy Zbrosławice
(Zbrosławice Commune Office)

ul. Oświęcimska 2
42-674 Zbrosławice
tel.: +48 32 233 70 12
e-mail: urzad@zbroslawice.pl

6.

7.

8.
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Archives (selection)
Gebirgslagen Notiz von der Koenigliche Friedrichsgrube, 1794-1860, Archive of SMZT, Tarnowskie Góry
Netz zu dem Grubenbilde der Königlichen Friedrichs Grube (complete set of inventory maps of the underground
sites), 1855-1860, Archive of SMZT, Tarnowskie Góry
Moj H., (ed.), Mapa wyrobisk górniczych eksploatacji górniczej rejonu tarnogórskiego w skali 1:1 000
(unpublished), 1981, Archive of SMZT, Tarnowskie Góry
Żeglicki J., Mapa zabytkowych wyrobisk górniczych dawnej eksploatacji rud srebra, ołowiu, cynku i żelaza rejonu
tarnogórskiego w skali 10 000 (unpublished), 1998, Archive of SMZT, Tarnowskie Góry
Acta der: Sohlen Tabelle d:Kgl Friedrichsgrube VI S.T.Z., Archive of SMZT, Tarnowskie Góry
Acta der Königlichen Berg – Inspection zu Tarnowitz betreﬀend, Archive of SMZT, Tarnowskie Góry
Das hundertjährige Jubilaeum der Königlichen Friedrichs-Grube, 1884, Archive of SMZT, Tarnowskie Góry
Der Strebenbau auf der Bleierz-Grube Friedrich bei Tarnowitz, 1857 Archive of SMZT, Tarnowskie Góry
Gebirgslagen-Notiz von der Koenigsliche Friedrichsgrube, Archive of SMZT, Tarnowskie Góry
Akta Sohlen Tabelle fuer den Kgl.Friedrichsgrube VI.S.T.2, Archive of SMZT, Tarnowskie Góry
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500

No.

501

Address

1.

Powiatowy Konserwator Zabytków
(District Conservator of Monuments)

ul. Karłuszowiec 5
42-600 Tarnowskie Góry
tel.: +48 32 381 37 89
e-mail: konserwator@tarnogorski.pl

2.

Regionalna Dyrekcja Ochrony Środowiska w Katowicach ul. Dąbrowskiego 22
40-032 Katowice
(Regional Directorate for Environmental Protection
tel.: +48 32 420 68 01
in Katowice)
e-mail: sekretariat.katowice@rdos.gov.
pl

3.

Archiwum Państwowe w Katowicach
(State Archive in Katowice)

4.

Muzeum w Tarnowskich Górach (Museum in Tarnowskie Rynek 1
42-600 Tarnowskie Góry
Góry)
tel.: +48 32 285 26 07
e-mail: muzeum@muzeumtg.art.pl

5.

Śląskie Centrum Dziedzictwa Kulturowego
w Katowicach (Silesian Centre of Cultural Heritage
in Katowice)

ul. Juliusza Ligonia 7
40-036 Katowice
tel.: +48 32 251 71 04
or +48 32 251 42 21 ext. 288
e-mail: poczta@scdk.pl, dyrektor@
scdk.pl

6

Górnośląski oddział PTTK w Katowicach
(Polish Tourist and Sightseeing Society. Upper Silesian
Section in Katowice)

Rynek 13
40-098 Katowice
tel: +48 32 253 03 62
e-mail: pttk@pttk. katowice.pl

7

Industriada
Koordynator INDUSTRIADY
Urząd Marszałkowski Województwa Śląskiego
Wydział Kultury/ Referat Promocji Dziedzictwa
Industrialnego
(INDUSTRIADA. Coordinator: Marshal’s Office of the
Silesian Voivodeship, Culture Department, Promotion
of Industrial Heritage Office)

ul. Juliusza Ligonia 46
ul. Reymonta 24 (siedziba)
40-037 Katowice
tel.: +48 32 774 09 69
e-mail: industriada@slaskie.pl

8

Towarzystwo Opieki nad Zabytkami Oddział Śląski
(Society for the Preservation of Historical Monuments.
Silesian Section)

Rynek 26
41-902 Bytom
tel: +48 32 286 44 76
e-mail: tonz-bytom@wp.pl

9.

Śląski Urząd Wojewódzki
(Silesian Voivodeship Office)

ul. Jagiellońska 25
40-032 Katowice
tel.: +48 32 207 77 77
www.katowice.uw.gov.pl

10.

Urząd Marszałkowski Województwa Śląskiego
(Marshal’s Office of the Silesian Voivodeship)

ul. Juliusza Ligonia 45
40-037 Katowice
tel.: +48 32 207 88 88
e-mail: kancelaria@slaskie.pl

ul. Józefowska 104
40-145 Katowice
tel.: +48 32 208 78 55, 32 208 78 01
e-mail: kancelaria@katowice.ap.gov.pl

Existing websites:
www.kopalniasrebra.pl

Details of the contact person:
Zbigniew Pawlak
Stowarzyszenie Miłośników Ziemi Tarnogórskiej
(Tarnowskie Góry Land Lovers' Association)
ul. Gliwicka 2
42-600 Tarnowskie Góry
tel.: +48 32 285 49 96
mobile tel.: +48 513 873 126
e-mail: smzt@kopalniasrebra.pl

8. Contact details of the competent authorities

Institution

8.d Oﬃcial website

8.c Other local institutions

8. Contact details of the competent authorities

502

No.

503

9. Signature on behalf of the
State Party

Signed on behalf of the Government of the Republic of Poland

...
Gdy gaśnie kaganek
w ciemności słychać
bicie serca
własnego
a może serca kopalni
...
...
When a cresset is dying down
in the darkness is heard
the beating of the heart
my own
or maybe the mine’s
...
Fragment of a poem 'Sculpture of the mine' by Andrzej Kanclerz, 2014
(translation)

Ministry of Culture and National Heritage

Inventory of attributes

NO.

ATTRIBUTES NAMES
IN ENGLISH

ATTRIBUTES NAMES
IN GERMAN

ATTRIBUTES NAMES
IN POLISH

0

UNDERGROUND

GRUBENBAU

PODZIEMIA

0.1

UNDERGROUND WORKINGS

UNTER TAGE GRUBENBAUE

PODZIEMNE WYROBISKA

1

SOUTHERN ADIT SYSTEM

ENTWÄSSERUNGSSYSTEM
FRIEDRICHSGRUBE SÜDEN TAILE

POŁUDNIOWY SYSTEM
SZTOLNIOWY

1.0

FRIEDRICH MINE DEEP ADIT

TIEFER FRIEDRICH STOLLEN

SZTOLNIA GŁĘBOKA FRYDERYK

1.1

FRIEDEN SHAFT

FRIEDEN SCHACHT

SZYB POKÓJ (FRIEDEN)

1.2

BOHR SHAFT

BOHR SCHACHT

SZYB BOHR

1.3

ADOLPH SHAFT

ADOLPH SCHACHT

SZYB STASZIC

1.4

HELP HAPPINESS SHAFT

GLÜCKHILF SCHACHT

1.5

ADIT ENGINE SHAFT NO. 22

LICHTLOCHER 22 MASCHINEN
SCHACHT

1.6

ADIT SHAFT NO. 17

LICHTLOCHER 17 SCHACHT

1.7

ADIT SHAFT NO. 13

LICHTLOCHER 13 SCHACHT

1.8

ADIT SHAFT NO. 5

LICHTLOCHER 5 SCHACHT

1.9

FRIEDRICH MINE ADIT PORTAL

1.10

FRIEDRICH MINE ADIT DITCH

2

NORTHERN ADIT SYSTEM

‘TIEFER FRIEDRICH STOLLEN’
MUNDLOCH MIT PORTAL
‘TIEFER FRIEDRICH STOLLEN’
RÖSCHE
ENTWÄSSERUNGSSYSTEM
FRIEDRICHSGRUBE NORDEN TAILE

2.0

GOD HELP ADIT

GOTTHELF STOLLEN

SZTOLNIA BOŻE WSPOMÓŻ

2.1

ANGEL SHAFT

ENGEL SCHACHT

SZYB ANIOŁ

2.2

VIPER SHAFT

SCHLANGE SCHACHT

SZYB ŻMIJA

2.3

GOD BLESS SHAFT

GLÜCKAUF SCHACHT

SZYB SZCZĘŚĆ BOŻE

2.4

HEINITZ SHAFT

HEINITZ SCHACHT

SZYB HEINITZ

2.5

REDEN SHAFT

REDEN SCHACHT

SZYB REDEN

2.6

KAEHLER SHAFT

KAEHLER SCHACHT

SZYB KAEHLER

2.7

FREDERICA SHAFT

FRIDERIKE SCHACHT

SZYB FRYDERYKA

2.8

GOD HELP ADIT PORTAL

‘GOTTHELF STOLLEN’ MUNDLOCH
MIT PORTAL

PORTAL WYLOTU SZTOLNI
BOŻE WSPOMÓŻ

2.9

GOD HELP ADIT DITCH

‘GOTTHELF STOLLEN’ RÖSCHE

ROZNOS SZTOLNI BOŻE WSPOMÓŻ

3

ASSOCIATED ATTRIBUTES

ANDERE VERBUNDEOBIEKTE

ATRYBUTY POWIĄZANE

3.1

ADOLPH SHAFT WATERWORKS

‘WASSERWERK ADOLFSCHAFT’

STACJA WODOCIĄGOWA STASZIC

GRUBENBAU (XIX ALTERSJAHR)

KRAJOBRAZ POGÓRNICZY (XIX W.)

3.2
3.3

MINING LANDSCAPE
(19TH CENTURY)
MINING LANDSCAPE OF SILVER
MOUNTAIN

GRUBENBAU SILBERBERG
HALDE ‘BLEIERRWÄSCHE DER
KÖNIGLICHEN FRIEDRICHSGRUBE’

SZYB POMOC SZCZĘŚCIU
(GLÜCKHILF)
SZTOLNIOWY SZYB MASZYNOWY
NR 22 (ŚWIETLIK, SZYB KARLIK)
SZYB SZTOLNIOWY NR 17
(ŚWIETLIK, SZYB SYLWESTER)
SZYB SZTOLNIOWY NR 13
(ŚWIETLIK, SZYB EWA)
SZYB SZTOLNIOWY NR 5
(ŚWIETLIK, SZYB ADAM)
PORTAL WYLOTU SZTOLNI
GŁĘBOKIEJ FRYDERYK
ROZNOS SZTOLNI GŁĘBOKIEJ
FRYDERYK
PÓŁNOCNY SYSTEM SZTOLNIOWY

KRAJOBRAZ POGÓRNICZY
SREBRNEJ GÓRY
HAŁDA POPŁUCZKOWA KOPALNI
FRYDERYK

3.4

FRIEDRICH MINE WASHING TIP

3.5

ORIGINAL SITE OF FRIEDRICH MINE FRÜHER GEBIET ‘FRIEDRICHSGRUBE’ TEREN DAWNEJ KOPALNI FRYDERYK

3.6

MUNICIPAL PARK

STADTISCH PARK

PARK MIEJSKI

